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The term “multi-agent system” is generally understood as an interconnected set of
independent entities that can effectively solve complex and time-consuming problems
exceeding the individual abilities of common problem solvers. The coordinated entities
forming these systems regularly interact with each other to solve various massive problems
in numerous technical/non-technical applications (e.g., grid computing, bioinformatics,
business, monitoring, resource management, controlling, computational biology, education,
military, space research, etc.). In many modern multi-agent systems, the entities are required
to be fully autonomous, to provide global decisions based on local knowledge, and to be
able to work effectively in a decentralized way. The design of robust, energy-efficient, and
high-performance algorithms for MASs, therefore, poses a demanding challenge for the
wider scientific community. Thus, significant attention has been paid by many scientists
to optimizing the operation of multi-agent systems in many respects (e.g., routing, data
aggregation, communication, coordination, consensus achievement, synchronization, etc.)
over recent decades.

The paper [1] addresses an extensive analysis of five frequently applied distributed
consensus gossip-based algorithms for network size estimation in multi-agent systems
(namely, the randomized gossip algorithm, the geographic gossip algorithm, the broadcast
gossip algorithm, the push–sum protocol, and the push–pull protocol). The performance
of the algorithms with bounded execution is examined in random geometric graphs, in
two scenarios, and by applying two metrics used to evaluate the precision and rate of the
algorithms. In the paper, it is identified which algorithms are applicable to estimating the
network size, which algorithm is the best performing, how the leader selection affects the
performance of the algorithms, and how to optimally configure the used stopping criterion
to border the algorithms.

In [2], the authors present the software architecture for an agent-based fault diagnostic
engine that equips agents with domain knowledge of IEC 61499 [3]. Using sound architec-
tural design approaches and documentation methods, coupled with rigorous evaluation
and prototyping, this paper demonstrates how quality attributes, risks, and architectural
trade-offs were identified and mitigated before the construction of the engine commenced.

The authors of [4] deal with the design, implementation, experimental validation, and
evaluation of a network tomography approach for performing inferential monitoring based
on indirect measurements. Additionally, the authors address the problems of inferring the
routing tree topology (both logical and physical) and estimating the links’ loss rate and
jitter based on multicast end-to-end measurements from a source node to a set of destina-
tion nodes using an agglomerative clustering algorithm. Finally, the authors implement
and present a motivating practical application of the proposed algorithm that combines
monitoring with change point analysis to realize performance anomaly detection.

Lembo et al. [5] study a fully graphical language Graphol, which is inspired by
standard formalisms for conceptual modeling, similar to the UML class diagram and the
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ER model, but equipped with formal semantics. The authors also present several usability
studies indicating that Graphol is suitable for quick adoption by conceptual modelers.

The paper [6] is focused on an approach for the modeling and simulation of the spread
of COVID-19 based on agent-based modeling and simulation. The primary achievement
of this paper consists of the effective modeling of 10 million concurrent agents, each one
mapping an individual behavior with a high resolution in terms of social contacts, mobility,
and contribution to the virus spreading. Moreover, the authors analyze the forecasting
ability of our framework to predict the number of infections being initialized with only a
few days of real data. The proposed approach outperforms state-of-the-art solutions.

In [7], the author provide a comprehensive discussion about the relevance of the multi-
agent environment in mobility applications and describe different use cases in simulation
and optimization.

The authors of [8] present the Vehicle Routing Problem simulation results in several
aspects, where the main goal is to satisfy several client demands. The executed experiments
show the performance of the proposed Vehicle Routing Problem multi-model and carry
out its improvement in terms of computational complexity.

In the paper [9], the authors explore the possibility of applying reinforcement learn-
ing to pedestrian simulations. The learned pedestrian behavioral model is applicable
to situations not presented to the agents in the training phase, and seems therefore rea-
sonably general. This paper describes the basic elements of the approach, the training
procedure, and an experimentation within a software framework employing Unity and
ML-Agents (the employed ML-Agents version the authors adopted was 0.25.1 for Python
and 1.0.7 for Unity).

The authors of [10] demonstrate that Wisdom-of-Crowds-Bots are competitive with
other top classification methods on three datasets and apply their system to a real-world
sport betting problem, producing a consistent return on investment from 1 January 2021 to
15 November 2022 on most major sports.

Two methods based on Petri nets are presented in [11] based on (i) P-invariants and
(ii) Petri net siphons and traps. The intended result of the usage of these methods is to
find a supervisor which allows for deadlock-free activity of the global multi-agent systems.
While the former method yields results in analytical terms, the latter one needs computation
of siphons and traps.

Author Contributions: Conceptualization, M.K., I.B., L.H. and A.P.; methodology, M.K., I.B., L.H.
and A.P.; writing—original draft preparation, M.K.; writing—review and editing, M.K., I.B., L.H. and
A.P.; visualization, M.K.; supervision, M.K., I.B., L.H. and A.P. All authors have read and agreed to
the published version of the manuscript.
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Abstract: Determining the network size is a critical process in numerous areas (e.g., computer
science, logistic, epidemiology, social networking services, mathematical modeling, demography,
etc.). However, many modern real-world systems are so extensive that measuring their size poses
a serious challenge. Therefore, the algorithms for determining/estimating this parameter in an
effective manner have been gaining popularity over the past decades. In the paper, we analyze five
frequently applied distributed consensus gossip-based algorithms for network size estimation in
multi-agent systems (namely, the Randomized gossip algorithm, the Geographic gossip algorithm,
the Broadcast gossip algorithm, the Push-Sum protocol, and the Push-Pull protocol). We examine the
performance of the mentioned algorithms with bounded execution over random geometric graphs
by applying two metrics: the number of sent messages required for consensus achievement and
the estimation precision quantified as the median deviation from the real value of the network
size. The experimental part consists of two scenarios—the consensus achievement is conditioned
by either the values of the inner states or the network size estimates—and, in both scenarios, either
the best-connected or the worst-connected agent is chosen as the leader. The goal of this paper is to
identify whether all the examined algorithms are applicable to estimating the network size, which
algorithm provides the best performance, how the leader selection can affect the performance of the
algorithms, and how to most effectively configure the applied stopping criterion.

Keywords: consensus algorithms; count; data aggregation; distributed algorithms; distributed
computing; gossip algorithms; information fusion; network size; network size estimation; sensor
fusion

1. Introduction
1.1. Theoretical Background into Multi-Agent Systems

The term “multi-agent system” (MAS) is defined as a computer-based environment
formed potentially by hundreds to thousands of interacting intelligent entities referred to
as agents [1]. As the literature review shows [2–4], numerous experts from the computer
science community provide various definitions of what the term “agent” means. In general,
an agent of MAS is considered to be a part of a software/hardware computer-based
system that exchanges messages with its peers as well as interacting with its surrounding
environment [5,6]. Thus, the agents are able to learn novel actions and contexts, thereby
being capable to make autonomous decisions [6]. One of the greatest advantages of the
agents is their significant flexibility, making MASs applicable in many various fields such
as diagnostics, civil engineering, power system restoration, market simulation, network
control, etc. [3,6]. Besides, an agent of MAS is also characterized by other valuable features
such as low cost, high efficiency, reliability, etc. and can take various forms—it is a software,
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hardware, pr hybrid (i.e., a combination of two previous) component [6] (see Figure 1 for a
general structure of an agent forming MAS) [6].

Figure 1. General structure of agent forming multi-agent system.

Furthermore, as stated in [5], the agents of MASs can be characterized by four main
features:

� Autonomy is the ability to operate without any human interaction and to control its
own actions/inner state.

� Reactivity is the ability to react to a dynamic surrounding environment.
� Social ability is the ability to communicate with other agents or human beings.
� Pro-activeness is the ability to act as an initiative entity and not only to respond to an

external stimulus.

All the mentioned benefits of the agents allow MASs to be applied to solving time-
demanding and complex problems (often unsolvable by an individual agent) by splitting
them into several simpler subtasks [6,7]. Thus, MAS can be understood as an interconnected
computerized system of multi-functional entities interacting with each other in order to
solve various complex problems in an effective manner. Therefore, MASs have been
significantly gaining importance over the past decades [7].

1.2. Data Aggregation in Multi-Agent Systems

In our modern era, the amount of information is rapidly being increased in numerous
industries whereby many modern systems benefit from the application of algorithms for
data aggregation [8,9]. Data aggregation is a multidisciplinary research field addressing
how to integrate data from independent multi-data sources into a more precise, consistent,
and suitable form [10–12]. As stated in [9] and shown in Figure 2, there are many ways to
classify the data aggregation methods.

Figure 2. Various classifications of data aggregation methods.

In this paper, we turn our attention to the classification based on the type of the system
architecture. In this case, the data aggregation methods are divided into categories accord-
ing to where (i.e., on which system component) data aggregation is executed. Namely,
these four categories are defined by the authors of [9]:

5
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� Centralized architecture: Data aggregation is carried out by the fusion node, which
collects the raw data from all the other agents in the system. Thus, all the agents
measure the quantity of interest and are only required to deliver this information
to the fusion node subsequently. Therefore, this approach is not too appropriate for
real-world systems since it is characterized by a significant time delay, a massive
transmitted information amount, high vulnerability to potential threats, etc.

� Decentralized architecture: In this approach, there is no single point of data aggregation
in contrast to the centralized architecture. In this case, each agent autonomously aggre-
gates its local information with data obtained from its peers. Despite many advantages,
decentralized architecture also has several shortcomings, e.g., communication costs,
poor scalability, etc.

� Distributed architecture: Each agent in a system independently processes its measure-
ment; therefore, the object state is executed only according to the local information.
This approach is characterized by a significant reduction of communication and com-
munication cost, thereby gaining in popularity and finding a wide application in
real-world systems over recent years [13–16].

� Hierarchical architecture: This architecture (also referred to as hybrid architecture) is
a combination of the decentralized and the distributed architecture, executing data
aggregation at different levels at the hierarchy.

Even though the decentralized and the distributed architecture seem to be similar to
one another, there are several differences between these two categories [9,17]. In this part,
we turn the readers’ attention to the most significant contrasts. One of them is the fact
that the measured data are pre-processed in the distributed architecture. Subsequently, a
vector of features, which is then aggregated, is created as a result of this process. However,
in the decentralized architecture, the data aggregation is completely executed at every
agent in MAS whereby each agent can provide a globally aggregated output. Furthermore,
in the decentralized architecture, information is commonly communicated, while, in the
distributed one, the common notion of some states (position, identity, etc.) is shared.
Besides, in decentralized architecture, it is an easy process to separate old information from
the new one in contrast to the distributed one. On the other hand, the implementation of
the decentralized architecture is generally considered to be more difficult. However, as
shown in the literature [17,18], these two terms are often understood as synonyms and are
therefore used as equivalents.

Note that one may find more general classifications according to the type of the system
architecture [19]. As stated above, we focus our attention on distributed data aggregation
mechanisms, a modern solution preferred in numerous modern applications (see Figure 3
for an example of the distributed architecture).

Figure 3. Example of distributed architecture.
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1.3. Consensus Theory

The problem of consensus achievement, an active research field with a long history in
computer science, has been attracting great attention from both academia and industry over
recent years [20]. In general, the term “consensus” means achieving an agreement upon a
certain value determined by the inner states of all the agents in MAS [20,21]. In MASs, the
term “consensus algorithm” (sometimes referred to as a consensus protocol) is understood
as a set of rules specifying how the agents in MAS interact with their neighbors [20]. The
goal of distributed consensus algorithms is to ensure agreement among a set of independent
autonomous entities interconnected by potentially faulty networked systems [21]. Over
the past decades, the consensus algorithms have found a wide range of applications in
various fields such as wireless sensor networks, robotic systems, unmanned air vehicles,
clustered satellites, etc. [19,21]. In this paper, we focus our attention on the distributed
consensus algorithms, which are iterative schemes for determining/estimating various
aggregate functions (e.g., the arithmetic mean, the sum, the graph order, the extreme, etc.).

The authors of [22] defined two categories of distributed consensus algorithms:

� Deterministic algorithms include the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm, the Max-Degree
weights algorithm, the Best Constant weights algorithm, the Convex Optimized
weights algorithm, etc.

� Gossip algorithms include the Push-Sum protocol, the Push-Pull protocol, the Ran-
domized gossip algorithm, the Broadcast gossip algorithm, etc.

1.4. Our Contribution

In this paper, we analyze five frequently applied distributed consensus gossip algo-
rithms with bounded execution for network size estimation. Namely, we choose these five
algorithms for evaluation:

� Randomized gossip algorithm (RG);
� Geographic gossip algorithm (GG);
� Broadcast gossip algorithm (BG);
� Push-Sum protocol (PS); and
� Push-Pull protocol (PP).

Our contribution is motivated by the lack of papers concerned with the applicability
of these algorithms to network size estimation and their comparison. Our goal is to
identify whether all the examined algorithms are applicable to estimating the network size,
which algorithm is the best performing approach, how the leader selection can affect the
performance of the algorithms, and how to most effectively configure the applied stopping
criterion. In our analyses, the initial configuration of the applied stopping criterion is varied,
either the best-connected or the worst-connected agent is the leader, and also the way to
stop the algorithms differs. The algorithms are tested over 100 random geometric graphs
(RGGs) each with a unique topology. The performance of the algorithms is quantified
by applying two metrics, namely the number of sent messages required for consensus
achievement and the estimation precision. Besides, the distribution of the number of sent
messages is examined for each algorithm. Finally, we compare our conclusions made
according to the presented experimental results with papers published by other authors
and addressing the same algorithms.

1.5. Paper Organization

In Section 2, we provide papers published by other authors where the five examined
algorithms are compared and analyzed. In Section 3, we present the used model of MAS.
In Section 4, the analyzed algorithms are introduced. In Section 5, we present the applied
research methodology and the metrics used to evaluate the performance of the analyzed
algorithms. In Section 6, we present the results from the numerical experiments and
compare our conclusion with related papers. Section 7 briefly summarizes the outputs of
our research.
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2. Related Work

In this section, we deal with papers concerned with distributed consensus gossip-
based algorithms published by other authors. We focus our attention on papers (or their
parts) where the algorithms that we analyze in this paper are compared.

The authors of [23] compared BG and RG using the simulator Castalia and by applying
several metrics, namely the communication overhead, the latency, the energy consumption,
the normalized absolute error, and the standard deviation. In addition, three different
sets of the initial states are assumed in the presented research. They identified that BG
in general achieves a greater performance than RG. BG achieves low performance only
in terms of the normalized absolute error. As in the previously discussed manuscript,
BG and RG are also compared in [24], however, under quantized communication in this
case. In this paper, it is identified that BG outperforms RG in terms of the time required to
achieve the quantized consensus over various network types, namely random geographical
spatial networks with the same connectivity radius, small-world networks, and scale-free
networks. The authors of [25] also focused their attention on a comparison of BG with
RG and identified that BG outperforms RG in both the convergence time and the number
of radio transmissions regardless of the network size. In [26], the authors examined and
compared three gossip algorithms (BG, RG, and GG) by applying several metrics. They
identified that BG outperforms the two other examined algorithms in terms of the per-node
variance. It is furthermore concluded in the paper that GG performs better in terms of
the mentioned metric than RG in large-scale networks. However, in smaller networks,
RG achieves better performance than GG. In the paper, an analysis of the algorithms in
terms of the per-node mean square error is also provided. In this case, an interesting
phenomenon is identified by the authors: the error of BG does not drop below a specific
threshold in contrast to the two other algorithms, the precision of which is increased with
no bound as the number of radio transmissions increases. For fewer radio transmissions,
BG outperforms the two other algorithms, but, for higher values, it is the worst-performing
algorithm among the analyzed ones—in this case, RG achieves the lowest per-node mean
square error. The same conclusion regarding the per-node variance as in the previous paper
was also reported by Spano [27]. Wang [28] compared RG and GG in terms of the error in
estimation. They identified that GG outperforms RG regardless of the network size except
for the scenarios where low energy is spent. Moreover, it is identified in the paper that the
more energy is spent, the higher precision of the estimation is achieved. In [29], RG and
GG are compared in terms of the relative error under various initial inner states over RGGs
and grid graphs. In RGGs, GG outperforms RG in all the realized scenarios except for low
values of the number of transmissions. In grid topologies, GG is better for each value of the
number of the transmission.

In this paragraph, we turn our attention to papers dealing with PS and PP. In [30], the
authors compared the mentioned algorithms in terms of the convergence rate expressed as
the root mean square error as a function of rounds under asynchronous and potentially
faulty environments. They identified that PS is slightly outperformed by PP for a lower
number of rounds. However, when the round number is equal to approximately 60, PS
achieves higher performance than PP. In [31], very similar research to the one from [30]
is carried out. In [31], PS outperforms PP also for lower values of iterations. Spano [32]
compared PP and PS by applying the mean percentage error and the variance. It can
be observed in the paper that PP outperforms PS for a lower number of rounds, but
PS performs better for a greater number of rounds. The variance is greater in the case
of PS. The authors of [33] identified that PS outperforms PP in terms of the mean least
absolute percent error. Moreover, they showed that PS achieves worse performance only
in large-scale networks with a low mean degree. PS is better than PP also in terms of the
mean number of rounds except for large-scale networks with a high mean degree. It is
furthermore shown in the paper that PS outperforms PP in terms of the mean number of
wasted rounds in each analyzed scenario. In terms of the number of sent messages, PS
achieves a greater performance than PP in all the executed scenarios.
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In [34], the authors introduced a distributed algorithm based on Extrema Propagation,
which is general considered to be a fast and fault-tolerant approach for estimating the
network size. In the presented algorithm, each agent generates a vector containing random
numbers (generated data have a known probability distribution). Then, the data are
aggregated (an obtained value has a distribution dependent on the network size) over the
whole network by applying a pointwise minimum, an idempotent operation. Afterward,
the resulting vector as a sample is used to infer the number of the nodes. In contrast to
this approach, PP is used to estimate the arithmetic mean, from which the network size
is then estimated (it is equal to the inverse value of the arithmetic mean estimate). In this
algorithm, the initial inner states are equal to either “1” or “0”, and one of the agents has to
be selected as the leader. Thus, in [34], it is shown that there are also other ways to estimate
the network size.

As shown in [35,36], network size estimation is an important process in many areas
such as charging electric vehicles, social Internet of vehicles, etc.

Thus, as seen in the provided literature review, the papers addressing distributed
consensus gossip algorithms are primarily focused on the problem of distributed averaging.
Thus, there is a lack of papers concerned with an analysis of RG, GG, and BG for network
size estimation. The two other chosen algorithms (i.e., PS and PP) for this purpose are
briefly discussed in [30,34,37–42]. However, in none of these papers, a comprehensive
analysis of these algorithms applied to estimating the network size is provided. Besides, a
deep comparison of all the five algorithms is not found in the literature.

3. Mathematical Model of Multi-Agent Systems

In this paper, MASs are modeled as simple finite undirected unweighted graphs
labeled as G and determined by two time-invariant sets, namely the vertex set V and the
edge set E (G = (V, E)) [43,44]. The vertex set V consists of all the graph vertices representing
the agents in MAS. The cardinality of this set determines the graph order (labeled as n), i.e.,
the number of agents in MAS. Each vertex from V is allocated a unique index, a positive
integer value from the range [1, n], i.e., V = {v1, v2, ... , vn}. The other set, the edge set
E ⊂ V × V, is formed by all the graph edges, which represent a direct link between two
vertices. The cardinality of the edge set E determines the size of the corresponding graph G,
i.e., the overall number of direct connections in MAS. The direct link between two agents vi
and vj (i.e., their distance is one hop) is indicated by the existence of an edge in G labeled as
eij. Every two vertices directly linked to one another are said to be neighbors. Subsequently,
the set containing all the neighbors of an agent vi can be defined as:

Ni = {vj : eij ∈ E} (1)

In this paper, we examine the chosen algorithms over RGGs, graphs that represent
spatial MASs with n randomly deployed agents [43,44] (see Figure 4 for an example of
RGGs (one of 100 RGGs applied in our research is shown in this figure to illustrate what
the network topology of the used graphs looks like) and Table 1 containing the graph
parameters (the average value of each parameter of 100 applied graphs is shown)). In
these graphs, the agents are placed uniformly at random over a square area of finite size.
Subsequently, two agents are directly linked to one another, provided their distance is
not greater than the transmission radius (each agent has the same transmission radius).
In the case that there is a path between each pair of two vertices, we say that this graph
is connected. If not, the graph is disconnected, thereby being composed of two or more
components. Different connectivity in a graph can be ensured by modifying the value
of the transmission radius. As shown in the literature [22,34,45,46], this graph type is
often applied to modeling real-world systems such as wireless sensor networks, ad-hoc
IoT networks, social networks, etc. The algorithm used to generate RGGs applied in our
research can be described as follows: in the beginning, we have a blank working area
formed by 150 points on both the x- and the y-axis. Thus, there are 1502 coordinates (x,y)
in the working area. Then, the first vertex is placed uniformly at random on one of these
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coordinates (i.e., it can be placed on each coordinate with the same probability equal to
1/1502). Afterward, the other vertices (one by one) are placed on free coordinates—one
coordinate can be allocated to only one vertex. Once all the vertices are distributed over the
working area (200 vertices in overall in our case), edges linking all the adjacent vertices are
added to the graph. As mentioned earlier, two vertices are linked to one another, provided
that their distance is not greater than their transmission radius.

Figure 4. Example of random geometric graphs used in our experiments.

Table 1. Graph parameters of 100 RGGs used in our experiments.

Graph Parameter Numerical Value

Graph order 30
Median degree 25.21

Max degree 29
Min degree 16.17
Diameter 2

Graph size 371.43

4. Examined Distributed Consensus Gossip-Based Algorithms

In this section, we introduce all the distributed consensus gossip-based algorithms
chosen for evaluation in our research presented in this paper. We analyze five frequently
cited approaches primarily proposed for estimating arithmetic mean, namely we examine
these algorithms:

� Randomized gossip algorithm (RG): see Section 4.1.
� Geographic gossip algorithm (GG): see Section 4.2.
� Broadcast gossip algorithm (BG): see Section 4.3.
� Push-Sum protocol (PS): see Section 4.4.
� Push-Pull protocol (PP): see Section 4.5.

Furthermore, as stated above, we compare these five algorithms for not very frequently
applied functionality—distributed network size estimation. In each algorithm, the agents
of MAS initiate their inner state (or the variable sum in the case of PS) with, e.g., locally
measured information in the case of distributed averaging or distributed summing. The
vector gathering the inner states (representing arithmetic mean estimates) of all the agents
at a time instance k is labeled as x(k), the inner state of vi at a time instance k is labeled as
xi(k), and xi(0) is a label of the initial inner state of vi. However, in the case of distributed
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network size estimation, exactly one of the agents has to be selected as the leader—for
example, the agent at which the query is inserted [47]. The initial inner state of the leader
is equal to “1”, while all other agents set their initial inner state to “0”. In our experiments,
either the best-connected or the worst-connected agent is chosen as the leader in order to
identify the impact of the leader selection on the performance of the algorithms. Thus, the
inner states of all the agents approach 1

n (n is equaled to 200 in our experiments) as the
number of time instances is increased. Thus, the agent can easily estimate the network size
at each time instance as follows:

NSEi(k) =
1

xi(k)
(2)

Thus, in our experiments, NSEi approaches 200 and xi(k) 1/200. The vector gathering
all the estimates at a kth time instance is labeled as NSE(k). We refer to the states/the
estimates after the consensus among all the agents in MAS is achieved as the final inner
states/the final estimates. Figure 5 shows an example of how the inner states/the network
size estimates differ before and after any examined algorithm for network size estimation
is executed.

Figure 5. Comparison of inner states/arithmetic mean estimates before and after consensus is
achieved in multi-agent system.

4.1. Randomized Gossip Algorithm

The first analyzed algorithm is RG, where one of the agents is woken up (this agent is
selected from all the agents in MAS uniformly at random—let us label it as vi) at each time
instance k and chooses one of its adjacent neighbors (i.e., one of the agents from Ni—let it
be labeled as vj) [22,26,48]. Subsequently, these two agents exchange their current inner
and execute the pairwise averaging operation [22]:

xi(k + 1) = xj(k + 1) =
xi(k) + xj(k)

2
(3)

The inner states of the agents that do not send/receive any message at a time instance
are not updated at this time instance. Thus, all other agents except for those that perform
the pairwise averaging operation (3) use their current inner state also for the next time
instance. In [48], it is identified that the consensus is achieved, provided that the graph is
strongly connected on average. As stated in [26], this algorithm poses a vulnerable and
communication-demanding approach.

4.2. Geographic Gossip Algorithm

Another analyzed approach is GG, the principle of which lies in the combination of
gossiping with geographic routing mechanisms [28]. As in the case of the previous algo-
rithm, at each time instance k, one of the agents is woken up and selects one of the agents
from the whole network (except for itself) uniformly at random [26,28]. Subsequently,
these two agents perform the pairwise averaging operation (3). Thus, the main idea of
this approach is that an agent can perform the pairwise averaging operation with agents
further than one hop [28]. Thus, one of the most serious drawbacks of this approach is
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the necessity to know the geographical information about the agents [26,28]. However,
the diversity of pairwise exchanges is significantly increased compared to the previous
algorithm whereby data aggregation is assumed to be optimized [26]. In our experiments,
we assume the optimal routing, i.e., the messages are always transported to the addressee
by the shortest path.

4.3. Broadcast Gossip Algorithm

The next examined algorithm is BG, whose principle can be described as follows:
at each time instance k, one of the agents (let us refer to it as vi) is selected uniformly
at random [22,26]. Subsequently, this agent broadcasts its current inner states to all its
neighbors, which updates their inner states as follows [26]:

xj(k + 1) = γxj(k) + (1− γ)xi(k) for ∀j ∈ Ni (4)

Here, γ is the mixing parameter taking a value from the following interval [26]:

γ ∈ (0, 1) (5)

In our analyses, its value is set to 0.9. The inner state of all the other agents (including
the broadcasting one) for the next time instance is determined as follows [26]:

xj(k + 1) = xj(k) for ∀j /∈ Ni (6)

Thus, this algorithm does not require a pairwise communication whereby it is signifi-
cantly simplified in contrast to the two previous approaches. However, as shown in [26],
the precision of BG can be much lower than the precision of concurrent approaches as the
inner states may not approach the value of the estimated aggregate function.

4.4. Push-Sum Protocol

In this paper, PS is also chosen for evaluation. In this algorithm, every agent has to
store and update two variables [47]:

� sum si (initiated with either “1” (leader) or “0” (other agents) when the network size is
estimated); and

� weight wi (each agent sets its value to “1”).

The principle of this algorithm can be described as follows [47]: at each time instance
k, each agent in a system selects one of its neighbors uniformly at random and sends it
half of its sum and half of its weight, both for the current time instance (we assume that
the agents are synchronized; therefore, no collisions may occur while the messages are
sent). In addition, the same values are stored in its memory. Each agent vi can estimate the
arithmetic mean (labeled as xi(k)—this parameter is equivalent to the inner states in the
other algorithms) at each time instance k as follows:

xi(k) =
si(k)
wi(k)

(7)

The sum si for the next time instance (i.e., si(k + 1)) is determined by the sum of all
the received sums from other agents at a time instance k with half of its own sum at a time
instance k. Analogically, the weight for the next time instance (i.e., wi(k + 1)) is equal to
the sum of all the received weights from other agents at a time instance k with half of its
own weight at a time instance k. As stated in [47], the proper operation of PS is ensured,
provided that the total system mass is preserved constant. Thus, losing messages causes
that algorithm to not operate correctly [34].
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4.5. Push-Pull Protocol

The last analyzed algorithm is PP, where each agent periodically (i.e., at each time
instance k) sends a message containing its current inner state (referred to as a Push message)
to one of its neighbors chosen uniformly at random [3,34]. The message receiver answers
with its current inner state (a so-called Pull message) so that these two agents can perform
the pairwise averaging operation [3,34]. Similar to the previous approach, PP is very
sensitive to losing messages [34]. Again, the agents are assumed to be synchronized, so no
collisions may occur while the messages are sent.

4.6. Comparison of Distributed Gossip Consensus Algorithms with Deterministic Ones

As mentioned above, we focus our attention on the gossip algorithms, where the
message receivers are chosen randomly in contrast to the deterministic algorithms. Thus,
many parameters of the gossip algorithms vary over the runs—in Figure 6, we provide the
evolution of arithmetic mean estimates of the Push-Sum protocol (gossip algorithm) and
the Max-Degree weights algorithm (deterministic algorithm) for three independents runs
of the algorithms in order to demonstrate differences between these two categories.

The Max-Degree weights algorithm is s a deterministic distributed consensus algo-
rithm operating in synchronous mode [49]. It requires the exact value of the maximum
degree of a graph ∆ (i.e., the degree of the best-connected agent in MAS) for the proper
operation. In this algorithm, this parameter determines the value of the mixing parameter
ε, i.e., all the graph edges are set to the value of this parameter. The update rule of this
algorithm is defined as follows [49]:

x(k + 1) = W(k)x(k) (8)

Here, W is the weight matrix of this algorithm, a doubly-stochastic matrix defined as
follows [49]:

[W]MD
ij =





1
∆ , if eij ∈ E

1− di
1
∆ , if i = j

0, otherwise

(9)

Here, di is the degree of vi. The principle of this algorithm can be described as follows:
at each time instance, each agent broadcasts its current inner states to all its neighbors as
well as receiving the inner states from them. Subsequently, it multiplies all received data
and its current inner state with the allocated weights (as shown in (9)). The sum of all these
values represents its inner state for the next time instance.

Figure 6 shows that the evolution of the estimates is the same for each run in the case
of the deterministic Max-Degree weights algorithm, while the estimates may differ in the
case of the Push-Sum protocol. In both cases, the estimates, however, approach the value
of the arithmetic mean (=3 in this case), which is the most important fact.

In Figure 7, we show the distribution of the convergence rates (a stopping criterion
is applied) for 100,000 runs for both algorithms. As seen, the convergence rates are the
same for each run in the case of the Max-Degree weights algorithm. However, when the
Push-Sum Protocol is applied, the convergence rates may differ from each other for various
runs, and the distribution evokes a Gaussian distribution.
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Figure 6. Comparison of gossip Push-Sum protocol with deterministic Max-Degree weights algorithm over three runs—evolution of
arithmetic mean estimates.
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rate over 100,000 runs.

5. Applied Research Methodology

In this section, we draw our attention to the methodology applied in our research and
the metrics used to evaluate the performance of the algorithms chosen for an examination.

As mentioned above we carry out two extensive experiments differing from each
other in the way to bound the algorithms:

� Scenario 1: In this scenario, the value of the current inner states is relevant in the
decision about whether or not to stop an algorithm at the current time instance. This
stopping criterion is defined in (10), meaning that an algorithm is stopped at the time
instance when (10) is met for the first time.
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� Scenario 2: In the case of applying the other applied stopping criterion, the values
of the current network size estimates are checked instead of the inner states. In this
scenario, the consensus is considered to be achieved when (11) is met.

The time instance when (10) or (11) is met for the first time is labeled as kl . Once
the conditions (10) and (11) are met, the agents forming MAS are said to have achieved
consensus. Thus, the algorithms are completed.

| max{x(k)} −min{x(k)} |< P (10)

| max{NSE(k)} −min{NSE(k)} |< P (11)

Here, P is the parameter determining when to stop an algorithm. Its higher values
mean that the difference between the inner states/the network size estimates is greater
after the consensus is achieved. In our experiments, it takes the following values: {0.1, 0.01,
0.001, 0.0001}.

In this paragraph, we justify why we choose these two scenarios for evaluation. In
Scenario 1, the arithmetic mean is estimated, and then network size estimates are deter-
mined by applying (2). Thus, the consensus achievement among the agents is conditioned
by the arithmetic mean estimates. In this scenario, the consensus among the agents is
achieved, provided that the difference in the absolute value between the maximum and
the minimum from all the current arithmetic mean estimates is smaller than the parameter
P. Unlike this scenario, consensus achievement is conditioned by the current network size
estimates in Scenario 2. Therefore, in this case, consensus among the agents is achieved if
the difference in the absolute value between the maximum and the minimum from all the
current network size estimates is smaller than the parameter P.

In Figures 8 and 9, we compare RG in both scenarios. The figures show that the
algorithm is faster in Scenario 1, but the precision of the final estimates of the network size
(the network size is 5 in this case) is lower than in Scenario 2.
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is applied.
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As shown in [50], where distributed deterministic consensus algorithms are analyzed,
the selection of the leader can affect the performance of algorithms for the network size
estimation. Thus, we carry out two analyses in order to examine the impact of the leader
selection on the performance of the examined algorithms:

� The best-connected agent is the leader.
� The worst-connected agent is the leader.

To evaluate the performance of the chosen algorithms, we apply two metrics, namely
the number of sent messages required for consensus achievement and the median deviation
of the final estimates from the real value of the network size. We do not apply the frequently
applied metric—the number of time instances for consensus—as the number of sent
messages per time instance differs for various algorithms. In the case of RG, two messages
are sent at each time instance. When GG is used, the number of sent messages per time
instance is equal to twice the distance between the two agents performing the pairwise
averaging operation. If BG is applied, the number of sent messages per time instance
equals one. In the case of PS, n messages are sent per time instance, and twice n messages
are transmitted when PP is used. The precision of estimation is determined as the median
deviation of the final estimates of all the agents from the real network size (the median is
chosen instead of the average since the final inner state of some agents can be equal to zero
whereby their final estimate is NaN). Its formula (for each algorithm same) is defined as
follows:

Deviation o f estimation = median(NSE(kl)− n) (12)

As the algorithms are gossip, both metrics vary over runs; therefore, each algorithm is
repeated 100 times in each graph. Subsequently, the median of these values is chosen as a
representative of a corresponding metric in a graph.

In addition, as mentioned above, we analyze the algorithms over RGGs—to ensure
high credibility of our research, we generate 100 graphs of unique topology each and with
the graph order n = 30. All generated graphs are connected because the algorithms can
be applied to estimating the network size only under this circumstance (in the discon-
nected graphs, the size of the components is estimated instead of the network size). In
Figures 10–13, we show the median of representatives of both metrics over 100 graphs.

In the last experiment, the results of which are shown in Figure 14, each algorithm
is repeated 10,000 times in one of the graphs (each algorithm in the same graph) in or-
der to examine the distribution of the number of sent messages required for consensus
achievement.

Regarding the value of the mixing parameter γ of BG, we set this value to 0.9 as
this configuration ensures the highest estimation precision compared to the other mixing
parameters to the nearest tenth.

As shown in [51], the algorithms can also be analyzed by applying the topological
distance. This kind of analysis is involved in our future plans.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the number of sent messages required for consensus achievement of all algorithms in both scenarios for
various configurations of implemented stopping criterion—best-connected agent is leader.
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Figure 11. Comparison of the estimation precision of all algorithms in both scenarios for various configurations of implemented
stopping criterion—best-connected agent is leader.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the number of sent messages required for consensus achievement of all algorithms in both scenarios for
various configurations of implemented stopping criterion—worst-connected agent is leader.
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Figure 13. Comparison of the estimation precision of all algorithms in both scenarios for various configurations of implemented
stopping criterion—worst-connected agent is leader.
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Figure 14. Distribution of number of sent messages in both scenarios for various configurations of implemented stopping
criterion and with the best-connected agent as leader.
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6. Experiments and Discussion

In this section, we present and discuss the results of numerical experiments executed
in Matlab 2018a. We use either software proposed by the authors of this paper or Matlab
built-in functions. This section is partitioned into two subsections:

� Experiments: In this subsection, we present the results from numeral experiments
for each examined algorithm. In Figures 10 and 11, we provide the number of sent
messages for consensus and the estimation precision, respectively, in both scenarios,
for four values of the parameter P, and with the best-connected agent selected as
the leader. In Figures 12 and 13, the results obtained in experiments with the worst-
connected agent as the leader are provided. In Figure 14, the distribution of the sent
messages over 10,000 runs for each algorithm, in both scenarios, for each value of P,
and with the best-connected agent selected as the leader is provided.

� Discussion: In this subsection, we compare the results presented in Section 6.1 with
conclusions presented in the papers from Section 2.

6.1. Experiments

In our experiments, we assume that there are no potential failures negatively affecting
the execution of the algorithms (e.g., communication breakdowns, deaths of agents, mis-
behavior of agents, etc.), and the communication is not affected by any noise worsening
the quality of the transmitted messages. In addition, all the agents are assumed to be
homogenous in the transmission range, communication, computation capabilities, and
other aspects affecting the execution of the algorithms.

At first, we focus our attention on an analysis of the number of sent messages in
Scenario 1 with the best-connected agent selected as the leader. From the results depicted in
Figure 10 (blue bars), it can be seen that a decrease in P results in an increase in the number
of sent messages for each analyzed algorithm. Thus, the best performance of all examined
algorithms in terms of the number of sent messages is achieved when the value of P is
equal to 0.1. In addition, the highest performance is achieved by BG, which significantly
outperforms all the other algorithms for each value of P. Besides, a decrease in P has only a
marginal impact on the performance of BG in contrast to the other algorithms—the sent
messages take the values from this interval [22, 88]. In addition, a decrease in P ensures
that the difference in the performance between BG and the other algorithms is increased.
The second-best performing algorithm is PS followed by PP, the third-best performing
algorithm. However, the difference between these two algorithms in the number of sent
messages required for consensus is almost negligible except for lower values of P. The sent
messages are from the interval [180, 780] in the case of PS and from [180, 840] in the case
of PP. Thus, these algorithms require much more messages for consensus than previously
discussed BG. The fourth best-performing is RG, the sent messages of which are from
the following interval [193.5, 968]. The worst performance is achieved by GG, whose sent
messages take the following values [225, 1085]. Moreover, it is seen that a decrease in P
causes that the difference in the performance between these algorithms and the difference
between these two algorithms and the others to increase.

As mentioned above, we compare two scenarios determining the way to bound the
algorithms in order to identify whether it is better to stop the algorithms according to
the current arithmetic mean estimates or the current network size estimates. The results
presented in this paragraph and their comparison with those from the previous one help
identify the optimal way to bound the algorithms. In the following, we turn our attention
to Scenario 2, and the sent messages required for consensus achievement with the best-
connected agent selected as the leader are analyzed again. Thus, in this paragraph, we
present the results of the same experiments as in the previous one with the difference
that the stopping criterion (11) is applied instead of (10). The purpose of this analysis
is to identify the optimal way to bound the algorithms. The results for Scenario 2 are
shown in Figure 10 (red bars). Again, it is seen that a decrease in P results in an increase
in the number of sent messages regardless of the applied algorithm. As in Scenario 1, the
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best performance is achieved by BG (the number of sent messages is from the interval
[100.5, 167.5], and the value of P has only a marginal impact on the performance of BG),
the second-best by PS ([780, 1320]), the third-best by PP ([840, 1440]), the fourth-best by
RG ([955, 1717]), and the worst performance is achieved by GG ([1078, 1923]). Again, a
decrease in P causes that the difference in the performance between the algorithms to
increase. Compared to Scenario 1, the algorithms require many more sent messages for
consensus—in the case of RG, the difference between Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 in the
number of sent messages is around 750 messages, around 840 in the case of GG, around 80
when BC is applied, around 540 if PS is used, and around 630 in the case of PP. Moreover,
it is observed that the value of P has only a marginal impact on the value of this difference.

We next turn the readers’ attention to the precision of the network size estimation
(see Figure 11). As mentioned above, we quantify this parameter by applying the median
deviation defined in (12). At first, we focus on Scenario 1 with the best-connected agent as
the leader (grey bars)—from the results, we can see that a decrease in P ensures a lower
deviation of each analyzed algorithm whereby a higher precision of the final estimates is
achieved. In contrast to the previous analyses, the algorithm requiring the lowest number
of sent messages for consensus achievement, BG, is significantly outperformed by all the
four other algorithms. Its deviation is from the range [32.95, 52.25] agents; therefore, its
precision is so low that this algorithm is not applicable to estimating the network size
for any P in Scenario 1. The four other algorithms do not significantly differ from each
other in the estimation precision, but their precision is also very low (the median deviation
is around 12 agents) for P = 0.1. In the case of P = 0.01, the median deviation is around
one agent, which is a significantly more precise estimation compared to the previous
case. Nevertheless, even this configuration is not appropriate for real-world applications
requiring the exact value of the network size. Very high precision of the final estimates
is achieved in the case of P = 0.001 (the median deviation is equal to around 0.1 agents)
and P = 0.0001 (the median deviation is approximately 0.01 agents). Thus, only these two
configurations of the stopping criterion can ensure estimation of the network size with
high precision in Scenario 1.

We next focus on the precision of the final estimates in Scenario 2 with the best-
connected agent as the leader (see green bars in Figure 11). As seen from the results, a
decrease in P ensures a higher precision of the final estimates as in Scenario 1. In this
scenario, the precision of BG is higher (the deviation is from the interval [32.52, 37.66]
agents) compared to Scenario 1, but it is still very low. Thus, BG is useless in both scenarios
and is, therefore, not applicable to estimating the network size at all. Conversely, the
precision of the four other algorithms is very high for each P in this scenario, and, again,
there is no significant difference between these algorithms in terms of the estimation
precision. Even for P = 0.1, the deviation is low—the median deviation is approximately
0.01 agents. The lowest deviation is achieved for P = 0.0001, taking the value around
10−5 agent. Thus, the estimation precision is much greater in Scenario 2 than in Scenario
1—except for BG, the deviation is about three orders of magnitude lower, and P has only a
marginal impact on this difference.

In Figures 12 and 13, the same experiments are repeated, but the worst-connected
agent is selected as the leader instead of the best-connected one. As seen, the number of sent
messages is slightly increased compared to scenarios with the best-connected agent chosen
as the leader, while the deviation of the final estimates from the real network size is slightly
decreased. However, there is no significant difference in the values of both applied metrics
when the worst-connected agent is selected as the leader instead of the best-connected one.
As further observed from the results, the most affected algorithms are RG and BG. Thus,
the selection of the leader has only a marginal impact on the performance of distributed
consensus gossip algorithms in contrast to deterministic ones, the performance of which is
intensively affected by the leader selection, as identified in [50].

In the last part, we analyze the distribution of the number of sent messages—the
algorithms are carried out in one of the graphs 10,000 times in both scenarios and for each
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value of P as mentioned above. Since the number of sent messages is only marginally
affected by the leader selection, we carry out only Scenario 1 (i.e., with the best-connected
agent selected as the leader). The goal of this experiment is to identify how the number
of sent messages differs over various runs of the algorithms. From the results shown in
Figure 14, we can see that the number of sent messages in the cases of RG (Figure 14a,b)
and GG (Figure 14c,d) has a Gaussian distribution in both scenarios and for each P. In
addition, this distribution is slightly skewed to the right in all four figures. In addition,
the data in each figure are more spread as the value of P is decreased. The next analyzed
algorithm is BG (Figure 14e,f), in which case we can see an interesting phenomenon—the
number of sent messages does no differ over various runs in Scenario 1. Such behavior
is usually observed when a distributed deterministic consensus algorithm is analyzed
(Figure 7). However, in Scenario 2, the data differ for various runs as in the case of the
two previous algorithms and has a significantly right-skewed Gaussian distribution. As
in the cases of the two previously analyzed algorithms, a decrease in P causes that data
are more spread, but not as significantly as in the cases of RG and GG. Finally, the two
remaining algorithms, PS and PP (see Figure 14g–j), are analyzed. It can be seen in the
figures that the data of both algorithms have a Gaussian distribution, again with right
skewness. Compared to RG and GG, the data do not vary for various runs as significantly
as in the case of the first two analyzed algorithms. Again, as in the case of the three previous
algorithms, lower values of P result in greater data dispersion.

6.2. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the results presented in Section 6.1 and compare them
with those from Section 2 in order to compare the examined algorithms for distributed
averaging with their application to distributed network size estimation.

As shown in [23–29], BG outperforms RG and GG in terms of numerous various
metrics. However, in [26], it is identified that the error of BG cannot drop below a threshold
value whereby BG is outperformed by RG and GG for a higher number of time instances.
This fact causes that BG requires the lowest number of sent messages for consensus achieve-
ment (significantly lower than the other algorithms), but its estimation precision is so low
that this algorithm cannot be applied to estimating the network size—very low precision is
achieved in all our experiments. Thus, a high convergence rate of BG at the cost of lower
estimation precision can be beneficial if the arithmetic mean is estimated. However, in
the case of network size estimation, its low precision makes this algorithm inapplicable to
estimating the network size. Furthermore, it is shown in many papers that GG performs
better than RG in numerous scenarios. However, in our analyses, GG requires the most sent
messages for consensus achievement and thus is worse for network size estimation than
RG. In GG, many redundant messages are often transmitted as two agents many hops away
from one another with zero inner states perform the pairwise averaging operation (3). In
our experiments, it is identified that these two algorithms achieve high precision in general
and therefore can be used to estimate the network size in real-world systems.

As shown above, a comparison of PS and PP both for distributed averaging is provided
in [30–33]. Generally, it is identified that PS outperforms PP except for several scenarios.
In addition, the application of these algorithms to estimating network size is discussed
in [30,34,37–42], but a comprehensive analysis is provided in none of them. In our research,
it is identified that there is no significant difference between these two algorithms (PS
performs a bit better), their precision is high in general, and they require fewer messages
for consensus than RG and GG.

In addition, our research identifies that the selection of the leader has only a marginal
impact on the performance of all the five algorithms. According to the presented results, we
can conclude that the best-performing algorithm for network size estimation is PS, which
requires the second-lowest number of sent messages for consensus, and its estimation
precision is very high (except for cases when P takes high values in Scenario 1). The best
performance of all the four applicable algorithms is achieved for P = 0.001 in Scenario 1,
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where the estimation precision is high, and the number of sent messages is lower than in
Scenario 2 or in Scenario 1 with P = 0.0001. It is further identified that the precision in
Scenario 2 is much higher than in Scenario 1 but at the cost of a significant increase in the
number of sent messages.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we analyze five frequently cited distributed consensus gossip algo-
rithms (RG, GG, BG with γ = 0.9, PS, and PP), which are bounded by a stopping criterion
determined by the parameter P, for minor application—distributed network size estima-
tion. We analyze their performance over RGGs in two scenarios—the consensus achieve-
ment is conditioned by either the inner states (Scenario 1) or the network size estimates
(Scenario 2). Besides, in both scenarios, either the best-connected or the worst-connected
agent is selected as the leader. From the results presented in Section 6.1, it can be seen that
a decrease in P ensures higher estimation precision of every analyzed algorithm, however,
at the cost of an increase in the number of sent messages for consensus in both scenarios.
The lowest number of sent messages for consensus is required by BG, but the precision of
this algorithm is very low. Thus, this algorithm is not applicable to estimating the network
size in any of the analyzed scenarios. All four other algorithms achieve high precision
except for two configurations of the applied stopping criterion: P = 0.1 in Scenario 1 and
P = 0.01 in Scenario 1. Overall, the best performance is achieved by PS, whose precision is
the highest (a bit greater than the precision of RG, GG, and PP), and the number of sent
messages is the second-lowest among the examined algorithms. In addition, we identify
that the algorithms are more precise in Scenario 2 but require many more sent messages for
consensus than in Scenario 1. Besides, it is shown that the selection of the leader has only
a marginal impact on all the analyzed algorithms. Regarding the distribution of the sent
messages, all the examined algorithms have a Gaussian distribution skewed to the right
except for BG in Scenario 1, where the number of sent messages does not differ over runs.
Moreover, it is identified that lower values of P cause a greater dispersion. According to
the presented results and their analysis, we conclude that the best performance for all the
four applicable algorithms is achieved for P = 0.001 in Scenario 1. Thus, this configuration
is recommended by us for real-world systems.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

BG Broadcast gossip algorithm
GG Geographic gossip algorithm
MAS Multi-agent system
NaN Not a Number
PP Push-Pull protocol
PS Push-Sum protocol
RG Randomized gossip algorithm
RGG Random geometric graph
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Abstract: IEC 61499 is a reference architecture for constructing Industrial Cyber-Physical Systems
(ICPS). However, current function block development environments only provide limited fault-
finding capabilities. There is a need for comprehensive diagnostic tools that help engineers identify
faults, both during development and after deployment. This article presents the software archi-
tecture for an agent-based fault diagnostic engine that equips agents with domain-knowledge of
IEC 61499. The engine encourages a Model-Driven Development with Diagnostics methodology
where agents work alongside engineers during iterative cycles of design, development, diagnosis
and refinement. Attribute-Driven Design (ADD) was used to propose the architecture to capture fault
telemetry directly from the ICPS. A Views and Beyond Software Architecture Document presents
the architecture. The Architecturally-Significant Requirement (ASRs) were used to design the views
while an Architectural Trade-off Analysis Method (ATAM) evaluated critical parts of the architecture.
The agents locate faults during both early-stage development and later provide long-term fault
management. The architecture introduces dynamic, low-latency software-in-loop Diagnostic Points
(DPs) that operate under the control of an agent to capture fault telemetry. Using sound architectural
design approaches and documentation methods, coupled with rigorous evaluation and prototyping,
the article demonstrates how quality attributes, risks and architectural trade-offs were identified and
mitigated early before the construction of the engine commenced.

Data Set: 10.17632/5skpwjh3sw.2

Data Set License: CC BY 4.0

Keywords: industrial cyber-physical systems; IEC 61499; function blocks; quality-driven architec-
tures; fault diagnostics; multi-agent systems

1. Introduction

Embedded Control Systems (ECSs), augmented with communications and sophis-
ticated sensors, have led to the development of powerful new mechanisms known as
Industrial-scale Cyber-Physical Systems (ICPS). ICPS control their electro-mechanical parts
by using on-board processors and transducers, the sensors and mechanical actuators that
enable them to sense and interact with their physical environment. This blending of their
“cyber” software parts and their “physical” mechanical and environmental aspects extends
them beyond the capabilities of earlier generations of ECSs. It is at this intersection, not the
union, between the cyber and the physical that we must understand these entities more
deeply [1].

This paper presents the software architecture of our Fault Diagnostic Engine, referred
to in this paper as “the engine”.

The scale, diversity and complexity of ICPS used in transportation, medical and
manufacturing systems demands innovative approaches to fault diagnostics. The engine
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is a stand-alone, multi-platform application that can identify and diagnose faults in ap-
plications created with IEC 61499 Function Blocks (FBs) [2]. The architecture employs
software agents that are hosted within the GORITE (Goal ORIented TEams) Multi-Agent
Framework [3–5]. The Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) paradigm embodied in GORITE allows
teams of agents to respond to changes in the FBs under examination, adopting a range of
analysis strategies when faults are uncovered.

Current IEC 61499 Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) have limited design-
time fault-finding capabilities. While some IDEs allow single FBs to be exercised, sets of
connected blocks cannot be diagnosed together [6,7]. Engineers need to be able to quickly
build semi-automated fault identification capabilities that can be reused throughout the
life-cycle of an IEC 61499 Function Block application (FB application). The engine described
here addresses that need by facilitating a Model-Driven Development with Diagnostics
methodology that supports engineers while they are creating or reusing FBs to construct
their ICPS with IEC 61499 [8].

This paper focuses primarily on the architectural design of the software agents and
the way in which they have been provided with domain-specific knowledge of IEC 61499.
This equips them with the abilities they need to interact with FB applications that are
operating nominally, are failing, or have failed. GORITE provides a framework upon
which to create new agent designs, but it does not include templates of pre-built agents.
The architectural design of the agents, their skills and beliefs was therefore framed by four
research questions:

RQ1: How do we equip an agent with the ability to distinguish between normal function
block activities and misbehaviour that indicates that a fault may have occurred? A scoping survey
on industrial-scale fault diagnostics for ICPS was published before the architectural design
commenced [9]. This examined fault identification and diagnostic techniques across a
range of domains where robust fault management has become critical. The findings that
relate to the design of the engine are discussed in Section 2, including the underlying
concepts of ICPS, function blocks, faults and agents.

RQ2: How do we architect a software agent to observe the data that is flowing between
function blocks so that it can recognise fault evidence? Agents exhibit intentional behaviors that
enable them to pursue goals and make decisions that modify their actions. To reason about
faults, agents need to be able to capture information flowing between FBs. Section 3.4
explores the Diagnostic Point (DPs) that are a key feature of the engine, explaining how the
agents autonomously deploy these custom FBs into an FB application to capture real-time
fault telemetry.

RQ3: How can a fault diagnostic engine that implements the features identified in RQ1 and
RQ2 be architected? Section 3 profiles the architecture in detail, showing how the Views and
Beyond methodology [10] was used to guide and document the design.

RQ4: How do we evaluate the architectural decisions made to satisfy RQ1 and RQ2? The
ATAM evaluation and the prototyping of key parts of the engine are discussed in Section 4.
These processes refined both the agents themselves and the way they exchange information
with the FBs being examined. This led to a more robust and versatile architecture. The
ATAM presents scenarios that show how the features of the architecture satisfy both the
functional and quality requirements for the engine. It demonstrates how the risks, sensitiv-
ities and trade-offs uncovered drove the architectural design choices that were made.

This paper illustrates how Attribute-Driven Design (ADD) [11] and the Views and
Beyond methodology were coupled with prototyping to architect the engine through
iterative design steps. By creating a range of complementary artefacts that present features
as distinct views, architects make it easier for stakeholders to understand the reasons why
features should be implemented in the ways proposed. Thinking about non-functional
requirements as Quality Attributes (QAs) that can be evaluated empirically led to the
creation of a more robust architecture. The complete Software Architecture Document
(SAD) is available on Mendeley Data [12] to complement the exploration of the architecture
presented in this article. Each recommended section of the Views and Beyond document
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template was carefully replicated as an exemplar to help other practitioners. The resulting
document illustrates the scope and maturity of ADD and Views and Beyond, which has
continued to guide the on-going development of the engine.

The primary contribution of this paper is its presentation of the architecture for a
fault detection engine in a well-structured Software Architecture Document that draws
on recognized industry standards. It describes the way the agents apply domain-specific
knowledge during fault finding for ICPS. When agents are deployed by the engine, they
first explore the IEC 61499 application definition files of the ICPS that will be diagnosed.
They then build sets of beliefs about the FBs and how they are connected to each other.
This creates a navigable in-memory representation of the FB application that captures what
they believe. This later guides their search through fault paths while they determine if each
FB is performing nominally. The agents deploy DPs by wiring them dynamically into the
data and event streams of a FB. Each DP operates as a native FB, passing data transparently
through itself while also relaying that data back to the agent that is monitoring the DP.
When commanded by an agent, sets of DPs can isolate or gate sections of the FB application.
The agents then examine either individual or logical groups of FBs that are exhibiting
fault symptoms, exercising them with pre-defined diagnostic tests. The DPs exhibit low-
latency and impose a minimal overhead on the FB application. This approach illustrates
how agents can dynamically investigate systems, reconfiguring the control layer from the
agent’s execution layer. This represents a significant enhancement of the interaction scheme
employed in Kalachev et al. [13], Jarvis et al. [14] and Christensen [15]. In their approaches,
execution layer agents only initiated function block controlled actions. Our approach was
chosen to satisfy the quality attributes that the presence of DPs should not adversely impact
the normal operation of the individual FBs. Hence, the agents are responsible for managing
the fault-finding activities while the primary role of the DPs is to gather telemetry and
inject test values into function blocks.

2. Background

The design of fault diagnostic engines has to address many of the challenges common
to ICPSs [16]. By the start of the 1960s, the first general-purpose ECSs had been developed
for General Motors’ automotive assembly lines [17,18]. Referred to as Programmable
Logic Controllers (PLCs), they controlled individual machines in isolation. Industrial
plants rapidly became systems-of-systems [19], with connected production planning and
management that demanded up-to-date information from the factory floor. Increasingly
sophisticated manufacturing processes required more complex PLC capabilities. However,
connecting multiple PLCs together and co-ordinating them was in itself complex. The
term Cyber-Physical System (CPS) originated in the work of Bagheti and Gill in 2006 to
describe the new device architectures that were emerging to network devices together to
better control their environments [20]. As the scale of CPS architectures expanded, the term
Industrial Cyber-Physical System (ICPS) was adopted to distinguish them from simpler
consumer CPSs [21].

ICPSs bridge the divide between their “cyber”computational parts and their “physi-
cal” real-world environments. At this boundary, the discrete behavior of computational
programs has to co-exist with the non-discrete, time-critical behaviors that drive real-
world activities [22]. Figure 1 shows a typical entity in an ICPS, a Franka Emika Panda
Collaborative Robot [23]. Collaborative Robots or “cobots” often share production line
assembly operations with humans. Cobots perform a wide range of pre-programmed tasks
but can autonomously modify their behavior in real-time. They detect the presence of
nearby objects in their work area and capture feedback from their environment. They make
control decisions, often exchanging telemetry over networks. Sensors convert physical
characteristics such as orientation, proximity and velocity into electrical signals that can be
processed by their control computers [24].
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Figure 1. A Franka Emika Panda Collaborative Robot operating as part of an ICPS.

Mechanical actuators are transducers that enable an ICPS to move physical objects
in its environment [1]. Motors are special classes of actuators that create translational or
rotational movement. They allow cobots to rotate through multiple degrees of freedom
with high precision. At all times, cobots have to honor hazard prevention protocols when
working in close collaboration with humans or other cobots. This ability to operate in safety-
critical environments is a core requirement demanded of many ICPSs. Alur comments that
the emergence of distributed ICPSs and CPSs is far more ubiquitous [25]. The same cyber-
physical concepts that implement large-scale ICPSs also apply to smaller, less complex
consumer and medical CPSs.

2.1. The IEC 61499 Function Block Reference Architecture

At present, no single reference software architecture for the creation of ICPSs domi-
nates. The capabilities of PLCs grew rapidly as industry began to find innovative ways
of automating manufacturing operations. That demanded more robust, fault-tolerant
software architectures to run PLC applications on. The IEC 61499 standard introduced
in 2005 addresses the limitations of the earlier IEC 61131 standard [26] by providing an
object-oriented, event-driven architecture that scales well [2]. Figure 2 shows a custom FB
that has been developed from a standard Basic Function Block (BFB) type definition. This
FB processes a temperature reading in degrees Fahrenheit that is received from another FB
that interfaces with a temperature sensor. The IEC 61499 standard defines a convention that
Data Inputs such as TEMP_F are drawn on the left side of the function block symbol. When
new data have been made available from another connected FB to the input TEMP_F, the
Input Event REQ is triggered. Each function block implements its own Moore-type finite state
machine [27]. The Output Events and Data Outputs shown on the right of the FB symbol
depend only on the current state and the values of the Data Inputs it has received. The
IEC 61499 Execution Control Chart (ECC) [28] shown in Figure 2 details the states and state
transitions possible for this FB. For each state transition, one or more software algorithms
are triggered to process the data and make control decisions. After the algorithms have
executed, the converted temperature is output via TEMP_C and the output event CNF is
triggered. If the temperature cannot be converted, the ECC transitions to the error state
and the output event ERROR is triggered. This event-driven behaviour and the ability to
encapsulate both state management and algorithms in an FB facilitates loose-coupling
and scalability. However, event-driven systems present issues when interactive diagnostic
approaches are used since the actions of the diagnoser can interfere with the timing of
the ICPS.
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Figure 2. IEC 61499 Function Block that converts temperatures with its ECC.

Hehenberger comments that one of the advantages of ICPSs is the cost saving that
modularity, adaptability and re-usability offer when implementing larger, distributed
systems [29]. IEC 61499 provides a way to encapsulate capabilities in reusable units that
are wired together to create event-driven logic and control. Encapsulation encourages
component re-use by enabling developers to craft new FB applications from well-proven
resources. The standard function block type definitions provides templates that are used to
craft specialized FBs from. The custom Service Interface Function Block template interfaces
well to physical sensors and actuators. In this way, trusted libraries evolve as generations
of FBs share and refine field-proven resources. IEC 61499 also supports partitioning
of applications to work collaboratively on separate, distributed platforms, providing
scalability and redundancy. The IEC 61499 architecture has gained wide acceptance, being
used in PLCs for industrial automation [30] and in the Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs)
of Smart Electricity Grids [31,32].

2.2. Fault Identification and Diagnosis in ICPS

ICPS demand sophisticated fault management if they are to operate for the maximum
possible uptime without interruption [33,34]. Self-managing fault diagnostic engines now
ensure the reliability of interplanetary spacecraft and smart factories, often in situations
where humans are not able to be present when things go wrong [35,36]. A fault is defined
as any change in the operation of an ICPS that leads to unacceptable behavior or degraded
performance [37]. Diagnostic strategies must enable fault-management software to be
able to recognise what constitutes both normal and abnormal behavior by the devices that
operate in the ICPS. If the cobot in the example above pauses because it cannot complete
a task when an obstruction is blocking its path, that is not a fault. It is the ICPS adapting
appropriately to a change in its environment. However, failing to halt is a fault, possibly
caused by a damaged sensor or a programming error.

Sophisticated smart sensors contain in-built electronics to pre-process readings and
transmit them to the ICPS they are connected to. Faults in such sensors can include failures
in electronic components, both intermittent and permanent, as well as calibration errors that
cause them to return false readings. Actuators such as those that move aircraft flight control
surfaces rely on feedback from multiple position sensors to determine if they are orientated
correctly. Since many sensors and actuators have their own embedded processors, software
faults can lead to operational failures. The recent failure of the airspeed and angle of attack
sensors on the Boeing MAX 8 led to the incorrect operation of the on-board MCAS flight
stability software, resulting in catastrophic behavior of the aircraft [38]. Zolghadri et al. [39]
note how the number of sensors being monitored for faults affects both the design and
worst-case performance of diagnostic approaches. Dearden et al. [40] comment that many
ICPS devices are designed for low power consumption and have limited computational
capabilities. Hence, external fault diagnostic systems rather than built-in fault-finding
ensures that these ICPSs are not overloaded by fault management and diagnostic processes.

Physics-Based Modeling of faults relies on models of behavior that can be used
to recognise misbehavior. Model-invalidation techniques recognize deviations in the
ICPS telemetry from the values predicted in the model [41,42]. Noise discrimination is
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required since the differences may be small when the device is appearing to perform
nominally [43,44]. However, creating models is labor-intensive and they require care-
ful calibration to enable them to determine when the ICPS has deviated from expected
behaviors [41,45].

In contrast, Model-Free approaches use Artificial Intelligence (AI) where the correct
operation of the ICPS is learnt by observation during a training period. While the effort
to create a pre-defined model is not required, fault engines that rely on AI techniques
must be trained on a system that is able to demonstrate what nominal operation is. In the
prior scoping survey [9], variations of Model-Based approaches in the aerospace sector
were encountered in 85% of the studies while AI featured in 30% of the studies. Hybrid
techniques that combine aspects of both approaches were found in 36% of these studies.
This predominance of Model-Based techniques reflects a conservative approach typical of
safety-critical environments.

Christensen [15] proposed a model of fault diagnosis applicable to IEC 61499 that
extends the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern to include diagnostics and fault recovery.
The approach proposed an additional layer of custom FBs that monitored activities of the
other blocks it is connected to in that region. Hametner et al. propose a Unit-Test framework
for IEC 61499 using FBs that surround the block to be examined [46]. They generate a test
framework automatically; however, the scope of this approach is design-time testing rather
than Christensen’s goal of longer-term fault detection.

2.3. Intentional Agents for Fault Finding

Agents were originally conceived as a way of computerizing tasks and processes in the
way that humans typically might address them. Milis et al. discuss cognitive agents who
are able to apply expert reasoning, mimicking the activities of human investigators [45].
Like humans, agents are able to adapt their strategies autonomously to cope with changes
in the environment they perceive. Agents have emerged as a promising approach to
creating large distributed and self-adaptive systems including ICPSs [47,48]. Bratman [49]
and Wooldridge [50] provided an early background to intentional agents, introducing
the concepts of Beliefs, Desires and Intentions (BDI). They described how agents form
beliefs about the environment they are observing. Reasoning about those beliefs leads to
the formation of desires to achieve goals that are fulfilled by pursuing intentional tasks.
While ICPSs are deterministic, the world they operate in is not. Agents are one approach to
working with devices that must bridge that temporal divide.

Diagnostic approaches encountered employed agents in both Model-Based [41,45]
and Model-Free Artificial Intelligence fault-finding techniques [44,51]. The most common
scenarios describe agents capturing diagnostic data, reasoning about evidence and then
facilitating fault management [52,53]. Modest and Thielecke discuss encapsulating avionics
domain knowledge for agents to create standard libraries of resources and techniques [54].
These are captured in failure–indicator matrices. They envisage the use of agent techniques
to create a set of standard functions and interfaces that can be deployed as rule-based
expert systems.

A number of alternative agent frameworks have emerged since Bratman and Wooldridge’s
original work. Jones and Wray [55] provide a comparison of multi-agent frameworks including
GOMS [56] and Soar [57]. Both of these architectures approach agent interactions from a
computational intelligence perspective. Later work by Jarvis, Rönnquist and Jain led to the
development of the GORITE (Goal ORIented TEams) Multi-Agent Framework [3,5]. GORITE
implements intentions as explicit activities and makes no distinction between goals and plans.
This approach simplifies the specification of goals that can be shared by multiple agents and
then executed independently. However, representing environment information in a format
agents can use is complex [58,59]. Jarvis et al. comment that there is a need to be able to
describe the activities required from agents more concisely using appropriate Domain-Specific
Languages (DSLs) [3].
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3. Architecting the Engine

RQ3 asks how a fault diagnostic engine can best be architected. Attribute-Driven
Design is a systematic methodology for designing the architecture of software-intensive
systems [11]. It relies on having sufficient, well-defined functional requirements before
the architectural design phase can proceed. IEEE Standard 610 defines a requirement
as a “condition or capability needed by a user to achieve an objective” ([60], p. 65). However,
requirements for software-intensive systems such as the engine quickly become highly-
detailed. This can lead to ambiguity when multiple interpretations of the same need are
possible [61–63]. Architects address this by identifying and focusing on those functional
requirements that are Architecturally-Significant Requirements (ASRs) [10]. ASRs describe
the functionality that will have a significant influence on or constrain the architectural
design choices that can be made [64].

Chen et al. outline an approach for identifying ASRs among the requirements [65].
Table 1 details two of the ASRs for the engine categorized using their criteria. ASRs often
affect multiple parts of the system rather than just the functionality they are describing. A
characteristic that makes them significant is the high cost of changing that feature later [66].
Requirements that are Strict limit the architectural choices available while Trade-offs are
the compromises that the designer must make to balance one desired property or quality
against another. Trade-off Points occur where no single architectural approach satisfies all
the requirements of that feature. Chen et al. give the example of a functional requirement
for an application to display temperatures in both Fahrenheit and Celsius. In contrast,
the quality requirement for the uptime of the system to be “99.999 percent” embodies the
ISO 25010 Quality Attribute of Availability [67]. Fulfilling the requirement for displaying
a reading in degrees Fahrenheit and Celsius requires additional software functions to be
written. In contrast, achieving the quality characteristic of High Application Availability
requires architectural decisions regarding fail-over to alternative hardware or the choice of
different sensors with higher reliability.

Table 1. Chen et al. criteria for being architecturally significant.

ID Requirement Wide Impact? Requires Strict? Breaks Difficult to Architecturally
Trade-Offs? Assumptions? Achieve? Significant?

1 The agents must
be able to inter-
act with multi-
ple, distributed
parts of the sys-
tem that is un-
der diagnosis.

Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

2 The operation of
the Diagnostic
Points shall not
degrade the per-
formance of the
system under di-
agnosis by more
than 5%.

No Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Neither of the two examples break assumptions made during the original require-
ments’ elicitation. However, the requirement to be able to interact with multiple, distributed
IEC 61499 applications has a wide impact on how information is exchanged and collated
from different parts of the application. It also requires trade-offs that are related to the
design of the DPs and how they gather telemetry. This requirement is also deemed to be
difficult to achieve, leading to the decision that this requirement is an ASR. In contrast,
the performance of the DPs is critical, but does not have a wide-impact; the DPs are self-
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contained. However their development is complex, leading to them also being classified as
an ASR.

While functional requirements are goals that define what a feature must do, quality
attributes describe qualities the feature must possess. They specify characteristics such as
how suitable, how modifiable, or how reliable that feature must be. ISO Standard 25010
defines and standardizes categories of quality attributes so that they can be used consis-
tently by architects and understood by stakeholders [67]. While architecting the engine, the
desired quality attributes were established by working alongside stakeholders in structured
Quality Attribute Workshops (QAWS) [68]. The architecture was then evaluated through
scenarios that were created using the Architectural Trade-off Analysis Method (ATAM) [69].
The ATAM provides a step-by-step method of validating an architecture empirically.

The IEEE Standard 610 qualifies this definition of a requirement further, asserting
that a requirement should be a “documented representation” of a need ([60], p. 65).
Clements et al. caution that all the effort put in by the architects is wasted if the docu-
mentation they produce cannot be understood later by developers [10]. By describing the
structure of each architecturally-significant feature, architectures provide the framework
needed to reason about the elements that make up a system, how they interact and how
well they meet the objectives demanded of them [66]. Hence, the role of a software architect
is to propose and document a solution by blending different, well-proven architectural
styles. The Views and Beyond approach was used to create the Software Architecture
Document (SAD) [70].

Applications such as the engine are too complex to be captured in any single diagram.
Architects address this complexity by delivering a set of Views, structured descriptions
of subsets of related architectural features. Each view is presented from the perspective
or Viewpoint of a particular stakeholder. Since stakeholders have different concerns and
interests, a view illustrates how that part of the architecture addresses their needs. Figure 3
illustrates how in Views and Beyond, Bass et al. extend the 4 + 1 Views Model of Ar-
chitecture proposed by Kruchten [71] to incorporate Rozanski and Woods seven distinct
architectural viewpoints [72]. The Viewpoint Catalogue of Rozanski and Woods is ex-
plored in more detail in Section 1.3 of the SAD. The diagram shows how the stakeholders’
viewpoints are considered in the light of the ASRs. The View Packets are the smallest
piece of information a stakeholder requires, presented from a particular viewpoint [73].
They are detailed on the right of the diagram, showing the view packets contained in
the SAD that detail an aspect of the architecture. Inside each view packet, the rationale
behind each feature is explained, providing diagrams that present each element used in
the architecture [64].
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Fault Diagnostic Engine Application
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Concurrency Viewpoint

Development Viewpoint
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Introduction and System Context

Diagnostic Points

Figure 3. From viewpoints, architecturally-significant requirements and views to view packets.
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SysML diagrams were adopted as a way of of presenting the elements of an architec-
tural feature in a consistent way. SysML is an extension of the UML modeling language
defined in the ISO 19514 standard [74,75]. SysML extends the range of UML diagrams to
add Activity, Requirement and Block diagram types which are ideal for describing systems-
of-systems architectures such as the engine. UML and SysML both encourage systematic
naming conventions for elements and the diagrams which contain them.This makes it
easier to build the Views and Beyond Element Catalogues in the SAD that describe each
view. For every view in the Kruchten 4 + 1 model, there are well-known UML or SysML
diagrams that have been adopted to document the elements appropriately in that view. The
SAD is intended to provide a single-source of truth to capture the needs of the stakeholders
and propose architectural solutions to those needs. In doing that, the architects carefully
tread a fine line between providing just enough detail without over-architecting the design.
Doing so would constrain the ability of the developers to make their own decisions about
how the code should implement the design. Architecture is concerned with the external
characteristics of elements. In contrast, developers create the internal implementation of
elements to realize those external characteristics. The SAD should therefore present an
unambiguous architectural design, without unnecessary internal implementation details.

3.1. The System Context View of the Engine

The introductory sections of SAD present the agents and the engine in-context with
the diagnostic needs they satisfy. Figure 4 illustrates the activities the agents can perform
and the subsystems the engine is constructed from in this context. The view does this by
presenting the relations, dependencies and interactions between the engine subsystems.
Doberkat [76] explains that a relation links an input to an element to a corresponding
output or a state. Relations can imply hierarchies and dependencies that define which
modules provide support or inherit their capabilities from other elements. The view
corresponds to the +1 Scenario View proposed by Kruchten [71]. The Context View is a
high-level overview, designed to present the purpose and business drivers that underpin
the architectural decisions made about the engine. The view also describes the needs of
the stakeholders who either use or will develop the engine. Stakeholders have differing
concerns, so alternative view packets address their individual needs in more detail. For
example, Software Engineers are concerned with operational features of the engine and
the agents while they use the system to help them develop FB applications. Their needs
include interactive fault-finding sessions during early-stage development. In contrast,
Maintenance Engineers use the engine, configured with different agent goals, for longer-
term fault monitoring and management.

The engine is a stand-alone system that interacts with a separate FB application.
Design resources created in the IDE during the creation of the FB application are available
to the agents. They use this structural information to configure the telemetry connections
they need to interact with the FBs during fault-finding. Each of the subsequent views
details the subsystems shown in this diagram in more detail from differing viewpoint
perspectives. Constraints that drove architectural decisions are discussed in each context.
Views and Beyond creates a framework in which each view or view packet includes a
description of each architectural element the subsystem relies on as well as the interfaces
they provide.
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Figure 4. The system context view of the fault diagnostic engine.

3.2. The Logical View

Figure 5 presents the Logical View of the engine from the Rozanski and Woods
Functional Viewpoint. A layered architectural style was chosen since the self-contained
GORITE Team Manager subsystem provides the primary interface to the diagnostic agents.
The refinement of the agent subsystem is discussed further in Section 3.3. This was driven
by later evaluations that identified the need to multi-thread agents to better manage their
scheduling and resources. The engines’ communication subsystem operates in the agent
layer, providing the interface to the separate FB application layer. Sub-applications of the
FB application can run on their own hardware platforms as distributed device instances in
this lower layer.
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Figure 5. The layered architectural style of the fault diagnostic engine.

While agents are often created using object-oriented design patterns, there is a distinct
difference in the way agents interact with other components in multi-agent frameworks.
Objects implement methods and functions and cannot refuse to execute when called by
a component that holds a reference to an instance of that object. In contrast, an agent
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operates in a contract or agreement with other subsystems. When requested to perform
a task or provide a service, an agent will evaluate its current priorities and only comply
if it can [50,77]. An active agent encompasses its own thread of control [50]. Unlike object
instances which can only undergo a change of state when one of their methods is called,
agents can initiate a state change based on their own deliberations. Adapting the notation
of Kidney and Denzinger [78], an active agent ag can be defined as:

Definition 1 (Active Agent). ag = 〈Sit, Act, Dat, fsit〉 is a tuple where:

1. Sit is the set of situations that an agent can be in. The characteristics of the agents’ situation
sitj ∈ Sit is defined by the nature of the goal it is pursuing or an individual task within that
goal it is performing.

2. Act is the set of actions that an agent can perform in that environment.
3. Dat is the set of internal data the agent maintains about its state and the environment it is

situated in.
4. fsit is a function defined for the current situation over the data values that allows the agent to

determine its next actions such that fsit : Sit× Dat → Act.

Within GORITE, teams of agents are assembled and allocated goals. A goal that an
agent attempts to achieve is defined in terms of the set of actions Ga that the agent can
perform to work towards a desired outcome. Jarvis et al. make no distinction between
the traditional BDI concept of a plan and a goal; a plan in GORITE is just an explicit
goal [3]. The pursuit of a goal is evidenced as a set of behaviors. The behavior Beh of an
individual agent agi is described by the set of actions that it takes in its environment while
it is attempting to achieve a particular goal:

Definition 2 (Behaviour). Behtask = {act1, act2, . . . , actt} where

1. actn ∈ Act, are the actions the agent agi is capable of performing, and
2. actt is the action that causes the agent to terminate its operations when that task is completed.

Since agents have the ability to self-determine what the appropriate course of action might be
in a given environment, it is possible that a number of different behaviors could be exhibited
that still achieve the same outcome.

Since agents have the ability to choose from a number of alternatives what the appro-
priate course of action might be in a given situation or environment, and it is possible that
a number of different behaviors could be exhibited that still achieve the same outcome.

Agents only begin executing activities when they are assigned a goal to pursue. The
GORITE execute() method provides a function body in which to implement the code to
allow an agent to perform tasks as it works towards fulfilling the goal. Goals are designed
to execute until the agent either completes, suspends, or fails the goal. A goal in GORITE is
defined as:

Definition 3 (Goal). Given an agent ag, a goal is specified as the tuple Goal = 〈N, Ga, gsw〉
where:

1. N is a unique identifier that names the goal, and
2. Ga is the set of actions the agent can perform while pursuing the goal where Ga ⊂ Act, and
3. gsw is the current state of the goal where gsw ∈ Gs, the set of defined GORITE goal states.

GORITE defines the following goal states that can be returned from the customized
execute() function defined for a goal:

• PASSED: The current goal has been completed successfully by the DiagnosticAgent.
This usually results in the TeamManagerAgent assigning a new goal if there is a subse-
quent task that follows on from the goal that has just been completed.

• STOPPED: The agent cannot complete the current goal at the present time. This
usually signifies that there has been some sort of obstruction in the environment
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that is stopping the agent working on the goal. The agent is recommending to the
TeamManagerAgent that the goal should be re-scheduled to be attempted again at a
later time.

• FAILED: The agent cannot complete the current goal and has determined that further
attempts to re-start and complete the goal would be futile. The TeamManagerAgent will
not attempt to re-schedule this goal again during the current fault diagnostic session.

3.3. The Process View

The Process View of the architecture focuses on processes that execute in the engine
that support fault-finding. The view corresponds to Rozanski and Woods Information and
Concurrency Viewpoint, detailed in Section 1.5 of the SAD. The SAD presents the operation
of the agents and the DPs in two separate view packets.

Prototyping the agents and DPs during the ATAM evaluation of the architecture
led to significant refinements. The DiagnosticTeam component is responsible for creating
the team of agents and assigning goals to them. However, the Open Source version of
GORITE does not provide a way of implementing multiple agent instances that can be
multi-threaded. Each goal is implemented as a class with an execute() function that is
designed to operate until the status of the goal changes. That implies that different agents
cannot perform their goals in parallel if they are both operating on the current GORITE
thread. The prototype single agent performed three goals successfully that included the
configuration of the FB application, watching for simple faults and then reporting them.
The ATAM identified that this did not address the quality attributes including Concurrency
and Scalability. These could not be satisfied by executing agents on a single execution
thread. The agents also need to be able to persist their own private copies of resource
objects, each with their own state management requirements. Instantiating agents on their
own threads demanded a Trade-Off that led to a different goal structure for the Team
manager. Figure 6 details the revised interaction between the Team Manager Agent and
the Diagnostic Agents.
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Figure 6. GORITE Team, agent, and diagnostic point processes across the execution layers.

This included the extension of the set of GORITE Goals states to include a new
EXECUTING status. The Team Manager Agent executes a set of GORITE Sequence Goals
named Manage where the role of the team manager is to assign goals to available agents
and monitor their progress. Each named agent instance provides a set of thread-safe
synchronized methods that ensure the setting and reading of the AgentState and GoalState
agent properties are interleaved appropriately. Agents execute goals such as Con f igure,
Monitor, Diagnose and Analyse, transitioning from first configuring the FB application,
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then watching the telemetry streams and intervening whenever fault evidence is observed.
Each transition to a new goal is initiated by reporting via the AgentState that the current
goal is no longer being executed, whereupon the Team Manager Agent evaluates the
goal status reported by the agent in GoalState and assigns a new goal. Five agents were
prototyped for an ATAM scenario and evaluated with GORITE on its own thread and
its own set of management goals. No collisions or conflicts were observed. This new
configuration now positions the Team Manager as an agent in its own right, co-ordinating
multiple agents and freeing each agent to manage the state of the resources it instantiates.
ATAMs do not usually involve a prototyping phase; however, the prototypes provided
valuable quantitative feedback to justify the architectural changes needed that the ATAM
had identified.

3.4. Diagnostic Points and Telemetry

Telemetry is defined as the in situ collection of measurements or other types of data
at remote points and the transmission of that data back to receiving equipment [79]. The
agents treat FBs as black-boxes whose behavior or misbehavior can be inferred from the data
they exchange with each other. In most practical instances, the engine is deployed on its
own hardware, separate from the platform the FB application is executing on. The rational
for creating stand-alone fault management engines is discussed in depth in Benowitz’s
description of the NASA Curiosity Mars Rover [36]. Goupil et al. present a similar rational
for the Airbus fault engine [80]. These engines have to keep functioning even when the
applications they are managing are failing. Hence, the DPs in our engine need to provide
remote data capture and interaction points that can operate as software-in-the-loop entry
points within the FB application, exchanging telemetry via managed network connections
to the platform that the agents are operating on.

Figure 7 shows the construction of the DP function block DP. This is a Composite
Function Block (CFB) that contains an instance of the AGENT_GATE Service Interface Function
Block (SIFB). The DP block is used to break and re-connect the data and event lines that
connect FBs together.

Figure 7. Diagnostic point composite function block.

CFBs expose a single input and output interface that encapsulates a more complex in-
ternal configuration. The configuration parameters include a POLL_TIME parameter that
allows the performance of the DPs to be fine-tuned by the agent during the configuration
of the diagnostic test harness. DPs initially pass all data and events through transparently
after the agent has instructed them to operate in their PASSTHROUGH_ENABLED mode.
Each data value is also sent back to the agent as it passes through the DP. The AGENT_GATE
block implements a TCP client connection to a single named non-blocking I/O gateway
component called NIOserver that is hosted on the engine. A TCP server listener socket
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handover then assigns a unique socket to maintain the connection between the agent and
the client DP. The agent communicates with the DP wired into the FB application via an
in-memory object interface, also referred to as a DiagnosticPoint, established within the
engine. The agents exchange telemetry with the DP using First-In-First Out (FIFO) data
queues and the packet structure detailed in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Definition of the Data Packet structure used to exchange telemetry.

The start and end of packet characters are used to ensure that the packet has not been
malformed and to allow multiple variable-length packets to be unpacked from the input
buffer reliably in a single read from a TCP port. The data type is inferred by the agent since
it was established during the set up of the DP. The input DATA_TYPE is used by the block to
determine the format conversion needed into and out of the string format that is carried
in the data packet. TCP addresses and the Host listener port are also specified on input
parameters. Table 2 details the packet commands supported by the DP and the agents.
The DP provides input and output data ports for each defined IEC 61499 data type. These
range from Boolean types through to long and short Integers, Real Numbers and Strings.
An efficient type conversion in C++ with rounding to a specified number of decimal places
was implemented in the blocks to ensure that data were processed rapidly and packed
efficiently into the data packets.

Table 2. Packet Type Commands used to control and exchange data with Diagnostic Points.

Packet Type Enum Description

SAMPLED_DATA_VALUE A typed data value sent to the agent that has been either captured
from an input or an output port on the function block.

PASSTHROUGH_ENABLED Command received from the agent to switch the DP to its trans-
parent pass-through mode.

POLL_AGENT The DP is polling the agent, signaling that it is ready to receive
a new data value to inject into the function block. The value is
returned in a Post-Back from the NIOserver.

TRIGGER_ENABLED Command received from the agent to switch from its transpar-
ent pass-through mode and begin requesting and injecting test
data values. Used in conjunction with the GATE_OPEN and
GATE_CLOSE commands.

GATE_OPEN Instructs the DP to open the gate to traffic from other function
blocks after switching back to its PASSTHROUGH_ENABLED
mode.

GATE_CLOSE Instructs the DP to close the gate, blocking traffic to and from
other function blocks after switching to its TRIGGER_ENABLED
mode.

TRIGGER_DATA_VALUE A typed data value received from the agent to inject into the
function block input and event ports.

The gate() functionality allows the agent to dynamically isolate either a single FB or a
set of related blocks to exercise them. Data and events are blocked from passing into or
out of a ring-fenced area to allow the blocks to be tested in isolation, unaffected by other
parts of the FB application. The agent can then restore the pass-through mode of those
blocks and move on to investigate other blocks of interest. In this way, the agent can walk
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through an entire application, listening, probing, and then moving on to the next section of
interest. This improvement was driven by the ATAM evaluation and resulted in a more
dynamic and resilient approach that allows the agents to change the type of interventions
they choose to make without needing to re-wire additional DPs at runtime.

The Reliability quality attribute was addressed by making the DP function blocks fault-
tolerant to network issues by ensuring that they manage their own TCP client connections.
In the event of a loss of connection, the DP re-establishes a new connection by itself.
Since the data packets carry a unique DP instance identifier, the matching DiagnosticPoint
instance in the engine automatically re-routes the packets to and from the correct FIFO
packet queue via the new socket. This ensures that all network interruptions are handled
asynchronously by the NIOserver component and the DiagnosticPoint subsystems. In this
sense, the DiagnosticPoint instance shown in the Agent layer of Figure 5 acts like a Digital
Twin of the DP FB within the FB application [81]. Later, this made the creation of the
diagnostic scripts the agents use to execute their goals easier to construct since the instance
references to the collection of DPs marshaled by the agent do not change in the event of a
network issue.

3.5. Managing Agent Beliefs

The Process View also details the beliefs an agent forms. These are stored in an
in-memory structure that provides a model of the domain the agents operate in [4]. An
atomic belief is an opinion about one characteristic of the ICPS or its environment, formed
from evidence that the agent holds at a given time. The ability to revise a belief is one of
their key skills that allows them to maintain an up-to-date model when situations change
or when the weight of evidence alters the agents’ perceptions. Dennett defines a First-
Order Intentional system as one that has beliefs and desires, but no beliefs and desires
about its beliefs and desires [82]. This corresponds to the initial BDI concept proposed
by Bratman [83]. Dennett then defines a Second-Order Intentional system as one that
has formed beliefs, desires and intentional states about the beliefs and desires of other
systems as well as its own. The beliefs formed by each agent in the engine are First-Order.
Definition 4 is the primary definition of a belief that all the subsequent beliefs used by the
agents are built upon:

Definition 4 (Beliefs). Every agent ag contains a set of beliefs B = {b1, . . . , bn} such that each
belief b ∈ B is a tuple 〈4, v〉 where:

• 4 is a skill that the agent can use and
• v is the veracity of the belief held by the agent about the skill. This may be true, f alse, or

undetermined.

The veracity v is defined as the degree to which a concept or unit of information
conforms to the truth or known facts [84]. The quantities assigned to v can range from true,
false, or undetermined, supported by numeric values or percentages that indicate how
much a behavior is deviating from expected norms. A fault diagnosis is understood to be
a summary and evaluation of the set of beliefs held by an agent. When the application is
performing nominally, this diagnosis could be a No Fault Found (NFF) belief on the part of
the agent. Within the engine, agents can maintain three types of beliefs: interaction beliefs,
system-under-diagnosis (SUD) beliefs and dynamic diagnostics beliefs.

Interaction beliefs capture an agent’s knowledge about an ability they possess to
interact with either other agents or the FB application to perform goals.

Definition 5 (Interaction belief). A belief b = 〈4, v〉 is an interaction belief when4 describes
a pair (ag,S), where ag represents an agent and the S is the signature of a method that can be used
by that agent to interact with the function block application and other agents.

An example of a skill is the ability of an agent to communicate with the DPs, open
and close control gates, and trigger inputs on an FB of interest. This belief structure
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models IEC 61499-specific domain knowledge needed to interact with the FB application
being diagnosed.

Figure 9 shows a set of DPs that an agent has wired between Z_TEMPERATURE and
the F_TO_C_CONV. When the agent performs a rewire() interaction, the DP1 and DP2 FB
instances are inserted into the event and data paths. Later, the gateClose() command
isolates this incoming information path from Z_TEMPERATURE so that a trigger() command
can inject test values. These are captured further down the path by DP2 using the read()
command. Note that, if a DP is capturing the input side of a FB, the gateClose() function
must close only the inbound side. Conversely, when the DP is capturing an output, only the
outbound data and events should be blocked from being sent onto the next connected FB.

GORITE Fault Diagnostic Engine

AGENT
rewire() ...    read(DP1) ..  gateClose(DP1) .. gateClose(DP2) .. trigger(DP1, value) .. read(DP2)   

Figure 9. Capturing and triggering Diagnostic Points.

While other belief sets are dynamic, the capabilities captured in this first set are static,
intrinsic skills since they are core domain-specific abilities of the agent. Hence, the veracity
of interaction beliefs is always true unless for some reason the agent is blocked from wield-
ing that ability. Before the diagnostic goals are assigned, a second belief structure is made
available to the agent that provides knowledge about the FB application and its structure.

Figure 10 shows the implementation of this belief structure created by restructuring
the FB application as a Directed Graph. This is referred to as the System-Under-Diagnosis
belief structure.

Definition 6 (System-Under-Diagnosis belief). A belief b = 〈4, v〉 is called a system-under-
diagnosis belief when4 is described by the triple 〈FB1, trg, FB2〉. FB1 where:

• FB2 are function block instances in the system under diagnosis, and
• trg represents the conditions (events and variable values) under which a transition can be

triggered by the agent from FB1 to FB2.

The fault diagnostic engine adopts a model-based rather than a machine-learning
approach. Manually creating models is labour and time-intensive, since models need
to be calibrated [41,45]. IEC 61499 offers a formally-defined application structure file
that allows the engine to autonomously construct an in-memory model of the function
block application it has been assigned to monitor and diagnose. As engineers change
their designs, the engine is able to update its model using its domain knowledge of
the IEC 61499 architecture.

IEC 61499 Application Definition files are optimized to work with development IDEs
such as 4diac [6] and nxtCONTROL [85]. However, the XML structure of these files is
hard for an agent to navigate dynamically since the parameters for each FB are stored in
different parts of the file. The five FB instances are stored as FunctionBlock nodes and the
connections between them as directed edges stored in the Connections object. The name of
an edge corresponds to the output event or data output on the FB the node describes. This
structure is easier for the agents to navigate when rewiring the FBs to insert DPs. Agents
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are also able to access this belief structure during fault finding by referencing a single node
where all its details are available as properties.

The FunctionBlockApp class provides an update() method so that, if changes are made
to the copy of the function block or the connection, the entry in the list of block nodes
can be updated. This architectural approach using an indexed list of objects means that
new methods and data can be added to the structure without complicated changes to
the interface.
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Figure 10. An FB application as a Directed Graph and the Function Block Node structure.

Each node of this belief structure provides the agent with detailed knowledge to allow
it to reliably interact with each FB. Agents are responsible for determining by themselves
how to interact with a particular FB, verifying input and output data types so they can
provide type-safe test values. The Directed Graph structure also allows agents to navigate
fault paths autonomously, making decisions about the next possible fault location they
should investigate. System beliefs are dynamic, providing the agents with a way to
remember the result of diagnosing a FB as they traverse the FB application and update
their beliefs about what they have observed.

During the design phase, an engineer will create a package of information that iden-
tifies the DPs that are available for each FB. These Diagnostic Packages contain sets of test
values associated with data pathways through the FB that can be used during diagnosis to
determine if the FB is performing correctly. The agent interprets these diagnostic packages
while iterating each FB as it builds its application belief structure. A Diagnostic Harness
is then created by inserting all the DP instances into the function block using the agents’
rewire() interaction belief.

Model-based approaches rely on techniques of fault-finding that involve invalidating
one or more aspects of the model. The engine architecture facilitates this with interaction
belief skills and domain knowledge of the IEC 61499 function block architecture, enabling
the agents to build their own model of the application they are examining. This addresses
some of the concerns that creating models is labor-intensive [41,45]. For fault diagnosis,
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First-Order beliefs such as these are sufficient to form this model of the ICPS that the agents
are examining.

The third belief structure captures dynamic diagnostic beliefs. As an agent investigates
a fault, it forms new beliefs as it observes the FB application that is executing and interacts
with it. It may also modify existing beliefs to better align them with new evidence.

Definition 7 (Dynamic diagnostics belief). A belief b = 〈4, v〉 is a dynamic diagnostics belief
if4 is represented as a pair (FBi, fq) where

• FBi is a function block instance of the system under diagnosis, and
• fq is a valid fault code for FBi, obtained from a set of fault codes F.

In this belief structure, a belief about what is happening is a fuzzy logic opinion
about a particular FB, sensor, actuator, or algorithm in the FB application. The set
B = {b0, b1, . . . , bn} captures the agent’s beliefs, where bi represents either a single BFB
or a network of BFBs connected as a CFB. A BFB or CFB represents the smallest unit of
functionality an agent can test and hence beliefs are atomic at this level.

Before the Team Manager shown in Figure 6 instructs the agent to begin operating,
it provides a set of goals that can include monitoring for fault signatures and executing
diagnostic plans. The agent is also provided with a definition of what constitutes normal
behavior for each FB via the set of diagnostic packages. One example of normal behavior
is the appearance of temperature readings at 500 ms intervals from Z_TEMPERATURE TEMP.
These propagate through the controller to appear at Z_CONTROLLER ZONE_TEMP. The agent
then pursues its Monitor goal, watching for normal temperature fluctuations. All DP
instances pass events and data through transparently to other FBs as well as back to the
agent. The agent continues pursuing this goal until one or more of its primary beliefs about
normal operation are invalidated. The agent establishes an initial belief for the Monitor
goal such that:

b0 = 〈FBZ_TEMPERATURE, vundetermined, f0〉

For an agent, the pursuit of its Monitor goal is the repeated re-evaluation of each of
its beliefs by observing or performing prescribed tests at defined intervals. Whenever the
agent determines that the FB is operating within tolerance, it reinforces its belief so that
vundetermined → vtrue. Other primary beliefs track and remember what is being observed in
different parts of the FB application.

Invalidating any one of these beliefs in B causes the agent to signal the Team Manager
Agent that it has completed its primary Monitor goal successfully by finding a potential
fault. The Team Manager Agent will then assign the agent a Diagnostic goal. The agent
then adopts a divide-and-conquer strategy for diagnosing faults in the temperature sensor
subsystem described earlier in Figure 9. A range of nominal Fahrenheit temperatures
are injected via DP1 and captured as Celsius values at DP2. Out-of-range values such as
absolute zero (−459.67 F) should trigger the ERROR event, captured by another DP. If all test
values are converted and captured correctly, the agent updates the v of the bF_TO_C_CONV
to true. The agent continues down the fault path checking each subsequent FB, updating
its beliefs until all FBs have been tested. This process caters for the possibility of multiple
fault candidates. In subsequent Analyse and Report goals, the agent proposes a diagnosis
after iterating each belief to examine its veracity.

4. Evaluating the Architecture of the Engine

Software Engineering, and Software Architecture in particular, are reflective disci-
plines [86]. Once an architecture is proposed, it should be presented in a well-structured
document. The design decisions made should then be considered carefully to ensure they
will meet the quality criteria identified for them. Conclusions and recommendations from
the evaluation are used to refine the architecture before the application is constructed.

An ATAM [69] frames these evaluations in a set of scenarios that examine significant
features of the architecture. The goal of the ATAM is to understand the consequences
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of architectural decisions. Kazman et al. define risks as architectural decisions which are
potentially problematic. In contrast, they describe non-risks as good design decisions.
A sensitivity point is an aspect of the architecture where one or more quality attributes
are highly-correlated with the architectural choices made. Changes to that part of the
architecture might compromise other qualities with undesirable consequences. Trade-offs
are decisions that balance both the risks and sensitivities inherent in an element. They often
occur in features that have multiple sensitivity points. ATAM scenarios propose ways that
an aspect of the architecture can be evaluated in the light of the qualities it embodies, the
known risks, the sensitivities and the trade-offs made. By following a structured process,
the results are consistent and repeatable: architectural evaluation is an iterative process.

Barcelos and Travassos comment that a SAD visualizes the application with a high
degree of abstraction [87]. They suggest that the ATAM process is highly subjective and
that there is a need to identify more concrete implications of the architectural decisions
made. This helps to prevent defects propagating from the design down into the application.
Bass et al. note that rectifying defects early is usually less costly than remediation work
later [66]. However, Reijonen et al. were concerned that there is a steep learning curve
between understanding the theory of the ATAM and then applying it to obtain meaningful
outcomes [88]. While scenarios are widely used in business, its application in software
development is less evident. Scenarios propose situations that would exercise parts of the
architecture and are driven by questions that probe the implications of an architectural
decision. Information from the scenarios also influences the scope of the diagnostic tests.
Reijonen et al. also comment that the original ATAM approach does not include preparation
or post-work. This was addressed when evaluating the engine after the creation of the first
draft of the SAD by the prototyping relevant parts of the architecture to investigate issues
uncovered during the ATAM.

4.1. Constructing the ATAM Utility Tree

RQ4 was partially addressed by constructing a Utility Tree. These are used during
the ATAM to present quality attributes in a hierarchical tree structure that highlights the
importance and risk of each attribute. Figure 11 shows part of the Utility Tree constructed
during our ATAM showing quality attributes derived from ISO 25010. The main branch
Functional Suitability leads to the sub-qualities identified for the engine in Section 2.1.3
of the SAD. Each of the sections gives examples that evaluate the SAD views against
these qualities, identifying the risks, sensitivities and trade-offs and proposing scenarios to
evaluate suggested changes.

Layered architecture

Maintainability

Capacity

Resource Utilization (H, M)
TCP vs UDP

Near real-time interaction.

(H, M)

Functional
Suitability

Performance 
Efficiency

Time Behaviour

Modularity

Reusability

Testability

Asynchronous interaction

(H, M)

Number of DPs supported

Memory utilization

(H, M)

(H, M)

(H, L)

(M, L)
Script driven / dynamic loading

(M, L) Use representative function
block applications

Figure 11. The ATAM utility tree for the engine.
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4.2. ISO 4.2.2 Performance Efficiency

Efficiency for the engine is defined in terms of how well it uses the resources of the
platform it is deployed on. QAS 2 in he SAD requires that the agents must be able to
operate faster than the FB application. While the diagnostic point only has to mediate the
flow of data to and from the engine, the agent also has to analyze the data streams from
multiple DPs and execute diagnostic strategies preemptively. QAS 5 requires the engine
to be able to be run natively on the same hardware as the FB application. However, that
is unlikely to be a viable option in most cases. Separate and redundant fault diagnostic
engines that operate reliably while other systems are failing are the norm in avionic and
aerospace control systems [36,80]. Where large ICPS are being diagnosed, the engine must
provide sufficient resources to ensure that the agents can perform all tasks within the
required time window.

4.3. ISO 4.2.8 Portability

The engine uses Java and C++ as development languages to address the Portabil-
ity sub-qualities of Adaptability and Installability. The GORITE engine and the agents
are implemented in Java to ensure they can operate on a desktop, server and embed-
ded system platforms. The DPs are custom FBs implemented in C++ for compatibility
with the FORTE function block runtime [89]. DPs were converted to C# to run with the
nxtCONTROL runtime [85]. The engine is considered low risk for these qualities. This also
partially satisfies RQ2 by helping to ensure that the DPs can operate in the same way in
multiple environments.

4.4. ISO 4.2.5 Reliability

Reliability is also addressed by running the engine on its own hardware. QAS 4
requires the engine to operate reliably even when the FB application is failing or has
failed. The sub-category of Recoverability is addressed by the DP ability to re-connect
automatically if they lose their connection to the engine. Data is exchanged asynchronously
between the agent and the DPs it is capturing data from or sending test data to. A First-
In, First-Out (FIFO) queue structure is used by the engine. A non-blocking socket TCP
socket protocol was implemented rather than use UDP. Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) [90] is a connection-oriented protocol that provides guaranteed packet delivery and
error correction. In contrast, the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [91] is a raw, connectionless
protocol that provides no error checking or guarantee of delivery. The quality attribute
trade-offs of reliability and performance were considered between the extra overhead
of TCP versus the simplicity of packet management that guaranteed, reliable delivery
provided. TCP does not require additional packet buffering for the FIFO queue manager
since only complete packets are received. This also simplified the client C++ code for the
DP function blocks. Further scenario testing is recommended with a large number of DPs
to evaluate the latency of high-traffic environments.

4.5. ISO 4.2.6 Security

Security is partially addressed by running the engine on its own platform. However, in
the current design, the data exchanged between the DPs and the agents are not encrypted.
This presents risks when the diagnostic harness is deployed on a function block application
that is operating in a production environment rather than in design or testing. DPs are TCP
clients and the data exchange packet structure is available publicly. This poses problems if
the engine is impersonated by a rogue application. In that scenario, it would be possible to
inject false data into the function block application and route it through to other function
blocks that are not gated at the time. Tanveer et al. [92] propose a secure-by-design approach
that implements encrypted data streams using custom function blocks and security keys
that are applicable to this architecture.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work

The model-based invalidation approach presented here addresses RQ1 by providing
the agent with a way of distinguishing normal operation from misbehavior. The use of
domain-specific agents in the GORITE framework also provides a scope for implementing
model-free or machine-learning approaches during subsequent research. The proliferation
of hybrid techniques encountered in the literature suggests that a blend of fault detection
methods is viable. The use of the DPs addresses RQ2 by providing feeds of not only
telemetry from FBs but also control over their operations during fault investigations.

The application of Views and Beyond coupled with ADD was used to address RQ3.
The ATAM evaluations that addressed RQ4 are usually performed after the first version of
the architecture has been documented. Our approach demonstrated the value of perform-
ing brief, focused and iterative ATAMs that led to the findings presented in the evaluation
section. Adhering to a sound architectural documentation methodology, rigorous eval-
uation with the ATAM and validation with prototypes led to important architectural
refinements. These are continuing to improve the resilience, performance and reliability of
the engine during the subsequent on-going development.

Model-Driven Development with Diagnostics suggests a more collaborative and re-
silient approach to fault management needs early in the architectural design. The engine
offers a way to automate many of the fault diagnostic tasks that are not possible in the cur-
rent IEC 61499 IDEs. The dynamic nature of DPs capitalises on the existing reconfigurability
features of the 4diac FORTE runtime environment. Running the engine on its own platform
with multiple agents addresses scalability concerns that traditional Built-In-Self-Test (BITS)
approaches to fault diagnostics and testing do not. However, engines such as these need
to deliver practical advantages if they are to see adoption in the IEC 61499 community.
At present, the diagnosis presented by the agents to the engineers does not include deep
reasoning about the evidence captured. The belief structures presented here suggest ways
of doing that which is being investigated in our current research. This is leading to the
implementation of pragmatic agents that reason more deeply about the faults they have
observed using their domain knowledge as a basis for their deliberations. There is also
further work on a Domain Specific Language used to write the diagnostic routines [3]. A
level of compliance with products such as Selenium would help to standardize the way
diagnostic commands are expressed by the agents, making adoption easier for users [93].

The architecture will continue to evolve through subsequent iterations as the engine
is being implemented by our team. We intend to publish further articles that include
empirical evaluations of the architecture supported by appropriate FB applications that
illustrate the full scope of the engines’ capabilities.
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Glossary

ADD Attribute-Driven Design method [11].
ATAM Architectural Trade-off Analysis Method [69].
CFB Composite Function Block [2].
DP Diagnostic Point [8].
FB Function Block [2].
ICPS Industrial Cyber-Physical System.
PLC Programmable Logic Controller.
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QAW Quality Attribute Workshop
ASR Architecturally-Significant Requirement.
BFB Basic Function Block [2].
CPS Cyber-Physical System [20].
ECS Embedded Control System.
FDE Fault Diagnostic Engine.
IDE Integrated Development Environment.
QA Quality Attribute.
SAD Software Architecture Document.
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Abstract: This paper focuses on the design, implementation, experimental validation, and evaluation
of a network tomography approach for performing inferential monitoring based on indirect measure-
ments. In particular, we address the problems of inferring the routing tree topology (both logical and
physical) and estimating the links’ loss rate and jitter based on multicast end-to-end measurements
from a source node to a set of destination nodes using an agglomerative clustering algorithm. The
experimentally-driven evaluation of the proposed algorithm, particularly the impact of the employed
reduction update scheme, takes place in real topologies constructed in an open large-scale testbed.
Finally, we implement and present a motivating practical application of the proposed algorithm that
combines monitoring with change point analysis to realize performance anomaly detection.

Keywords: network tomography; agglomerative clustering; end-to-end measurements; topology
inference; link parameters; change point analysis

1. Introduction

Nowadays, due to the proliferation of network architectures and technologies, ad-
vanced network management requires successfully addressing the challenge of collecting
and analyzing massive volumes of data. Network monitoring refers to systems that
constantly monitor computer networks for problematic components or abnormal traffic
variations, and either notify (via dedicated alarm mechanisms) and/or aid network ad-
ministrators in troubleshooting and recovering normal operations. Considerable effort has
been invested in network monitoring, especially lately, leading to the emergence of radical
approaches and disruptive technologies like In-band Network Telemetry (INT) [1] and Pro-
grammable Forwarding Engine (PFE) accelerated telemetry systems [2]. These approaches
address different challenges and operate in diverse, inter-connected environments, such as
legacy, wireless, and SDN-enabled infrastructures.

Among them, Network Tomography (NT) has been proposed as an efficient and
lightweight methodology for inferential network monitoring based on indirect measure-
ments [3]. Broadly speaking, NT can be classified into the following three categories [4]:

(i) link-level NT that regards the estimation of per link Quality of Service (QoS) param-
eters (e.g., loss rates, delays, jitter) based on end-to-end path measurements,

(ii) path-level NT that concerns the estimation of the origin-destination (OD) traffic
intensity matrix based on link-level measurements [5], and

(iii) topology inference for reconstructing the topology of the network itself, which is
considered unknown.
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It can also be categorized as active (injecting probes) or passive (observing existing
traffic), depending on the employed measurement methodology. Compared to conven-
tional monitoring techniques that involve the direct measurement of all objects of interest,
NT does not require the special-purpose cooperation of all intermediate network elements
and reduces the measurement traffic overhead. In this paper, we jointly consider topology
inference and link-level NT, aiming at a “minimally-required knowledge” holistic moni-
toring tool that needs only end-to-end measurements, obtained at the edge through active
multicast probing. Our objective is to present and experimentally validate the proposed
approach in a generic context, going beyond network monitoring in itself and providing a
motivating example of a representative practical application of the developed clustering
algorithm.

Over the years, multicast-based NT has received a lot of research attention [6–10].
Compared to these studies, our approach makes use of additive metrics, recovers both
the unknown topology and link performance parameters, requires only the pairwise joint
empirical distribution of the outcome variables at the destination nodes as input, and is
easier to implement since it comprises a heuristic recursive algorithm. Furthermore, it
does not employ maximum likelihood estimators, which are not computationally efficient
for large-size networks because they involve finding the roots of polynomials whose
degrees depend on the number of outgoing links at the internal nodes. Finally, given that
the required pairwise distances between terminal nodes can be calculated using unicast
packet stripe probing as well, the proposed method is not only feasible under multicast
probing. The grouping algorithms presented in [11,12] are the most relevant to our work.
However, by incorporating the use of nearest neighbor chains into the agglomerative
clustering algorithm, we manage to further reduce the computational complexity of the
proposed approach from O(n2 log n) to O(n2). Moreover, all aforementioned works infer
the logical routing trees, where paths with no branches are represented as a single logical
link. Contrary to that, our method can successfully identify all single-child nodes.

This work builds on [13] and provides important advances compared to what has
been published so far. Although the aforementioned initial study forms the basis and the
starting point of our current research, the present work has been vastly improved in terms
of technical content, analysis, evaluation, and presentation, in a way that complements
and significantly extends the contribution of the preliminary conference version. The main
differences between the current article and the partial preliminary conference version can
be briefly summarized as presenting new ideas (recovery of physical topologies, alternative
reduction update formulas), additional experimentation (examining and quantifying a
larger number of features and comparing with conventional tools), and a tangible appli-
cation of the devised clustering algorithm. In greater detail, an important new feature
of the proposed and implemented network tomography utility is the ability to infer not
only logical routing trees but also the underlying physical routing trees by incorporating
information about hop counts. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the reduction update
formula, which is used at every iteration of the clustering algorithm for calculating the
distances between the newly generated parent and the rest nodes, has a significant impact
on the estimation of the link performance parameters. Taking that into consideration, we
explore and experimentally compare several reduction update formulas that guarantee the
correctness of the agglomerative algorithm, not being limited to only fixed schemes but also
including an adaptive scheme that is tailored to the discovered hierarchy, since it depends
on the number of offspring of the involved nodes. Finally, we go beyond simply presenting
a modified nearest neighbor (NN) chain-extended agglomerative clustering algorithm. We
design, implement, and experiment with a tangible application of the proposed inferential
method that combines network tomography (NT)-based monitoring with change point
analysis to realize performance anomaly detection over an actual topology constructed in
an open large-scale testbed.

Overall, through the extended experimentally-driven analysis, we demonstrate the
feasibility of our approach, and we provide a more detailed performance evaluation by
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examining and quantifying a larger number of features while also underlining a number
of practical tools that can be used in the development and testing of network services. By
designing, implementing, and presenting a tangible application that leverages the devised
algorithm and the described extensions/modifications, we demonstrate the practical value
of our approach, motivate implementation-driven deployments of similar utilities, and
provide insights and good practices that can be adopted by researchers and developers
working in related problems. To summarize, the key contributions of this article are the
following:

• The logical routing tree can be considered as the “skeleton” of the underlying physical
topology, including only its intermediate branching points. To infer physical routing
trees, we extend the nearest neighbor (NN) chain-enhanced agglomerative clustering
algorithm [13] by incorporating information about hop counts.

• The reduction update formula, which is used at every iteration for calculating the
distances between the newly generated parent and the rest nodes, is a critical feature
of clustering algorithms. Taking that into consideration, we explore several reduction
update formulas that guarantee the correctness of the proposed algorithm, and we
examine their impact on the estimation accuracy of the link performance parameters.

• We implement the proposed clustering algorithm with all extensions and alternative
options discussed in this paper, creating a complete command-line-based network
tomography tool. We publish [14] the source code under a permissive free software
license, along with detailed documentation.

• We extensively evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, over a compre-
hensive set of criteria, with real topologies constructed in an open large-scale testbed.

• We design and implement a practical application of the proposed NN-extended clus-
tering algorithm that combines the NT-based monitoring with change point analysis
for performance anomaly detection. The respective source code is also publicly avail-
able [14].

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the
network and probing model, along with the considered inference problem. Section 3,
describes in detail the proposed algorithm, analyzes the extensions needed for inferring
physical routing trees, and explores a variety of alternative reduction update formulas.
In Section 4, we present the employed experimental setup and we report the respective
performance evaluation results. Finally, Section 5 presents the practical application of the
clustering algorithm and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Network Model and Problem Formulation

In this work, we focus on tree network topologies that are formed in the case of active
probing from a single source. In essence, a designated root node (i.e., the source) actively
sends probes to the leaves (i.e., the destination nodes), where traffic is monitored. To
facilitate the collection of end-to-end measurements in our experiments using the tools
described in Section 4.1, we design the examined networks with the root having only one
child. The internal nodes can have exactly two children, in which case the resulting tree
is binary, or two or more children, in which case the resulting tree is general. In greater
detail, assuming that during the measurement period the underlying routing algorithm
determines a unique path from a source to each destination that is reachable from it, the
physical routing topology from a source node to a set of destination nodes is a tree called
physical routing tree. The logical routing tree consists of the source node (root), the destination
nodes (leaves), and the branching points (i.e., nodes with two or more outgoing links) of
the physical routing tree, along with the logical links between them. Consequently, a logical
link comprises a sequence of one or more consecutive physical links and the degree of
every internal node of the logical routing tree is at least three. The root (i.e., source node)
has only one child (therefore a degree of one), and the leaves (i.e., destination nodes) none
(therefore a degree of one). Figure 1 presents an indicative topology example of both the
physical and the corresponding logical routing trees.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. Example of corresponding physical and logical routing trees. (a) Physical routing tree.
(b) Logical routing tree.

Let T(s, D) = (V, E) denote the logical routing tree from source s to a set of destination
nodes D, which consists of node set V and edge set E. Every node k ∈ V \ {s} has a parent
f (k) ∈ V such that link ek ≡ ( f (k), k) ∈ E. Additionally, every node k ∈ V \ D has a set
of children c(k) = {j ∈ V : f (j) = k}. Each link e ∈ E is associated with a performance
parameter θe (e.g., loss rate, jitter). Finally, the unique path (i.e., sequence of links) that
connects nodes i and j on the logical routing tree is denoted by p(i, j). The network
inference problem that we consider in this paper regards using aggregate end-to-end
measurements obtained at the terminal nodes (i.e., k ∈ {s} ∪D) for: (i) inferring the routing
tree topology and (ii) estimating the fine-grained network characteristics, i.e., the individual
link parameters θe (loss rates or jitter).

2.1. Probing Model

In this work, we use source-specific multicast (SSM) due to its effectiveness and
efficiency for our purposes. In particular, the multicast probing technique inherently
provides sufficient packet-level correlations, which are required to infer the topology and
link performance parameters. When a node receives a given multicast probe packet, it
forwards a copy of the packet to its children. Therefore, the multicast packets of the same
probe observed at various terminal points experience the same network conditions in their
shared paths (performance contribution from links in shared paths is identical). Another
advantage of multicast probing is that it can scale better compared to its unicast counterpart,
given that for the latter back-to-back or even larger stripes of closely spaced unicast packets
are required to emulate a multicast probe.

The main drawback of multicasting is that it is not widely deployed and readily
available on the Internet. Nevertheless, as previously mentioned, the proposed algorithm
can also function without any change or modification under striped unicast probing,
albeit with an impact on the probing overhead scalability. The probes are only leveraged
to estimate the distances between the terminal nodes, which are given as input to the
algorithm. Back-to-back or even larger stripes of closely spaced unicast packets can be used
to emulate a multicast probe. Of course, the emulated packet-level correlations achieved
using unicast probes cannot be perfect. Therefore, multicast probing is considered the
best-case experimental setting for our approach. For every probe traversing the tree, the
state of each link of the routing tree is represented by the set of link state variables Ye, ∀e ∈ E.
Similarly, the set of outcome variables Xk, ∀k ∈ V denotes the (random) outcome of the
probe at each node. Clearly, the outcome at node k (i.e., Xk) is determined by the outcome
at the node’s parent (i.e., X f (k)) and the state of the link ek = ( f (k), k) that connects them
(i.e., Yek ).
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2.2. Multicast Additive Metrics

Additive link metrics are extremely important in the field of network tomography
and have been widely used over the years. Under such formulations, the end-to-end
measurements corresponding to paths between terminal nodes are the sums of the indi-
vidual component link metrics. Delay is an example of an inherent additive link metric,
whereas loss rates and other multiplicative metrics can be transformed into additive using
a logarithmic scale. The network tomography inference problem can then be expressed
as the inverse problem of solving the system of linear equations y = A · x, where x is the
vector of unknown link parameters, A is the routing or measurement matrix representing
the network topology, and y is the vector of observed path-level end-to-end measurements.
The goal is to estimate the unobserved vector x given the aforementioned linear model and
the known vector of measurements y. The difficulty lies in the fact that the system of linear
equations is heavily under-determined.

Using the previously described notation, an additive metric d : V ×V → R+ on tree
T = (V, E) is a non-negative function such that:

• 0 < d(e) < ∞, ∀e ∈ E,

• d(i, j) = 0 if and only if i = j, and

• d(i, j) = d(j, i) = ∑
e∈p(i,j)

d(e), otherwise.

The topology and the link lengths d(e), ∀e ∈ E of a tree T(s, D) = (V, E) can be
recovered by the pairwise distances D = {d(i, j) : i, j ∈ {s} ∪ D} between the terminal
nodes under an additive metric [15]. Assuming that the link states are independent and
stationary during the measurement period, we can construct the following additive metrics:

• d(e) = −log(θe), ∀e ∈ E, where θe is the success rate (i.e., the complement of loss rate)
of link e.

• d(e) = θe = Var(Ye), ∀e ∈ E, where Ye is a random variable that expresses the random
queuing delay of link e and θe is the square of jitter of link e, with jitter defined as the
standard deviation of delay σ(Ye) in order to be additive.

In the first case, the link-state variable Ye is equal to one (or zero) with probability
θe (or 1− θe), if the probe traverses successfully (or is lost on) link e, and the outcome
variable Xk takes value 1, if the probe reaches node k, and value 0 otherwise. Then, the
outcome variable at a particular node can be expressed as the product of the link-state
variables corresponding to the links comprising the path from the source to that specific
node. Furthermore, the probability that this outcome variable takes value one can be
computed as the product of the success rates corresponding to the links along that same
path. Therefore, we can construct an additive tree metric with a link length equal to the
negative logarithm of the complement of the packet loss rate. In the second case, the link-
state variable Ye expresses the random queuing delay of link e and the outcome variable
Xk represents the cumulative end-to-end queuing delay that is experienced by the probe
on its way to node k. Then, the outcome variable at a particular node can be expressed as
the sum of the link-state variables corresponding to the links comprising the path from the
source to that specific node. Moreover, given that the variance of a sum of independent
random variables is the sum of their variances, the variance of this outcome variable can be
computed as the sum of the performance parameters associated with the links along that
same path. Consequently, we can construct an additive tree metric with a link length equal
to the square of jitter. Accordingly, the pairwise distances between the terminal nodes for
the aforementioned additive metrics can be calculated as follows [13]:

d(s, i) = log
(

1
P(Xi = 1)

)
= − log(P(Xi = 1)), ∀i ∈ D (1)
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d(i, j) = log

(
P(Xi = 1) · P

(
Xj = 1

)
[
P
(
XiXj = 1

)]2

)
, ∀i, j ∈ D (2)

for the loss-based metric, and

d(s, i) = Var(Xi), ∀i ∈ D (3)

d(i, j) = Var(Xi) + Var
(
Xj
)
− 2 ·Cov

(
Xi, Xj

)
, ∀i, j ∈ D (4)

for the delay-based metric. Assuming source s sends n probes to the destination nodes D,
the outcome variables at the terminal nodes

(
X(t)

k : k ∈ {s} ∪ D and t = 1, 2, · · · , n
)

can be observed. Then, according to the employed additive metric, we can estimate the
above pairwise distances leveraging the fact that the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE)
of the probability that a Bernoulli random variable takes value one is equal to the sample
mean and using the unbiased sample variance (with lost packets ignored) as follows:

d̂(s, i) = −log
(
Xi
)

(5)

d̂(i, j) = log

(
Xi · Xj

XiXj
2

)
, ∀i, j ∈ D (6)

for the loss-based metric, and

d̂(s, i) = V̂ar(Xi), ∀i ∈ D (7)

d̂(i, j) = V̂ar(Xi) + V̂ar
(
Xj
)
− 2Ĉov

(
Xi, Xj

)
, ∀i, j ∈ D (8)

for the delay-based metric, where

Xi =
1
n

n

∑
t=1

X(t)
i , XiXj =

1
n

n

∑
t=1

X(t)
i X(t)

j ,

V̂ar(Xi) =
1

n− 1

n

∑
t=1

(
X(t)

i − Xi

)2
, and

Ĉov
(
Xi, Xj

)
=

1
n− 1

n

∑
t=1

(
X(t)

i − Xi

)(
X(t)

j − Xj

)
.

3. Topology Inference and Estimation of Link Parameters

In this section, we present in detail the nearest neighbor (NN) chain-extended agglom-
erative clustering algorithm and the modifications/extensions we incorporate to fulfill our
objectives.

3.1. Distance-Based Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering

In order to infer the logical routing tree using the estimated pairwise distances be-
tween terminal nodes under the previously described additive metrics, we employ an
agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm with O(n2) complexity [13], where n is the
number of network nodes. Furthermore, given that there is a one-to-one mapping between
the returned edge lengths d(e), ∀e ∈ E and the underlying link performance parameters
θe, ∀e ∈ E (see Section 2.2), we can also estimate the latter from the former as follows:

• loss rate of link e = 1− θe = 1− 10−d(e), and
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• jitter of link e =
√

θe =
√

d(e), ∀e ∈ E.

Broadly speaking, the employed clustering algorithm operates in a bottom-up manner,
starting with a set including all destination nodes, each one in its own cluster, and selecting
at each iteration two nodes that are joined and replaced in the set by a new node designated
as their parent. This process continues recursively on this reduced set until there is only
one node left, which will be the (single) child of the root (source) s. A high-level overview
of the algorithm is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. High-level overview of the proposed clustering algorithm.

In the following, we discuss the specifics of the functionality and the detailed operation
of each depicted step:

• The input of the algorithm is the source node s, the set of destination nodes D, and the
estimated pairwise distances between terminal nodes D̂ = {d̂(i, j) : i, j ∈ {s} ∪ D},
calculated as described in Section 2.2.

• The output of the algorithm is the logical routing tree T(s, D) = (V, E) and the link
lengths d(e), ∀e ∈ E, from which we can obtain the link parameters θe, ∀e ∈ E.

• At initialization, we start by adding the source and the destinations to the set of nodes,
V = {s} ∪ D, and we initialize the set of edges equal to the empty set, E = ∅.

• For every pair of nodes i and j of the routing tree, the lowest common ancestor,
LCA(i, j), is the node that is located the farthest from the root and has both nodes
as descendants. The depth of the lowest common ancestor, `(i, j) = d(s, LCA(i, j)),
expresses the length of the shared path from s to i and j. Given that there is a one-to-
one mapping between the pairwise distances and the LCA depths, we can equivalently
employ the latter to infer the routing tree and estimate the link parameters. To that
end, at the step construction of LCA depths matrix, we compute the |D| × |D|matrix of
LCA depths L = [`(i, j)], ∀i, j ∈ D using the equations

`(i, j) =
1
2
[d(s, i) + d(s, j)− d(i, j)], ∀i, j ∈ D and (9)

`(i, i) = d(s, i), ∀i ∈ D. (10)
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• At the neighbor selection step, we choose the two nodes that are deemed siblings and
are about to be joined. Taking into account that the LCA depth of two nodes expresses
the length of their shared path, we select the nodes i and j that are mutual or reciprocal
nearest neighbor (RNNs), meaning that, for each one, their LCA depth is the largest
among all others: ∀k 6= i, j, `(i, j) ≥ `(i, k), `(j, k). The idea is that two siblings
must have the largest shared path with one another, compared to all other nodes.
Such RNNs can be found efficiently by constructing nearest neighbor (NN) chains [16].
Essentially, a NN chain follows paths in the nearest neighbor graph of the clusters,
until the paths terminate in a pair of RNNs. It starts at an arbitrary initial node, and
it is iteratively extended from the current node at the top of the chain, say i, to its
nearest neighbor j such that `(i, j) = max

k 6=i
`(i, k), until it necessarily terminates at a

pair of RNNs. After joining the discovered RNNs, the rest NN chain is still valid
and, therefore, it is not discarded. Each node (either destination or intermediate
created parent) enters the NN chain only once, where it remains until it is joined with
another node.

• At reduction step, we create node u as the parent of the previously found RNNs i and j,
and we calculate its LCA depth with the remaining nodes `(u, k), ∀k ∈ D, k 6= u, i, j.
The choice of the employed reduction update formula is a crucial issue, which we
analyze in Section 3.3.

• Tree reconstruction regards the update of the data structures related to the part of the
tree that has been recovered up to this moment. In greater detail, we remove the
found RNNs i and j from set D, D = D \ {i, j}; we add the newly created parent
node u to sets V and D, V = V ∪ {u} and D = D ∪ {u}; we add the two new
edges to set E, E = E ∪ {(u, i), (u, j)}; and we connect i and j to u with link lengths
d(u, i) = `(i, i)− `(i, j) and d(u, j) = `(j, j)− `(i, j).

• Finally, if there is only one node left in set D (stopping condition |D| = 1), we connect
that remaining node with the source and we terminate the algorithm, otherwise we
return to the neighbor selection step and we repeat the process.

Given that a pair of RNNs is selected as siblings at every iteration, the output of the
algorithm will be a binary inferred tree. To successfully apply the algorithm to general
routing trees, nodes can be grouped as if the tree was binary, and then the “extra” edges of
approximately zero length (excluding the edge between the root and its single child) can be
removed at a post-processing step.

3.2. Inferring Physical Routing Trees

As previously mentioned, the output of the algorithm presented in Section 3.1 is
the logical routing tree, which consists of the branching points of the physical topology.
However, internal nodes where no branching of traffic occurs (i.e., nodes with a single child)
do not appear in the logical tree and long paths with no branches might be represented as a
single logical link. Therefore, the logical tree might differ significantly from the underlying
physical routing tree. To infer more accurately the physical routing tree, in this work
we incorporate into the algorithm information regarding the number of hops needed for
reaching each node starting from the source. Assuming that we only have access to the
network edge and not to the internal nodes, such information can be readily obtained
simply by capturing the employed probes at the destination nodes using a packet analyzer
tool and examining their time-to-live (TTL) fields. The idea is that two nodes that are
siblings must have the same TTL value. At each iteration, the TTL value of the newly
created parent of the selected RNNs is calculated based on the TTL value of its children.

In more detail, we start by extracting the TTL values corresponding to each destination
node from the realized end-to-end measurements. Then, we modify the neighbor selection
step as follows. After selecting a pair of RNNs, we check the respective TTL values of
the two nodes. If they are equal, we proceed to the next step. Otherwise, we can deduce
that the node with the smaller TTL value is located in a path with no branching points.
To rectify this, we assign this node as the single child of a newly created parent, with a
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properly adjusted TTL value (i.e., incremented by one). We continue adding such parent
nodes until the new TTL value becomes equal to that of the other RNN. Following that
in the next step, we properly set (i.e., increment by one) the TTL value of the node that is
designated as the parent of the two siblings (i.e., the two RNNs in the first case, or the head
of the no branching path and the remaining RNN in the second case), and we proceed to
the rest of the algorithm as before.

3.3. Reduction Update Formulas

Contrary to the conventional greedy agglomerative approach that repeatedly joins
the two overall “closest” nodes (in our context, the nodes with the overall largest LCA
depth), the proposed NN chain-enhanced algorithm joins any pair of RNNs as it is found.
Consequently, the order of the cluster merges might be different. However, provided that
the reduction update formula satisfies two certain properties, the resulted hierarchy will be
the same [17]. Such suitable reduction update schemes are:

• the single reduction update formula:

`(u, k) = min{`(i, k), `(j, k)} (11)

• the complete reduction update formula:

`(u, k) = max{`(i, k), `(j, k)} (12)

• the average reduction update formula:

`(u, k) =
1

ni + nj

[
ni · `(i, k) + nj · `(j, k)

]
(13)

• the weighted reduction update formula:

`(u, k) =
1
2
[`(i, k) + `(j, k)] (14)

∀k ∈ D, k 6= u, i, j, where i and j are the pair of RNNs, u is the newly created parent,
and ni, nj, nk are the sizes of clusters i, j and k, which in our context can be interpreted as
the number of the descendants of the respective nodes. As can be seen, the single, complete,
and weighted schemes are “conservative” in the sense that they are fixed and do not adapt
to the discovered hierarchy, whereas the average scheme depends also on the number of
offspring of the involved nodes, thus being better tailored to each particular case. In [13],
the use of the weighted and complete update formulas has been examined. Here, we
comparatively explore all of the aforementioned schemes, as well as the generic convex
formula analyzed in Section 4.2.

4. Performance Evaluation

The experiments presented in this article take place in a fully-controlled testbed
to demonstrate the feasibility of our ideas. Exploring how our methods can be further
fine-tuned and adapted to specific types of networks (e.g., cloud, overlay, or data center
networks) and their particular characteristics is left for future work.

4.1. Experimental Setup

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm in topology inference and
estimate the link loss rates and jitter, we constructed several binary (i.e., all internal nodes
have exactly two children) and general (i.e., internal nodes have two or more children)
physical routing trees, following the network model described in Section 2, over bare-metal
hardware in the Virtual Wall [18] testbed of the Fed4FIREPlus [19] federation. Routing
was realized using the Quagga software suite and network impairment (i.e., loss and jitter)
on links were configured on software using the netem kernel module and the tc utility. In
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particular, we employed the ospfd and pimd quagga routing daemons, implementing the
OSPF, PIM-SSM, and IGMP protocols, while the links’ loss rates and jitter values were
chosen in the ranges 0–20% and 0–400 ms, respectively. The iperf traffic tool was used
for performing multicast active probing and the required end-to-end measurements were
obtained at the outgoing interface of the source node and the incoming interfaces of the
destination nodes using the tcpdump command-line packet analyzer. For every routing tree,
three different numbers of probes were examined, namely probes 2128, 5105, and 10,207.

4.2. Results and Discussion

The command-line network tomography tool has been developed in Python 3 and
accepts as arguments the tcpdump output (since we do not need the detailed content of
probe packets, we do not use pcap files) captured at the outgoing link of the source and the
incoming links of the destinations. The binary routing trees are inferred correctly for all
the conducted experimental scenarios. The extension of the algorithm to general routing
trees is somewhat more complicated since it requires the selection of a suitable threshold
that may vary from case to case due to the accumulated estimation errors of link lengths.
For every examined experimental scenario, there is a fitting threshold under which the
general routing tree is reconstructed correctly. However, in practice, it is more realistic to
use a single predetermined hard-coded threshold. In this case, 48 out of 48, and 36 out of
48 experimental configurations (i.e., combinations of topology type, number of probes, and
reduction update scheme) result in a correctly recovered tree under the loss-based metric
and the jitter-based metric, respectively.

Table 1 lists the aggregated errors of the conducted experiments, to evaluate the accu-
racy of the link performance parameter estimation for several physical routing trees. The
first column indicates the type of the studied topology (either binary or general physical
routing tree) and the number of its nodes. The rest columns present the aggregated esti-
mation errors of the respective test networks for each examined reduction update formula
presented in Section 3.3 and for three different numbers of multicast probes (namely, 2128,
5105, and 10,207 probes) generated using iperf. In particular, we calculate and report
the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for every experimental scenario (i.e., combination
of topology, employed reduction formula, and the number of probes) according to the
following equation:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
|E| − 1 ∑

e∈E\{(s,c(s))}
(ye − ŷe)

2 (15)

where ŷe is the estimate of the loss rate (or jitter) of link e, and ye is the respective ground
truth (i.e., the argument of tc). In other words, we consider the arguments that we passed to
the tc utility during the experimental setup as the ground truth for the actual values of the
links‘ loss rates and jitter that are compared to the estimations returned by our model. Loss
rates are written as percentages, and jitter is measured in milliseconds. As can be seen, even
though the estimation accuracy improves as the number of employed probes increases, the
reported errors are relatively small for all configurations. Furthermore, despite being one
of the “fixed” schemes, the weighted formula gives the better estimations for the majority
of the experiments, followed closely by the average scheme, the only “adaptive” option.

Conventional network monitoring tools based on traditional IP-based mechanisms
(e.g., ping, traceroute) are device-centric hop-by-hop approaches that rely on exchanging
traffic (e.g., ICMP packets) with intermediate nodes and involve the direct measurement
and observation of all entities of interest. Consequently, they require the special-purpose
cooperation and participation of all network elements, which is not always feasible in large-
scale IP networks due to administrative or security considerations (e.g., many nodes are
configured to ignore ICMP packets altogether). Additionally, contrary to the proposed in-
ferential approach, they assume knowledge of the exact topology of the examined network.
Another important benefit of the presented NT-based method compared to traditional
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tools is the ability to provide a global overview of the network state without collecting
fine-grained individual statistics but using end-to-end measurements realized at the net-
work edge. As such, it reduces the computational and traffic overhead of the measurement
process by decreasing the generated probing load and the consumption of valuable network
resources (e.g., bandwidth, CPU, and memory).

Table 1. Estimation errors of the conducted experimental scenarios.

Physical Single Complete Average Weighted
Routing Tree 2k 5k 10k 2k 5k 10k 2k 5k 10k 2k 5k 10k

Type # Nds Root Mean Square Error for Loss Rate Estimation (%)

Bin. 8 0.6369 0.4859 0.3879 0.5892 0.3714 0.4061 0.6124 0.4248 0.3961 0.6124 0.4248 0.3961
Bin. 16 1.1824 0.6066 0.4431 1.8491 0.7492 0.4333 1.2346 0.6496 0.3912 1.2189 0.6442 0.3902
Bin. 24 1.2486 0.4924 0.4086 1.2859 0.5643 0.4939 1.1297 0.4881 0.4152 1.1393 0.5087 0.3963
Bin. 32 1.5678 0.9790 0.7226 1.5692 0.9542 0.5588 1.1749 0.8423 0.4649 1.1980 0.8354 0.4399
Gen. 10 0.7798 0.3335 0.4609 0.7787 0.3172 0.6394 0.6826 0.3180 0.5238 0.6627 0.3177 0.5357
Gen. 20 1.1571 0.5012 0.3354 0.9676 0.6972 0.3640 0.9334 0.5398 0.3079 0.8770 0.5344 0.3173
Gen. 30 0.9128 0.5867 0.6108 0.8889 0.5476 0.4623 0.7308 0.5169 0.4707 0.7432 0.5157 0.4718
Gen. 40 1.2380 0.8134 0.6406 1.2977 0.8368 0.6924 1.0557 0.6950 0.5111 1.1451 0.6597 0.5120

Type # Nds Root Mean Square Error for Jitter Estimation (ms)

Bin. 8 2.2884 2.2625 1.8829 2.4840 2.3450 1.9747 2.3589 2.2891 1.9122 2.3589 2.2891 1.9122
Bin. 16 10.7957 5.1186 3.3833 7.5524 4.7407 4.0048 7.7135 4.7855 3.6110 7.1554 4.7276 3.3867
Bin. 24 9.0789 5.2434 4.0306 8.9049 4.7218 3.4756 7.7404 4.7545 3.6221 7.6445 4.6965 3.4926
Bin. 32 13.4703 7.4144 4.4306 14.6285 10.1443 6.5357 10.9308 7.0454 4.3438 11.0575 6.7905 4.4002
Gen. 10 1.9835 1.5422 1.4080 3.6359 1.5546 1.5469 1.8689 1.3350 1.4610 2.1025 1.3607 1.4249
Gen. 20 7.7615 4.5666 3.2201 9.3203 5.8837 3.8564 6.0876 4.7976 3.1658 5.7866 4.7219 3.1139
Gen. 30 7.3599 6.0090 3.2523 12.8225 8.3969 5.1931 7.4152 5.2917 3.5243 6.8374 5.2616 3.4022
Gen. 40 11.8077 6.4343 5.0352 14.0348 7.7253 6.7969 10.3950 5.2412 4.4222 10.2611 5.1472 4.2874

Assuming ideal conditions for the conventional tools (i.e., a priori known topology
and unobstructed access to all intermediate nodes) and focusing only on link parameter
estimation, we demonstrate the relation between measurement overhead and estimation
accuracy for the NT-based approach and a representative conventional monitoring tool
by selecting the general physical routing tree topology with 10 nodes and measuring the
links‘ loss rates with the iperf tool using UDP probes (running an iperf server and client
at the endpoints of the links). In particular, iperf was configured to send 1022, 1532, and
2042 probes at each link, resulting in 8176, 12,256, and 16,336 probes in total over the entire
network. The achieved RMSE (the average of three measurements) was 0.5970, 0.4277, and
0.3335, respectively. As can be seen by comparing the respective results listed in Table 1,
our approach can yield comparable estimation errors while utilizing a smaller number of
probes, even in such a small-scale sample network.

In order to demonstrate the impact of the reduction update scheme to the estimation
accuracy, we consider the following generic formula:

`(u, k) = α`(i, k) + (1− α)`(j, k), with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, ∀k ∈ D, k 6= u, i, j. (16)

Equation (16) can be employed during the reduction step of the clustering algorithm
to compute the LCA depth of the newly created parent node u with every other node k as
a convex combination of the LCA depths of that node with the two selected RNNs (i.e.,
nodes i and j). Since the coefficients of a convex combination must be non-negative and
must sum to 1, in our case, α takes a value within the range 0—1. We select one of the
experimental scenarios (Bin. 32) and we plot the resulting RMSE in relation to the value
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of α (Figure 3) under the loss-based metric. As can be seen, the error varies significantly
as the employed update formula changes. In this particular case, it appears that the best
result is obtained for α = 0.79.

Figure 3. RMSE for different values of α.

Finally, Table 2 lists the execution time (in seconds) for the various experimental
scenarios, as recorded in a reference machine with the following specifications: Intel Core
i5-6500 @4x 3.6 GHz CPU and 16 GB DDR4 2133 MHz RAM. These measurements were
taken using 5105 multicast probes, which were transmitted in 60 s (a time period that is
not considered in this table). As it is evident, although no special optimizations have been
made to that end, the required times are indeed rather small and depend on the size of
the examined topology (the differences between alternative configurations applied to each
examined tree are negligible). Nevertheless, an implementation in a compiled language is
expected to further reduce the execution time, if so desired.

Table 2. Execution time of experimental scenarios.

Physical Tree Single Complete Average Weighted

Type # Nds Loss Rate Estimation Execution Time (s)

Bin. 8 0.2665 0.2614 0.2592 0.2645

Bin. 16 0.3005 0.3042 0.2988 0.2989

Bin. 24 0.3950 0.3940 0.4008 0.3976

Bin. 32 0.4626 0.4586 0.4578 0.4555

Gen. 10 0.2879 0.2847 0.2876 0.2878

Gen. 20 0.3669 0.3655 0.3699 0.5344

Gen. 30 0.4797 0.4857 0.4798 0.4793

Gen. 40 0.5346 0.5285 0.5357 0.5281
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Table 2. Cont.

Physical Tree Single Complete Average Weighted

Type # Nds Jitter Estimation Execution Time (s)

Bin. 8 0.3229 0.3257 0.3212 0.3272

Bin. 16 0.4459 0.4515 0.4459 0.4448

Bin. 24 0.6800 0.6871 0.6803 0.6816

Bin. 32 0.9027 0.9021 0.9127 0.9140

Gen. 10 0.3823 0.3783 0.3830 0.3809

Gen. 20 0.6514 0.6620 0.6668 0.6620

Gen. 30 1.0172 1.0143 1.0189 1.0104

Gen. 40 1.3413 1.3435 1.3496 1.3294

5. Motivating Detection Application

As previously mentioned, one of the main objectives of this work is to go beyond
validating the feasibility of the proposed clustering algorithm to designing, implementing,
and presenting an actual application that leverages the devised inferential monitoring
approach for performing a tangible task in a real testing network. The reasons for pursuing
this direction are manifold:

1. We want to demonstrate the practical value of our technical content and point out
that it is not limited to theoretical contributions.

2. We aim to motivate the adoption and further extension of our methods by researchers
and developers working on related problems by providing a ready-to-use open-source
implementation of an NT-enabled network service.

3. We try to highlight some representative tools and outline the overall process that can
be followed for performing validation trials and experiments with real equipment.

Monitoring and identifying unusual or anomalous activity is essential for ensuring
the efficient operation of network infrastructures. Hereinafter, we combine the proposed
clustering algorithm with change point analysis [20] for detecting the occurrence of per-
formance anomalies (i.e., abrupt changes to loss events). The topology employed in our
experiments is illustrated in Figure 4, and for change point detection we have leveraged
the methods provided by the ruptures [21] library. In particular, the approach we follow
consists of the following steps:

(i) execute active multicast probing at the periphery of the network,
(ii) apply the NN-extended clustering algorithm to estimate the loss rates of all links,
(iii) repeat the previous two steps at regular intervals/rounds and record the obtained

estimates in a multivariate time series, and
(iv) perform offline change point analysis on the multivariate time series to detect the

breakpoints, i.e., the rounds where the loss rates’ distribution changes significantly.

To coordinate the probing process and the required traffic captures, a node that can
reach all terminal nodes is appointed as a controller. This controller is also charged with
collecting all capture files and estimating the links’ loss rates via network tomography at
every round/iteration, to create a multivariate time series. The interactions between the
controller and the terminal nodes (i.e., source and destinations) in every round/iteration
are depicted in Figure 5. All communications between the nodes are realized with the Ze-
roMQ [22] asynchronous messaging library (following the request-reply messaging pattern)
and, after constructing the multivariate time series, the linearly penalized segmentation
(Pelt) algorithm [23] is employed for detecting the change points.
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Figure 4. Employed experimental topology.
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Figure 5. Sequence diagram of the interactions among the nodes in one round.

Figure 6 illustrates the loss rate estimates for every link of the topology (obtained
using the proposed algorithm) across 250 iterations/rounds. The change of color indicates
the real breakpoints (i.e., the iterations when the underlying distribution of the links’ loss
rates was changed during the experiment—the ground truth) and the dashed lines denote
the breakpoints that were detected by applying the offline change-point algorithm to the
obtained estimates. As can be seen, the two sets of breakpoints are indistinguishable.
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Figure 6. Loss rate estimates and detected change points.

6. Conclusions

In this article, we presented and implemented a clustering algorithm for performing
inferential network monitoring based on multicast end-to-end measurements. Specifically,
we addressed the problems of inferring the routing tree topology (both logical and physical)
and estimating two link performance parameters (i.e., loss rate and jitter). The experimental
results regarding the accuracy and the execution time of the proposed algorithm, as well as
the presented motivating application leveraging change point analysis, demonstrated its
promising potential as a close to real-time monitoring tool and an enabler of performance
anomaly detection.

Regarding future work, we plan to explore and experimentally validate more appli-
cations of the proposed NT monitoring approach. One such example is the development
of a utility-based framework enabling advanced decision-making. The envisaged utility
function can incorporate network-centric QoS parameters provided and updated by the
clustering algorithm to promote informed decisions based on network utility maximization.
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Abstract: In this paper we study GRAPHOL, a fully graphical language inspired by standard for-
malisms for conceptual modeling, similar to the UML class diagram and the ER model, but equipped
with formal semantics. We formally prove that GRAPHOL is equivalent to OWL 2, i.e., it can cap-
ture every OWL 2 ontology and vice versa. We also present some usability studies indicating that
GRAPHOL is suitable for quick adoption by conceptual modelers that are familiar with UML and
ER. This is further testified by the adoption of GRAPHOL for ontology representation in several
industrial projects.

Keywords: ontology and conceptual modeling; OWL; description logics; graphical modeling languages

1. Introduction

There is a long tradition in many areas of computer science of conceptualizing do-
mains of interest in terms of classes and relationships using a graphical or diagrammatic
model. Consider, for example, ER (entity–relationship) diagrams [1], ubiquitously used in
databases, or UML class diagrams [2], the de facto standard in software engineering for
information modeling (when used as conceptual models rather than to represent software
components). While often such diagrams are used in a semi-formal way to help commu-
nication, it is well-recognized that having precise semantics is actually needed to avoid
ambiguities in design.

Interestingly, the very first conceptual languages developed in AI were also graphical,
most prominently semantic networks [3,4]. However, most work on knowledge representa-
tion in AI has focused more on automated reasoning, and has gradually abandoned the
graphical conceptual languages in favor of logical languages. This process has started
with the famous paper “What’s in a link” [5], which questioned the inherent ambigu-
ity of graphical conceptual languages of the time, and has continued with the work on
KL-ONE [6], then followed by the introduction of modern description logics (DLs) [7].
Nevertheless, by the early 1990s, a research program started to emerge: not to disregard,
but to try to logically reconstruct graphical conceptual models used in many fields, such as
software development and information systems, in order to enable automated reasoning
on them [8–10]. This program has actually been one of the thrusts towards more and more
expressive DLs [11] that ultimately led to the development of OWL and OWL 2 [12].

In this paper we bring about a novel contribution to this program: we study a graph-
ical formalism, called GRAPHOL, which resembles ER and UML class diagrams, but has
inherent formal semantics based on DLs and is able to fully capture the ontology language
OWL 2. Our proposal comes after a few years of experience in ontology modeling in IT
organizations that are knowledgeable on information systems and software engineering, so
are familiar with UML and ER, but have only a technological view of ontology languages
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such as OWL 2 (e.g., [13–15]). In these contexts, people often struggle to effectively use the
logical formalisms through which ontologies are typically specified, thus slowing down
the adoption of semantic technologies. GRAPHOL mitigates this problem, since it provides
IT people with a formalism for specifying and reading ontologies rooted in conceptual
modeling languages they are used to. Indeed, its usage has helped substantially in taking
up semantic technologies in the industrial use cases [16–21].

We point out that we have also developed tools for drawing GRAPHOL diagrams
and translating them into standard OWL 2 ontology format. These tools, however, are
not treated in depth in this paper, and we refer the reader to [22,23] and to the Github
repository of the Eddy ontology editor (https://github.com/obdasystems/eddy, accessed
on 17 January 2022) for the details. Here, instead, we study GRAPHOL as a language, and
focus on its formal properties. Specifically, we give its mathematical semantics, based on
DLs, and show that GRAPHOL diagrams can be translated into OWL 2 ontologies and
vice versa. Furthermore, we describe a user evaluation study we carried out to verify the
usability of our language. A preliminary version of some of the contributions given in this
paper can be found in [24].

1.1. Introducing the GRAPHOL Language

To obtain an idea of GRAPHOL and its relation with UML and ER, in Figure 1 we model
a simple situation about students and courses they attend, using a UML class diagram, a
GRAPHOL diagram, and a set of DL axioms, all expressible in OWL 2. We assume that the
reader is familiar with UML class diagrams [2], DLs [11], and OWL 2 [12]. Furthermore,
since we adopt the DL notation throughout the paper to express logical axioms, we use
the DL terminology for ontology predicates, e.g., we use “concept” to denote a set of
objects (i.e., a “class” in OWL parlance), “role” to denote a binary relationship between
concepts (i.e., an “ObjectProperty” in OWL parlance), and “attribute” to denote a binary
relationship between a concept and a domain of values (i.e., a “DataProperty” relating
objects to datatypes in OWL parlance). In all the three versions of the model, we use the
same alphabet for predicates. The model states that a student must attend at least a course,
that university students are students, that graduate courses are courses, and that university
students can only attend graduate courses. One can see that, in GRAPHOL, concepts are
represented through rectangles, analogously to UML, while, as in ER, diamonds are used
for roles. Furthermore, solid directed arrows represent inclusions, as in UML and ER (cf.
the inclusion between UniversityStudent and Student). However, differently from UML and
ER, in GRAPHOL they do not need to involve only named concepts. The use of a diamond
to represent a role, i.e., a “node” in the diagram, allows us indeed to depict, in a simple
graphical way, concept expressions over the domain and the range of a role, i.e., over its
first or second component, by connecting the role to possibly labeled blank and solid boxes,
respectively. For example, in Figure 1, the blank box labeled with “forall” and linked to the
role attends denotes the set of individuals that attend only graduate courses. The inclusion
drawn between UniversityStudent and this concept expression specifies that a university
student can only attend graduate courses, which corresponds to the DL inclusion axiom
UniversityStudent v ∀attends.GraduateCourse. We remark that this property is not directly
expressible in a graphical way in UML, where we need to specify it as an external constraint
(cf. the note in the diagram), possibly expressed in a logical language such as OCL.

We notice that the idea of extending or adapting UML or ER to capture OWL is indeed
not new. However, GRAPHOL is distinguished from the other proposals with precise
semantics, such as [25–29] by its ability to capture any OWL 2 ontology in a completely
graphical way. Indeed, previous UML-inspired approaches typically require to annotate
diagrams with formulas corresponding to complex OWL expressions. Clearly, this hinders
both the diagrammatic representation of the ontology and its intuitive understanding. A
more in depth discussion on related work is given in Section 2.
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UML Class Diagram GRAPHOL Diagram DL Axioms
UniversityStudent v Student,

GraduateCourse v Course,

Student v ∃attends,
∃attends v Student,

∃attends− v Course,

UniversityStudent v
∀attends.GraduateCourse

Figure 1. Introductory example.

1.2. Paper Organization and Contributions

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. As stated, we first provide an overview
of related work on graphical languages for ontology design and visualization. Then, we
give some preliminaries on DLs, which we use as formal tool for defining the semantics
of GRAPHOL constructs and for establishing the correspondence between GRAPHOL and
OWL 2, which also has a DL counterpart. Next, in Section 4, we give the formal syntax
of the language (Section 4.1), its semantics (Section 4.2), and show its equivalence with
OWL 2 (Section 4.4), i.e., we prove that every GRAPHOL diagram corresponds to an OWL 2
ontology, and, conversely, that every OWL 2 ontology corresponds to a GRAPHOL diagram.
Then, in Section 5, we discuss the relationship between GRAPHOL and UML, and finally,
in Section 6, we provide some user evaluations of our language. Our study shows that
GRAPHOL can be adopted by non-expert modelers introducing only a minimal overhead
with respect to the use of standard conceptual languages such as UML and ER, and that this
overhead pays off when the UML/ER diagrams need logical annotation to fully capture the
ontology of interest. More interestingly, the evaluations we carried out show that GRAPHOL

can be adopted by expert conceptual modelers with ease, greatly facilitating the adoption
of a full-fledged ontology language, such as OWL 2, as a formal conceptual modeling
language. We conclude the paper in Section 7.

2. Related Work

The growing use of ontologies in information systems and throughout the semantic
web has made effective ontology representation and management a necessity. In this section
we provide a brief description of the main tools and graphical languages that have been
proposed over the years for these purposes. We point out that many of the proposals
we review in the following have been discontinued to date. Nonetheless, they testify the
huge effort carried on by the community in this direction and allow to better co-locate our
proposal within the state of the art.

For our overview we start from languages adopted in software engineering and database
design. As we have already pointed out in the introduction, popular diagrammatic formalisms
used in these fields, such as the ER model [1] and UML class diagrams [2], have been
devised with the primary goal to support design documentation and help communication
in the various phases of the development workflow. When used specifically for conceptual
modeling, such formalisms are often adopted in a pragmatic way, but a quite-productive
line of research has investigated them from a logical perspective with the aim of associating
such languages with formal semantics [8–10,30]. In particular, an important effort has been
made to exploit DLs to represent and enable automated reasoning in graphical conceptual
models used in software development and information systems [31–38]. In these works, the
relationship between UML class diagrams or ER models and logical languages is studied
mostly at theoretical level only. Two exceptions are [32], where the authors present a tool for
translating UML class diagrams into DL ontologies with the aim of verifying their consistency,
and [38], where a prototype tool that provides the DL representation of ER models (more
precisely, enhanced entity–relationship models) is presented.
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Along with ER and UML, other visual languages have also been employed in the
software engineering area, such as, for example, object–role modeling [39,40] (ORM and
ORM2). ORM provides a graphical notation for modeling and querying business domains
in terms of the underlying facts of interest. Unlike ER or UML, ORM treats all facts as rela-
tionships, and depicts them through a visual formalism that is meant to be understood by
nontechnical users of such domains. In ORM, a model is built around entities, represented
through logical predicates, and values, each of which can be described in terms of the types
they belong to. Similarly as performed for ER and UML, various research contributions
have been made to provide formal semantics to ORM through DLs or even OWL [41–44].

As stated, the above-mentioned works have aimed at reconstructing languages such
as ER, UML, or ORM under a logical perspective. Ultimately though, such languages have
proven to lack the necessary expressive power to capture current ontology formalisms such
as OWL 2 or the more expressive DLs.

Some authors have thus proposed to extend the above languages, in particular UML
class diagrams, to achieve the expressiveness needed for ontology specification. In [25,45]
the authors define the ontology definition metamodel (ODM), a UML-based metamodel
for defining ontologies. It is grounded in the Meta Object Facility of UML 2.0 (MOF2),
which is an extensible model-driven integration framework for defining, manipulating, and
integrating metadata and data in a platform-independent manner, and allows to visually
represent an ontology through a graph. In [26,46], the authors also provide UML profiles
which extend ODM with a visual UML syntax for the representation of ontologies in
OWL 1 [47]. However, these works were not continued thereafter towards the new version
of the standard language [12], and updating them in order to incorporate all the features
introduced in OW2 2 could be very complex.

The OntoUML modeling language [27] is also UML-based, but it is tailored towards
general conceptual modeling and ontology representation through the ontological guide-
lines introduced in the unified foundational ontology (UFO), rather than towards providing
a visual language for real-world DL ontologies. The principle behind OntoUML is that in
order for a modeling language to satisfy the requirements of expressiveness and clarity of a
domain, its modeling primitives must be derived from a proper foundational ontology. In
other words, a domain-specific ontology must utilize some sort of upper-level ontology
as its underlying framework [48] for fundamental ontological structures such as theory of
parts, theory of wholes, types and instantiation, identity, etc.

OWLGrEd (http://owlgred.lumii.lv/, accessed on 17 January 2022) [29,49] is a more
recent graphical notation for ontologies based on UML class diagrams: concepts are repre-
sented as UML classes, attributes as class attributes, and roles as associations between the
classes. OWLGrEd’s UML classes also allow to specify logical expression in Manchester
syntax (http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-manchester-syntax/, accessed on 17 January 2022)
for stating axioms in OWL which are not supported by the graphical notation. OWLGrEd
captures OWL 2 completely, and its UML-based notation is quite easy to understand. How-
ever, its effectiveness is hindered by the need to use logical formulas in the representation,
especially in case of complex ontologies, where the presence of many formulas of this kind
can lead to prejudice the intuitive comprehension of the ontology, and by its ambiguous
depiction of various kinds of expressions and axioms. Nonetheless, among the related
work we discuss, OWLGrEd is the closest in spirit to GRAPHOL, even though our language
allows for a completely graphical representation of OWL 2 ontologies. For this reason, we
have considered OWLGrEd in a comparative user evaluation study described in Section 6.

Below, we turn our attention to languages and tools for the graphical representation
of knowledge bases not specifically based on UML or the other diagrammatic languages
we discussed so far. Earlier efforts in this direction have typically focused on preliminary
explorations of issues and possible solutions for visual representations of DLs. For instance,
in [50], the author discusses general design issues for semantic network formalisms, also
providing some details of how such issues may be addressed through an example of a
visual language for DLs. Other efforts have focused on investigating the potential of
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diagrammatic reasoning systems, i.e., visual logics systems which use a graph-based
structural form for FOL sentences, as graphical representations of DLs. Examples of such
systems are spider and constraint diagrams, as well as conceptual and existential graphs.
In [51], the authors investigate which of these systems is compatible with DLs, concluding
that existential graphs are best suited for these purposes. Instead, in [33], the authors
focus on conceptual graphs, and introduce a conceptual graph-based formalism for the
representation of knowledge bases. To the best of our knowledge, there have, however,
been no further studies nor practical results in the direction of adopting these systems for
the visual representation of real-world ontologies.

Among other proposals, we below focus on GrOWL (http://growl.novasemantics.it/,
accessed on 17 January 2022) [52], and Graffoo (http://www.essepuntato.it/graffoo/,
accessed on 17 January 2022) [28] and VOWL (http://vowl.visualdataweb.org/, accessed
on 17 January 2022) [53], which, similar to ours, are specifically tailored to the representation
and/or visualization of OWL ontologies. For a more comprehensive classification and
comparison of available languages and tools for ontology editing and visualization, we
refer the reader to [54].

GrOWL is a tool for visualizing and editing ontologies, based on the underlying DL
semantics of OWL ontologies. GrOWL is able to map both TBox and ABox assertions to a
graph-line representation through the use of color, shading, and different shape nodes to
encode the properties of the language constructs. Although the core idea behind GrOWL
is similar to GRAPHOL’s, the project seems to have been discontinued, and the available
documentation does not provide an unambiguous indication of the syntax and semantics
of the language. Differently to GRAPHOL, OWLGrEd and Graffoo, GrOWL is also quite
distant in nature from classical logical languages such as UML or ER, and this poses further
difficulties in its understanding in industrial contexts.

Graffoo is a graphical notation for OWL ontologies, developed using the standard
library of the graph editor yEd (https://www.yworks.com/products/yed, accessed on
17 January 2022). The graphical elements featured in Graffoo are blocks (or nodes) and arcs.
Blocks are used to model classes, datatypes, individuals, ontologies, and rules. Arcs are
instead used to model assertions, annotation properties, attributes, and roles. Graffoo has
been designed for fully capturing OWL 2, but to this aim, some elements of the language
are not completely graphical. Indeed, those OWL 2 constructs that cannot be expressed by
means of Graffoo’s graphical elements are specified through OWL axioms in Manchester
syntax. Therefore, the same arguments given for OWLGrEd about the need of embedding
axioms given in a non-graphical way also apply to Graffoo. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no editor tailored for Graffoo, but a palette for the yEd editor is available instead.

VOWL (Visual Notation for OWL Ontologies) is a formalism that has been proposed
quite recently. It defines a set of graphical primitives and a color scheme, and uses a
force-directed graph visualization for the ontology. In VOWL, concepts (i.e., classes in
OWL) are represented as circles, and data types are displayed in rectangles. A labeled
arrow connecting two circles denotes a role (i.e., an objectProperty in OWL), whereas a
labeled arrow connecting a circle to a datatype denotes an attribute (i.e., a dataProperty in
OWL). The direction of the arrow establishes the typing of the domain and the range of the
property. Cardinality constraints are specified on arrows in the style of UML class diagrams.
The mentioned constructs are the basic elements of the representation. A complete list is
available at http://vowl.visualdataweb.org/v2/ (accessed on 17 January 2022). VOWL
is able to capture visually a good portion of OWL 2, although some constructs are not
part of the actual VOWL visualization. The language is not defined through a formalized
syntax, and in the documentation it is not clearly specified which fragment of OWL 2 is
completely captured in a visual mode by VOWL. The language has two main implementa-
tions: WebVOWL [55], which is a web tool for ontology visualization, and ProtégéVOWL,
a plug-in for the ontology editor Protégé (which, however, does not implement all visual
elements defined in the VOWL specification). In both such environments, essentially only
ontology visualization features are provided. Indeed, VOWL has been so far proposed as
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an ontology visualization language rather than a tool for ontology editing. Apart from all
the other differences, this last aspect seems to be the one that mainly distinguishes VOWL
from our language GRAPHOL, which is thought for ontology specification.

Besides VOWL and its related visualization environments, there is a number of systems
and tools designed for ontology visualization only, which adopt different representation
techniques in order to achieve this desired balance. The graphical representation provided
by such systems can be either two- or three-dimensional, and adopt visualization strategies
as degree of interest [56], space-filling [57], context focus [58], and multiple coordinated
views [59].

Among these systems, we can mention OntoGraf (http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/
wiki/OntoGraf, accessed on 17 January 2022) and OWLViz (http://protegewiki.stanford.
edu/wiki/OntoViz, accessed on 17 January 2022) plug-ins for the popular ontology editor
Protégé. The former plug-in uses the layouts library for the Jambalaya plug-in (http:
//protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/Jambalaya, accessed on 17 January 2022) to provide
interactive navigation of the relationships in an ontology through an incremental and
dynamic graph-like representation. The latter plug-in provides a node-link representation
for viewing and navigating class hierarchies, in which the nodes are classes, and the “is-a”-
labeled links represent inclusion relationships between them. It is worthwhile mentioning
that both such plug-ins, though popular in the past for quick rendering of the main
ontology elements and connection thereof, seem to be currently no longer supported by
active development or maintenance. Since tools tailored to ontology visualization do not
provide any functionalities for ontology editing, they are slightly far from the objectives of
this work; hence, we shall not provide further details on them and instead refer the reader
to surveys conducted in [54,60,61] for an in-depth discussion.

We conclude this section by mentioning some non-graphical ontology editing en-
vironments. These systems typically include features for editing, browsing, visualizing,
importing, and exporting ontologies.

Protégé (http://protege.stanford.edu/, accessed on 17 January 2022), which we al-
ready mentioned before and which is a popular open-source ontology editor and knowl-
edge base framework [62], is certainly one of the most widely-used non-graphical ontology
editors. Protégé supports many languages and formats for ontology development, such
as XML schema, RDF(S), and, of course, OWL 2. Moreover, it provides a plug-and-play
framework that fosters the development of new functionalities by means of plug-ins (such
as the one mentioned above) which can be used to modify both the appearance and the
behavior of the system.

The NeOn Ontology Engineering Toolkit (http://neon-toolkit.org/wiki/Main_Page,
accessed on 17 January 2022) is an open-source, multi-platform ontology engineering
environment [63,64] which is built on the Eclipse platform, and provides a variety of plug-
ins for ontology engineering activities such as management, reasoning, and collaboration.
In particular, the OntoModel (http://sourceforge.net/projects/ontomodel/, accessed on
17 January 2022) editor plug-in provides ontology visualization and editing functionalities
through a UML-based notation.

The commercial TopBraid Composer by TopQuadrant (http://www.topquadrant.
com/products/TB_Composer.html, accessed on 17 January 2022) is an ontology and RDF
data editing environment, developed as an Eclipse plug-in. It offers support for editing
ontologies in OWL 2 or RDF and for running SPARQL (http://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-
query/, accessed on 17 January 2022) queries over them. Furthermore, it provides a visual
editor for RDF graphs and for class diagrams, allowing also to generate SPARQL queries
directly from the graph view of the ontology.

The OntoStudio Ontology Engineering Environment [65] is a commercial graphical
and textual ontology editor. Similar to TopBraid Composer, OntoStudio is developed as
an IDE application using the Eclipse platform, and is extendible through various Eclipse
plug-ins. OntoStudio supports RDF(S), OWL-2, and other formats for modeling purposes.
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While these systems often attempt to offer some visual representation of ontologies,
they are seldom successful in achieving a balance between the amount of information that
is shown to the user and the complexity and size of the given representation, which is
typically provided in terms of a two-dimensional graph. Furthermore, none of the provided
visualizations is based on a graphical language with formal syntax and/or that is able to
fully render an OWL 2 ontology.

3. Preliminaries

Description logics (DLs) [11] are formalisms used to model a domain of interest in a
formal way. They are portions of first-order logic that allow for decidable reasoning. In
DLs, the domain of interest is represented in terms of objects (i.e., individuals), concepts
(i.e., abstractions for sets of objects), and roles (i.e., binary relationships between concepts).
Moreover, some DLs consider also value-domains, denoting sets of values, and attributes,
denoting binary relationships between concepts and value-domains.

We assume to have an alphabet Γ partitioned into ΓP and ΓC. The former is in turn
partitioned into sets of symbols for atomic concepts, atomic roles, atomic attributes, and
atomic value-domains. ΓC instead contains symbols for constants, and is further partitioned
into the sets ΓO, which is the set of constants denoting objects, and ΓV , which is the set
of values.

We now provide syntax and semantics of the DL language of interest in this work. We
notice that the DL we provide in this section captures the DL SROIQ(D) [66,67], i.e., the
DL underlying OWL 2. In Section 4.4, we will discuss which syntactic restrictions to impose
to make this language equivalent to SROIQ(D) (and so to OWL 2). Concepts, roles,
attributes, and value-domains expressions in such DL are defined by the following rules:

C −→ A | ¬C | C u · · · u C | C t · · · t C | ∃R | ∃R.C | ∀R.C |
≥ n R.C | ≤ n R.C | ∃R.Sel f | ∃V | ∃V.F | ∀V.F |
≥ n V.F | ≤ n V.F | {c1, . . . , cn} | >C | ⊥C

F −→ T | ∃V− | ¬F | F u · · · u F | F t · · · t F |
>D | ⊥D | {w1, . . . , wn}

R −→ P | P− | ¬R | R ◦ R | >R | ⊥R
V −→ U | ¬V | >A | ⊥A

where A denotes an atomic concept, P an atomic role, U an atomic attribute, T an atomic
value-domain, >C (resp., >R,>A,>D) the universal concept (resp., role, attribute, value-
domain), and ⊥C (resp., ⊥R,⊥A,⊥D) the empty concept (resp., role, attribute, value-domain).

We call C, R, V, and F a general concept, role, attribute, and value-domain, respectively.
In our treatment, such symbols can be used with subscripts. P− denotes the inverse of an
atomic role, while ¬C, ¬R, ¬V, ¬F denote the negation of C, R, V, and F, respectively. The
expression ∃R (resp. ∃V) denotes the domain of a role R (resp. of an attribute V). Instead,
the qualified concept existential restriction ∃R.C indicates the domain of R restricted to the
class C, i.e., it is an abstraction for the set of objects that R relates to some instance of C.
Similarly, ∃V.F denotes the qualified domain of V with respect to a value-domain F, i.e.,
the set of objects that V relates to some value in F. The concept ∀R.C, also called value
restriction, denotes the set of objects that are associated by R only to objects that are instances
of C. Similarly, ∀V.F denotes the set of objects that are associated by V only to values in
F. The concept ∃R.Sel f is used to express local reflexivity to a role R. ∃V− denotes the
range of an attribute V. Similarly, ∃R− denotes the range of a role R, which corresponds to
the domain of the inverse of R. The set {c1, . . . , cn} denotes the concept whose instances
are denoted by c1, . . . , cn, and, similarly, {w1, . . . , wn} denotes the value-domain whose
instances are denoted by w1, . . . , wn. The symbols u and t are the usual AND and OR
logical connectives. ≤ n and ≥ n indicate number restrictions, respectively, at-most restriction
and at-least restriction, where n ranges over the nonnegative integers. Finally, R ◦ R denotes
a role chain.
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The semantics of a DL KB is given in terms of interpretations. An interpretation
I = (∆I , ·I) consists of:

– A nonempty interpretation domain ∆I = ∆ I
O ∪ ΓV , where ∆ I

O is the domain of objects,
and ΓV is the set of values previously introduced (indeed, in every interpretation each
value is intepreted by itself);

– An interpretation function ·I that assigns an element of ∆ I
O to each constant in ΓO, and

interprets each DL expression as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The DL constructs with their semantics.

Construct Syntax Semantics

Atomic concept A AI ⊆ ∆ I
O

Atomic role P PI ⊆ ∆ I
O × ∆ I

O

Atomic attribute U U I ⊆ ∆ I
O × ΓV

Atomic value-domain T T I ⊆ ΓV

Universal concept >C ∆ I
O

Universal role >R ∆ I
O × ∆ I

O

Universal attribute >A ∆ I
O × ΓV

Universal value-domain >D ΓV

Empty concept, role attribute, value-domain ⊥C,⊥R,⊥A,⊥D ∅

Unqualified role existential restriction ∃R { o | ∃o′. (o, o′) ∈ RI }
Qualified role existential restriction ∃R.C { o | ∃o′. (o, o′) ∈ RI ∧ o′ ∈ CI }
Qualified role universal restriction ∀R.C { o | ∀o′. (o, o′) ∈ RI → o′ ∈ CI}
Qualified maximum cardinality role restriction ≤ n R.C { o | ]{o′ | (o, o′) ∈ RI ∧ o′ ∈ CI } ≤ n}
Qualified minimum cardinality role restriction ≥ n R.C { o | ]{o′ | (o, o′) ∈ RI ∧ o′ ∈ CI } ≥ n}
Self restriction ∃R.Sel f { o | (o, o) ∈ RI}
Unqualified attribute existential restriction ∃V { o | ∃v. (o, v) ∈ V I }
Qualified attribute existential restriction ∃V.F { o | ∃v. (o, v) ∈ V I ∧ v ∈ FI }
Qualified attribute universal restriction ∀V.F { o | ∀v. (o, v) ∈ V I → v ∈ FI}
Qualified maximum cardinality attribute restriction ≤ n V.F { o | ]{v | (o, v) ∈ V I ∧ v ∈ FI } ≤ n}
Qualified minimum cardinality attribute restriction ≥ n V.F { o | ]{v | (o, v) ∈ V I ∧ v ∈ FI } ≥ n}
One-of (concept) {c1, . . . , cn} {cI

1, . . . , cI
n}

One-of (value-domain) {w1, . . . , wn} {w1, . . . , wn}
Attribute range ∃V− { v | ∃o. (o, v) ∈ V I }
Inverse role P− { (o, o′) | (o′, o) ∈ PI }
Role chain R ◦ R { (o, o′) | ∃o′′. (o, o′′) ∈ RI

1 ∧ (o′′, o′) ∈ RI
2}
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Table 1. Cont.

Construct Syntax Semantics

Concept negation ¬C ∆ I
O \ CI

Role negation ¬R (∆ I
O × ∆ I

O) \ RI

Attribute negation ¬V (∆ I
O × ΓV) \V I

Value-domain negation ¬F (ΓV) \ FI

Concept conjunction C1 u · · · u Cn CI
1 ∩ · · · ∩ CI

n

Concept disjunction C1 t · · · t Cn CI
1 ∪ · · · ∩ CI

n

In the table, cI
1, . . . cI

n denote the interpretation of the constants c1, . . . cn from the
alphabet ΓO.

A DL KB K is a pair 〈T ,A〉, where T is a finite set of intensional assertions, called
TBox, and A is a finite set of extensional assertions, called ABox. In this paper we focus on
the modeling of intensional knowledge, i.e., the TBox, so we will not detail further the form
of the ABox (which is the component of the knowledge base maintaining the data).

The TBox assertions we focus on in this work are as follows:

C1 v C2 (concept inclusion);
R1 v R1 (role inclusion);
V1 v V2 (attribute inclusion);
F1 v F2 (value-domain inclusion).

Concept inclusion assertions state that all instances of one concept are also instances of
another concept, analogously for role, attribute, and value-domain inclusion assertions.

An interpretation I satisfies a TBox T if it satisfies all inclusions in T , where the notion
of satisfaction of an inclusion is as follows:

C1 v C2 if CI
1 ⊆ CI

2; R1 v R2 if RI
1 ⊆ RI

2;
V1 v V2 if V I

1 ⊆ V I
1 ; F1 v F2 if FI

1 ⊆ FI
2 .

4. The GRAPHOL Language

In this section we introduce the graphical elements and features of the GRAPHOL

language for ontologies. We will use the popular Pizza (http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/
wiki/Pr4_UG_ex_Pizza, accessed on 17 January 2022) ontology as a running example
to illustrate how different expressions and assertions of an ontology are represented in
GRAPHOL, and will use the DL syntax for logical symbols presented in Section 3 to define
the correspondence between GRAPHOL shapes and their logical meaning.

4.1. Graphol Syntax

The basic principle that guides GRAPHOL in representing ontologies is that a GRAPHOL

ontology is a graph whose nodes and edges assume the forms described in Figure 2.
Nodes can be of two kinds: predicate nodes and operator nodes. Predicate nodes model

the terms in the ontology alphabet, i.e., atomic concepts, rendered as rectangles, atomic
roles, which are depicted as diamonds, atomic attributes, drawn as circles, atomic value-
domains, represented as rounded rectangles, and constants (i.e., individuals and values),
denoted through octagons. Each predicate node is associated to a label, which is a name
from the ontology alphabet (to distinguish between individual nodes and value nodes,
the labels of value nodes are in inverted commas). We note that the shapes used to depict
concepts, roles, and attributes are the same as those used in ER diagrams. This choice was
made to take advantage of the familiarity that many of the potential users of GRAPHOL

may have with this well-known language for conceptual modeling.
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The special labels, “Top” and “Bottom”, are reserved for representing universal and
empty predicates (i.e, concept, role, attribute, or value-domain), respectively. For example,
a diamond with label “Top” represents the universal role (>R), while a diamond with
label “Bottom” represents the empty role (⊥R), analogously for concepts, attributes, and
value-domains.

Operator nodes are instead used to graphically construct complex expressions. Two
shapes for operators are adopted, i.e., the box (which can be either blank or solid), and
the hexagon. A blank (resp. solid) box, called domain (resp. range) restriction node, is used
to represent restrictions on roles or attributes (resp. their inverses). A box is labeled with
one of the following keywords: “exists”, for existential restriction, “forall”, for universal
restriction, “self”, for self-restriction, and “(x,−)” or “(−, y)”, with x and y positive integers,
for min and max cardinality restrictions, respectively. When the label is omitted we intend
“exists”. The other operator nodes are denoted by a hexagon and can assume one of the
following labels: “or” (union node), “and” (intersection node), “not” (complement node), “inv”
(inverse node), “oneOf” (one-of node), and “chain” (chain node).

Concept Role Attribute

Value-domain Individual/
Value

Domain
restriction

Union Intersection Range
restriction

Complement Inverse Inclusion edge

Chain One-of Input edge

Figure 2. Nodes and edges in a GRAPHOL ontology.

We observe that GRAPHOL uses three visual variables [68] to encode the predicate
and constructor nodes. These are (i) the shape of the nodes, which is used to distinguish
between predicate nodes, restriction nodes, and operator nodes, and among the different
kinds of predicate nodes; (ii) the size of the nodes, which allows to clearly discriminate
between the quadrilaterals used for concept nodes, value-domain nodes, and restriction
nodes; and (iii) brightness, which is used to distinguish the domain restriction node from
the range restriction node.

To avoid encumbering the user in learning the GRAPHOL syntax, we have chosen to
limit the number of different graphical symbols used to depict GRAPHOL nodes, and to
maintain it to around seven, which is the commonly recognized ideal upper bound for
software engineering graphical languages [69]. Indeed, experimental studies demonstrate
that a high number of different symbols in a language for software engineering increases
the learning difficulty by non-expert users [70].

GRAPHOL provides two types of edges: inclusion edges, which are solid directed arrow
edges (whose target end is denoted by the arrow), used to represent inclusion assertions,
and the input edges, which are dashed directed diamond edges (whose target end is denoted
by the diamond), used to construct ontology expressions.

An expression in GRAPHOL is a directed acyclic graph, where the nodes can be both
operator and predicate nodes and the edges are input edges only. In every GRAPHOL

expression there is a single node without outgoing edges, called sink. We give below a
formal definition:

Definition 1. A GRAPHOL expression can be of four types: concept, role, attribute, or value-
domain, defined inductively as follows:

1. A concept expression can be:

– A concept node (in this case the sink is the node itself);
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– A domain or range restriction node, with label “exists”, “forall”, “(x,−)”, or “(−, y)”,
taking as input a role expression and a concept expression (in this case the sink is the
domain or range restriction node);

– A domain or range restriction node, with label “self”, taking as input a role expression
(in this case, the sink is the domain or range restriction node);

– A domain restriction node, with label “exists”, “forall”, “(x,−)”, or “(−, y)”, taking as
input an attribute expression and a value-domain expression (in this case, the sink is the
domain restriction node);

– A union or intersection node taking as input at least two concept expressions (in this
case, the sink is the union or intersection node);

– A complement node taking as input a concept expression (in this case, the sink is the
complement node);

– A one-of node taking as input at least an individual node (in this case, the sink is the
one-of node).

2. A role expression can be:

– A role node (in this case, the sink is the node itself);
– An inverse node taking as input a role expression (in this case, the sink is the inverse

node);
– A complement node taking as input a role expression (in this case, the sink is the

complement node);
– A chain node taking as input n role expressions, with n ≤ 2, each associated to a label

1 ≤ i ≤ n and such that there are no two input edges with the same label (in this case,
the sink is the chain node).

3. An attribute expression can be:

– An attribute node (in this case, the sink is the node itself);
– A complement node taking as input an attribute expression (in this case, the sink is the

complement node).

4. A value-domain expression can be:

– A value-domain node (in this case, the sink is the node itself);
– A range restriction node with label “exists” taking as input an attribute expression (in

this case, the sink is the range restriction node);
– A union or intersection node taking as input at least two value-domain expressions (in

this case, the sink is the union or intersection node);
– A complement node taking as input a value-domain expression (in this case, the sink is

the complement node);
– A one-off node taking as input at least a value node (in this case, the sink is the one-off node).

Intensional assertions in GRAPHOL, as well as in OWL 2 and DLs, are specified as
inclusions. Thus, an (inclusion) assertion in GRAPHOL is specified via an inclusion edge from
the (sink of the) expression that is included to the (sink of the) expression that it includes.
For instance, a concept inclusion assertion between the two concepts C1 and C2 is obtained
by linking through an inclusion edge the sink of the GRAPHOL expression of C1 to the sink
of the GRAPHOL expression of C2. Of course, GRAPHOL does not allow to specify inclusion
edges between expressions of different types (e.g., a role expression with a concept one).

We finally define a GRAPHOL ontology as a set of GRAPHOL inclusion assertions.
To simplify ontology design and to keep the diagram easier to read, we allow in

a GRAPHOL ontology to have multiple occurrences of the same predicate, obviously all
labeled with the same label (which is the name of the predicate). This is particularly
useful in those cases in which a predicate occurs in many assertions of the ontology, and
so representing such predicate with a single node would lead to having a plethora of
incoming or outgoing edges from that node, likely leading to layout issues. We notice that
the tool Eddy [22], which offers an environment for the graphical specification of GRAPHOL

ontologies, provides functionalities for the refactoring of the ontology in case a predicate
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node is modified, e.g., changes on the predicate node label are automatically propagated to
all the replicas of such predicate in the ontology.

4.2. Graphol Semantics

An important desiderata of visual modeling languages is to have clear and precise
semantics [71,72]. To this aim, here we provide the semantics of GRAPHOL expressions and
assertions by giving their one-to-one correspondence with DL expressions and assertions,
which in turn have formal semantics, as discussed in Section 3.

We start with GRAPHOL expressions, and define a function Λ which takes as input a
GRAPHOL expression EG and computes a DL expression that encodes it.

To formalize Λ, we use sk(EG) to denote the sink of EG, and ar(EG) the set of GRAPHOL

expressions linked to sk(EG) through input edges (of course, this set can be empty). We
formally define Λ as follows:

– If sk(EG) is a concept, role, attribute, value-domain, or individual/value node with
label S, then Λ(EG) = S (we are considering concept, role, attribute, value-domain,
individual, and value alphabets as pairwise disjoint. Moreover, if S =“Top”, we
assume that Λ returns the corresponding DL universal predicate, which depends on
the form of sk(EG). Analogously if S =“Bottom”);

– If sk(EG) is a domain restriction node with label “exists” (resp., “forall”, “(x,−)”,
“(−, y)”), and ar(EG) = {εRA, εCV}, where either εRA is a GRAPHOL role expression
and εCV is a GRAPHOL concept expression or εRA is a GRAPHOL attribute expres-
sion and εCV is a GRAPHOL value-domain expression, then Λ(EG) = ∃Λ(εRA).Λ(εCV)
(resp., Λ(EG) = ∀Λ(εRA).Λ(εCV), Λ(EG) =≥ x Λ(εRA).Λ(εCV), Λ(EG) =≤ y Λ(εRA).
Λ(εCV));

– if sk(EG) is a range restriction node with label “exists” (resp. “forall”, “(x,−)”,
“(−, y)”), and ar(EG) = {εR, εC}, where εR is a GRAPHOL role expression and εC
is a GRAPHOL concept expression, then Λ(EG) = ∃(Λ(εR))

−.Λ(εC) (resp. Λ(EG) =
∀(Λ(εR))

−.Λ(εC), Λ(EG) =≥ x (Λ(εR))
−.Λ(εC), Λ(EG) =≤ y (Λ(εR))

−.Λ(εC));
– If sk(EG) is a domain (resp., range) restriction node with label “self”, and ar(EG) =

{εRA}, where εRA is a GRAPHOL role expression, then Λ(EG) = ∃Λ(εRA).Sel f (resp.,
Λ(EG) = ∃(Λ(εRA))

−.Sel f ) ;
– If sk(EG) is a range restriction node with label “exists” and ar(EG) = {εA}, where εA

is a GRAPHOL attribute expression, then Λ(EG) = ∃(Λ(εA))
−;

– If sk(EG) is a union (resp. intersection or a one-of ) node and ar(EG) = {ε1, . . . , εn},
then Λ(EG) =

⊔n
i=1 Λ(εi) (resp. Λ(EG) =

dn
i=1 Λ(εi), Λ(EG) = {Λ(ε1), . . . , Λ(εn)});

– if sk(EG) is a complement node and ar(EG) = {ε}, then Λ(EG) = ¬Λ(ε);
– If sk(EG) is an inverse node and ar(EG) = {εR}, then Λ(EG) = (Λ(εR))

−;
– If sk(EG) is a chain node and ar(EG) = {ε1

R, . . . εn
R}, where every εi

R, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
is a GRAPHOL role expression that is connected to sk(EG) through an input edge with
label i, then Λ(EG) = Λ(ε1

R) ◦Λ(ε2
R) ◦ · · · ◦Λ(εn

R).

Analogously, to define the semantics of GRAPHOL inclusion assertions, we use a
function Ψ which takes as input one such inclusion αG and returns its DL encoding. We
use source(αG) to denote the GRAPHOL expression having as sink the node from which
the inclusion edge starts in αG, and target(αG) to denote the GRAPHOL expression, having
as sink the node to which the inclusion edge arrives in αG. We thus define Ψ as follows:
Ψ(αG) = Λ(source(αG)) v Λ(target(αG)). Letting OG be a GRAPHOL ontology, we trans-
form OG in a DL ontology ODL by executing Ψ for every assertion in OG. The semantics of
OG thus are given by the semantics of ODL, which we have defined in Section 3.

Tables 2 and 3 give examples of application of Λ to GRAPHOL expressions of “depth”
0 or 1, i.e., expressions with either only predicate nodes or a constructor node with only
predicate nodes as input.
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Table 2. Correspondence between GRAPHOL and DL for concept and role expressions of depth 0 or 1.
C, C1, and C2 denote atomic concepts, and R, R1, and R2 denote atomic roles.

GRAPHOL DL

Atomic concept C

Role domain restriction ∃R.C ∀R.C
≥ xR.C ≤ yR.C

Role range restriction ∃R−.C ∀R−.C
≥ xR−.C ≤ yR−.C

Attribute domain restriction ∃V.F ∀V.F
≥ xV.F ≤ yV.F

Concept intersection C1 u C2

Concept union C1 t C2

Concept complement ¬C

One-of (concept) {a, b, c}

Self restriction ∃R.Sel f

Atomic role P

Role inverse R−

Role complement ¬R

Chain R1 ◦ R2
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Table 3. Correspondence between GRAPHOL and DL for attribute and value-domain expressions of
depth 0 or 1. V denotes an atomic attribute, and F, F1, and F2 denote an atomic value-domain.

GRAPHOL DL

Atomic attribute U

Attribute complement ¬U

Atomic value-domain T

Attribute range existential
restriction ∃V−

Value-domain intersection F1 u F2

Value-domain union F1 t F2

Value-domain complement ¬F

One-of (value-domain) {“1”, “2”, “3”}

4.3. Shortcuts

We have defined some shortcuts to help the designer in specifying a GRAPHOL ontol-
ogy. Through such shortcuts it is possible to use a more compact representation of some
expressions and assertions that often occur in ontologies. Below we describe them, and
provide examples of their use.

The disjoint union node is a new type of node, having the shape of a black hexagon,
used to represent a disjoint union expression, i.e., a union that at the same time states
the disjointness between its arguments. Therefore, through a disjoint union node we also
represent negative inclusions over its inputs. This shortcut is particularly useful for defining
disjoint concept hierarchies. This is inspired by a similar construct used in the ER model
and in UML class diagrams. In Figure 3, we give an example of one such hierarchy in the
two versions, with and without the use of the shortcut.

The second shortcut we introduce is a compact notation for the definition of the exis-
tential domain or range restriction on a role (resp. attribute) taking as input the universal
concept (resp. universal value-domain), which is equivalent to an unqualified existen-
tial restriction. Since this is among the most recurring restrictions occurring in ontolo-
gies, we allow to omit the universal concept (resp. value-domain) (notice also that the
OWL 2 syntax includes redundant constructs such as owl:ObjectPropertyDomain and
owl:ObjectProperyRange with a similar aim). In other words, to express the unqualified
existential restriction on a role or attribute, one can simply link a role or attribute sub-graph
to an existential restriction node, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Example of a disjoint concept hierarchy represented in GRAPHOL with (left-hand side
figure) and without (right-hand side figure) the disjoint union node.

Figure 4. Example of an existential restriction in GRAPHOL with (left-hand side figure) and without
(right-hand side figure) the compact notation.

Another commonly used assertion in ontologies is the one which specifies that a role R
(resp., an attribute V) is globally functional, i.e.,>C v ≤ 1 R.>C (resp.,>C v ≤ 1 V.>D).
Global functionality can be obviously expressed in GRAPHOL through a graphical inclusion
assertion. However, in order to provide a more compact representation, we allow to
use a blank double-bordered role node (resp., attribute) for a functional role, a solid
double-bordered role node for an inverse functional role, and a double-bordered role half
blank and half solid for a role that is both functional and inverse functional. Notice that
OWL 2 also allows for the use of a compact syntax to specify global functionality (cf.
owl:FunctionalObjectProperty).

As an example, in the left-hand side of Figure 5 we show the standard GRAPHOL

assertion that defines the functionality of a role, and on the right-hand side, the compact
notation for a functional role (top left), an inverse functional role (top right), a role that
is both functional and inverse functional (bottom left), and, finally, a functional attribute
(bottom right).

We further notice that two domain (resp. range) restriction nodes with labels (x,−)
and (−, y), respectively, and the same input expressions, can be substituted by a single
domain (resp. range) restriction node with label (x, y) and the same inputs. In other
terms, min and max cardinality restrictions can be drawn together. Lastly, if one wishes to
define equivalence between two expressions of the same kind, it is possible to use a single
inclusion edge with an arrow both on the source end and on the target end instead of two
inclusion edges (with the arrow only on the target end) in opposite directions.
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Figure 5. Example of globally functional role represented without the compact notation (left-hand
side), and examples (right-hand side) of globally functional role, inverse functional role, functional
and inverse functional role, and functional attribute (resp., top left, top right, bottom left, and bottom
right) represented with the compact notation.

4.4. Graphol and OWL 2

In this section we study the relationship between GRAPHOL and OWL 2 [73], the
W3C standard ontology language. We first study whether GRAPHOL ontologies can be
entirely expressed in OWL 2, and then consider the other way around. In fact, for a
formal treatment we identify OWL 2 with its underlying DL SROIQ(D) DL [66,67] (some
OWL 2 features not in SROIQ(D), such as data type restrictions or key axioms, can be
modeled in GRAPHOL by using some additional graphical elements, as reported in the
Eddy documentation https://github.com/obdasystems/eddy (accessed on 17 January
2022). These aspects are not described here for the sake of simplicity).

According to the GRAPHOL syntax given earlier, GRAPHOL expressiveness goes
slightly beyond that of OWL 2. This allowed us to maintain the formal definition of
the syntax of our language simple, without burdening it with too many syntactic categories.
Of course, due to this choice, reasoning in full GRAPHOL is undecidable [11]. However, by
suitably restricting the way in which GRAPHOL expressions can be combined, we easily
obtain decidable languages. In particular, we can limit GRAPHOL in such a way that it
becomes translatable in OWL 2. To precisely describe this restriction, we need to define
basic role expressions, which are expressions constituted by either a role node or the inverse
node with a role node as input. Below we give a proviso needed to our aims.

Proviso. Role expressions given as input to domain or range restriction nodes, to self
nodes, inverse nodes, complement nodes, or chain nodes can be only basic role expressions.
Attribute expressions given as input to domain restriction nodes can be only attribute
nodes. Role and attribute expressions having the complement node as sink cannot be the
source of any inclusion edge. Role expressions having the chain node as sink cannot be the
target of any inclusion edge and can be included only in basic role expressions. Attribute
expressions in input to range restriction nodes can be only attribute nodes. GRAPHOL

inclusion assertions between value-domain expressions must involve at least a value-
domain node (i.e., the source or the target of the assertion must be an atomic data type).
Finally, value-domains and values are as in OWL 2, and the ontology must obey the same
global restrictions imposed on OWL 2 (e.g., only regular role hierarchies are allowed and
only simple roles can occur in cardinality restrictions) [66,73].

Theorem 1. Every GRAPHOL ontology constructed under the above proviso is correctly translat-
able into an OWL 2 TBox in linear time.

Proof. The function Ψ given in Section 4.2 is obviously applicable to a GRAPHOL ontology
restricted according to the above proviso. It is then easy to verify that each DL inclusion
assertion returned by Ψ is an OWL 2 axiom. Since Ψ returns one DL inclusion assertion for
each GRAPHOL inclusion assertion, the cost of the transformation is linear.

The following theorem considers instead transformation of OWL 2 TBoxes in GRAPHOL.

Theorem 2. Every OWL 2 TBox is correctly translatable into a GRAPHOL ontology in linear time.
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Proof. We first observe that any OWL 2 ontology can be written as a set of inclusion
assertions. Below, we provide some well-known correspondences useful for this aim (Q
denotes a role or its inverse, whereas >C denotes the universal concept ).

(funct Q) ≡ >C v≤ 1Q.>C (transitive Q) ≡ Q ◦Q v Q
(symmetric Q) ≡ Q v Q− (asymmetric Q) ≡ Q v ¬Q−

(reflexive Q) ≡ >C v ∃Q.Sel f (irreflexive Q) ≡ >C v ¬∃Q.Sel f
(disjoint Q1 Q2) ≡ Q1 v ¬Q2

It is then possible to define a function that translates such a normalized TBox in
GRAPHOL. Intuitively, this function inverts the function Θ introduced in Section 4.2.
More precisely, we first define a function Λ−1 by induction on the structure of OWL 2
formulas, which can be seen as the inverse of the function Λ introduced in Section 4.2. For
the base case, letting S be an atomic concept (resp., role, attribute, or value-domain), Λ−1(S)
returns a GRAPHOL concept node (resp. role, attribute, or value-domain node) labeled
with S. Letting then ∃P.C (resp.∃P−.C) an OWL 2 expression, with P an atomic role and
C a concept, Λ−1(∃P.C) (resp. Λ−1(∃P−.C)) returns the GRAPHOL expression whose sink
node is a domain (resp. range) restriction node labeled “exists” taking as input Λ−1(C) and
Λ−1(P). Other inductive cases can be defined analogously. Then, letting α = α` v αr be an
OWL 2 inclusion assertion, Λ−1(α) = αG, where αG is the GRAPHOL inclusion assertion
whose sink node is Λ−1(α`) and target node is Λ−1(αr). It is easy to see that the cost of this
transformation is linear.

4.5. Example

In Figure 6, we provide the GRAPHOL specification of a portion of the Pizza ontology
we have used in some previous examples. We also present below a logically equivalent
representation of such ontology given in terms of DL assertions.

Pizza

Food

PizzaTopping

hasIngredient

exists

exists

hasTopping

CheeseyPizza MeatyPizza CheeseToppingMeatTopping

exists

existscaloriesexists
xsd:integer

VegetarianPizza

exists

not

not

or

and

Figure 6. GRAPHOL ontology example: an excerpt of the Pizza ontology.
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Pizza t PizzaTopping v Food Pizza v ¬PizzaTopping
MeatTopping v ¬CheeseTopping MeatyPizza v ¬VegetarianPizza
∃hasIngredient v Food ∃hasIngredient− v Food
hasTopping v hasIngredient ∃hasTopping− v PizzaTopping
∃calories ≡ Food ∃calories− v xsd:integer
( f unct calories) ( f unct hasTopping−)
MeatTopping t CheeseTopping v PizzaTopping
CheeseyPizza tMeatyPizza tVegetarianPizza v Pizza
Pizza u ¬∃hasTopping.MeatTopping ≡ VegetarianPizza

5. Comparison with UML Class Diagrams

In this section, we discuss more in depth the relation between GRAPHOL and UML
class diagrams. This section is mainly addressed to people knowledgeable with UML
and willing to approach ontology modeling. The aim here is to highlight the differences
between the two formalisms, so that it can be easier to understand the potential of ontology
design and the shift in the modeling tools that is required to move from conceptual models
of limited expressiveness to full-fledged powerful ontology languages. The content of
this section should also further help understanding the syntax of GRAPHOL starting from
that of UML class diagrams. In Figure 7, we show how the main UML constructs are
expressible in GRAPHOL and for each construct we specify the corresponding OWL 2
axioms, expressed in DL syntax (UML n-ary relationships are not considered, since they
are not directly expressible in OWL 2 and can always be captured using only roles, i.e.,
binary relationships, through reification, similarly for role attributes. We also note that
all domain/range restriction nodes without labels in Figure 7 have to be read as if they
were labeled with “exists”, as said in Section 4). In the first four rows of the figure we
show how to represent in GRAPHOL a UML relationship R between two concepts, with
different cardinality restrictions. In the first row, where there are no such restrictions, we
simply type R by requiring that its domain belongs to concept C1 and its range to concept
C2. This is performed through two GRAPHOL inclusion assertions, corresponding to the DL
assertions ∃R v C1 and ∃R− v C2. In the second row, we add a mandatory participation
of C1 to R (indicated in UML with a min cardinality restriction 1..∗). In GRAPHOL, this is
reflected by adding an inclusion edge from the concept node C1 to the domain of the role
node R. In the third row, the UML diagram specifies that the participation of C1 to R is both
mandatory and functional (notice the cardinality restriction 1..1). In GRAPHOL this can
be easily specified by using the shortcut for global functionality introduced in Section 4.3.
Indeed, in UML both the domain and range of a role are always typed on a named concept,
and thus every local cardinality restriction is actually global, in the sense that every object
participating in the domain or range obeys it. In the next row, the participation of C1
to R is constrained by the cardinality restriction (x, y). This is represented in GRAPHOL

through the use of a second domain restriction node labeled with “(x, y)”, besides the one
used to type the domain of R. The following four rows show the main cases of concept
hierarchies. Here, through the union node (the hexagon labeled “or”), we represent the
union expression between the two concepts C2 and C3, while we use the black hexagon
(a shortcut introduced in Section 4.3) to represent their disjoint union expression. Notice
that completeness of a hierarchy is specified through a double-headed arrow. The next
two rows describe how attributes and restrictions over them are depicted. Note that in
GRAPHOL these are treated analogously as roles (we recall that in UML, in the absence of a
cardinality restriction on attributes, they are considered mandatory and functional). Finally,
in the last row, we have an example of role hierarchy, depicted in GRAPHOL as two role
nodes linked by an inclusion edge.
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UML Class Diagram GRAPHOL Diagram DL Assertions
∃R v C1
∃R− v C2
∃R v C1
C1 v ∃R
∃R− v C2

RC1 C2

∃R v C1
C1 v ∃R
∃R− v C2
( f unct R)
∃R v C1
C1 v≥ x R
∃R− v C2
C1 v≤ y R

C2 v C1

C1 v C2t C3
C2t C3 v C1

C2t C3 v C1
C2 v ¬C3

C1 v C2t C3
C2t C3 v C1
C2 v ¬C3

V
C xsd:string

∃V v C C v ∃V
∃V− v xsd:string
( f unct V)

∃V v C
∃V− v xsd:string
C v≥ x V
C v≤ y V
∃R1 v C2
∃R1− v C1
∃R2 v C3
∃R2− v C1
R2 v R1

Figure 7. UML constructs, GRAPHOL corresponding diagrams, and related DL assertions.

6. User Evaluation Study

In this section, we present the results and setup of the user evaluation tests we carried
out on the GRAPHOL language. The goal of the tests was to evaluate the effectiveness
of GRAPHOL for ontology design and understanding. Both these aspects were tested
independently and in comparison with other ontology languages similar, in spirit, to
GRAPHOL. Users with different backgrounds and levels of experience in ontology and
conceptual modeling participated in the tests.

We conducted two different studies on different models and in which users were
asked to perform a variety of editing tasks.

6.1. Setup of the Study

Before defining the definitive setup of the user study, we conducted two test runs with
ontology and conceptual modeling experts who were already familiar with the GRAPHOL
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language, which allowed us to iteratively improve the setup of the experiments. Our pri-
mary goals for these test runs were to verify that the tasks which we asked to perform were
clear, and that their difficulty was adequate for the expertise of the final test participants.
Examples of modifications that we made were the removal of overcomplicated tasks, the
modification of several questions to avoid ambiguity in what the questions were asking,
the refinement of the cheat sheets which were handed out with the questionnaires, and the
definition of the time limits for each part of the experiments.

Because we conducted two different studies, with two groups of users and on different
dates, we also took advantage of the experience of the first test to refine the second one. For
instance, we made some modifications to the tutorial slides which were presented prior
to the second test, in light of some doubts that were expressed by the users during the
presentation of these slides during the first test.

6.2. Objectives of the Study

The design of our user evaluation study was geared towards the achievement of two
main objectives.

1. Evaluate the difficulty of using the GRAPHOL language for ontology comprehension
and editing by users very experienced in conceptual modeling and (in some cases)
with basic skills in logics and ontologies.

2. Evaluate the difficulty of approaching and learning the GRAPHOL language for users
with only basic knowledge of conceptual modeling and little or no experience with
ontologies, both in isolation, and in comparison with another graphical ontology
language that is heavily based on a formalism that is already familiar to them.

In accordance to these two objectives, we identified two groups of test participants,
and defined two different types of tasks for each of these groups. Further details of the
test participants, of the required tasks, and of the structure of the two tests are given
in the remainder of this section. Here, we give a brief sketch of these two tests: the
first one included a series of comprehension tasks and of editing tasks on two ontology
models represented in the GRAPHOL language; the second one, involving users with
limited knowledge of conceptual modeling and ontologies, instead included two sets of
comprehension tasks on two ontologies represented in GRAPHOL and in OWLGrEd [29,49].

The reason for limiting the comparative evaluation of GRAPHOL with OWLGrEd to
the comprehension test with less-skilled users is that the purpose of the test was to verify
that the GRAPHOL language could be learned and used by these users with no more effort
and difficulty than that needed for another language which is, by its very nature, more
recognizable, due to its strong relation to UML class diagrams. . Therefore, it was not
in our interest to gauge the effectiveness of GRAPHOL against OWLGrEd, or any other
similar visual language, among more expert users. Instead, our test with these users was
specifically designed towards measuring their perception of GRAPHOL as a viable candidate
for future use in the design of ontologies in real life.

Furthermore, we have not carried out a comparative evaluation of our language with
ontology editors which do not provide solutions for graphic editing and which are based
on formal non-graphic languages, such as Protégé, given that our main goal is to deal with
users who are not necessarily experts in formal languages and ontologies.

6.3. Participants

Participants were recruited among computer science master’s and Ph.D. students,
postdocs, and researchers. Eighteen participants took part in the test: ten with only basic
knowledge of conceptual modeling and limited or no experience with ontologies (beginners),
and eight with advanced skills in conceptual modeling and basic knowledge of ontology
design and logic (experts). Table 4 recaps some descriptive statistics about the age of the
users, their education degree, the number of years of experience with ontologies, and their
knowledge in ontologies and conceptual modeling. Note that, as expected, the knowledge
of conceptual modeling among experts is in general very high (4.2 out of 5 average, with
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a low standard deviation of 0.7), and is fairly high among beginners (3.3 out of 5, again
with a low standard deviation of 0.7). Furthermore, the average knowledge of ontologies is
lower than that of conceptual modeling for both experts and beginners.

Table 4. Statistics of the participants (“Beg.” indicates statistics for beginners, “Exp.” indicates
statistics for experts): for Education, 1 = Bachelor’s degree, 2 = Master’s degree, 3 = Ph.D; conceptual
modeling and ontology knowledge are on a scale from 1 to 5, with 1 indicating no knowledge.

Age Education Conceptual Modeling Ontology KnowledgeKnowledge

Beg. Exp. Beg. Exp. Beg. Exp. Beg. Exp.

Min 22 27 1 2 2 3 1 1
Max 28 47 2 3 4 5 2 3

Median 24.5 31 1 2 3 4 1 2.5
Mean 24.7 34.2 1.1 2.4 3.3 4.2 1.4 2.4
St.dev. 2.3 6.7 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.7

6.4. Ontology Models

We chose three different ontologies for the study, the Pizza ontology (http://130.88.198
.11/co-ode-files/ontologies/pizza.owl, accessed on 17 January 2022), the Lehigh University
Benchmark (LUBM) ontology (http://swat.cse.lehigh.edu/projects/lubm/, accessed on 17 Jan-
uary 2022), and the Family ontology (http://rpc295.cs.man.ac.uk:8080/repository/download?
ontology=http://www.mindswap.org/ontologies/family.owl&format=RDF/XML, accessed
on 17 January 2022), and modeled excerpts of the Pizza and LUBM ontologies in both GRAPHOL

and OWLGrEd, and of the Family ontology in GRAPHOL. These ontologies were chosen for
their popularity among the Semantic Web community, and due to the fact that the simple and
widely-understood nature of the domain of these ontologies guarantees that the results of the
test would not be altered by misinterpretation of the meanings of the terms in the ontologies.

The ontology models can be found in File S1 of the Supplementary Material.

6.5. Language for Comparison

Among the available language candidates for the comparative test, we chose OWL-
GrEd [49,74] which allows for designing OWL 2 ontologies through a graphical notation
based on UML class diagrams. OWLGrEd was chosen because its goal and its expressive
power are akin to GRAPHOL’s, while its visual representation and UML-based design
principles are rather different from those of GRAPHOL, but are accessible, at least without
big efforts, to a user with knowledge in UML class diagrams. As stated earlier, among our
goals was to evaluate the difficulty of approaching the GRAPHOL language for a non-expert
user, in comparison to that of learning a language based on a formalism with which the
user is familiar with, and OWLGrEd is an ideal fit for this task.

The comparative aspect of the study was limited to these two languages in order to
avoid encumbering the users with an excessive amount of new information to process
during the tests.

Here, we give some further details about OWLGrEd, and in Figures 8 and 9, provide a
very simple example of a model represented respectively in GRAPHOL and OWLGrEd. For
a complete presentation of OWLGrEd, we refer the reader to [29,49,74].

The OWLGrEd notation is based on UML class diagrams. Specifically,

– OWLGrEd concepts are represented as UML classes, without operations;
– OWLGrEd attributes are represented as UML class attributes, but with different default

cardinalities;
– OWLGrEd roles are represented as UML binary associations with the arrow indicating

the direction, from the domain to the range. OWLGrEd roles are thus typed in both
the domain and the range;

– OWLGrEd cardinalities on roles are represented as UML cardinalities on roles, with
the possibility of further refining the cardinality;
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– OWLGrEd cardinality restrictions on attributes are represented as UML cardinalities
on attributes;

– OWLGrEd inclusions between concepts are represented as UML ISAs between classes;
– OWLGrEd generalizations are represented as UML generalizations, using a special

graphical symbol;
– OWLGrEd uses the OWL 2 Manchester syntax to specify expressions which denote

complex concepts;
– OWLGrEd role restrictions are represented as red arrows from the concept which is

included in the restriction to the concept that qualifies the restriction, labeled with the
name of the restricted role.

Person Car

is owner of
exists exists

Car Maniac
forall

exists
not

exists age exists
xsd:integer

Figure 8. Example of a small ontology in GRAPHOL.

Figure 9. Example of a small ontology in OWLGrEd.

6.6. Tasks

We designed a series of model comprehension tasks for both the Pizza and LUBM
ontology models, and of model modification tasks for the Family ontology model. The
tasks were designed to present a varying degree of difficulty to the user: those for beginners
were limited to more basic aspects of conceptual modeling, while those presented to experts
also focused on slightly more advanced aspects.

Each comprehension task consisted of answering a question regarding the domain
represented by the given model. Question types vary, from open format questions to
closed format (or multiple choice) questions, to yes or no questions. Each modification task
instead requested the user to modify the given GRAPHOL model of the Family ontology by
modeling one or more assertions, provided in natural language. The complete set of tests is
provided in the Supplemental Material.

For each task, the participant was asked to measure the time in minutes in which
he completed the task. We also asked each participant to indicate, on a scale from 0 to 4,
the clarity and the easiness of each task. To understand the difference between these two
response variables, consider that the participant may think he has clearly understood what
he must do for a certain task, but may not be able to easily place it into practice, or vice
versa. In different words, the first variable is a measure of the quality of the questionnaire,
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while the second is of the tools the user is provided with to carry out the tasks. Examples
of the two question types are provided below.

– Was the question clear?
Not clear at all − − − − Very clear

– Were you able to easily answer this question?
Not at all − − − − Absolutely

6.7. Structure of the Study

Here we provide the details for the evaluation studies of beginners and experts, which
were conducted separately, on different dates.
Beginners:

1. Introduction and brief GRAPHOL tutorial (15 min): a general introduction to the purpose
of the experiment, and a brief tutorial on ontologies and on the GRAPHOL language.

2. Brief OWLGrEd tutorial (15 min): a brief tutorial on the OWLGrEd language.
3. Brief user background questionnaire (5 min): participants had to answer a brief question-

naire in which they were asked to provide some personal background information, as
well as to rate their knowledge of conceptual modeling and ontologies on a scale from
1 to 5 (with 1 indicating extremely low and 5 extremely high expertise), to indicate
how many years they had of experience with ontologies (if any), whether they were
familiar with some of the more popular ontology editors and knowledge representa-
tion and conceptual modeling formalisms, and whether they had any experience with
ontologies in real-life scenarios or in manually creating or editing ontologies.

4. LUBM comprehension tasks (40 min): each user was asked to answer ten questions on
the LUBM model they were provided. Half of the users were provided a GRAPHOL

version of the LUBM model, and half an OWLGrEd version.
5. Pizza comprehension tasks (40 min): each user was asked to answer ten questions on the

Pizza model they were provided. Half of the users (those which were provided the
OWLGrEd version of the LUBM model) were provided a GRAPHOL version of the
Pizza model, and half an OWLGrEd version.

6. Ex-post survey (10 min): after all the comprehension tasks were completed, we asked
the participants to compile a short survey regarding their experience. The survey
required the users to rate, on a scale from 0 to 4, the general difficulty of the compre-
hension tasks, the difficulty of learning the GRAPHOL and OWLGrEd symbols, the
difficulty of using GRAPHOL and OWLGrEd to read ontologies, and, optionally, to
indicate aspects of GRAPHOL and OWLGrEd which they particularly liked, or that
they would like to see improved.

Experts:

1. Introduction and brief GRAPHOL tutorial (30 min): participants were given the same
introductory tutorial on ontologies and on the GRAPHOL language as the beginners,
with the addition of some more complex features on the GRAPHOL language which
were featured in the expert questionnaire but not the beginner questionnaire.

2. Brief user background questionnaire (5 min): we asked the participants to fill out the same
background questionnaire given to the beginners.

3. GRAPHOL comprehension tasks (35 min): after completing the introductory part on
GRAPHOL, each user was asked to answer ten questions on the GRAPHOL model of
the Pizza ontology they were provided.

4. GRAPHOL editing tasks (35 min): we asked each participant to perform ten editing
tasks on the GRAPHOL model of the Family ontology they were provided.

5. Ex-post survey (5 min): after carrying out both the comprehension and editing tasks, the
users were asked to fill out a brief survey, analogous to the one given to the beginners.

We now discuss some more detailed aspects of the study.
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– All participants, in support of their tasks, were provided with documentation regard-
ing the languages in play for that specific task. Specifically, the questionnaire included
some cheat sheets which recapped the symbols of the GRAPHOL and the OWLGrEd
language (the latter only for tests carried out by beginners) and their meaning, along
with some examples of the representation of some of the most common ontology
expressions and assertions in the two formalisms. Additionally, users were provided
with a printout of the slides of the introductory tutorials.

– The order in which the tasks were presented in the questionnaires was intentionally
random, i.e., not linked to the expected difficulty of each task. This choice was made
in order to compensate for a potential bias given by the learning curve of familiarizing
with GRAPHOL or OWLGrEd during the course of the tasks. In other words, we
wanted to avoid facilitating the participants by allowing them to face easier questions
at the beginning of each task, and more difficult ones at the end, when they would
probably have gained familiarity with the language.

– The experimental design method we chose for the comparative study between GRAPHOL

and OWLGrEd is the within-subjects method, common in HCI [75]. This choice, as
opposed to the between-subjects technique, was made mainly due to the limited number
of participants to the experiment. Therefore, each user was asked to complete the
comprehension tasks both for the GRAPHOL language and for the OWLGrEd language.
In order to avoid the transfer of learning effects between tasks, we split the ten users into
two groups of five, and asked the first group to first carry out the comprehension tasks
on the GRAPHOL version of the LUBM model, and then the comprehension tasks on the
OWLGrEd version of the Pizza model, and the second group to do the opposite.

As already stated, all questionnaires we used in our tests can be found in the Supple-
mental Materials.

6.8. Study Results

Figure 10 summarizes some of the results of the tests. Each box plot shows the full
range of variation, from minimum to maximum, indicated by the whiskers, the likely range
of variation, indicated by the two boxes, and the median value. The overall correctness
results for the comparative test, shown in boxplot (a), indicate a good comprehension level
by the novice users of the GRAPHOL language, that can be considered comparable to the
one obtained for OWLGrEd, which is based on UML class diagram, which is a formalism
which the users were familiar with. Boxplot (b) summarizes the correctness results of the
comparative test limited to five questions that deal with complex modeling aspects that go
beyond UML, i.e., questions 1, 3, 5, 9, and 10 on the LUBM questionnaires, and questions
2, 4, 5, 7, and 9 on the Pizza questionnaires. These results confirm that users were able to
more easily understand the completely graphical representation provided by GRAPHOL

than the formulas or non-UML constructs adopted in OWLGrEd. Finally, boxplot (c) shows
the correctness results of the non-comparative test by the more expert users. The very high
scores indicate that such users quickly learned how to read GRAPHOL diagrams and how
to use the language for modeling.

Figure 10. Correctness results for user tests. In boxplots (a,b) the scale is 0–20 (sum of correctness
scores for five students on questions graded from 0 to 4); in boxplot (c) the scale is 0–32 (sum of
correctness scores for eight students on questions graded from 0 to 4).
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6.9. Post-Questionnaire Analysis

Finally, we discuss the results of the post-test questionnaires, which were presented to
all participants. We recall that the goal of the post-test questionnaires was to measure the
perceived general difficulty of the tasks required, of learning of test language symbols and
of using GRAPHOL to read ontologies. The average results of the questionnaires are shown
in Figure 11.

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Task
Difficulty

Symbol
Difficulty

Reading
Difficulty

Consumers
Graphol

GRAPHOL
OLWGrEd

Figure 11. Post-questionnare results (scale: 1–5, with 1 being the best value).

As one can see, the feedback essentially confirms the positive impression gained
from the analysis of the test results. Users felt about as comfortable reading ontologies
modeled through the novel GRAPHOL language as they were with those in OWLGrEd
(almost identical average scores for “Reading Difficulty”), even though, as expected, they
felt that learning GRAPHOL’s symbols was slightly more difficult than learning OWLGrEd’s
UML-based ones (“Symbol Difficulty” scores). Indeed, we recall that the participants
were knowledgeable in conceptual modeling languages such as UML class diagrams and
entity–relationship diagrams (ER). While OWLGrEd strictly adheres to the former (at the
cost of recurring to expressions in logical languages when needed), GRAPHOL is rooted in
ER, but it adds several graphical elements in order to completely cover OWL 2 without
using non-graphical formulas.

The average values in the “Task Difficulty” column are more a reflection of the diffi-
culty of the tests rather than the languages, but in both cases users seem to feel that the
tests were not excessively difficult (average difficulty score of 2.4 and 2.2 out of a maximum
of 5).

We finally point out that the results of the tests brought to light the need to enhance
the usability of the language through a dedicated ontology tool. We used many suggestions
we collected during the evaluation study to push forward the development of the Eddy
editor tool for GRAPHOL [23], which is also equipped with some specific functionalities
to facilitate the specification of GRAPHOL ontologies (e.g., through commands for the
automatic construction of some recurrent modeling patterns, such as concept hierarchies or
role typing axioms).

7. Conclusions

In this article, we studied the graphical language for ontologies GRAPHOL, which is as
expressive as OWL 2. As we have illustrated, the key features of GRAPHOL are its precise
semantics, its expressive power, and its completely graphical representation of ontologies,
inspired by popular conceptual modeling languages, such as ER. This combination sets
GRAPHOL apart from other proposals.

We remark, once again, that an editor, called Eddy [22], specifically tailored to support
the specification of GRAPHOL ontologies, is available. This tool provides advanced function-
alities for drawing syntactically correct GRAPHOL diagrams, for documenting them, and
for translating them into standard OWL 2 syntax. Eddy is currently developed by ODBA
Systems (http://obdasystems.com/, accessed on 17 January 2022), a Sapienza startup com-
pany, and is available as open-source software (https://github.com/obdasystems/eddy,
accessed on 17 January 2022).
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Currently, our work is mainly focused on devising GRAPHOL-like mechanisms for the
visual specification of SPARQL queries over OWL 2 ontologies. Our idea is to automatically
produce a query in SPARQL syntax on the basis of the selections of predicates performed by
a user on a GRAPHOL ontology, which naturally allows to trace the basic graph pattern of
the query, plus additional conditions imposed on the query variables through user-friendly
visual mechanisms [76].

We are also working to add additional features to the language itself, to allow an even
broader scope of modeling possibilities. In particular, we are looking into the addition
of metamodeling features such as metaconcepts, which are concepts whose instances can
be concepts themselves, and metaproperties, which are relationships between metacon-
cepts. Metaconcept representation could be useful, for instance, for the representation
in GRAPHOL of formal ontologies, where specific metaproperties, such as, for instance,
rigidity, can be exploited for expressing key aspects of the intended meaning of predicates
in ontologies.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/fi14030078/s1, File S1: GRAPHOL: a graphical ontology language
Survey and User Evaluation Study.
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Abstract: This paper presents an approach for the modeling and the simulation of the spreading of
COVID-19 based on agent-based modeling and simulation (ABMS). Our goal is not only to support
large-scale simulations but also to increase the simulation resolution. Moreover, we do not assume an
underlying network of contacts, and the person-to-person contacts responsible for the spreading are
modeled as a function of the geographical distance among the individuals. In particular, we defined
a commuting mechanism combining radiation-based and gravity-based models and we exploited
the commuting properties at different resolution levels (municipalities and provinces). Finally, we
exploited the high-performance computing (HPC) facilities to simulate millions of concurrent agents,
each mapping the individual’s behavior. To do such simulations, we developed a spreading simulator
and validated it through the simulation of the spreading in two of the most populated Italian
regions: Lombardy and Emilia-Romagna. Our main achievement consists of the effective modeling of
10 million of concurrent agents, each one mapping an individual behavior with a high-resolution in
terms of social contacts, mobility and contribution to the virus spreading. Moreover, we analyzed the
forecasting ability of our framework to predict the number of infections being initialized with only a
few days of real data. We validated our model with the statistical data coming from the serological
analysis conducted in Lombardy, and our model makes a smaller error than other state of the art
models with a final root mean squared error equal to 56,009 simulating the entire first pandemic
wave in spring 2020. On the other hand, for the Emilia-Romagna region, we simulated the second
pandemic wave during autumn 2020, and we reached a final RMSE equal to 10,730.11.

Keywords: epidemic modeling; agent-based modeling and simulation; large-scale simulation; ac-
tor model

1. Introduction

In the earliest months of 2020, the unexpected COVID-19 spreading put all the world’s
countries in difficulties because of the lack of countermeasures and knowledge about this
novel virus to model its spreading. Moreover, since SARS-CoV-2 is an air-borne disease,
it spreads among people due to everyday social interactions that represent themselves as
a complex system to be modeled and simulated. Classical methods based on dynamic
models like the Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-Removed (SEIR) model [1,2] can only help
with several limitations when high simulation resolution (fine-grained) is desired. Indeed,
the class of SEIR models has to be extended to model particular conditions like social
distancing, lockdown policies, and mask wearing. Although these extensions are easy
to implement with additional equations in the basic model, these models do not still
address the primary issue related to the basic reproduction number (R_0), which is not
policy-invariant. Indeed, it depends on the average number of contacts among people,
assuming that the population distribution is uniformly mixed. Moreover, the contact
distribution is mixed heterogeneously in a natural population and shows some complex
network characteristics.
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Therefore, to avoid the problems of dynamic models, a different modeling and sim-
ulation approach should be used. Agent-based modeling and simulation (ABMS) is a
better choice because it can model single individuals’ characteristics and behaviors with
a common trade-off between resolution and population size [3]. This paper proposes a
novel case study based on ABMS and on previous experiences to increase the simulation
resolution in the same large-scale context of COVID-19 spreading in Italy. Therefore, to
avoid the problems of dynamic models, a different modeling and simulation approach
should be used. Agent-based modeling and simulation (ABMS) is a better choice because
it can model single individuals’ characteristics and behaviors with a common trade-off
between resolution and population size [3]. This paper proposes a novel case study based
on ABMS and on previous experiences to increase the simulation resolution in the same
large-scale context of COVID-19 spreading in Italy. The main contributions of our work
are the following: (a) a software solution to model and execute millions of concurrent
agents using the high-performance computing that maps individuals’ behavior to a high
simulation resolution; (b) providing a simulator for COVID-19 based on our framework
that reaches interesting performances when used to forecast new infections cases using
only few days of real data for the initialization; and (c) we propose a commuting model
that is suitable for the epidemic context but that can be reused also in different domains.

On the contrary to previous works, we did not assume an underlying network of
contacts, modeling social meetings as a function of the geographical distance among the
individuals exploiting the commuting properties at different resolution levels (municipali-
ties and provinces). We defined a commuting mechanism combining two distance-based
models: the radiation model [4] and the gravity model [5]. To achieve this goal, we imple-
mented a spreading simulator using ActoDemic [6] and validated it on two of the most
populated Italian regions: Lombardy and Emilia-Romagna. The next section shows the
features of ABMS, and Section 3 introduces the main epidemic models. Section 4 discusses
the use of actors in ABMS application. Section 4 introduces the case study and discusses the
development. Sections 5 and 6 discuss the features of our simulation model and introduces
two simulation use cases. Section 7 discussed the results of the simulations of COVID-19
spreading in the Emilia Romagna and Lombardy regions. Finally, Section 8 concludes the
paper by discussing its main features and the directions for future work.

2. Agent Based Modelling and Simulation

Agent-based modeling and simulation (ABMS) is a computational model for simulat-
ing phenomena in order to understand their behavior and what governs their results [3]
and which exploits multi-agent systems and simulation models [7]. In particular, in an
ABMS application, a simulation model is built on a generative and bottom-up process that
integrates three types of components: the agents, who can perform one or more different
behaviors, the environment in which the agents act by perceiving its state and acting accord-
ingly, and, finally, the mechanisms that guide the interaction between the agents and exploit
the direct and indirect exchange of information between system agents [8,9]. In particular,
the generative and bottom-up nature of ABMS models offers great potential for addressing
phenomena in which conventional modeling and simulation paradigms have difficulty in
capturing their fundamental characteristics [10]. In fact, with an ABMS approach, instead
of analyzing a phenomenon only in its entirety (as happens in discrete simulation systems),
it is possible to analyze it, not only in its entirety but also in its components [11].

Furthermore, since a wide variety of research and application fields uses ABMS models,
it follows that ABMS models can have very different characteristics when supporting the
simulation of very different phenomena. According to [12], the most suggested ABMS
models for complex systems modeling are cellular automata [13], flocking systems [14],
and geographic information systems [15].

The success and diffusion of ABMS techniques is also due to the availability of soft-
ware platforms that facilitate the development of models, the execution of simulations
and the analysis of results [16–19]; in particular, among these software platforms, the best
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known and most used are: ASCAPE [20], MASON [21], Repast [22], AnyLogic [23] and Net-
Logo [24]. However, such platforms do not provide all the elements necessary to develop
real intelligent agents, and so the development of the necessary models for some kinds of
ABMS application may require the integration of an AI language (e.g., Prolog) or/and of
some machine learning libraries. For example, Chumachenko et al. [25] proposed an intelli-
gent information technology for integrating declarative languages and present an example
of application that shows (i) how this technology allows the interoperability between NetL-
ogo and Prolog, and (ii) how this kind of solution allows the resolution of decision-making
problems and increases the efficiency of inference in a simulation environment.

Moreover, as introduced above, an important factor that can consolidate ABMS appli-
cations’ importance is the availability of software platforms that allow the development of
highly complex and large-sized applications. A great deal of work has been done in this
direction using compute clusters and graphics processing units (GPU)s. Among the main
works, we can highlight [26–30]. However, the proposed solutions cannot solve all the prob-
lems that must be faced in developing complex ABMS applications with a large number of
agents. This is due to many factors [31]; one of the most critical points is that the actions of
agents drive the simulation, and each agent decided what to do by interacting with several
other agents who, during the simulation, can always be the same or change, bit by bit,
with a very high computational cost (n2) due to the need to identify the new agents at each
simulation step. This is a big problem for applications running on a cluster of computers
because, like this type of solution, execution is only effective if the processors spend most of
their time processing rather than communicating [32]. Furthermore, it is often necessary to
maintain the same order of execution of the agents to ensure the repeatability of the results,
but in a multi-node system, this involves the use of synchronization protocols that at least
increase execution times [33]. Finally, in such applications, the various agent’s creations
may not be completely simple. In fact, it is possible to have sets of heterogeneous agents
which probably require a different method of creation; it may be necessary to configure
agents of the same type with different or random data, etc.

3. Agent Based Modeling and Simulation for Epidemic Scenarios

Different ABMS solutions have been proposed to model and solve real and complex
epidemic scenarios and, in particular, COVID-19 spreading [34]. Dyke Parunak et al. [35]
assert that such scenarios can be modeled both with agents (ABMS) and with equations
(EBM), but also that: (i) ABMS is most appropriate for domains characterized by a high
degree of localization and distribution and dominated by discrete decisions, and (ii) EBM
is most naturally applied to systems that can be modeled centrally, and in which the
dynamics are dominated by physical laws rather than information processing. Moreover,
they foresee that ABMS will be offered better solutions than EBM if they will provide
comparable tools for constructing and analyzing system dynamics models. Rahmandad
and Sterman [36] demonstrated that stochastic ABMS can show better performance in
respect to differential equation models, when several parameters are unknown and there
is the need for capturing heterogeneity across individuals and their network of reciprocal
interactions. Ajelli et al. [37] compare ABMS and meta-population strategies for modeling
the epidemic in Italy, concluding that a trade-off between the two methods depends on
data availability and suggesting the use of hybrid models.

Silva et al. [38] proposed an individual-based simulation model for exploring scenarios
for COVID-19 where individuals are modeled as moving particles. In particular, COVID-19
infections take place when two particles come closer than a certain contact radius. Social
distancing for COVID-19 is modeled as changes in the contact radius or introducing a
momentum term. Hinch et al. [39] modeled COVID-19 spread by replacing the moving
particles with contact networks for households, work, and random contacts. Their model
should enable scientists and policymakers to quickly compare the effectiveness of non-
pharmaceutical interventions like lockdowns, testing, quarantine, and digital and manual
contact tracing. In particular, the model is experimented in an environment represented by
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a city with a default population of 1 million people whose ages and contact patterns are
parameterized according to UK demographics. Moreover, the use of contact networks has
been proposed by several researchers (see, for example, [40–42]). Truszkowska et al. [43]
proposed a high-resolution model using single individuals’ features with real data about
the COVID-19 outbreak in New Rochelle (NY), where thousands of citizens live. More-
over, they extend the typical simulation by modeling employees, hospitals, schools, and
retirement homes and simulating the use of different test strategies, different types of
treatment, and the presence of infections that cause similar COVID-19 symptoms. Finally,
Chumachenko et al. [44] proposed an ABMS model that divides the individuals on the
basis of their epidemic state (susceptible, exposed, infected and recovered); such conditions
can be used to model the epidemic spread before the introduction of vaccination of the
individuals. Individuals interact with each other and with the modeling environment,
and transmission of morbidity and the transitions of individuals between states occur on
the basis of probabilistic coefficients. These coefficients are determined experimentally on
the basis of official statistics data on the incidence of COVID-19 coming from the Ukraine
Health Center. The results of the simulations showed that the most effective measures to
reduce epidemic dynamics are self-isolation of patients and tracking of contact individuals
of the population, and that the isolation of the entire population is not necessary, but it is
enough to isolate 80% of patients in the active phase.

4. Actor Based Modeling and Simulation

Actors are autonomous computational entities that can interact with other actors by ex-
changing asynchronous messages. When they receive any response, they can concurrently:
send other messages, create new actors, and change their behavior to be ready to manage
the next messages that they think to receive [45]. Moreover, actors have the suitable charac-
teristics to define and implement the computational agents used in multi-agent systems and
ABMS models [46]. Indeed, actors and computational agents share some characteristics:
(i) both react to external stimuli (i.e., they are reactive), (ii) both act independently and
exhibit control over their internal state (i.e., they are autonomous), and (iii) both interact
through the exchange of asynchronous messages and through these messages they are
able to coordinate and cooperate with each other (i.e., they are social) [47]. Therefore, the
availability of some actor-based software frameworks can simplify the development of
computational agents in domains where agents act dynamically, change their behavior, and
need to coordinate or cooperate through direct interactions.

4.1. Using Actors for Large Scale ABMS Applications

Several researchers proposed interesting solutions for large scale ABMS applications.
For example, Jang and Agha [48] proposed an actor-based software infrastructure, called
the actor’s adaptive architecture. This infrastructure supports the construction of large-scale
agent-based simulations and exploits some distributed computing techniques to optimize
the distribution of the agents of the application on a network of computational nodes. More-
over, this software infrastructure uses some optimization techniques to reduce the amount
of data exchanged between nodes and support dynamic agents’ distribution and search.
Scheutz et al. [49] proposed a simulation environment, called SWAGES, that provides an
automatic and dynamic distribution of simulations that supports the minimization of the
simulation times. In particular, SWAGES allows the use of different programming lan-
guages for the definition of the agent models, and provides large data collections and data
analysis techniques that can help to simplify the analysis of the results. Moreover, it pro-
vides a flexible scheduler offering automatic fault detection and error recovery mechanisms,
and so improving the reliability of large-scale simulations. Cicirelli et al. [28] proposed
the use of actors for the distribution of simulations on the Repast software platform [22].
In particular, they defined a software infrastructure that: (i) decomposes an application
into subsystems (theaters), (ii) each subsystem hosts a set of actors and can be allocated
on one of the computational nodes of the application, and (iii) supports agent migration,
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transparent location naming and efficient communication. Wittek and Rubio-Campillo [50]
present an ABMS framework, called Pandora, that is designed for social scientists that uses
HPC resources and implemented in the C++ programming language; moreover, Pandora
provides a Python interface to the framework that should make possible the development
of ABMS to people with minimal programming background. Pandora divides a simulation
environment among different computer nodes, and each one of them will own a section of
the environment and the agents located in this section. Moreover, data and agents located
in the border between adjacent nodes will be copied and sent to neighbors at every time
step of simulation, in order to keep data consistent in all the execution. Pandora was
used for experimenting the tradeoff of replacing a traditional cluster with a cloud solution.
Since the simulation framework requires a high-speed interconnection, this solution should
provide low performance, but a cloud cluster should reduce losses and prove that even
a cheap cloud cluster can provide interesting computational power for the simulations.
However, the experimentation showed that the use of a cloud environment can provide a
cost-effective solution. Collier and North [51] proposed an ABMS system, called Repast
HPC, that extends the Repast framework (North and Collier, 2006), and is developed in
C++ and uses Message Passing Interface (MPI) [52] for supporting large-scale distributed
computing. In particular, Repast HPC is an environment where several processes are
running in parallel and where a massive number of agents can be distributed across such
processes. This is possible because each process has its own scheduler for processing the
local events and all the schedulers are synchronized. Finally, Repast HPC allows the defini-
tion of a shared context for each process that can host local agents and remote agents copied
from another process. This solution should improve simulation performance because
the interaction among local and remote agents of the same shared context does not need
remote communication. Fan et al. [53] presented an automated HPC system, named DRAS
(Deep Reinforcement Agent for Scheduling), that takes advantage of deep reinforcement
learning. In particular, DRAS implements a hierarchical neural network that provides some
important HPC scheduling features such as resource reservation and backfilling. Each
DRAS execution is driven by a specific scheduling objective, and during the execution the
system automatically learns to improve its policy through interaction with the scheduling
environment and dynamically adjusts its policy as workload changes. The results of its
experimentation seem to outperform the existing heuristic and optimization solutions by up
to 45%. Finally, Santana et al. [54] proposed a scalable simulator, called InterSCSimulator,
to support the simulation of complex and large-scale smart city scenarios. Additionally, in
this case, the simulation is based on actors, and each actor models a car or a bus moving in
the city from an origin to a destination vertex in the city graph. The experimentation results
show that the simulator is scalable and easy to use. Moreover, this simulator supports the
analysis of the results of the simulation by generating charts and animated simulations.

4.2. ActoDeS

ActoDeS (Actor Development System) is a framework for the development of dis-
tributed systems [55]. This framework is based on the use of concurrent objects (from here
named actors) whose main characteristics derive from the actor model [45]. In ActoDeS,
an actor is created by another actor; after its creation, the actor can interact with other
actors through the exchange of asynchronous messages and, as a consequence, can change
its behavior several times; once its work is finished, the actor kills itself. Moreover, an
actor keeps messages received and not yet processed in a queue. ActoDeS is implemented
using the Java language and allows the development of applications that, depending on
the complexity of the application and the availability of hardware, software, and commu-
nication resources, can be distributed on one or more computational nodes. Three other
main elements are involved in an ActoDeS application: actor spaces, management services,
and actor services. In particular, an actor space acts as a “container” for a set of actors and
supports their execution through the use of management and actor services. Moreover, in
an application involving several actor spaces, each actor space is deployed in a different
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Java virtual machine. Therefore, an application involving multiple actor spaces can be
distributed over multiple computational nodes. Moreover, the actors of an application can
interact through point-to-point, broadcast, multicast and publish-subscribe messaging.

4.3. Using ActoDeS for ABMS Large Scale Applications

As previously introduced, the need to use ABMS in different research and application
sectors, makes the availability of ABMS that offer the features necessary in the specific
research and application domain. To address this problem, ActoDeS provides several
implementations of the actors and components that define an application’s runtime. In
particular, an actor can have its thread of execution or share it with the other actors of the
actor space; moreover, different types of actors can perform simulation steps of different
lengths during the execution of an application. Furthermore, as far as the runtime com-
ponents are concerned, it is necessary to use different scheduling algorithms to guarantee
good efficiency to different types of ABMS [56]. In this regard, ActoDeS provides some
schedulers which implement the most interesting and well-known scheduling algorithms.
These characteristics make ActoDeS a suitable means to build ABMS applications that, de-
pending on the characteristics of the application domain, can be easily realized by choosing
the implementations of the actors and runtime components most suitable for that type
of application.

ActoDeS supports the development of large-scale ABMS applications by using special-
ized schedulers for distributed applications and using techniques to simplify and reduce
the cost of communication. Among the various types of schedulers provided, a scheduler
can remove an idle actor from the execution list, store it in persistent storage, and put it back
into the execution list when the actor is ready to restart its execution. This type of scheduler
is useful in application domains that involve many actors who, during the simulation, can
have long periods of inactivity. In fact, in these conditions, the cost of removing, storing
and adding actors can be easily balanced by reducing the number of actors running. In
many cases, that solution guarantees a lower use of the hardware and software resources
used by the application. Undoubtedly the most critical component to develop and ensure
the proper functioning of ABMS applications, and especially of large-scale applications, is
communication management. Regarding distributed applications, ActoDeS allows an actor
to communicate transparently with actors from other actor spaces (i.e., it needs only to
get their remote references). Regarding communication, ActoDeS supports, in addition to
point-to-point communication, one-to-many communication via broadcast, multicast, and
publish-subscribe protocols, and reduces the cost of one-to-one communication through
message aggregation techniques [57,58].

Commonly, in different ABMS applications, each actor must propagate information to
all or to a large part of the actors of the application. Naturally, if such messages were dis-
seminated through a point-to-point interaction, the cost of communication would become
intolerable even with a limited number of actors. However, ActoDeS provides an actor
implementation, called “shared actor”, which avoids this type of problem: all the actors of
the application share a single mailbox that keeps all the messages sent in the previous and
current simulation step and allows the reception of the messages of the previous simulation
step. Therefore, this type of actor can receive: (i) the point-to-point messages that are
addressed to itself, (ii) all the broadcast messages, and (iii) all the messages from a multicast
group to which it has subscribed. Furthermore, separating the messages of two simulation
steps avoids the burden of keeping a copy of the current environment when it is necessary
to ensure that agents decide their actions with the same information about the environment
in which they operate [56]. In some cases, when there is a strong interaction between
the application actors, especially when a relevant part of the interaction occurs between
the actors of different computation nodes, the cost of communication can cause incorrect
behavior or even the failure of the application.

ActoDeS seeks to reduce the cost of communication by adopting a message aggregation
technique. This technique is managed by the managers of the different actor spaces and is
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applied to the messages that are sent to remote actors. In particular, each manager performs
the following operations: (i) at the beginning of a simulation step it creates an aggregation
message for each remote actor space; (ii) during the execution of the simulation step, inserts
the messages addressed to other actor spaces in the appropriate aggregation message;
(iii) at the end of the simulation step: (a) sends the appropriate aggregation message to
each remote manager, (b) receives an aggregation message from each remote manager and
(c) extracts the messages from each aggregation message and sends them to the (local)
actors recipients.

A very important feature that an ABMS application development environment should
be is the availability of graphical tools to visualize the evolution of simulations, and tools
to analyze the data obtained from the simulations. ActoDeS does not provide tools for
the visualization of simulations and the analysis of their results, but provides a logging
service that allows the saving on a file of the streaming of Java objects that contain the
data that describe the relevant actions of an actor (e.g., its initialization, reception, sending
and processing messages, creating actors, changing behavior and its arrest). However, the
processing of these logging files is quite simple, and therefore, it was not very difficult to
create tools that supported these two types of functionality [59,60].

5. The Simulator

Our simulator is built using ActoDemic [6], which is a framework that aims to facilitate
the design and development of spreading phenomena in large-scale scenarios. The base
unit is represented by actors that, depending on the target application, represent the entities
of the system to model and simulate. The actors are implemented using the Java framework
ActoDeS as a backbone to support the agents’ concurrent execution and distribution over
several nodes. Each individual is modeled using a Base Spreader (BS) actor, which has a set
of default attributes that can be enabled, configured, and modified to best suit the model.
These attributes represent the demographic knowledge we used to model the population,
but also the hidden internal state of each individual:

1. Unique identifier
2. Province or municipality of residence
3. Age
4. Number of daily contacts
5. Current infection state
6. If the individual is an essential worker
7. If the individual wears a protective mask during the simulation period.

The last two parameters are necessary to model and simulate different conditions
verified in the early stage of the pandemic in Italy between February and May 2020.

In order to model the COVID-19 spread, we adopted the SEIR model, which provides
susceptible, exposed, infected, and recovered compartments, and modified it by adding two
extra compartments: positive and quarantine. These phases are typical in the COVID-19
infection cycle. At the beginning, all are in the susceptibility state. At this stage, every
individual can be infected by another one who is contagious. An individual who gets
infected moves from a susceptibility state to an incubation state and remains in this state for
a certain amount of time before moving into the next compartment, where it will become
infected. An infected subject can spread the virus and infect other individuals. When the
infection phase ends, the individual becomes positive. Being positive means that the virus
was identified with a COVID-19 test. Due to this result, the individual will be forced into a
quarantine state, limiting his/her contacts. After a certain time, a positive could heal or
die. There is no death probability, but deaths follow the real death curve of the simulated
use case taken into account. In particular, the incubation phase lasts from 7 to 14 days, the
infectious phase from 3 to 7 days, and the positive phase from 14 to 30 days [61]. Figure 1
shows a diagram that summarizes the described infection cycle. Moreover, the distinction
between positive and negative is necessary to model the use-case in 2020 since real-data
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refers only to infections found with a delay using the COVID-19 tests several days after the
first symptoms [62].

Figure 1. Detailed scheme of our infection cycle.

Contagion is based on a specific transmission probability for each individual. This
probability represents the likelihood of being in a condition that supports the virus spread.
We use a general COVID-19 transmission probability (CTV) estimated in [6], but this
probability is scaled by each individual depending on two other stochastic parameters that
are related to the use of protective masks and their efficacy. We used statistics and masks’
efficacy presented in [63]. We considered three categories of masks: cloth, surgical, and
N95 masks. Efficiency of a mask is evaluated in terms of inward and outward protection.
According to [63], a mask’s inward efficiency could vary from 20% to 80% for cloth, 70–90%
for surgical, and above 95% for N95 masks. On the other hand, outward efficiency could
range from 0 to 80% for cloth masks, while surgical and N95 masks are 50–90% and 70–
100% outwardly protective, respectively. The effectiveness of a generic mask is assumed
to be equal to the average effectiveness of the three previous types. Figure 2 describes the
contagion modeling.

Figure 2. Stochastic contagion modeling.

5.1. Software Architecture with HPC

Since each Base Spreader actor maps exactly one individual, we simulated 10 mil-
lion agents for the Lombardy region and 5 million agents for the Emilia-Romagna region.
Figure 3 shows the logical architecture of the simulator, that is described in the following
lines. The simulation process is divided into several “epochs” representing a different day.
Moreover, people can change their behavior depending on the current epoch (e.g., normal
or lockdown). At the end of each epoch, the simulator provides a synchronization step
to update the internal state (infectious state) of each BS depending on their meetings and
according to an infectious probability we defined. The simulator involves a set of computa-
tional nodes whose execution is driven by a set of ActoDeS schedulers and managers. In
particular, each manager has the duty of creating the subset of agents for its computational
node and synchronizing the simulation execution on that node with the execution of the
other computational nodes. Moreover, one of those managers assumes the role of “master”
to partition the agents involved in the simulation, exchanging the information with the
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other managers to notify the agents under their control. We extensively used the ActoDeS
passive actors for the BS implementation in order to allow large-scale development, while
managers are active actors. The simulation process is described in Figure 4. The simulated
population is divided into N actor spaces, where a manager assumes the duty of managing
that portion in terms of execution and communication.

Figure 3. The simulator’s architecture on the High Performance Computing (HPC) architecture
divides individuals in several actor spaces on different computational nodes.

Finally, in each actor-space, there is an ActoDeS CycleScheduler that effectively man-
ages the passive actors by coordinating their execution by exchanging messages with them
until the end.

Every actor-space needs to exchange several pieces of information at the synchroniza-
tion step. They exchange details about people’s meeting, people who must change their
infection phase to “Incubated” due an infection, the number of people expected to die in
their actor-space, other synchronization messages and finally an end signal. On the other
hand, each manager sends to the Master only the currently positive individuals, infected
individuals and a report related to the epoch processed. The high-performance comput-
ing system of the University of Parma offers various nodes with different characteristics.
The one we used, involves two INTEL XEON E5-2683v4 2.1GHz processors (for a total
of 32 cores) and 1024 Gb of RAM memory. The actors’ population is therefore divided
into 32 actor spaces of 137,500 actors each. For Emilia Romagna (5 million agents), the
average execution lasts 41 min and uses about 100 Gb of RAM memory. On the other
hand, for Lombardy, the average execution lasts 3 h and 30 min and uses about 500 Gb of
RAM memory.

We stochastically modeled COVID-19 spreading among two individuals by defining
a specific transmission probability (TP) for this virus using the number of infections in
the early autumn of 2020 when data were more accurate, rather than the beginning of
the pandemic. This TP represents the ability of each BaseSpreader to transmit its state
to another actor. Practically, the only actors that can transfer their state are the ones that
are in the infectious or positive phases. Since we also modeled protective mask-wearing,
the likelihood of infecting someone or being infected is a chain probability of TP, the
Poutward (actor’s outward mask protection probability) and the Pinward (actor’s inward
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protection probability). Finally, the contagion happens by randomly sampling from a
uniform distribution considering the contagion probability and actor’s susceptibility.

Figure 4. The simulation process algorithm.

5.2. Commuting Model

To evaluate the robustness of our model and our hyper-parameters, we decided to
add further detail to our model exploiting highly detailed data on socio-demographic
structure in Italy and the commuting effects between provinces and municipalities. For
high school students, university students and workers, there is the possibility that the
employment place is located in a different town than that of residence, or even in a different
province. Commuting is very common nowadays and plays an important role in the
infection spreading even in the most isolated municipalities. Therefore, it is essential
to model this phenomenon in a way that is as closely comparable to reality as possible.
Commuting models commonly rely on the effectiveness of two parameters:

� The grain: the finer the grain of the model, the more accurate the commuting model is.
� The economic quotient: the most effective models take into account the economic

quotient of every zone. Moreover, a municipality with a high number of businesses
attracts more workers than another with few job opportunities.

After some analyses, we decided to use the average results between a gravitational
model that is presented in [5] and the radial one that is explained in [4]. We chose this
approach because the first model has a better commuters’ distribution in the various
municipalities near the departure one. On the other hand, the second model computes
in a more reliable way the correct number of people moving from a given municipality,
but tends to distribute the contacts only to the closest town. The gravity model puts in a
relationship the inhabitant number of the departure municipality, the inhabitant number of
the arrival municipality, and the Euclidean distance between them:

ci,j = θ
Nτ f

i Nτt
j

dρi,j
(1)
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where:

1. ci,j is the probability that an individual living in i works or studies in municipality j
2. Ni, Nj number of individuals living in municipality i (or j)
3. θ proportional constant equal to 0.0005
4. τ f inhabitants damping constant of i equal to 0.28
5. τt inhabitants damping constant of j which changes according to the number of people

living in j:

1. 0.65 if the number of inhabitants is greater than 150,000
2. 0.66 if the number of inhabitants is between 5000 and 150,000
3. 0.78 if the number of inhabitants is less than 5000

6. di,j distance between the municipalities i and j
7. ρ constant amplifying the dependence from distance which changes according to the

number of people living in j:

a. 3.05 if the number of inhabitants is greater than 150,000
b. 2.95 if the number of inhabitants is between 5000 and 150,000
c. 2.5 0.78 if the number of inhabitants is less than 5000

Due to the lack of data of an economic quotient, we supposed that a municipality with
many inhabitants also has a higher economic attraction. For this reason, the constants are
set according to the number of people living in the municipality. The radial model, on the
other hand, puts in a relationship the inhabitant number of the departure municipality, the
inhabitant number of the arrival municipality, and the number of people living in the circle
with a radius equal to the distance between the two municipalities. Hence:

pi,j = pi
Ni Nj(

Ni + Si,j
)(

Ni + Nj + Si,j
) (2)

where:

1. pi,j is the probability that an individual living in i works or studies in municipality j
2. pi initial commuting probability of municipality i. This parameter can assume three

different values according to the number of people who live in i:

a. if the number of inhabitants is greater than 150,000
b. 0.3 if the number of inhabitants is between 5000 and 150,000
c. 0.4 if the number of inhabitants is less than 5000

3. Ni, Nj number of individuals living in municipality i (or j)
4. Si,j population that lives within the circle with radius equal to the distance between i

and j minus the population living in i and j

The values of the constants were identified by applying and comparing the model on
the Italian scenario. Moreover, we identified the constants’ value using the data available
from the Emilia Romagna region [61], and we combined this data with the features extracted
from [5,6]. Figure 5 shows the difference between the gravity model and the radial one.
In the first one, the Euclidean distance is enough to calculate the commuting probability
between Albinea and Reggio nell’Emilia; in the second one, instead, we must also take into
account the number of inhabitants contained in the area described by the circumference.
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Figure 5. Image representing the difference between the gravity model and the radial one. In
this example, we consider the municipality of Albinea (departure) and the municipality of Reggio
nell’Emilia (arrival).

6. Use-Cases: Modeling the Emilia-Romagna and Lombardy Regions

To realize a working model for the Reggio Emilia province, we gathered data about con-
tagion at the municipality level [61], and we also collected data about Emilia Romagna [62].
Unfortunately, we were not able to collect contagion data at the municipality level for the
whole Emilia-Romagna region; therefore, to determinate our initial condition, we studied
the Reggio Emilia province’s distribution, dividing the municipalities in different classes ac-
cording to inhabitants’ number, then we extended this class format to the whole region. The
geographical coordinates, mandatory for calculating the commuting model distance, was
retrieved from [63], and the population size and distribution was provided by ISTAT [64].

To correctly tune the gravitation models and the radial ones, it is necessary to take
into account the commuting values provided by the region [65]. The use case considered
the second outbreak which affected the entire Italian territory. Therefore, the simulation
period concerns the trend of infections between the 1 September 2020 and 15 December
2020. Finally, to validate our model, we compared with the official data provided by the
Italian Government (Protezione Civile) and the regional government of Emilia-Romagna.

6.1. Social-Demographic Model

We introduced family groups and occupations (work or student) for the individuals
involved in the simulation. In light of that, we can define a new socio-demographic model.
The municipalities, with their geographical coordinates and the agents representing the
population, are created following the data and probability distributions provided by the
census. In our model, there are nine different family types, characterized by a different
composition and number of members:

1. Single with children
2. Single without children
3. Single with children plus another adult
4. Couple without children
5. Couple without children plus another adult
6. Couple with children
7. Couple with children plus another adult
8. Adults that live together
9. Family groups (with at least one child)

With “other adult” we intended a person who is not strictly inside the family group
but lives in the same habitation. Each type of family has a frequency of appearance,
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and the number of members may vary depending on a distribution probability shown in
the Figure 6.

Figure 6. Family type distribution chart with relative number of members.

We introduced three fundamental constraints for building a consistent family group:

1. Any family group must contain at least one adult
2. The age of each child must be between 18 and 43 years less than the younger parent
3. The age difference of a couple is less than or equal to 15 years and they must be adult

We assigned an occupation to each individual based on its age. Moreover, we exploited
some probability distributions based on the attendance rate. Finally, we implemented six
different school categories, each with a specific attendance rate:

1. Kindergarten, attendance rate: 90%
2. Preschool, attendance rate: 90%
3. Elementary school, attendance rate: 100%
4. Middle school, attendance rate: 100%
5. High school, attendance rate: 92%
6. University, attendance rate: 31%

We have divided the students into classes, with different sizes depending on their category:

1. Kindergarten: 40 children
2. Preschool: 20 children
3. Elementary school: 19 children
4. Middle school: 21 lads
5. High school: 21 lads
6. University: 34 lads

On the other hand, as for workers, we considered different employment rates based
on their age:

1. 15–19 years: 8%
2. 20–26 years: 30%
3. 27–34 years: 62.5%
4. 35–54 years: 73.5%
5. 55–70 years: 54.3%

We grouped workers into job groups, which can be of seven different types that differ
according to the number of employees:
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1. Very small company: up to 5 employees
2. Small company: up to 9 employees
3. Small-medium company: up to 19 employees
4. Medium company: up to 49 employees
5. Medium-large company: up to 99 employees
6. Large company: up to 249 employees
7. Very large company: over 250 employees

Each type of company has a different frequency of appearance, shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Distribution of work classes.

6.2. Restrictions

In Emilia Romagna’s model, there were six different levels of restrictions to represent
as precisely as possible the division into bands implemented by the Italian government
during the simulation period taken into account:

1. White: no restrictions
2. White from 10/18 to 10/24: represents the restrictions introduced on 18 October 2020:

no limitations regarding work, but high schools and universities at 50% in attendance.
The number of daily interactions is reduced by 40% to shape the closure of businesses
such as bars after 9 pm and restaurants after midnight.

3. White from 10/25 to 11/05: represents the latest restrictions introduced before the
zoning: no limitations regarding work, but schools and universities still at 50%
in attendance. Closing of activities such as gyms, theaters and cinemas, closing
restaurants after 6 pm, also the recommendation not to move. The number of social
interactions is reduced by 50% compared to the initial value.

4. Yellow: high schools and universities closed (100% distance learning). Curfew from
22.00. Closure to the public of exhibitions, museums and other places of culture such
as archives and libraries. To model these additional restrictions, the number of social
interactions is reduced by 60%.

5. Orange: in addition to the limitations of the yellow area, the prohibitions on moving
between municipalities except for proven work needs and the closure of catering ac-
tivities (excluding take-away) are added. The use of smart working is encouraged and
recommended even for workers, excluding essentials. In the model, social interactions
are reduced by 70% compared to the initial values and cannot take place outside the
municipalities (except those related to work activities).

6. Red: in addition to the limitations of the orange zone, the prohibition of movement
within the municipality. For this, the daily interactions are reduced by 80% and
reduced to zero those regarded as usual ones.
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6.3. Spreading Parameters’ Selection

To correctly model the contagion evolution, we had to tune the simulator transmission
probability, which is a fundamental ActoDemic parameter [6]. We determined it with an
empirical procedure: we computed the average of ten simulations for every parameter’s
value and we searched for the optimal value with a random search across the probability
space, trying to chase up the real data curve in Reggio Emilia’s province (see Figure 8) and
even in Emilia Romagna region (see Figure 9).

Figure 8. Graph of daily infected persons with different TP values—Reggio Emilia province.

Figure 9. Graph of daily infected persons with different TP values—Emilia Romagna region.

For Reggio Emilia’s province, the TP optimal value was 0.285. Moreover, the TP value
identified for Reggio Emilia’s province was too high when applied to the whole Emilia
Romagna scenario. The reason was identified to be due to the commuting mechanism. In
fact, each province is also influenced by the contagions of the other provinces. Therefore,
we searched for a new TP value which could be suitable for the region scenarios, and then
we found 0.25 as the optimal value.

6.4. Results for Emilia-Romagna

After finding an optimal TP for the two considered use cases, we simulated the
scenarios again. We highlighted when the restrictions, implemented in the simulator, are
enabled. First, we simulated the Reggio Emilia province scenario with a TP equal to 0.285.
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We took into consideration the daily infections trend (see Figure 8), obtaining an R2 equal
to 0.854, a Pearson correlation equal to 0.941, and an RMSE equal to 48.32 (see Figure 10).

Figure 10. Positives’ daily representation—Reggio Emilia province, Emilia Romagna region.

The simulated curve has a very similar trend compared to the real one, which is
however very disturbed mainly due to the dissimilarity in the number of daily COVID-19
tests performed in the province. For this reason, we had to create a cumulative curve to
better limit data pollution. We got, in this case, an R2 equal to 0.986, a Pearson correlation
equal to 0.9988, and an RMSE equal to 608.88 (see Figure 11).

Figure 11. Positives’ incremental representation—Reggio Emilia province, Emilia Romagna region.

Secondly, we simulated the use case considering the entire territory of Emilia Romagna.
The TP taken into consideration in this case was 0.25. However, we also considered
both daily and incremental infections trends. In Figure 12, it is possible to see the curve
concerning the daily infections in the region. We obtained an R2 score of 0.881, a Pearson
correlation of 0.977, and an RMSE of 319.08. Moreover, for the incremental representation
of the infections in Figure 13, we obtained an R2 of 0.922, a Pearson correlation of 0.9993
and an RMSE 10,730.11.
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Figure 12. Positives’ daily representation—Emilia Romagna region.

Figure 13. Positives’ incremental representation—Emilia Romagna region.

We can infer that the simulator is performing and reliable, and thanks to the achieved
result, we can say that our commuting model simulates at best the movement of agents
within a bi-dimensional space, whether this space is a province with its municipalities or
an entire whole region. Therefore, the simulator can be used to verify the effectiveness
of the restriction and predict if they will be effective for lowering the epidemiological
curve’s trend.

6.5. Results for the Lombardy Region

For the Lombardy region case study, there were no high-resolution data for munici-
pality, rather it was only available at the province level. For this reason, we extended all
the features already validated for Emilia-Romagna using the 10 provinces of Lombardy.
Moreover, according to [6], we decided to simulate for this case study the first pandemic
wave between the 20 February 2020 and the 30 April 2020. We implemented the commuting
algorithm considering each province as a large and single urban center. As previously
reported, during the first pandemic period, real data about new infections were affected by
the small capacity of doing a large number of COVID-19 tests among people. Thus, real
data were underestimated and were about eight times higher, as proven by the serological
analysis led by Italian institutions in July 2020 [6]. In light of this, we considered the real
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data contagion incremental curve and a curve representing a serological data projection
representing a rough estimate of the neglected and never traced positives from the COVID-
19 tracking activity. In Figure 14, it is possible to see how the commuting curve (in black) is
very close to our estimation (in green), even though there is no social structure anymore
that supports the agents’ meeting activity. Moreover, for completeness, we also reported
our previous results (in red); this data was obtained using a power-law social network
structure. Qualitative data comparison is shown in Table 1. Finally, to validate our model,
we compared the simulation data with the official data provided by the Italian Govern-
ment (Protezione Civile), named “Real Data”. Considering that the official data have been
recognized as seriously underestimated in the first wave of the pandemic due to the lack
of molecular tests, we decided to compare with the results provided by the serological
investigation led by the Italian authorities over the Lombardy population in July 2020 to
understand the real impact of the spreading in the previous months (serological data).

Figure 14. Positives’ daily representation—Lombardy region.

Table 1. Pearson correlation and root mean squared error (RMSE) of our model with respect to the
serological data projection.

RMSE Pearson Correlation

Simulated Data—Real Data 398,042 0.9903

From the data qualitative analysis, it is clear that even the simulation that points the
foundations of its social network on commuting mechanisms are plausible and acceptable,
proving the robustness of the implemented ABMS model.

7. Discussion

We carried out further tests and simulations in order to validate our model. The
realized high-resolution model takes into consideration many factors and parameters to
tune up the infection spreading process (see [6] for better understanding how we used it).
In particular:

1. The contagion susceptibility by age
2. The protection achieved thanks to wearable protective devices
3. The quarantine mechanism
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Moreover, we analyzed how these parameters affect the spreading procedure. Hence,
we created a model that does not take these parameters into consideration, but makes
the infection process dependent only on transmission probability, without any additional
damper. Figure 15 shows different infection trends with different TP values. Considering
also the values reported in Table 2, we can assert that the parameters in our model create a
sufficient contagion dampening, validating our infection process modeling.

Table 2. Comparison of our model to the null models in terms of root mean squared error (RMSE)
and Pearson correlation n.

RMSE Pearson Correlation

Simulated Data—Serological 105,343 0.9903

Null model with TP = 0.2–Serological 1,301,649 0.8674

Null model with TP = 0.4–Serological 4,662,723 0.9456

Null model with TP = 0.6–Serological 5,840,197 0.9805

Null model with TP = 0.8–Serological 6,422,819 0.9763

Null model with TP = 1–Serological 6,759,554 0.9616

Figure 15. Simulation results without damping parameters with different transmission probability
(0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1) (incremental representation—y-axis scale is logarithmic).

We continued our analysis with further studies. For validating our model, we com-
pared our results with other SEIR models. The comparison is shown in Figure 16. We took
into account three different SEIR models. The first one (SEIR 1 in Figure 16) is a simple based
system dynamics SEIR [2]. The second one [66] (SEIR 2 in Figure 16) takes into account the
transmission rate of asymptomatic subjects and a piecewise exponentially-decreasing R0.
The third one [67] (SEIR 3 in Figure 16) optimizes the model’s parameters using compu-
tational swarm intelligence to model the early stage of the pandemic in Italy. Moreover,
we presented in Table 3 a numerical analysis of these models compared with ours. The
chart and the analysis showed that our model produces a more accurate prediction of the
infection spreading in terms of RMSE and the Pearson correlation.
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Figure 16. Comparison among our model, the serological data, the real data and the SEIR models
(incremental representation—y-axis scale is logarithmic).

Table 3. Comparison of our model to the SEIR models in terms of root mean squared error (RMSE)
and the Pearson correlation.

RMSE Pearson Correlation

Simulated Data—Serological 105,343 0.990

SEIR 1—Serological 269,197 0.769

SEIR 2—Serological 270,060 0.859

SEIR 3—Serological 318,034 0.713

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced an approach for modeling and simulating large-scale
complex systems exploiting an ABMS approach and the high-performance computing
with a high-resolution. In particular, we modeled as a use-case the spread of COVID-19
across two Italian regions (Lombardy and Emilia-Romagna). To prove the efficacy of our
solutions, we implemented a fine-grained model that takes into account single individuals
with a socio-demographic model that also involves a novel commuting model to model
for this kind of simulation. The results prove that this kind of solution is be able to
solve complex tasks like predicting COVID-19 by exploiting the light-weight actor model
and HPC. The results we obtained for both cases Lombardy (RMSE 56,009 during spring
2020) and Emilia-Romagna (RMSE 10,730 simulating autumn 2020) with respect to the
real data suggest that the epidemiological domain can really benefit from such kinds of
simulations, especially at the beginning of a spreading phenomenon when few reliable
data are available. In particular, our ABMS model offers some interesting features which
distinguish it from other ABMS: (i) the scheduling of the agents is driven by the messages
exchanged from the agents of the application. In particular, at each step of execution an
agent can receive more messages, but it can only process the messages received in the
previous step; therefore, the behavior of the agents never depends on the order of execution
of the agents during a simulation step. (ii) The availability of “remote proxy” reference
provided by ActoDeS simplifies the development of agent-based applications because
developers do not have to worry if an agent needs to communicate with some local agents
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or even with some remote agents, (iii) The use of aggregation messages guarantees a strong
reduction in the cost of communication and, therefore, allows the development of real
large-scale applications. Finally, in our future works, we would like to also stress these
large-scale modeling capabilities in other domains and with complex tasks like financial
simulation [68], temporal graph-based tasks [69,70] and troll detection [71,72], and also to
refine our simulation models [73] and extend ActoDeS, taking advantage of some features
offered by the JADE framework [74].
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Abstract: The multi-agent environment is now widely recognised as a key design abstraction for
constructing multi-agent systems, equally important as the agents. An explicitly designed environ-
ment may have several roles, such as the inter-mediation between agents, the support for interaction,
the embodiment of rules and constraints, etc. Mobility applications fit perfectly with a design in the
form of a multi-agent system with an explicit environment model. Indeed, in these applications, the
components of the system are autonomous and intelligent (drivers, travellers, vehicles, etc.), and the
transportation network is a natural environment that they perceive and on which they act. However,
the concept of the multi-agent environment may be profitably used beyond this specific geographical
context. This paper discusses the relevance of the multi-agent environment in mobility applications
and describes different use cases in simulation and optimisation.

Keywords: transportation; mobility; multi-agent systems; environment; modelling; simulation;
middleware

1. Introduction

Large-scale and complex systems, in different socio-demographic contexts and various
land-use configurations, could be analysed by modelling the behaviour and interactions
of a large number of self-interested “agents”. The multi-agent paradigm provides a high
level of detail and allows for the representation of non-linear phenomena and patterns
that would be difficult to tackle with analytical approaches [1]. The multi-agent paradigm
is a powerful model to design and implement transportation and mobility applications.
Indeed, the multi-agent approach deals with systems consisting of many physically or
logically distributed interacting components that possess some level of autonomy. These
components can perceive their environment and react to changes following their goals. The
authors in [2] listed several reasons for the preferred use of multi-agent systems in these
applications, such as the natural and intuitive problem solving, the ability of autonomous
agents to model heterogeneous systems, the ability to capture complex constraints linking
all phases of problem-solving, etc. For Parunak [3], “agent-based modelling is most
appropriate for domains characterised by a high degree of localisation and distribution”,
which is the case for complex and dynamic transportation applications. The agent concept
is well suited to represent travellers in transit or road traffic scenarios, for instance [4,5].
They are autonomous entities situated in an environment, adapt their behaviours to the
dynamics they perceive, and interact with other agents to achieve specific goals.

There is a growing awareness in the multi-agent community that the multi-agent
environment should be considered a primary design abstraction of equal importance
to that of the agents. Models and architectures were proposed in the literature for the
design of multi-agent environments, validated in a variety of application domains [6].
We believe that one of the domains of choice for modelling multi-agent environments is
the transportation domain, especially the mobility applications. Indeed, transportation
and mobility applications always have some representation of the environment, typically
transportation networks of all modes. The environment in transportation applications has
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its own dynamics (e.g., traffic conditions, dynamic rules, weather, disruptions, etc.), which
argues for its independent and explicit representation. Besides the intuitive representation
of the transportation networks as the multi-agent environment, there are several other
potential uses of the environment. In this paper, we illustrate different angles of multi-
agent environment design in the context of transportation applications. The design of the
environment can be considered at several levels of the system construction. It can represent
a means of interaction between the agents. It can coordinate and synchronise the activities
of the agents. It can also be designed as a mental model for agents to use in their reasoning
and planning activities. In Figure 1, we provide three main layers for the design of the
multi-agent environment in mobility applications. In the first layer (bottom figure), the
environment is a spatial reference on which the agents act. It is also a reference for the
resources available to agents, either for sensing or actuation purposes. The second layer
(middle figure) is the spatio-temporal environment which extends the spatial environment
with the time dimension for planning purposes. It also serves for historical data analysis,
learning behaviours, and predicting future events. The third layer (top figure) is the
communication environment is not related to the physical environment of the agents and is
used for general-purpose communication between the agents. The first level corresponds
to the traditional environment understanding and will not be detailed. In the remainder of
this paper, we will describe the two other levels, we provide example models to specify
them and examples of mobility applications to illustrate them. Note that the proposals for
the three layers come from different communities and use cases and were never presented
as part of the same model. Here, we try to unify these proposals in the same framework
and describe them as different means to represent the multi-agent system’s environment.

Figure 1. Layers of multi-agent environment.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present the
environment as a spatio-temporal reference to the agents, usually for planing purposes,
together with two example applications. In Section 3, we describe a generic design of
multi-agent environment to support agents interaction. Section 4 concludes the paper and
provides some future works.

2. Environment as a Spatio-Temporal Reference

The environment as a spatial reference is the most straightforward use of the multi-
agent environment for mobility applications. A spatial environment provides a reference
to the agents on which they can be located, on which they can move, and provides them
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with metrics to compute a distance between them. This use of the environment is the
primary component provided by traffic simulation platforms such as SUMO [7], and
general-purpose simulation platforms such as Repast Simphony [8]. The environment
provides information about the present situation in the system, such as the positions of all
the agents, the states of the entities (e.g., connected or non-connected vehicles), and the
current constraints for the agents’ actions (e.g., traffic light signals states).

The environment as a spatial reference for the agents reflects the system’s present
situation. Agents perceive the state of the environment before acting on it. However,
cognitive agents usually have some planning activities and have a representation of the
time, additionally to the space dimension. This section presents an approach where the
multi-agent environment has two linked dimensions: space and time. This representation
can either be used by the agents for planning, to reserve certain parts of the network at
specific periods, for instance, or to synchronise agents’ actions and movements and also as
a mental model for the agents, i.e., an internal knowledge representation of the dynamics
of the networks through time.

2.1. Space–Time Model of the Environment

Let a transport network G = (V, E), with a set of nodes V = {(vi)}, i = 0, ..., N
and a set of arcs E = {(vi, vj)|vi ∈ V, vj ∈ V, vi 6= vj}. Let two matrices D = {(dij)}
and T = {(tij)} of costs, of dimensions N × N (the arc (vi, vj) has a distance of dij and
a travel time of tij). The representation of the multi-agent environment is made of a
duplication of G, H times, with H the maximum allowed time of the considered application:
G(t) = (N(t), E(t)), with N(t) a set of nodes at time t and E(t) a set of directed links at
time t, and 0 ≤ t ≤ H. The temporal copies of G are not necessarily identical (cf. Figure 2).
Indeed, we can have different travel times between two copies of G to reflect the traffic state.
Some nodes may be present in one copy while absent in another, to reflect the expansion of
a crisis situation for instance [9]. Arcs may also be absent to reflect vehicle schedules in
public transportation as in the application described in the next section. The costs on the
edges usually refer to travel times.

Figure 2. Space–time network.

This representation of the multi-agent environment through time can be either a
“passive” knowledge representation used by the agent to plan their future actions or to store
historical states of the environment. It can also be used more profitably as an “active” entity,
which is materialised as an explicit data structure, may have its dynamics, be accessed by
all the agents and have a behaviour that can influence the behaviours of the agents.

So-called time-expanded graphs have long been used in the literature of transportation
science, especially for transit networks, to compute shortest paths (e.g., [11,12]). The
difference with the model presented in this paper is that the space–time network is active.
It can act and react in the system and influence the behaviours of the agents. We describe
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this concept of active space–time environment with two mobility applications described in
the following sections.

2.2. Space–Time Environment in Mobility Simulation

Transportation systems are becoming progressively complex as they are increasingly
composed of intelligent and mobile entities. Travellers equipped with mobile devices
and vehicles with connection capabilities allow passengers and vehicles to adapt their be-
haviour with up-to-date information. However, without control, the massive dissemination
of information via billboards, radio announcements and individual guidance can have
adverse effects and create new traffic concentrations and disruptions. Indeed, with this
generalisation of real-time traveller information, the behaviour of modern transportation
networks becomes more difficult to analyse and predict. It is then essential to properly
observe these effects to consider the adequate methods to face them. To this end, we
developed a multi-agent simulation platform that represents travellers, drivers, and public
transportation vehicles and makes them move realistically on a multimodal transportation
network. To allow travellers to receive only the disruption information relevant to them, the
spatio-temporal network model described above is integrated into the simulation platform.
In the following, we briefly introduce the multi-agent simulation platform, called SM4T
(Simulator for Multi-agent MultiModal Mobility of Travelers) [13], before presenting our
method of disseminating information to relevant travellers with spatio-temporal networks.

The multi-agent simulation platform that we designed and implemented allows for
the individual representation of travellers moving on a transport network. We enrich it with
traveller information capabilities, both at the stops and with personal information directly
on the travellers’ smartphones. A simulation represents itinerary planners, passengers,
public transportation vehicles, and information means in a micro-level and simulate their
dynamic movements (cf. Figure 3).

Figure 3. Interface of SM4T.

The multi-agent system of the simulator is composed of the following entities. We
define four types of agents: Public transport vehicle agents (representing buses, metros,
tramways, etc. in the system), Connected travellers, which represent the passengers that
connect to real-time information sources, Non-connected travellers, that represent the
travellers that only have a spatial representation of the network, and Local information
agents, that provide real-time information locally on the stations of the network. A planning
service is defined and is responsible for calculating the best route for the connected travellers
only. It bases its calculation on the latest network status, including the ongoing disruptions
(cf. Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Architecture of the multi-agent system.

Non-connected travellers base their calculations on a static view of the network. They
compute their shortest path based on this view. They wait for vehicles at scheduled stops
and do not change their route until they either get stuck in an ongoing disruption (delay
or line disconnection) or receive local information (from a Local information agent) about
an ongoing disruption. When they receive the information, they infer the new network by
applying the changes to their mental-and static-view of the transportation network and
calculate a new shortest path based on this representation.

On the other hand, Connected travellers have their itineraries monitored by the
Planning service. The latter uses the spatio-temporal network model defined earlier,
representing the public transportation network, the network topology and the vehicle
schedules. Recall that an arc connects two nodes n1(t) and n2(t) in G(t) when there is
a vehicle departing from n1 to n2 at t. Otherwise, the arc is absent. The spatiotemporal
network is active in this application: the space–time arcs store listeners for traveller agents
and inform them when the departure time or travel time changes or when the vehicle
cancels its mission. To be aware of only the events that concern them, the Connected
traveller agents subscribe to the only arcs of the multi-agent spatiotemporal environment
that form their route. When the travel time of an arc or the departure time of the vehicle
changes, the information is broadcast to the subscribed connected travellers. The planning
process is then launched with the new network state.

Disruptions are modelled exclusively by modifying the space–time arcs (according to
the vehicle schedules). Indeed, a vehicle’s delay is injected into the model by dynamically
adjusting the space–time arcs representing the corresponding vehicle schedule, setting
the destination node time to the delayed arrival times. Breakdowns are also modelled by
removing the arcs corresponding to the vehicle’s mission from the space–time network.
To model the failure of an entire line, the arcs representing the schedules of the remaining
vehicles on the line are all deleted. As soon as a schedule is modified, based on the
space–time network, the information is immediately detected by the relevant Connected
agents, and only to them. Thus, when a timetable is modified, information about the delay
or breakdown is sent only to connected travellers interested in these vehicles’ missions.

We executed the experiments with the data of the city of Toulouse in France. We
chose this French city because we have detailed data about its network and a description
of the travel patterns of the region [14]. The data came from Tisséo-SMTC, the public
transportation authority of the Greater Toulouse. The public transportation network
of Toulouse is composed of 80 lines, 359 itineraries and 3887 edges. Frequencies and
edges costs are updated hourly. The multiagent system comprises 18,180 vehicles and
from 5000 to 30,000 passengers. We define the number of ticks per simulation to 5000 for a
journey from 6 am to 2 am. Every simulated tick corresponds to approximately 14 s. We
chose the origins and destinations of passengers coherently with travel patterns of the
region (the origins-destinations generation method is in [10]). We executed the simulations
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on a PC under Windows 7 with a processor Intel Xeon CPU E5-2630 (12 cores at 2 Ghz)
with 50 GB of memory.

Previous works have shown that traveller information has little impact in case of
minor disturbances. For this reason, we decided to use severe disorders instead in the
form of complete disconnection of edges. In every simulation, we generated five random
edge disconnections on the network during the whole simulation (one disconnection
every 233 real-time minutes approximately). Every disconnection lasts 250 simulated ticks
(slightly less than one hour in real-time). Due to edge disconnections, some passengers can
no longer find an itinerary to their destination because edge disconnection impacts network
connectivity. In the following results, these passengers were not considered (the ratio of
passengers without an itinerary is stable, around 5% in all the simulations). Disturbances
are random but concern only a certain number of edges that we consider significant to
disconnect: the edges through which pass at least five different itineraries. We chose the five
randomly disconnected edges between 21 candidate edges that satisfy this requirement.

We considered six different information level scenarios and executed each one 25 times.
The first scenario is “the reference configuration” (to which we compared all the others)
where no up-to-date information is provided to the passengers, neither local nor per-
sonalised. They only have the static description of the network and timetables. In the
second scenario, the system provides only local information. The new travel times are
available for the only passengers present at the considered stop. We did not consider
any connected passengers in this scenario. The system provides local information at the
stops in the remaining scenarios (3, 4, 5 and 6), and personal information is only available
for the connected passengers. We considered 20%, 50%, 80%, then 100% of connected
passengers, respectively, in these scenarios. In the scenarios with local information (all the
simulations except the reference configuration), we placed local information agents in all
the network stops. We report the average travel times for the passengers. We considered
30,000 passengers (approximately one-quarter of the actual number of passengers).

We executed this system twice: one time with a broadcast of the information about
disturbances to all the connected passengers and once using the spatiotemporal network
to circumscribe the sending to the only connected passengers. The impact of using the
space–time environment on the number of exchanged messages is reported in Table 1. It
saves more than 60% of the messages in all the scenarios.

Table 1. Overall number of exchanged messages: broadcast versus space–time environment.

Ratio of Connected
Travellers Broadcast Space–Time

Network Improvement

20% 634 252 60.25%

50% 1625 575 64.62%

80% 2680 944 64.78%

100% 3413 1105 67.62%

The use of the space–time multi-agent environment in this simulation platform makes
the information exchange between agents more efficient and saves communication band-
width. The impact of travellers’ real-time information is reported in [15].

2.3. Space–Time Environment for Planning in Mobility Applications

Vehicle routing problems (VRPs), modelling real-world applications such as dynamic
carpooling or online food delivery, are complex optimisation applications that have at-
tracted an enormous research effort for decades. In the online version of these problems,
the optimisation of the response time to connected travellers is vital, along with the optimi-
sation of the classical cost criteria (e.g., the size of the fleet of vehicles, the total travelled
distance, the total travel times, the total waiting times, etc.). Multi-agent systems, on the one
hand, and greedy insertion heuristics, on the other hand, are among the most promising
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approaches for this purpose. This section describes a multi-agent system coupled with a
novel regret insertion heuristic. The heuristic is based on a space–time representation of
the multi-agent environment. It serves as a mental model for the agents and as an explicit
and active entity, guiding the planning of the agents.

In a VRP, many nodes must be visited once by several capacitated vehicles. These
problems are challenging optimisation problems, and solving them has great practical
utility. The time-constrained problem is one of the most studied variants of the VRP
(Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows, VRPTW henceforth). In this variant, the
vehicles must visit the nodes within time windows. Vehicle routing problems are divided
into two categories: static problems and dynamic problems. In static problems, all the
problem data is available before the optimisation process begins. In dynamic problems, the
problem data is incomplete before the execution and is discovered progressively during
the optimisation. The incomplete data can be any problem element, such as traffic data
or available vehicles. However, the dynamic aspect usually refers to the travellers to be
transported, which are unknown before execution (as in carpooling and dial a ride systems).
Operational problems are never completely static, and it is reasonable to assume that a static
system does not meet current operational configurations. Indeed, in real vehicle routing
problems, even when all travellers are known in advance (with a reservation system, for
example), there is always an element that makes the problem dynamic. These elements can
be no-shows, delays, breakdowns, etc.

Online vehicle routing problems could be considered an extreme case of dynamic
vehicle routing problems. Indeed, not only is the problem data not completely known
before the optimisation starts, but travellers connect to the system in real-time and expect
almost immediate responses to their requests. Therefore, the response time of the system
in this type of problem is vital. It is more beneficial to immediately provide the current
solution to the traveller, rather than waiting a long time for the optimisation system to
improve its current solution slightly. Indeed, the traveller is unlikely to wait long for a
response to her request.

To meet the requirement of short response times, we relied on the multi-agent paradigm
to solve online vehicle routing problems. Multi-agent modelling of online VRPTW is rel-
evant for the following reasons. On the one hand, since it allows the distribution of
computations, it should shorten the response time to travellers’ requests. On the other
hand, nowadays, vehicles are more and more connected and have onboard computing
capabilities. In this context, the transportation system is de facto distributed and requires
appropriate modelling to take advantage of these facilities. The multi-agent system (MAS)
we describe in this section comprises vehicle agents, passenger agents, interface agents
and planner agents. The multi-agent environment is explicitly modelled as a space–time
network and used by the agents to plan their routes. The MAS simulates a distributed
version of the so-called “insertion heuristic”. Insertion heuristics is a method of inserting
individual travellers into vehicle routes. Each traveller is inserted into the route of the
vehicle with the minimum marginal cost (the cost can refer to the detour incurred, for
example). This method is the fastest known heuristic since there is no reconsideration of
previous insertion decisions.

In heuristics and multi-agent methods in the literature, the hierarchical objective of
minimizing the number of vehicles mobilised is considered to take priority over the overall
costs (including the distance travelled by all vehicles). Most of the heuristics are based
on a two-phase approach: minimizing the number of vehicles followed by minimizing
the distance travelled [16]. The model we propose in this section aims at minimizing
the number of vehicles used in priority while maintaining the use of a “pure” insertion
heuristic, i.e., without any additional improvement to meet the response time requirements.
To this end, our heuristic encourages vehicle agents to cover a maximum spatio-temporal
area of the transportation network, avoiding the mobilisation of a new vehicle if a new
traveller appears in an uncovered area.
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A space–time pair < i, t >—with i a node and t a time—is said to be “covered” by
a vehicle agent v if v can be in i at t. The “vehicle action zone” is the set of space–time
nodes that the vehicle agent covers. In the context of online VRPTW, maximizing the action
zones of the vehicle agents gives them a maximum chance to satisfy the demand of a future
(unknown) traveller. By modelling the spatio-temporal action zones of the vehicle agents,
we propose a new method to compute the price of inserting the traveller into a vehicle’s
route. This proposal is a kind of regret insertion heuristic. Regret insertion heuristics,
instead of choosing the vehicle with the minimum marginal cost, choose the vehicle and
traveller with the greatest “regret”. Regret is a measure of the potential price to be paid
if a given traveller were not immediately inserted into the route of a given vehicle. There
are several methods for calculating regrets, such as the sum of the differences between all
available prices and the minimum price [17].

2.3.1. Intuition of Spatio-Temporal Action Zones

Consider a vehicle agent v that has an empty route. Consider also a new traveller c
described by: n a node, [e, l] a time window, s a service time, and q a quantity. For v to
fit c into its schedule, l must be large enough to allow v to be in n without violating its
time constraints (if e is too small, v will have to wait until e). More precisely, the current
time t plus the travel time from the depot to n must be less than or equal to l. Based on
this observation, we define the action zone of a vehicle agent as the set of pairs <n, t> of
the space–time network that remains valid given its current route (n can be visited by the
vehicle at t). The conical shadow in Figure 5 illustrates the action zone of a vehicle agent
with an empty route.

Figure 5. Initial spatio-temporal action zone.

When a vehicle agent inserts a traveller into its route, it has to recalculate its action
zone. Indeed, some pairs <node, time> become unfeasible. In Figure 6, a new traveller is
inserted into the vehicle route. The vehicle agent’s action zone after the traveller’s insertion
is represented by the inside contour of the bold lines, which represent the space–time nodes
that remain feasible after the insertion of the traveller.
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Figure 6. Action zone after insertion of a traveller.

The insertion price sent by a vehicle agent v to a traveller agent c corresponds to the
hypothetical decrease in the action zone of v following the insertion of c in its route, i.e., the
number of space–time nodes that would no longer be feasible. The idea is that the vehicle
chosen for the insertion of a traveller is the one that keeps the maximum chance of being a
candidate for the insertion of future travellers. Thus, the maximised criterion by the vehicle
agents’ fleet is the sum of their action zones, i.e., the capacity of the MAS to react to the
appearance of travellers without mobilizing new vehicles.

2.3.2. Coordination of Action Zones

Until now, the space–time model of the environment is used as a mental model of the
agents, but it is not explicitly modelled and shared between the agents, and they do not
interact with it. This method results in a better space–time coverage of the transportation
network, materialised by a minimal mobilisation of vehicles with the appearance of new
travellers. Each vehicle agent tries to maximise its action zone independently of the other
agents with the mechanism mentioned above. However, it would be more interesting if
the agents covered the network in coordination. Specifically, for a vehicle to lose space–
time nodes that it alone covers should be more costly than losing nodes that the other
agents cover.

To this end, we modelled the environment explicitly and associated with each node in
the space–time network the list of vehicles that cover it. Each vehicle notifies the space–time
nodes that it is part of its action zone, and each node continuously updates its list. Similarly,
when a vehicle agent loses a node in its action zone, the node is notified, updating its list
of vehicles.

When the price of inserting a traveller is calculated, each vehicle agent first determines
the space–time nodes it would lose if it were to insert the new traveller. Then, it asks each
of these nodes about the “price to be paid” if it were no longer covering it. This price is
inversely proportional to the number of vehicles covering that node. Specifically, the price
to pay is equal to

1
|v<n,t>|

with v<n,t>| designating the vehicle agents covering the space–time node < n, t > and
|v<n,t>| the number of these vehicles.
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This method, based on an active space–time environment, associates a higher penalty
with the decision to stop covering a node less covered by others. Thus, vehicle agents have
an incentive to cover the entire network in a coordinated manner.

Marius M. Solomon [18] created a set of different static problems for the VRPTW.
It is now admitted that these problems are challenging and diverse enough to compare
the different proposed methods with enough confidence. In Solomon’s benchmarks, six
different sets of problems have been defined: C1, C2, R1, R2, RC1 and RC2. The trav-
ellers are geographically uniformly distributed in the problems of type R, clustered in the
problems of type C, and a mix of uniformly distributed and clustered travellers is used in
the problems of type RC. The problems of type 1 have narrow time windows (very few
travellers can coexist in the same vehicle’s route) and the problems of type 2 have wide
time windows. Finally, a constant service time is associated with each traveller, equal to
10 in the problems of type R and RC, and to 90 in the problems of type C. There are between
8 and 12 files containing 100 travellers in every problem set.

We chose to use Solomon benchmarks while following the modification proposed
by [19] to make the problem dynamic. To this end, let [0, T] the simulation time. All the
time-related data (time windows, service times and travel times) are multiplied by T

l0−e0
,

with [e0, l0] the scheduling horizon of the problem. The authors divide the travellers set
into two subsets; the first subset defines the travellers known in advance, and the second
is the travellers who reveal during execution. We did not make this distinction since we
consider no travellers known in advance. An occurrence time is associated with each
traveller, defining the moment when the system knows the traveller. Given a traveller i, the
occurrence time that is associated is generated randomly between [0, ei], with:

ei = ei ×
T

l0 − e0
(1)

It is known that the behaviour of insertion heuristics is strongly sensitive to the
appearance order of the travellers to the system. For this reason, we do not consider only
one appearance order. We launch the process that we just described ten times with every
problem file, creating ten different versions of every problem file.

We implemented two MAS with almost the same behaviour; the only difference
concerns the measure used by vehicle agents to compute the insertion cost of a traveller.
For the first implemented MAS, it relies on the Solomon measure (noted ∆ Distance).
The second relies on the space–time model (noted ∆ Space–Time). We chose to run our
experiments with the problems of class R and C, of type 1, which are the instances that are
very constrained in time (narrow time windows).

For each problem class and type, we considered different travellers numbers to verify
the behaviour of our model with respect to to the problem size. To this end, we considered
the 25 first customers, the 50 first customers, and finally, all the 100 customers in each
problem file. Table 2 summarises the results. Each cell contains the best-obtained results
with each problem class (the sum of all problem files). The results show, with the two
classes of problems, that the use of the space–time model mobilises fewer vehicles than the
traditional model (53 < 64, 31 < 34, 92 < 107, 53 < 60, 150 < 181, 108 < 121). This result
validates the intuition of the model, which consists of maximizing the future insertion
possibilities for a vehicle agent.

The results show the superiority of this method, in terms of execution times and
response times [20], and in terms of number of mobilised vehicles [21], compared to
traditional methods.
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Table 2. Results summary (criterion: fleet size).

∆ Distance ∆ Space–Time

Problem |Fleet| |Fleet|
R1 25 customers 64 53

C1 25 customers 34 31

R1 50 customers 107 92

C1 50 customers 60 53

R1 100 customers 181 150

C1 100 customers 121 108

3. Environment for Non-Spatial Interaction in Mobility Applications

The third layer in the environment models for multi-agent systems concerns the
communication environment. The communication with traffic information or guidance,
with a central server or with (non-local) acquaintances, belongs to this layer. This section
presents an explicitly modelled multi-agent environment, which we show can have a
relevant use in this context.

In dynamic transportation applications such as advanced traveller information systems
or dial-a-ride systems, travellers, customers, and vehicles join the system nondeterministi-
cally and may also leave at any time. When specifying such open systems, the designer
must define an architecture that allows for the integration of unknown agents. Newcomer
agents must be able to find agents that have the properties, capabilities, or resources they
need. To deal with this problem, known as the connection problem, the authors in [22] pro-
pose the concept of middle agents, which are the preferred interlocutors for agents seeking
specific capabilities. The author in [23] presents recommendation systems, allowing the
connection of distributed agents in open systems. This approach enables agents’ gradual
and distributed construction of an address book. However, in dynamic transportation
systems, the desired capabilities and information sources are usually known: transportation
operators, vehicles, real-time traffic information providers, etc. The problem is knowing
what information these sources generate is relevant to the new agents, whose context and
needs are usually constantly changing. The multi-agent environment is also used for agent
matching based on the properties of the agents and the exchanged objects or messages [24].

We adopted an environment-centric approach for agents’ interaction in mobility ap-
plications for these reasons: (i) it focuses on shared data; (ii) it allows selecting relevant
information without having to know or maintain knowledge about the senders of this
data. We propose a generic representation of the environment, shared by all agents in
the system, allowing associative discovery of other agents and exchanging information
between them. Agents do not maintain an address book of others and delegate the mapping
of their preferences to the properties of others to the environment. They can also describe
the properties of the agents they want to interact with and the messages they want to
receive. The presence of a shared environment and the ability to define complex interaction
constraints make this model an excellent candidate for the design of open and dynamic
transportation systems.

This kind of shared spaces were initiated by Linda [25], which has known several
extensions (e.g., Klaim [26], Mars [27] and Lime [28]). Linda-like models are based on the
notion of a shared data repository. Agents communicate by exchanging tuples via an ab-
straction of an associative shared memory called the tuplespace. A tuplespace is a multiset
of tuples (tuples duplication is allowed) and is accessed associatively (by contents) rather
than by address. Every tuple is a sequence of one or more typed values. Communication in
Linda is said to be generative: an agent generates a tuple and its life cycle is independent of
the agent that created it. The model presented in this section is an extension of this model.
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3.1. Model

Figure 7 illustrates the architecture of a multi-agent system following our generic
model. The modelled MAS executes on a host, where (local) agents add, read and take
objects to/from the environment. Every agent is either independent (like agents 1 and 2) or
representing a non-modelled external system (traffic information server, for instance) or
user (a traveller, for instance) in the MAS (like agents 3 and 4). The system agents interact
with the environment via a shared space and don’t have to maintain an updated list of the
agents and their properties and capacities.

Figure 7. Architecture of a Multi-agent system with general-purpose explicit environment.

For the specification of the system following this architecture, we adopt four primi-
tives inspired by Linda [25] and a set of operators borrowed from Milner’s CCS [29]. A
MAS adhering to the model is defined by a dynamic set of agents interacting with an
environment-denoted ΩENV , which is composed of a dynamic set of objects. Agents can
perceive (read-only) and/or receive (read and take) objects from the environment. Agents
are defined by behaviour (a process), a state and local memory in which they store the data
they perceive or receive from the environment. The primitives allowing these actions are
the following [30]:

µ ::= add(sds) | spawn(P, sds) | look(sdsp, sdsr, e) | update(sds)

The primitive add(sds) adds to the environment an object described by sds. For in-
stance, add(position← 1) adds the property-value pair (position← 1) to ΩENV . The primi-
tive spawn(P, sds) launches a new agent that behaves like P and which state is described by
a description sds. For instance, spawn(add(position← 1), {id← a1, position← 1}) creates
an agent that has a1 as id and 1 as position and whose behaviour is add(position← 1). The
primitive look(sdsp, sdsr, e) allows object perception and reception (perception and removal
from the environment). It blocks until a set of objects becomes present in ΩENV such that
the expression e is evaluated to true; the objects associated with the variables in sdsp are
perceived and those associated with the variables in sdsr are received. For instance, the
following instruction:

look({ticket← t}, {paper ← p}, t.destination = “Berlin”∧ t.price ≤ budget

∧p.decision = “accepted”)

looks for two objects that will be associated with t and p. The object associated with t will
be perceived, while the object associated with p will be received. After the execution of
this instruction, the two objects will be present in the local memory of the caller agent. The
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latter will have two additional properties: ticket, which refers to the object associated with
the variable t and paper, which refers to the object associated with p. The perceived ticket
has “Berlin” as destination and a price lower than the budget of the executing agent, while
the received paper is “accepted” (the property decision is equal to “accepted”).

The model thus proposes an environment-centric interaction for mobility applications.
The advantages compared to point-to-point message exchanges or broadcasting messages
to all agents are the following. On the one hand, in point-to-point message exchange, the
agents (a traveller and a vehicle, for example) must be synchronised so that the transmission
of a message by the first agent corresponds to its reception by the second. On the other
hand, the sender must know the physical location of the receiver agent. With our approach,
the communication is decoupled in time and space. Decoupling in time allows agents to
communicate across time, i.e., their execution times do not have to overlap (the agents do
not have to be synchronised by a rendezvous mechanism) to establish communication. The
decoupling in space is related to the anonymous generation, and withdrawal of objects
and messages from the shared space, i.e., agents do not have to know the location of other
agents to communicate, so communication takes place independently of the location of the
agents involved. Moreover, the shared space is an associative memory, i.e., data is accessed
by content and not by address. In our model, the retrieval of data is not nominative but
results from matching with a template, and the first data satisfying the template is returned
in a non-deterministic manner.

Compared to the literature, our model provides improvements on two main aspects.
On the one hand, we enrich the model with the property-values data structure instead of
the tuple data structure. This enrichment results in a more powerful matching mechanism
(replacing Linda-like templates). On the other hand, agents in our model have an observable
state described by data. Indeed, state-of-the-art models describe what the agents do,
not what they are. With agents’ states, agents can condition their interaction with their
current context.

3.2. Example Application: Environment-Centred System for Traveller Information

In this section, we describe an application based on our model. We modelled and
implemented a traveller information server. The purpose of the server is to inform online
travellers about the status of the parts of the transportation network that concern them.
Transportation Web services are represented with agents in the server, and their properties
are related to the service or the information that they provide. The problem in this kind of
application concerns the information flows that are dynamic and asynchronous. Indeed,
each information source is hypothetically relevant. An agent cannot know a priori which
information will interest him, since this depends on his context, which changes during
execution [9].

The objective of this application is to ensure the information of a traveller about his
ongoing trip (disturbances, alerts, alternative itinerary). This process is complex because
the information sources are distributed, and the management of the follow-up assumes a
comparison of all the available information. Using our environment model for this applica-
tion allows designing an information server parameterised by its users (the travellers). We
defined two categories of agents. The first concerns the agents representing the users (that
we call PTA for Personal Travel Agent), while the second concerns the agents representing
the transportation services (that we call Service Agent).

We implemented a multi-agent system running on a Web server for traveller infor-
mation. Each Web service has a representation in the multi-agent environment, which
is responsible for conveying messages from the server to the transportation Web service
conversely. Every user is physically mobile and connects to the server via a transportation
assistant app (TAA). During his connection, a PTA agent represents him inside the server,
which is his interlocutor during his session. The context of the example is the following:
inside the system, an agent represents a trip planning service, and an agent represents a
traffic service responsible for the emission of messages related to incidents, traffic jams, etc.
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These agents are persistent since they are constantly associated with the service system. On
the contrary, PTA agents representing the TAA in the system are volatile, created on a user’s
connection and erased at the end of his session, i.e., when he/she arrives at destination.

Every stop of the network is described by a line number line to which it belongs,
and a number number reflecting his position on the line. A user u is also described by
his current position in the network (the properties line and number). In a basic execution
scenario, u has a path to follow during his trip, i.e. a sequence of tuples {(line, numbersource,
numberdestination)i | i ∈ I}, with I the number of transportation means used by the trav-
eller. Every tuple represents a part of the trip, without transfer. The TAA connects to
the information server to receive his plan, and the agent u representing him is created.
Then, the user is asked to specify his departure and his destination. Once this infor-
mation is entered, u adds his planning demand in the environment. A demand is an
object described by its properties: emitter, subject, etc. Afterwards, u keeps on listening
to messages that are addressed to him, this way: look(∅, {message← x}, x.receiver = id).
The agent representing the trip planning service is listening to messages asking for a
plan: look(∅, {request← x}, x.subject = “plan”). As soon as he/she receives the mes-
sage, he/she creates a message addressed to the trip planning Web service and awaits
the response. When he/she receives the answer, a message is added to the environ-
ment addressed to u with the received plan as body: add({emitter ← id, receiver ←
request.emitter, body ← plan}). The agent u, when he/she receives the message, anal-
yses it and displays the result on the user’s TAA. Then, the agent u restrains his interaction
to the messages concerning events coming up on his way. To do so, he/she executes the
following action:

look(∅, {event← x}, {x.subject = “alert”}, x.line = line ∧ x.number ≥ number)

The agent u is interested in the alerts concerning his transportation plan, which are
expressed by the preceding look action. Let us assume that the agent representing the alert
service adds an alert message concerning an accident on the way of u, resulting in a serious
delay for him. The traveller, via his representing agent u, is notified concerning this alert
event. Since the properties line and number are updated (with an update action) at each
move of u (each time he/she moves from stop to stop), the segment concerned by the alert
messages gets gradually reduced until the end of the trip. The use of the environment, the
constant update of the properties of the PTA agents, and the use of look actions allowed us
to maintain a continuous awareness of the traveller about problems occurring during his
trip without relying on continuous requests to the server.

The proposal of an environment-centred system for traveller information shows how
our model allows for the design and implementation of a dynamic and open transporta-
tion system. Agents join and leave the system freely and have complex interaction con-
straints. In this application, the interaction constraints concern the current positions and
travellers’ itineraries.

4. Conclusions

This paper is based on the belief that multi-agent systems are an appropriate paradigm
for modelling, simulating, and optimizing dynamic transportation applications [31]. It
provides elements advocating that the explicit modelling of the multi-agent environment
is a good choice for these applications. We proposed three layers of environment models
that are interesting for designing transportation applications. The first layer concerns the
spatial environment, which most approaches in the literature adopt. The second layer
proposes a spatio-temporal model for interaction and is supported by a spatio-temporal
representation of the environment. The third layer concerns shared spaces for general
interaction between agents.

The design of the multi-agent environment as an explicit entity is often criticised
for introducing centrality into systems that are supposed to be completely distributed.
According to these arguments, centrality could lead to communication bottlenecks, low
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fault tolerance, and low scalability [32]. However, as we can see from the models and
applications presented in this paper, this architecture has several advantages, and we
believe there is a trade-off between the two visions. In our current work, we developed the
idea that we can still benefit from an explicit representation of the multi-agent environment
without losing the advantages of distribution, namely fault tolerance and scalability. To
do so, we divided the design process into two phases. In the first phase, the system is
designed with a conceptually centralised environment. In the second phase, the multi-agent
environment is distributed [33]. We worked on environment distributions for each type of
environment presented in this paper.
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Abstract: Complex systems are often designed in a decentralized and open way so that they can
operate on heterogeneous entities that communicate with each other. Numerous studies consider the
process of components simulation in a complex system as a proven approach to realistically predict
the behavior of a complex system or to effectively manage its complexity. The simulation of different
complex system components can be coupled via co-simulation to reproduce the behavior emerging
from their interaction. On the other hand, multi-agent simulations have been largely implemented
in complex system modeling and simulation. Each multi-agent simulator’s role is to solve one of
the VRP objectives. These simulators interact within a co-simulation platform called MECSYCO,
to ensure the integration of the various proposed VRP models. This paper presents the Vehicle
Routing Problem (VRP) simulation results in several aspects, where the main goal is to satisfy several
client demands. The experiments show the performance of the proposed VRP multi-model and carry
out its improvement in terms of computational complexity.

Keywords: complex system; multi-simulation; vehicle routing problem

1. Introduction

Complex systems is a multidisciplinary field and is the subject of active research
in several domains such as physics, biology, social sciences and cognitive sciences. The
authors of [1–3] define a complex system as a set of heterogeneous entities that interact
between them, where each entity is characterized by its cooperative, adaptive and open
nature. Simulation is one of the critical tools frequently used to study complex systems [4].
Simulation may reduce experimentation costs by allowing researchers to test various
alternatives and scenarios of complex systems [5].

The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) presents a complex system [6,7] such that the
VRP is considered as a group of dispersed clients that are served by a fleet of vehicles
that start and end at one depot [8]. Recently, VRP and its various models attracted the
interest of intelligent transport researchers due to the complementary limitations of real-
world problems, the potential cost savings and the possibility of service improvement in
distributed systems. Due to the intrinsic complexity of determining rigorous models and
optimal solutions to a large-scale instance of VRP, the process that involves exact solvers
is limited, difficult and time-consuming [9]. Therefore researchers and transportation
companies are interested in meta-heuristics such as Ant Colony Optimization (ACO),
Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Parctical Swarm Optimization (PSO) to solve real world VRP
by producing close to optimal solution. An efficient simulation may offer an opportunity
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to improve the performance of VRP by modeling different methods for solving various
VRP objectives.

Co-simulation is applied in many different multidomain systems [10]. It is proposed
to address the issues and challenges of complex systems [11]. In this context, decomposed
components of a complex system are modeled by different sub-models, then simulated
using a simulator for each sub-model. Co-simulation enables exchanging coupling con-
nections to achieve the behavior of the whole complex system as shown in Figure 1.
The co-simulation middleware named Multi-agent Environment for Complex SYstem CO-
simulation (MECSYCO) allows the integration of several modeling and simulation software
to co-simulate the dynamic behavior of a complex system. MECSYCO makes the possibility
to compare simulation results, swap, add, or remove models.

This paper aims to address the challenge of showing the impact of simulating a VRP
multi-model as several interacting simulators by reducing the traveled distance and the
obtained time during vehicles routing with the aim to satisfy clients demands. In this
context, we will design and implement multiple VRP models as complex systems with
several perspectives of multi agent simulators. Each simulator in the proposed solution
solves different objectives of the VRP and then makes them interact into the co-simulation
platform. Multi agent simulators that represent the VRP models are developed using
Netlogo and the whole system is reproduced based on the MECSYCO co-simulator. We
observed that the interacting VRP models provide high quality solutions by minimizing
significantly the cost of services offered to the clients, in terms of computational time and
travel distance.
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mechanism 

 

  

Co-simulation 
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…….. 

Emergence of intelligent global behavior 
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Figure 1. Co-simulation of coupled system.

The rest of this work is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the summary of
the related multi-simulation of complex system research and introduce an overview of the
used platform in the co-simulation and we describe the problem formulation of the VRP.
The proposed solution is presented in Section 3. Section 4 provides the implementation
details and the experiments results. Section 5 concludes the work and give some future
work avenues.

2. Related Work

To better simulate the behavior of the whole complex and dynamic system, multi-
modeling and co-simulation are used to provide a strategy that collects a set of models
from different discipline [12]. The modular architecture in the multi-agent environment
of complex system co-simulation middleware offers the integration of heterogeneous
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simulators and models. In the literature, several works such as [5,13], have been proposed
for the simulation of the complex system as interacting models for reproducing the behavior
of the entire system. The work of [14] captures the improvement of decomposing and
integrating continuous systems using MECSYCO as discrete environment. In [15], the
authors designed the co-simulation of complex system with integral multi-agent simulators,
while MECSYCO was used in [16] to integrate the modeling and the simulation tools to
co-simulate the complete cyber-physical system.

The hybridization of meta-heuristics in the multi-agent system is used to facilitate the
development of meta-heuristic frameworks’ optimization. In addition, the development
of hybrid meta-heuristics is flexible in multi-agent systems and it offers simultaneous
exploration of various areas of the research space [17].

Several studies have been performed to solve different variations of VRP by using
multi-agent systems [18]. The work of [19] uses the reinforcement learning and pattern
matching to provide a multi-agent distributed framework where each agent adapts itself.
In [20], the authors solve the VRP with Time Windows (VRPTW) by exploiting the principle
of reinforcement learning to improve the agent actions based on the solutions generated by
other agents and the environment interactions.

To improve the result of VRP, this paper aims to create an interacting VRP model by
combining the multi-agent simulators to reproduce the entire VRP multi-model. From
the literature, we observe that there is no proposal in multi agent systems that integrates
simulators into a co-simulation platform to reproduce the entire VRP multi-model.

2.1. Co-Simulation of a Complex System

MECSYCO has been used as a middle-ware to simulate and model complex systems
which allows the utilization of existing simulators for the implementation of heterogeneous
and numerical simulations. MECSYCO focuses on both, the DEVS common formalism
proposed by [21] that uses a discrete-event abstraction for the design of dynamic system [22],
and on the Agent and artifact architecture using a multi-agent concepts [13] to perform the
heterogeneous co-simulation of complex system. In this case, each model or simulator has
been considered as an agent and the interaction between simulators corresponds to the
indirect cooperation between agents using the defined concept of artifact in [23]. Coupling
artifact aims to determine the input output connections between two models and to create
the model agent (m-agent) which uses the artifact for leading their model and interchanging
input/output data. MECSYCO manipulates a model as various composed models in
interactions without a global coordinator using a simulator for each model [24]. This step
occupies the management of decentralized multi model simulation in order to integrate
several aspects of the same system into a coherent one and to deal with the main challenges
of modeling and simulation of a complex system. On the other hand, MECSYCO already
includes integrated simulators such as multi agent platform Netlogo, which is frequently
used for simulating complex systems and modeling natural and social phenomena.

2.2. Mathematical Formulation of the Problem

This section deals with the mathematical formulation of the problem. In the combinato-
rial optimization field, VRP is one of the most challenging research problems. The issue was
studied more than 40 years ago. It involves defining the best sequence of routes for a fleet
of vehicles to provide the service to a specific set of clients. The fleet of vehicles is situated
at a central depot, every vehicle has certain capacity and each client has a given demand.
The aim is to optimize the total traveled distance to serve a geographically dispersed group
of clients [25]. First, we have the following data:

1. One depot;
2. A set of commands;
3. A fleet of vehicles.

The objective is to reduce the total traveled distance from a depot to serve clients, using
a similar fleet of vehicles. The issue of solving the VRP faces several design challenges and
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focuses on the assignment of clients to the routes. This process involves the determination
of several routes for each depot by (1) assigning each client to a unique route without
exceeding the capacity of the vehicle, and (2) determining a series of clients on every
vehicle route. Hence, the mathematical formulation of the vehicle routing problem can be
described as follows:

• R denotes the set of nodes, R = {r0, r1, r2, . . . , rn}, with r0 is the depot and ri, i 6= 0 is
the client;

• V denotes the sets of vehicles;
• N is the number of all clients;
• M is the number of vehicles;
• Q(k) is the capacity of vehicle k;
• E is the edge set between nodes defined as: E = {(ri, rj)|i 6= j ∧ ri, rj ∈ R};
• bi is the demand of client i;
• cij is the cost of transporting one unit from node i to node j;
• xk

ij is 1, if vehicle k travels from node i to node j; 0, otherwise,

• yik is 1, if vehicle k offers service for client i; 0, otherwise.

From these definitions the objective function problem can be formulated as follows:

min ∑
i∈R

∑
j∈R

cij ∑
k∈V

xk
ij (1)

where Equation (1) represents the objective function that aims to reduce the total travel cost
and the constraints formulations are:

∑
j∈R

xk
0j = 1, ∀k ∈ V (2)

∑
j∈Rj 6=i

∑
k∈V

xk
ij = 1, ∀i ∈ R (3)

∑
i∈R

biyik ≤ Q(k), ∀k ∈ V (4)

∑
i∈R

xk
il = ∑

j∈R
xk

lj, ∀l ∈ R, ∀k ∈ V (5)

where Equation (2) aims to ensure that every client is allocated in the single route and
Equation (3) is the capacity constraint set for vehicles. Whereas Equation (4) is defined to
assure that each client can be served only once and Equation (5) ensures that all delivery
vehicles must return to the original depot after finishing their task.

3. The Designed Model

The goal of this paper is to solve the VRP by building a complex simulation using a
society of interacting co-evolving VRP models. The proposed approach provides a solution
based on the agent and artifact concept [23,26,27]. The simulation is performed by m-agents
that manage their model and data exchange using artifacts.

The first task to do is to define a solution for solving each VRP model using an atomic
VRP simulator. Then, the second task is to determine the input output connections between
these simulators. The final task is to construct coupled interacting co-evolving VRP models.

3.1. Description of Atomic VRP Models

The routing and scheduling of a service correspond to the creation of vehicle routes
for the depot. By assigning each client to a unique route and respecting the capacity of the
vehicle the order of the clients on every vehicle route will be determined. To this end, we
develop two models to solve VRP such that each model is to satisfy a different objective.
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The first is to try to minimize the total traveling distance and the second is to minimize the
number of vehicles.

3.1.1. First VRP Model

We use ant colony optimization for the VRP, where the colony of ants is created from
the depot. Each Ant constructs a route for vehicles that will serve the clients starting
from the depot and returning to the same depot. The principle of the routing algorithm is
described below, see Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Routing and sequencing of the first model

Require: R, ant_colony, Q(k);
Ensure: route_map;

1: for (a ∈ ant_colony) do
2: route_map← r0;
3: R← R− r0;
4: k← 0;
5: Q(k)← 0;
6: i← r0;
7: while R 6= ∅ do
8: for (rj ∈ R) do
9: pij ← probability_o f _pointi_to_choose_pointj;

10: end for
11: rs ← rj_with_highest_pij;
12: Q(k)← Q(k) + demand(rs);
13: if Q(k) > capacity_o f _vehicle then
14: k← k + 1;
15: Q(k)← 0;
16: route_map← route_map + r0;
17: i← r0;
18: else
19: route_map← route_map + rs
20: i← rs
21: R← R− rs;
22: end if
23: end while
24: end for
25: return route_map_o f _the_best_ant_solution;

The improvements of the solution shown in Algorithm 1 reached in successive itera-
tions. In each iteration all ants in the colony travel between a pair of clients. The probability
of an ant to visit an unvisited client is calculated based on the pheromone and the distance
and a client will be chosen according to this probability. Then the ant checks if it can visit
the given client, i.e., if its current load allows it to add the demand of the client and verify
the vehicle’s capacity violation. If yes, the ant visits the specified client (adding client’s
demand and indicating it as selected). Otherwise, the ant ends the current trip with empty
load (returning to its colony) and the algorithm restarts a new trip. We apply the following
equations for a client i to choose the next client j

pij =
(τij)

α × (ηij)
β

∑l∈R(τil)α × (ηil)
β

(6)

ηij =
1

costij
(7)

where pij is the probability of the point i to choose point j, τij is the strength of pheromone
trail between point i and j, α is the coefficient that controls the influence of the pheromone
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trail τij, β is the coefficient that controls the influence of the visibility ηij, and R is a set
of clients.

At the end of each iteration, the pheromone trail evaporates according to the follow-
ing equation:

τij = (1− ρ)× τij (8)

where ρ is the coefficient of the pheromone evaporation and the update state is calculated
by applying the next equation:

τij = τij + ∆τij (9)

where
∆τij =

best_known_solution
best_global_cost

(10)

3.1.2. Second VRP Model

VRP of the second model uses a similar algorithm routing and sequencing of the first
model. The difference is that each ant in this model tries to reduce the number of vehicles
to visit all clients and to add all possible ones whose demand does not exceed the capacity
of the current vehicle. The algorithm of the second model is formulated as follows, see
Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Routing and sequencing of the second model

Require: R, ant_colony, Q(k);
Ensure: route_map;

1: for (a ∈ ant_colony) do
2: route_map← r0;
3: R← R− r0;
4: C ← R− r0;
5: k← 0;
6: Q(k)← 0;
7: i← r0;
8: while R 6= ∅ do
9: while C 6= ∅ do

10: for (rj ∈ C) do
11: pij ← probability_o f _pointi_to_choose_pointj;
12: end for
13: rs ← rj_with_highest_pij;
14: C ← C− rs;
15: Q(k)← Q(k) + demand(rs);
16: if Q(k) < capacity_o f _vehicle then
17: route_map← route_map + rs
18: i← rs
19: R← R− rs;
20: end if
21: end while
22: k← k + 1;
23: Q(k)← 0;
24: route_map← route_map + r0;
25: i← r0;
26: end while
27: end for
28: return route_map_o f _the_best_ant_solution;

In Algorithm 2, the ant checks if its current load allows it to add the demand of the
chosen client and verifies the vehicle’s capacity violation. If yes, the ant visits the specified
client (adding client’s demand and indicating it as selected). Otherwise, the ant selects
another unvisited node according to the calculated probability. When all clients have been
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visited, the ant ends the current trip with empty load (returning to its colony) and the
algorithm begins a new trip. We improve the solution by local search and we use a two-opt
local search algorithm in the end of both Algorithms 1 and 2.

3.2. Structuring VRP Multi-Model

In order to co-simulate the multi-model of VRP, we use MECSYCO, which allows
to lunch of several VRP models. In this approach, we focus on the reuse of atomic VRP
models defined in Section 3.1 and making them interact. Figure 2 shows an overview on
the model coupling of M1 and M2.

Ant 1 

Minimize total travelling 

distance 

Ant colony  for First VRP Model 

Problem 

description 

Ant n 

Send best solution so far 

Ant 1 Ant n 

Ant colony  for Second VRP Model 

Minimize the number of 

vehicle 

Problem 

description 

Figure 2. Model dependency overview.

As VRP models are created separately, each model has its own description and pro-
ceeds its own execution. It should couple these VRP models to reconstruct the entire
multi-model using the co-simulation of MECSYCO. To this end, we define the connections
between both models by specifying the input and output ports.

3.2.1. Exchanging Data between Simulators: Input and Output Connections

To predict the impact of co-simulation of VRP multi-model, we show the first model
M1 which represents the solution of VRP using Algorithm 1, where the objective is to
minimize the total traveled distance. The second model M2 implements Algorithm 2 that
tries to minimize the total number of vehicles used to solve the same VRP. The aim in
this case is to reproduce the VRP multi-model as a society of interacting and co-evolving
models. We have to couple the two aforesaid models M1 and M2 using the concepts of
Agent and Artifacts that are presented in Section 1. To couple M1 and M2 we need to define
the input and output ports of each model and the connections between them.

The solution is improved by successive iterations where every model, i.e., M1 or M2,
shares the improved solution with the other. M1 and M2 read the input and try to improve
their solution as illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Coupling VRP models.

Specifically, when the model M1 finds new best solution in a given iteration, it sends
the following inputs to the model M2

1. Ed: Set of edges belonging to the best solution (for each one of these edges the model
M1 sends a pair of nodes delimiting this edge).

2. P: Set of pheromones trail of each edge belonging to the best solution and the model
M2 retrieves these values of pheromone and modify its own values to have the new
ones sent by M1.

These sent pheromones trail to the model M2 will modify the pheromone trail of the
same edges in M2 for improving the best solution finding. According to the ant colony
system, in Algorithms 1 and 2 the ant chooses the next node to be added to the solution
according to

• The cost of the best solution represented by the total traveled distance;
• The edge with minimum distance to be traveled;
• The edge with high value of pheromone trail.
The edge with high value of pheromone trail have a high probability to be added to

the solution. Here, the model M2 have edges with elevated values of pheromone trail from:
• Those of its own best solution;
• Those of M1’s best solution.
In the same way, when model M2 finds a new best solution, it sends its best solution

to model M1 and replaces the current value of pheromone trail in this model by those of
the new best solution in model M2. Figure 4 show more details on the behavior of models
in interaction.

3.2.2. Interchanging Models

When executing two similar models of VRP, they give two different solutions in each
iteration. Instead of coupling two different VRP models, we can simply integrate two
similar models M1 or two similar models M2. Here, we keep the same input and output
connections as defined in the previous section. So, if one model has a good solution, it sends
it to the second model and reciprocally. Specifically, when we couple two same models M1,
they will have different solutions in each iteration, and the first one have better solution,
send the following inputs to the second model M1:

1. Ed: Set of edges belonging to the best solution.
2. P: Set of pheromones trail of each edge belonging to the best solution and the second

model M1 retrieves these values of pheromone and modify its own values to have the
new ones sent by the first model M1.

This may impact on the solution of each model and redirect it to the best solution by
reinforcing the pheromone of edges that have a good solution in each model. Moreover, we
can study the evolution of the computational time when proceeding the co-simulation of
VRP models, thereby the co-simulation of VRP models for finding a good solution.
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Figure 4. Behavior of two models in interaction.

Thus, we interchange models to compare different executions and study the accuracy
of the best multi model. Figure 5 shows the VRP models’ interaction graph.
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Figure 5. Graph of VRP interaction models.

By using MECSYCO we may launch more than one model of VRP at the same time
following the routing algorithm defined in Section 2. The execution gives two different
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solutions that are improved in each iteration. The whole architecture of the multi-model is
modular, transparent and parallel so the simulation can be viewed as a set of distributed
and reusable components such that:

• The modeling is performed by model artifact.
• Conducting the models is accomplished by the model-agents.
• The coordination process is carried out by the coupling-artifacts.
As a result, we easily can add, remove or interchange models without being interested

with coupling and coordination issues.

4. Implementation and Results

The VRP models are implemented using Netlogo [28] which is an environment de-
signed for modeling and simulating the natural and social experiences. We use MECSYCO
to perform the co-simulation of the VRP models based on the following parameters of
hardware:

• Memory: 7.7 GB;
• CPU: Intel® Core™ i5-8250U CPU @ 1.60GHz × 8;
• Graphic Card: Intel® UHD Graphics 620 (Kabylake GT2);
• Operating System: ubunto 16.04 LTS 64 bits;
• Disk: 964 GB.
In the analysis, we study the behavior and the experiment results of VRP models

on several VRP instances from [29] and then we evaluate the improvement carried out
by the co-simulation of the VRP multi-model in term of quality of obtained results and
computational time.

4.1. Implementing VRP Models

In the definition and implementation of the VRP graphs using Netlogo, we use the
turtles agent to represent nodes with their turtle variables. The coordinate of each client and
the links agent are used to define the edge between two nodes. We use the link variables for
determining for each edge the link cost of these two nodes and the value of pheromone trail.

Table 1 represents the result obtained by executing single model VRP: model M1 with
BKS is the best-known solutions which were given by [29], Perc-Dev is the percentage
deviation of the result reached by the model M1 and Processing time (s) is the processing
time for the execution of the model M1.

Table 1. VRP results of M1.

Inst. BKS Model 1 Per-Dev % Processing Time (s)

A-n32-k5 784 794 1.25 16.261
A-n33-k5 661 661 0 26.46
A-n33-k6 742 759 2.23 11.98
A-n60-k9 1408 1442 2.35 91.18
B-n78-k10 1266 1332 4.95 112.18

Table 2 represents the result obtained by executing single model VRP, i.e., model M2.
Both models M1 and M2 are based on an ant colony system in their implementation, and
they can interchange the following data: the cost of solution is calculated by the total
traveled distance, edges belonging in the best solution found and the values of pheromone
trail of these edges.

Other data can be exchanged between these models such as the route of the best
solution or the route of each vehicle, etc. However, we skip these exchanged data to avoid
more machine resources occupation because we must reserve more memory space to store
the solution (routes) which takes a considerable time during the exchange.
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Table 2. VRP result of M2.

Inst. BKS Model 2 Per-Dev % Processing Time (s)

A-n32-k5 784 807 2.85 19.241
A-n33-k5 661 661 0 38.84
A-n33-k6 742 757 1.98 16.82
A-n60-k9 1408 1491 5.56 90.83
B-n78-k10 1266 1318 3.94 1043.46

4.2. Co-Simulation of VRP Multi-Model

In this section, we run different forms of combined models and perceive the improve-
ment provided by their co-simulation. In order to develop interactive VRP multi-models,
we use MECSYCO which offers multiple integrating VRP models by defining the input
and output port of coupling artefact. VRP instances [29] are a set of 100 instances created to
offer a more universal and stable experimental setting.

Experiments were carried out in order to analyze the performance of the proposed VRP
multi-model. The main objective is to assess whether the co-simulation has a direct impact
on the qualitative performance of the obtained results. In this context, three composition
are proposed for the interaction between the VRP multi-model used in the experiments:

• Coupling two different VRP models: M1 with M2.
• Coupling two same VRP models: M1 with M1.
• Coupling two same VRP models: M2 with M2.

Tables 3–5 show the result of VRP co-simulation where:

• Symbol A means: after co-simulation;
• Symbol B means: before co-simulation;
• Perc-Dev B is the percentage deviation of single model before co-simulation;
• Perc-Dev A is the percentage deviation after co-simulation for two models in interaction;
• Processing time B (s) is the processing time in second for just one model before

co-simulation;
• Processing time A (ms) is the processing time in milliseconds after co-simulation for

two models in interaction.

Table 3 presents the co-simulation results of model M1 with M1 which demonstrate en-
hanced performance of the found solution in terms of percentage deviation and processing
time compared with the execution of single model M1.

Table 3. The obtained co-simulation result of models M1 with M1.

Inst. Per-Dev B % Per-Dev A % Processing Time B (s) Processing Time A (ms)

A-n32-k5 1.25 0.63 16.26 381
A-n33-k5 0 0 26.46 377
A-n33-k6 2.23 1.32 11.98 160
A-n60-k9 2.35 1.53 91.18 162
B-n78-k10 4.95 2.98 112.18 739

Table 4 shows the result of the combination of the two same models M2 with M2. We
perceive that there is an improvement in the found solution compared with one model M2
in both the solution cost and the time of processing.
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Table 4. The obtained co-simulation result of models M2 with M2.

Inst. Per-Dev B % Per-Dev A % Processing Time B (s) Processing Time A (ms)

A-n32-k5 2.85 0.63 19.24 959
A-n33-k5 0 0 38.84 774
A-n33-k6 1.98 2.11 16.82 310
A-n60-k9 5.56 2.89 90.83 2242
B-n78-k10 3.94 0.62 1043.46 2633

Table 5 shows the obtained results of integrating two different models M1 with M2.
We observe that there is an improvement in the found solution compared with the result of
a single model M1 or M2 in terms of solution and time of processing.

Table 5. The obtained co-simulation result of models M1 with M2.

Inst. Per-Dev B % Per-Dev A % Processing Time B (s) Processing Time A (ms)

A-n32-k5 2.85 1.63 16.26 152
A-n33-k5 0 0 26.46 525
A-n33-k6 2.23 1.46 11.98 413
A-n60-k9 2.35 1.88 91.18 2877
B-n78-k10 4.95 3.28 112.18 12,022

Figures 6 and 7 show the co-simulation processing time when coupling the same or
different models. We conclude that the co-simulation of models is faster than the unique
model M1 or M2. On the other hand, during data exchange between models we proceed to
post and read best solutions for each interacting model. Instead of sending the best solution
as a sequence of routes, we choose to send it as separate edges with their pheromone trail.
After the execution, we observe that this action has a significant impact on the behavior
of the model in constructing its solution and the model builds better solutions quickly.
In addition, it does not spend a lot of time interchanging data and occupies a reasonable
memory size to store the best solution.

Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. The execution time of co-simulation models compared with single model M1 or M2.

Figure 7. The execution time of co-simulation models M1 with M2.

4.3. Discussion

We conducted several experiments in a single VRP model and multiple VRP models in
interaction, Single VRP models implementing different algorithms of ACO metaheuristics
gave close to optimal solutions; the VRP multi-model improved these results compared
with single ones. We coupled

• Two different models M1 and M2;
• Two same models M1 with M1;
• Two same M2 with M2.

Always the result of coupled models was the best according to single model M1 or
single model M2. It was especially time consuming.
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Figure 8 displays the co-simulation processing time of the three coupled systems and
shows that the coupled system using two same models M1 has the best result.

Co-simulation enables the integration of heterogeneous models/simulators homo-
geneously, in the future we can implement other types of metaheuristic and define the
appropriate interchanging data between them, in order to study the amelioration of results
in each different case.

Figure 8. The execution time of co-simulation models .

5. Conclusions

This paper discusses the integration of VRP simulators created in Netlogo platform
into MECSYCO co-simulation middleware. The proposed VRP multi-models in interaction
implement ant colony meta-heuristic for solving two different objectives. The obtained
results show the efficiency of better solution finding of VRP multi-models compared with
single VRP models in terms of processing time and travel distance. We conclude that the
type of data exchanged between models gives more qualitative performance to the solution
short execution time to solve the problem.

In the future, we will evaluate the proposed approach by introducing other variants of
VRP such as the Multi Depot Vehicle Routing Problem (MDVRP) and the Vehicle Routing
Problem with Time Window (VRPTW). Moreover, the atomic VRP models can be imple-
mented using other types of meta-heuristics and the combination of these models can be
performed by defining other input and output connections.
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Abstract: Pedestrian simulation is a consolidated but still lively area of research. State of the art
models mostly take an agent-based perspective, in which pedestrian decisions are made according
to a manually defined model. Reinforcement learning (RL), on the other hand, is used to train an
agent situated in an environment how to act so as to maximize an accumulated numerical reward
signal (a feedback provided by the environment to every chosen action). We explored the possibility
of applying RL to pedestrian simulation. We carefully defined a reward function combining elements
related to goal orientation, basic proxemics, and basic way-finding considerations. The proposed
approach employs a particular training curriculum, a set of scenarios growing in difficulty supporting
an incremental acquisition of general movement competences such as orientation, walking, and
pedestrian interaction. The learned pedestrian behavioral model is applicable to situations not
presented to the agents in the training phase, and seems therefore reasonably general. This paper
describes the basic elements of the approach, the training procedure, and an experimentation within
a software framework employing Unity and ML-Agents.

Keywords: pedestrian simulation; multiagent systems; reinforcement learning

1. Introduction

Architects, designers, and planners dealing with decisions about the structuring of
environments subject to potential crowding employ commercial, off-the-shelf tools for the
simulation of pedestrian and crowd dynamics on an everyday basis, especially in collective
transportation facilities and in the urban context in general. Decisions related to the spatial
arrangement, dimensioning, and even maintenance of specific facilities in which congested
situations can arise call for the elaboration of what-if scenarios, indicating what would
plausibly happen within a given geometry subject to certain levels of demand. Crowd
managers (a relatively new kind of role) are called to plan situations in which existing
facilities must be used for hosting large numbers of pedestrians for abnormal functions
(e.g., concerts and fairs). With growing frequency, they use these tools to evaluate the crowd
management procedures before they are enacted. The results of research on pedestrian
and crowd simulation have thus lead to successful technology transfer, but the overall
scenario still presents open challenges for researchers in different fields and disciplines to
improve model expressiveness (i.e., simplifying the modeling activity or introducing the
possibility of representing phenomena that have not yet been considered), the adequacy of
the instruments in properly supporting the activity of modelers, and the efficiency of the
simulators based on those approaches.

Despite the substantial effort and significant results achieved, the need to properly
hand-craft simulation models for a given situation still represents a serious issue: on one
hand, the modeler needs to have both serious competence on the topic of pedestrian and
crowd dynamics (in addition to other more technical abilities, such as the ability to manage
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computer-aided design (CAD) files representing the planned or analyzed environment); on
the other hand, their activities often involve arbitrary decisions (e.g., about the extent of
the influence of a structural element of the environment over pedestrians). Therefore, the
scenarios produced by two different modelers might present differences that, in some cases,
might even be potentially relevant. Generally, expert modelers would reach a consensus on
most (if not all) modeling decisions; however, what they would call a “modeling mistake”
could instead suggest a limit of or a problem with the underlying modeling approach.

Abstracting away from the specific case at hand, this kind of pattern can be found
in different areas of application of informatics to computer-supported analysis, control,
and expert decision support in even moderately complex sociotechnical systems: while
pedestrians and crowd studies can be considered as a specific case of very current traffic
and transportation [1], the same paradigm can be suitably applied to the investigation
of future scenarios in the areas of the Internet of Things [2], digital twins [3], and smart
cities [4]. Once again, we are facing a “knowledge bottleneck”: in this particular case, it
is about guiding the decisions on how to act in a given situation, but generally within a
complex systems perspective, making it very difficult to effectively tackle the problem
through optimization techniques.

In the last years, we have also witnessed an evolution in machine learning (ML) ap-
proaches, which are being employed with ever growing frequency, even for supporting
scientific research in almost every context. The growing availability of data describing pedes-
trian and crowd behavior (see in particular https://ped.fz-juelich.de/da/doku.php, accessed
on 11 November 2022) is motivating researchers to evaluate if this area of application can
also see a proper application of these approaches, under which assumptions and conditions,
and with what kind of performance, especially compared with existing approaches.

This study represents a contribution in this direction: in particular, we adopted a
reinforcement learning (RL) (see the foundational book [5]) approach to the definition
of a model for pedestrian locomotion in a built environment. RL represents a type of
machine learning technique that is increasingly bing investigated for the implementation of
autonomous agents, in particular when the acceptance of the term “autonomous” is strong
and closer to the definition provided by [6] (“A system is autonomous to the extent that its
behavior is determined by its own experience”.) than the most widely adopted definitions
in agent computing. RL describes how to train an agent situated in an environment in order
to maximize an accumulated numerical reward signal (received by the environment as a
feedback to every chosen action). The goal of a simulation should therefore be expressed in
terms of a reward function, for which a higher accumulated value should be associated
with a higher quality in the simulation dynamics. An RL agent is provided with a model
of perception and action, but in addition to these modeling elements and the reward
function, the approach can autonomously explore the space of potential agent behaviors
and converge to a policy (i.e., a function mapping the state and perception to an appropriate
action to be carried out in that context). Although the approach can exploit a certain amount
of initial knowledge (analogous to reflexes in animals and humans, or internalized norms,
rules, and shared ways to evaluate the acceptability of a given state of affairs), the overall
goal is to grant the agent the ability to learn so it can adjust its behavior to improve
its performance.

RL approaches, as with most areas of the ML landscape, has been strongly reinvigo-
rated by the energy, efforts, promises, and results brought by the deep learning revolution,
and it seems one of the most promising ways to investigate how to provide an agent
higher levels of autonomy. On a more pragmatic level, recent developments and results
in the RL area suggest that this approach may be an alternative to current agent-based
approaches to the modeling of complex systems (see, for instance, the introduction by [7]).
Currently, behavioral models for agents require human modelers to manually define agents’
behavioral rules, often requiring a complicated interdisciplinary effort, as well as validation
processes based on the acquisition and analysis of data describing the studied phenomenon.
RL can partly automate this kind of process, focusing on the definition of an environment
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representation, the definition of a model for agent perception and action, and defining a
reward function and training procedure. The learning process is, in theory, able to explore
the potential space of the policies (i.e., agent behavioral specifications) and converge to the
desired decision-making model. While defining a model of the environment, as well as
agent perception and action, the definition of a reward function and overall training proce-
dure are tasks requiring substantial knowledge about the studied domain and phenomenon,
the learning process may significantly simplifythe modeler’s work, while solving issues
related to model calibration. Although a few examples of applications of this approach can
be found in the literature (a relevant selection is discussed in Section 2), the results achieved
so far highlight significant limitations, especially in the capability of the generalization of
the training phase. Learned behavioral models are sometimes very specific to the types of
environments adopted within the training procedure, and this represents a serious problem
because (i) it is inconvenient to pay computational costs for performing training in every
scenario to be analyzed; (ii) the results of each training process are essentially different
behavioral models, trained in different situations, and they are thus not comparable.

This paper presents an experimentation of this approach to pedestrian modeling,
trying to start from the last considerations. Whereas RL agents learn how to behave to
optimize their expected cumulative reward, pedestrians generally do not exhibit optimal
behavior. Therefore, we carefully defined a reward function (combining contributions
related to proxemics, goal orientation, and basic way-finding considerations). The most
important aspect of this study, however, is the adopted learning process: we defined a
particular training curriculum (a concept introduced by [8]), a set of scenarios growing
in difficulty supporting the incremental acquisition of proper orientation, walking, and
pedestrian interaction competences. Curriculum learning is a general approach not specifi-
cally related to RL, but it has been considered as a promising transfer learning approach
for RL (as discussed, for instance, by [9]). We considered it particularly well suited for
adoption in the RL context: the necessary reflection on the shaping of a reward function
seems compatible with the formulation of a structure to be given to the overall learning
process, leading to a general pedestrian decision model that can be employed in a wide
variety of situations (hopefully most of the plausible ones considered in this line of work).
The goal of this study was not to systematically investigate all the different alternatives
in every single modeling choice (the RL approach is potentially powerful but it is also
quite complicated, with a many choices for the different involved concepts and tasks, and
several alternative for each of them), but rather to perform a first investigation, trying
to achieve results that can be analyzed, especially considering experimental situations in
which some data about pedestrian movements are available at least to perform the first
steps toward a validation, to evaluate if the overall approach can be really promising, and
possibly identifying some criticalities, benefits, and limitations.

After setting the present study within the relevant research landscape, we describe the
fundamental elements of the approach, its implementation within a software framework
(we are in the process of preparation of a software repository in which the framework will be
made available for download) employing Unity (https://unity.com) and ML-Agents (https:
//github.com/Unity-Technologies/ml-agents, accessed on 11 November 2022), describing
the achieved simulation results: in particular, we compare the achieved pedestrian model
with both the basic pedestrian agents made available by Unity and with results from
the literature in simple benchmark scenarios. We finally discuss the current limits of the
approach and our current implementation, as well as ongoing future developments.

2. Related Literature

Pedestrian and crowd dynamics, as suggested in the Introduction, represents an area
in which scientific research has produced valuable results, which are now being practically
employed by off-the-shelf tools: PTV Viswalk (https://www.ptvgroup.com/en/solutions/
products/ptv-viswalk/, accessed on 11 November 2022) officially states that it employs
mechanisms based on the social force model introduced by [10]. An interesting and compact
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discussion of the field from a research oriented standpoint was presented by [11], although
it is difficult to provide a compact and yet substantial and comprehensive introduction to
the field. This is particularly due to the fact that human decisions related to locomotion can
refer to several aspects and areas of knowledge (ranging from environmental and social
psychology, to geography, and even anthropology, to mention some of the most apparent)
and, despite the fact that technology transfer was successfully carried out, there are still
decision-making tasks that are actively being investigated. Way-finding and path-planning
activities, for instance, are objects of recent intense research, and researchers have tried to
consider factors such as partial or imprecise knowledge of an environment (as discussed
by [12]), its dynamic level of congestion, and human factors such as imitation (as proposed
by [13]), which can influence overall observed system dynamics.

Machine learning approaches have not yet delivered results able to substitute the
traditional hand-crafted models adopted in commercial simulators, and they are still in the
stage of active research. One of the first approaches was designed by [14], who investigated
both RL techniques (Q learning) and a classification approach to basically choose an action
among a small set of available alternatives, based on a description of the current situation
and employing a decision tree.

More recently, different authors tried to frame the problem so that regression techniques
could be employed, either to predict the scalar value of the pedestrian’s velocity vector
(see, in particular, the study by [15]) or to predict the both the walking speed and direction
to be employed (as presented by [16]) considering the current perceived situation. The
basic idea is that, owing to the growing availability of raw data describing pedestrian
experiments (see the above mentioned website gathering and making available videos
and tracking data about pedestrian and crowd experiments (https://ped.fz-juelich.de/da/
doku.php, accessed on 11 November 2022)), we could simply devise a deep neural network
to be trained according to the contextual situation perceived by a pedestrian and the
velocity actually adopted in the next frame of the video. While this approach is relatively
straightforward, it is quite limited in terms of the actual possibility to produce a general model
of pedestrian behavior: even when the whole process should lead to the successful training
of the network and to achieving very good results in the specific situations documented in
the dataset, there is no guarantee that the network would produce plausible movement
predictions in different situations not covered by the experiments.

There is also a trend of research not really working toward the achievement of fully-
fledged pedestrian models, but rather focusing on trajectory forecasting. Quoting [17], this
task can be defined as: “given the past trajectories of all humans in a scene, forecast the
future trajectories which conform to the social norms”. The temporal window associated
with the prediction is understandably leaned toward the short term: generally, these studies
focused on a scene, representing a relatively small area, in which relatively few pedestrians
move, and the horizon of the prediction is limited to few seconds. Most recent studies em-
ployed deep learning techniques that are to a certain extent related to the above-mentioned
approaches with regression.

The RL approach has recently been applied again to the problem of pedestrian be-
havioral modeling and simulation [18]: the authors clearly and honestly discussed the
limits of the achieved model. In particular, although trained agents achieve encouraging
quantitative results, from the perspective of the capability of the model to generalize and
face potentially complicated environments, social interaction situations, and movement
patterns, in some situations, they actually cannot complete the movement they wanted to
perform. We emphasize that this is completely understandable when applying an approach
that basically explores the space of potential policies for identifying reasonable behavioral
specifications in a complicated situation, but this testifies that there is still a need to perform
further investigations to fully evaluate the adequacy of the RL approach to the problem of
pedestrians and crowd simulation.

A general consideration of RL compared with other ML approaches is that, on the one
hand, RL requires the modelers to provide a set of assumptions, not just about the model
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of perception and action of the agent. This is a cost, but it also means that the model can
embed (i) concepts about how the environment is actually conceived and interpreted by the
agent in relation to its goal oriented behavior, and (ii) an idea of what should be considered
desirable behavior (and what should be considered bad choices), and this can represent
a way of guiding the learning process in a large space of potential policies. From this
perspective, the presented approach is in tune with recent methods on heuristics-guided
RL [19] (although we did not technically employ the techniques and framework proposed
by the authors), not just for accelerating the training process, but also to achieve a more
generally applicable behavioral model.

3. Proposed RL Approach
3.1. Representation of the Environment

For sake of simplicity, in this experimental study, we considered square environments
of 20 × 20 m surrounded by walls, as depicted in Figure 1. We anticipated that the
framework and especially the learned policies work in larger areas, but the reference overall
scenario for this work is represented by indoor movements in everyday buildings and
facilities or outdoor environments with structures (e.g., barriers) constraining pedestrian
movements. Environments that we employed for both training and testing the model
respected this size constraint.

(a) (b)
Figure 1. Example environments and annotations: (a) ‘turns’ environment and annotations;
(b) ‘unidirectional door’ environment and annotations.

The smaller squares (of 1 × 1 m) in Figure 1 are depicted to allow a simpler appraisal
of distances. Gray objects are walls, obstacles, and anything that agents perceive as a ‘wall’.
Violet rectangles are intermediate and final goals. These markers (in the vein of what was
proposed by [20]) do not hinder the possibility of moving through them, and they are
essentially a modeling tool to support agent’s navigation in the environment. One of our
goals in the study was to provide an alternative to Unity’s path finding and (more generally)
pedestrian agent control mechanisms. The agent perception model is introduced below, but
we anticipated that they were able to perceive these markers and to select intermediate or
final movement targets; we also show that reaching intermediate or final targets influences
the agent’s reward.

Environments must therefore undergo a preparation phase before being used in the
proposed approach: while this kind of activity is difficult to automate and it requires
manual effort, all commercial simulation platforms that we are aware of have an analogous
requirement. An example of an environment annotated with this rationale is shown in
Figure 1a: in this case, the targets in the middle of the horizontal corridors create an
affordance: the incentive for agents to move toward that direction although the actual
bend at the end of the corridor is still fairly distant. Moreover, oblique intermediate
targets in the bends guide agents in the change of direction, also helping them to achieve
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a plausible trajectory, avoiding taking trajectories excessively biased toward the internal
part of the bend (see, e.g., the considerations proposed by [21] or [22]). Figure 1b shows
an environment in which a door (an open one) is present: in this case, the target is used to
guide agents in passing through the opening, because the final target is obstructed and not
perceivable from positions inside a large portion of the southern room.

3.2. Agent Perception Model

Agents are provided with a limited set of projectors of rays, each extending up to a
certain distance (10 m in these experiments) and providing specific information about what
is “hit” by the ray and the associated distance from the agent.

Projectors (and therefore rays) are not uniformly distributed around the agent; they
are more densely present in front of the pedestrian to loosely resemble real human visual
perception.

The angle between the rays and the direction an agent is facing (both positive and
negative) follows the rule described in Equation (1):

αi = Min(αi−1 + δ ∗ i, max_vision) (1)

where δ was set to 1.5, max_vision to 90 and α0 to 0. As a consequence, projectors emit
rays at 0°, ±1.5°, ±4.5°, ±9°, ±15°, ±22.5°, ±31.5°, ±42°, ±54°, ±67.5°, ±82.5°, and ±90°.
Figure 2 graphically depicts this distribution.

Figure 2. Rays and provided information: yellow = agent, cyan = intermediate target, green = final
target, and transparent = wall or none of the others. Pedestrian agents are depicted in red.

The overall number of projectors and rays is therefore 23, but the information associ-
ated with and conveyed by rays is different for different objects:

• Walls and targets are associated with four observations that are intended to support
basic navigation of the environment (i.e., choice of the direction to be followed): (i) a
distance (a numeric value normalized employing a ReLU-inspired function to be
between 0 and 1, with distances above 10 m capped at 1), and a one hot encoding
indicating if the perceived entity is a wall (ii), a target still not visited (iii), or an already
visited one (iv); as shown in Figure 2 this type of ray is not blocked by agents.

• Agents and walls are associated with additional information, whose intended mean-
ing is instead to support the regulation of distance between the agent and nearby
heterogeneous entities that may generate an impact (which should be avoided): rays
bringing this kind of information about agents and walls are therefore associated with
a distance (i) (analogous to the one in the previous type of ray), a Boolean type (agent
or wall) (ii), and optional information about direction of movement (iii) and walking
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speed (only relevant for agents) (iv); unlike the previous type of ray, this one is blocked
by the first entity that would cause a collision.

Some of the acquired information is therefore potentially doubled: in case a wall is hit
by the ray, its presence and distance are highlighted by the two different ray types. In the fu-
ture, we can attempt to remove references to walls in the second type of ray, but the present
results show that this redundancy does not seem to cause training convergence issues.

Other relevant information for the agent observation is its own current walking speed.
To improve the performance of the neural networks typically employed in recent RL
algorithms all observations, in addition to those for which normalization has already
been introduced, current walking speed was normalized in the interval [0,1]. For the
normalization of walking speed, we set the maximum velocity for agents to be 1.7 m/s.
The overall agent’s observation is summarized in Table 1. Essentially, the overall number
of observations for each RL pedestrian agent was 185 (1 due to its own previous walking
speed, 23 rays each associated with 4 observations for walls and targets, and 23 rays
associated with 4 observations for agents and walls).

Table 1. Summary of agent observations.

Type of Observation Observation Value

Intrinsic Own speed Number

Walls and Targets
Distance Number

Type/Tag One Hot Encoding

Agents and Walls

Distance Number

Type/Tag Boolean

Direction Number

Speed Number

The overall agent perception model is therefore a simplification of real human percep-
tive capabilities: the discrete nature of the projected rays makes it possible that, in some
situations, objects (obstacles or other agents) might be not immediately perceived, especially
when they are not in the center of the field of view. Nonetheless, this definition represents
a good balance between plausibility and performance, limiting the computational cost of
agent perception as well as the structure of agent observation for the RL algorithm.

3.3. Agent Action Model

The agent action in this model is essentially a change in its speed vector; this translates
into two potential changes, for each decision, essentially related to the magnitude of the
vector, i.e., walking velocity and direction.

Each agent is triggered by the overall execution engine to take a decision about if
and how to change its own actual speed vector three times per second, in line with [23],
in an attempt to consider cognitive plausibility, quality of the achieved results, and
computational cost.

The agent’s action space was therefore modeled as the choice of two (conceptually)
continuous values in the [−1,1] interval that were used to determine a change in velocity
vector for magnitude and direction.

The first element, a0, causes a change in the walking speed defined by Equation (2):

speedt = Max
(

speedmin, Min
(

speedt−1 +
speedmax ∗ a0

2
, speedmax

))
(2)

where speedmin was set to 0, and speedmax was set to 1.7 m/s. According to this equation,
the agent is able to reach a complete stop, or the maximum velocity is two actions (i.e.,
about 0.66 s). To account for the heterogeneity within the simulated pedestrian population,
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each agent is provided with an individual desired walking velocity that is drawn from a
normal distribution with average of 1.5 m/s and a standard deviation of 0.2 m/s; so, for
each agent, the actual speedmax does differ.

The second element of the decision, a1, determines the change in the agent’s direction
according to Equation (3):

αt = αt−1 + a1 ∗ 20 (3)

The walking direction can therefore change 20° each 0.33 s, which is plausible for
normal pedestrian walking, but would be probably not be reasonable for modeling running
and/or sport related movements.

For the perception model, the model associated with the agent’s action presents limits:
for instance, it is not suited to situations in which an agent can choose to jog or run or
to perform sudden and significant changes in the walking direction (such as basketball
players trying to dribble around opponents). Normal walking scenarios, not emergency
evacuation situations, seem compatible with this setting.

3.4. Reward Function

As briefly discussed in the Introduction, RL employs a feedback signal from the
environment to the trained agents to guide their learning process as a form of weaker
substitute for labels in supervised learning approaches. This feedback signal is defined as
a reward function, which represents a central element of an RL approach, because agents
are trained to maximize the accumulated instantaneous rewards associated with their
actions. Pedestrian decision-making activities are fairly complex: conflicting tendencies
are evaluated and sometimes reconciled quickly, almost unconsciously, while we walk.
Sometimes, individual and collective actions are reasonable or at least explainable in
retrospective, in a combination of individual and collective intelligence, that however leads
to suboptimal overall performance (see, for instance, the above-cited studies by [13,24]).

Given the above considerations and exploiting the available knowledge on this topic,
we hand-crafted a reward function. Initially, we defined basic components, i.e., factors
that are generally agreed upon as elements influencing pedestrian behavior. In a second
phase, we performed a sort of initial tuning of the related weights, defining the relative
importance of the different factors. A fully fledged sensitivity analysis was not performed,
whichwill be object of future studies.

The overall reward function is defined in Equation (4)

Reward :





+6 Final target reached
+0.5 Intermediate target reached
−1 Reached a previously reached intermediate target
−0.5 No target in sights
−0.5 Agent in very close proximity < 0.6 m
−0.005 Agent in close proximity < 1 m
−0.001 Agent in proximity < 1.4 m
−0.5 Wall in proximity < 0.6 m
−0.0001 Each step complete
−6 Reached the end of steps per episode

(4)

The only way to increase the cumulative reward is therefore the reaching of intermedi-
ate or final targets. It is not uncommon in RL settings to have a single source of a positive
reward, i.e., the achievement of the final goal. Let us remind the reader that our goal was
to achieve a generally and directly applicable, yet plausible, pedestrian behavioral model. In
most situations, pedestrians move within an environment structured in several intercon-
nected rooms, whose overall structure is known (e.g., the building hosting their office or
workplace, a school or university they attend, or transport stations they use every day).
Using just a single positive reward associated with the achievement of the final goal would
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require the agent to explore the environment through a training process at the end of which
the model would have internalized the environment. By instead allowing the annotation
of the environment, there are passages and waypoints that are intermediate targets to be
pursued, and this allows agents, through training a macro behavioral specification basically
guiding them, to reach intermediate targets until the final one is in sight, and then it should
be pursued.

However, reaching targets that have been previously visited has a negative reward,
because it implies moving back away from the final goal, and it makes it much less reason-
able to try to “exploit” the reward to reach a formally reasonable but totally implausible
policy (i.e., reach as many intermediate targets before reaching the final one before the end
of the episode). Negative rewards thus are used to suggest that some actions should not be
chosen unless they eventually lead to the final goal (and unless better alternatives do the
same): a small negative reward granted due to the simple passage of time is usual, which
pushes agents to avoid standing still and to actively look for solutions, but we also have
negative rewards due to proxemics (as introduced in the foundational work [25]), and to
penalize walking too close to walls (again, unless necessary). Finally, the penalization of
actions leading to a position from which no target (either intermediate or final) can be seen
stimulates agents to pursue the goals.

It must be stressed that the definition of this function is both crucial and hard to
complete; moreover, the definition of the reward function is related to the adopted training
process, in our case, a curriculum-based approach, so we needed to anticipate some
elements in these considerations that we more thoroughly introduce shortly. Let us consider,
for instance, the last point, where the penalization to actions bring an agent to a position
from which no target can be perceived. We can wonder if having a small bonus for actually
seeing a target instead would work analogously: all positive rewards, however, should be
defined carefully, because they can lead to pathological behaviors. In this case, in complex
scenarios, the training process can converge to a local stationary point in the policy space
associated with a behavior for which an agent finds an intermediate target and stands still,
achieving a relatively small bonus for each subsequent decision of the episode, rather than
trying to reach the final target. This would imply receiving a long sequence of negative
rewards. In turn, the small bonus for actually having a target in sight is used in one of the
scenarios included in the curriculum (in particular, observe), whose goal is to lead agents to
learn that, in certain situations, they should simply stand still, for instance while queuing
and waiting for a bottleneck to become reachable, instead of performing overly frequent
and essentially useless small turns at very low velocity (or while standing still).

We decided to set the duration of an episode to a very high number of turns. Having
adopted a curriculum-based approach, episodes are strongly related to the steps of the
curriculum (each episode belongs to a step of the curriculum), and they are generally to
be solved (termination conditions are given in Section 4.1) before moving forward to the
next stage of the curriculum. As shown in Section 4.5, the overall approach has good
convergence properties.

3.5. Adopted RL Algorithm

For this study and experimentation. we adopted the state-of-the-art deep RL algorithm
provided by ML-Agents and, in particular, Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO), initially
introduced by [26]). PPO is a policy gradient algorithm whose goal is directly learning
the policy function π by calculating the gradient of the return achieved as a result of the
action choice. Methods of this kind have better convergence properties than dynamic
programming methods, but they need a more abundant set of training samples.

Policy gradients function by learning the policy’s parameters through a policy score
function, J(Θ), through which it is possible to apply gradient ascent to maximize the score
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of the policy with respect to the policy’s parameters, Θ. A common way to define the policy
score function is through a loss function:

LPG(Θ) = Et[logπΘ(at|st)]At (5)

which is the expected value of the log probability of taking action at at state st times the
advantage function At, representing an estimate of the relative value of the taken action. As
such, when the advantage estimate is positive, the gradient is positive as well. By means of
gradient ascent, the probability of taking the correct action increases, while the probabilities
of the actions associated with negative advantage instead decrease in the other case.

The goal of this study was essentially to evaluate the adequacy of the overall approach
to the problem of achieving a proper pedestrian simulation model, without introducing
novel RL algorithms. We did not compare the performance of different RL algorithms on
the same problem, which will be the object of future studies.

4. Curriculum Learning
4.1. Rationale of the Approach

Curriculum learning, introduced by [8], represents a strategy within machine learning
initially devised with the aim of reducing the training times by presenting examples in a
specific order of increasing difficulty during training, illustrating gradually more concepts
and more complications to the overall decision. Curriculum learning was later employed
more specifically as a transfer learning technique in RL and multiagent RL, as discussed
by [9]. The agent can exploit experiences acquired by carrying out simpler tasks while
training to solve more complex ones, in an intra-agent transfer learning scheme. In some
situation, it was also reported to support a better generalization of the overall training
process (see, for instance, [27]). The capability of an agent to generalize the experience and
be able to face situations not already experienced during training by leveraging elements
of similarity with past experiences is also extremely important for our problem. Pedestrian
simulation generally implies analyzing the implications of different, alternative designs on
the same crowding condition, without having to perform training for every specific design
(which would lead to incomparable results, because they would be achieved by means of
different pedestrian models). Within our specific context, in particular, we verified that
agents can be trained to “solve” individual scenarios that are present in our curriculum, and,
in some cases, the training would even be shorter than the overall curriculum based training
process. However, the achieved pedestrian model was not able to produce plausible results
in all of the scenarios included in the curriculum, which were assembled as a reasonable
representation of a wide class of indoor environments.

A naive application of a curriculum approach, however, initially led to issues some-
what resembling the vanishing gradient problem (as discussed by [28]). Technically, here we
do not have a recurrent neural network (or an extremely deep one such as those employed
for classification of images trained on huge annotated datasets) but, as we show, the overall
training process is relatively long and the “oldest experiences” are overridden by the more
recent ones.

Within each step of the curriculum execution, a number of parallel executions (for the
proposed results 16) of scenarios associated with the specific curriculum steps is carried
out. Each execution (representing an episode) can be completed by the agents (every agent
reaches the goal) or when a specified duration is reached (some agents have not yet reached
the goal); then, it is repeated, unless a successful termination condition for the curriculum
step is verified. A step of the curriculum is considered successfully completed whenever
two conditions are met: (i) a sufficiently high number of agents have been trained in the
scenario (a fixed number, manually established considering the level of crowding in the
scenario), and (ii) the average cumulative reward for trained agents in the last episode,
excluding the top and bottom 10% (for avoiding being excessively influenced by a small
number of outliers), exceeds a given threshold (specifically configured for every step of the
curriculum, being dependent on the configuration of the environment). These termination
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conditions are important, and they can probably be improved and generalized, but, for the
time being, we accepted the limit of a manual- and expert-based definition.

The finally adopted approach, therefore, proceeds training agents in a set of scenar-
ios in growing complexity, one at a time, and provides a final retraining in a selected
number of earlier scenarios before the end of the overall training to refresh previously
acquired competences.

4.2. Details of the Curriculum

Starting from the above considerations, we defined a specific curriculum for RL
pedestrian agents based on this sequence of tasks of increasing complexity that were
subgoals of the overall training:

• Steer and walk toward a target;
• Steer to face target;
• Reach the target in narrow corridors;
• Walk through bends avoiding walking too close to walls;
• Avoid collisions with agents walking in the same direction;
• Avoid collisions with agents walking in conflicting directions;
• Combine all behaviors.

We defined this sequence through our expertise in the context of pedestrian simulation,
as well as according to a preliminary experimental phase in which we identified issues
and difficulties in achieving the desired behavior. For instance, the second step—steering
to face a target—was introduced after initial experiments in which we realized that as a
consequence of training in more geometrically complex scenarios, agents sometimes had
difficulties in finding their targets when the environment was not essentially “guiding
them” toward the final target.

It would be interesting to evaluate to what extent this sequence is robust, if it can
be improved, or if it is close to the optimum, but such an analysis was not performed at
this stage of the research, because we were interested in evaluating the adequacy of the
approach and the possibility of achieving promising results in the domain of pedestrian
simulation. This kind of analysis (also of ablative nature: is this curriculum minimal or can
some steps be safely removed?) on the structure and content of the curriculum will be the
object of future studies.

We also included specific test scenarios, that is, environments that were not included
in the training curriculum but that were used to evaluate the ability of agents to exhibit
plausible behaviors in scenarios that were not experienced in the training phase, rather
than just showing that they memorized the environments they had seen.

4.3. Training Environments

Table 2 reports the different environments that were defined for each of the subgoals
of the overall training. It also shows which environment was included in the final re-
training phase that had to be carried out before using the trained agents for simulation in
new environments.

Ti save space, we do not describe every environment and scenario included in the
curriculum; instead, we provide a selection of these training environments in Figure 3.
Several of these scenarios replicate experiments that were carried out with real pedestrians
to study specific behaviors, such as the analyses by [29] or by [30], although we currently
did not investigate high-density situations that seem difficult to simulate with a tool such
as Unity (which includes 3D models for pedestrians and components for the management
of physics that should be overridden for managing significant levels of density, e.g., higher
than 1 pedestrian per square meter).
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Table 2. Training environment curriculum.

Behavior Environment Retraining

Steer and walk toward a target
StartEz ×

Start 3

Steer to face target Observe 3

Reach the target
in narrow corridors Easy corridor ×

Walk through bends avoiding
walking too close to walls

Turns ×
Turns with obstacles 3

Avoid collisions with agents
walking in the same direction Unidirectional door 3

Avoid collisions with agents
walking in conflicting directions

Corridor 3

Intersection 3

T Junction 3

Combine all behaviors Crowded Bidirectional Door 3

We also do not have the space for commenting on the training in all of these scenarios;
however, we can highlight some stylized findings that we did observe:

• Within the corridor environment, agents learn to walk in lanes that, due to the low
density, are quite stable.

• The turns and turns with obstacles environments produce plausible results in terms
of trajectories, but this is mostly due to the placement of intermediate target helping
agents in having smooth and plausible paths (as suggested in Section 3.1); once again,
similar issues with the management of pedestrian trajectories in bends is present
are model-based simulation approaches, as discussed by [21], and in more general
situations, as discussed by [31].

• All the environments in which agents had to face narrow passages were crucial in
leading them to accept the trade off between choosing some actions leading to an
immediate negative reward (i.e., passing close to a wall) and achieving a longer-term
positive reward (i.e., reaching the final target).

• All the environments in which agents had to interact with others were analogously
decisive, but with a different role: they helped agents understand how to balance
the need to slow down, and sometimes even stopping and waiting (when steering is
simply not possible or not sufficient) to avoid collisions, with the overall necessary
intermediate and final goal orientation. In some situations, at least within our training
process, something similar to the “faster is slower” effect [32] was present, because
without proper motivations, agents would have inevitably ended up pushing others,
and they would not have learned some respectful and collaborative behavior, which is
essential to queuing processes.
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(a) Start environment. (b) Observe environment.

(c) Turn environment. (d) Unidirectional door environment.

(e) Corridor environment. (f) Intersection environment.

Figure 3. A selection of training environments: white blocks are obstacles, and agents can be red or
blue to indicate that they belong to groups having different goals in the environment (e.g., the eastern
or northern exits in the intersection environment).

4.4. Training Configuration

Listing 1 reports the defined training configuration file (detailed descriptions of dif-
ferent fields are reported at https://github.com/Unity-Technologies/ml-agents/blob/
release_16_docs/docs/Training-Configuration-File.md, accessed on 11 November 2022).
The employed ML-Agents version we adopted was 0.25.1 for Python and 1.0.7 for Unity.
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Listing 1. Training configuration file.

Future Internet 2023, 1, 0 14 of 25

4.4. Training Configuration

Ref. 1 reports the defined training configuration file (detailed descriptions of different
fields are reported at https://github.com/Unity-Technologies/ml-agents/blob/release_
16_docs/docs/Training-Configuration-File.md). The employed ML-Agents version we
adopted was 0.25.1 for Python and 1.0.7 for Unity.

Listing 1. Training configuration file.

ehaviors:
edestrian:
rainer_type: ppo
yperparameters:
atch_size: 512
uffer_size: 5120
earning_rate: 0.003
eta: 0.01
earning_rate_schedule: constant
etwork_settings:
idden_units: 256
um_layers: 2
eward_signals:
xtrinsic:
amma: 0.99
trength: 1.0
ax_steps: 100000000000000000
ime_horizon: 64

Once again, we were interested in evaluating the adequacy of the approach, so we
did not perform a systematic analysis of the effect of changing the different hyperparam-
eters. This task will be object of future studies. We just comment here on some of the
adopted choices:

• The neural network employed within the PPO algorithm is a fully connected network
with 2 hidden layers of 256 nodes each (remember that the agent has 185 observation
input signals, associated with inputs to this neural network); a bigger network leads
to (sometimes much) longer training times, but it does not improve the quality of the
achieved results, whereas a smaller network does not converge to a reasonable policy.

• We employed a basic PPO without curiosity mechanisms, as presented by [33]; there-
fore, we had essentially just extrinsic reward signals.

• We adopted a very high number for max_steps to let the curriculum guide the actual
training, rather than predefined parameters. We also maintained the default value of
time_horizon.

4.5. Reward Trend During Training

The preliminary tests that we conducted before reaching this configuration for the
curriculum, which were based on a single scenario or were based on curricula significantly
more compact than the one described above, were unsuccessful, or, at least, they did
not produce good results within the same time frame associated with training with this
configuration for the curriculum.

The overall training time with the defined curriculum varied according to different
factors, but on a Windows-based PC with an Intel Core i7-6820HL @ 2.70 GHz, employing
only the CPU (the adopted version of ML-Agents suggests doing so, becuase it would not
properly exploit a GPU), would require around 37 min to reach the final retraining phase
(which is significantly shorter). Technically, agents were trained in 9 equal environments
at the same time, with a Unity velocity set to 100 (i.e., one second of simulation execution
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eters. This task will be object of future studies. We just comment here on some of the
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• The neural network employed within the PPO algorithm is a fully connected network
with 2 hidden layers of 256 nodes each (remember that the agent has 185 observation
input signals, associated with inputs to this neural network); a bigger network leads
to (sometimes much) longer training times, but it does not improve the quality of the
achieved results, whereas a smaller network does not converge to a reasonable policy.

• We employed a basic PPO without curiosity mechanisms, as presented by [33]; there-
fore, we had essentially just extrinsic reward signals.

• We adopted a very high number for max_steps to let the curriculum guide the actual
training, rather than predefined parameters. We also maintained the default value
of time_horizon.

4.5. Reward Trend During Training

The preliminary tests that we conducted before reaching this configuration for the
curriculum, which were based on a single scenario or were based on curricula significantly
more compact than the one described above, were unsuccessful, or, at least, they did
not produce good results within the same time frame associated with training with this
configuration for the curriculum.

The overall training time with the defined curriculum varied according to different
factors, but on a Windows-based PC with an Intel Core i7-6820HL @ 2.70 GHz, employing
only the CPU (the adopted version of ML-Agents suggests doing so, becuase it would
not properly exploit a GPU), would require around 37 min to reach the final retraining
phase (which is significantly shorter). Technically, agents were trained in 9 equal environ-
ments at the same time, with a Unity velocity set to 100 (i.e., one second of simulation
execution corresponded to 100 simulated seconds). The available hardware would not
allow further compression of simulated time, but future developments in the ML-Agents
framework could produce significant improvements (especially if they would fully exploit
GPUs). On the other hand, such a possibility would call for some changes in the training
phase workflow.

Figure 4 shows the trend in the cumulative reward. The Tensorboard average reward is
the raw measure provided by Tensorboard, while the average reward is computed averaging
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out the cumulative reward achieved by agents in 36 episodes within an environment. The
Trimmed average reward actually removes the 10% top- and 10% bottom-performing episodes.
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Figure 4. Trend in the reward throughout the training phase.

The different colors highlight the duration of the different scenarios of the curriculum.
As expected, the reward dropped (sometimes dramatically) when agents changed the
environment, but over time, the training converged. It also clearly shows that environments
in which agents have more significant interactions are tougher for training the algorithm.
A vanilla PPO was able to successfully converge in such situations, which are much
closer to situations that call for specific multiagent RL algorithms. In these situations,
the basic approaches often fail due instability in the reward trend that depends on more
factors outside the scope of control of the trained agent; specific reward functions that
balance individual and aggregated level evaluation of the situation and new algorithms
are typically employed. We also conducted an analogous experimentation considering
groups of pedestrians, a situation that makes pedestrian-to-pedestrian interaction both more
complex and much more frequent (essentially uniformly present in each step of the training)
than the type described in the present study, and PPO was not able to converge. The
description of this additional experimentation was beyond the scope of the present study.

5. Analysis of Achieved Results
5.1. Qualitative Analysis of Generalization in Test Scenarios

After the training phase, we evaluated the ability of the trained agents to perform
smooth and plausible movements in some specific environments that were not presented
within the training phase. The goal was basically to understand if the approach was able to
grant pedestrian agents, through the above-described training process, a general capability
to produce realistic behaviors even in newly encountered situations.

In particular, we evaluated agents’ behaviors in the environment depicted in Figure 5
(“anchor” environment), in which agents enter from the NE and NW corners make a sharp
bend and move north (a movement pattern with a junction between two flows that is not
that different from the T-junction environment). Trained agents do not have particular
problems, although they might have a hesitation close to the point in which the flows merge
due to the sudden necessity to interact and coordinate with other pedestrians coming from
the two entrances (something that is also plausible and that can be qualitatively observed
in real-world experiments).
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Figure 5. Anchor environment execution.

Figure 6 shows the “omega” environment, a maze-like structure in which 90° and
U-turns to the right and left are present without choices among different passages (the
flow is unique, and there are basically no choices for agents, which need to regulate the
distances from other agents and obstacles). We emphasize that the training environments
did not include all of these configurations for bends. Trained agents exhibited a reasonable
behavior, slowing down before the bends to avoid collisions with walls.

Figure 6. Omega environment execution.

The environment shown in Figure 7 (“door choice”) is a relatively simple situation that
includes the choice of a passage between two alternatives leading from the southern to
the central region, in addition to a single passage to the northern region that includes the
final target. Within the training environments, agents never face a situation in which they
have to choose among two or more intermediate targets, and we wanted to understand if
instead it would be necessary to include this kind of situation in a proper curriculum for
training pedestrian dynamics.

Figure 7. “Door choice” environment execution.

Trained agents did not have a problem in performing a plausible movement pat-
tern in this scenario. They did not always choose the closest passage, but (i) real-world
experiments showed that real pedestrians are not necessarily optimizing the expected
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travel time (although this generally happens when additional factors to distance, such as
congestion, influence their decisions); (ii) additional modifications to the model and to
the training curriculum would be necessary to achieve a complete capability to perform
way-finding in more complicated situations, especially to be competitive with hand-written
and calibrated models.

Figure 8 finally depicts the “bidirectional door” environment, a variant of the “crowded
bidirectional door” employed in the training. The situation in which the agent is trained
includes a number of pedestrians trying to move from the northern to the southern room
and vice versa. The lower number of pedestrians present in this situation, coupled with
their random initial position, paradoxically can represent a problem for the agents, because
they cannot perceive the potential conflict until the very last moments. This scenario was
therefore aimed at finding out if the trained agents were able to move at free-flow speed and
then slow down when they perceive a conflicting pedestrian, avoiding it while avoiding a
complete disruption of the overall trajectory.

Figure 8. “Bidirectional door” environment execution.

When agents had initial positions granting them immediate mutual perception, they
would start moving cautiously, and they crossed the door keeping their right, then moved
to the final target. Otherwise, agents started moving at full velocity until they perceived
each other, slowing down, and again changing position to avoid each other when passing
through the door, generally keeping their right. Sometimes agents did not follow the
most direct path to the final target after passing through the door, but the overall behavior
was acceptable.

We did not test if the side preference changed or in what proportion, something
that could be due to the randomness in the training process or to some systematic bias
(maybe due to the spatial structure of the training environments) that leads to an uneven
distribution of this preference.

5.2. Quantitative Analyses of Achieved Pedestrian Dynamics

While we mostly talked about the results from an RL perspective (training convergence
and trend in the reward during training), and we qualitatively described the overall
pedestrian behavior in test environments, we now show some quantitative results in one of
the most complicated and challenging environments, the “crowded bidirectional door”.

First, Figure 9 shows the distribution of the desired and actual (average) walking speed
of pedestrians during a single execution, showing that pedestrian interactions coupled
with the environmental structure played a significant role in shaping the overall system
dynamics. Agents needed to negotiate who will pass first through the door, and this
happened without direct forms of interaction, just through the mutual perception and the
learned behavioral policy, which has embedded a sort of emergent norm (e.g., “cautiously
approach a passage and pass without bumping other people, stopping and waiting if
necessary”). We also appreciate the finding that basically all agents smoothly performed
their movement. Some agents were very fast, but the slowest ones (due to the initial
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position, they were bound to wait for the others to pass through the door) still moved at
about 0.5 m/s.
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Figure 9. Desired and actual walking speeds in the “crowded bidirectional door” environment.

Figure 10a,b show agents’ trajectories in the whole “crowded bidirectional door”
environment and in a focused area centered on the door, respectively, to better highlight the
movement patterns and some observable systematic implications of the model definition.
Red trajectories are associated with pedestrians starting in the southern region, whereas
the blue ones are associated with those starting from the northern part of the environment.
Some relevant comments about this overall resulting dynamics can be provided:

• For the qualitative analysis of the “bidirectional door” environment, we observed a
preference, because agents systematically used the right side of the passage, forming
stable lanes, that were instrumental to the overall smoothness of the flow; the door
was actually wide enough to accommodate the passage of two pedestrians, and
in the presence of a narrower passage, the result would likely be different. This
kind of phenomenon is observed in the real world, but it is not necessarily stable
(especially at higher densities [34]). Our primary target, compatibly with the limits
of the Unity framework and adopted 3D pedestrian models, was not to model high-
density situations, and narrow passages essentially implied a locally high density, so
we think that, for this model, this level of density is probably the limit.

• Although agents used most of the passage distributing relatively well, they system-
atically avoided points close to the walls. This was partly due to the physics of the
Unity framework, which would not allow a collision between a pedestrian and a wall.
However, the sharp and especially straight borders (in [35], real world trajectories
have “sharp” borders, but they are “jagged”) of the blue and red point clouds on the
side of the walls (but not on the border between pedestrian flows) seem to suggest
that the proxemic threshold for wall distance indicated in the reward function was
perfectly (and maybe too systematically) internalized by the trained agents.
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Figure 10. Agent trajectories in the “crowded bidirectional door” environment. (a) Agent positions
in the overall environment. (b) Agent positions in the door area.

Figure 11 shows a fundamental diagram, in particular the relationship between walk-
ing speed and density in a given area (a 5 m × 5 m square centered on the door connecting
the northern and southern regions.) Velocity dropped, as expected, with the increase in
the density (as extensively discussed, for instance, in [35]). A quantitative comparison
with real-world data was however not reasonable at this stage of the research, because
the measurement mechanism is quite basic and might need improvements (measuring
density is still object of discussion and research, as discussed by [36]). However, the ve-
locity levels are plausible, and the drop in velocity with the growth in the density was
expected, although it was maybe a bit larger than what is observed in reality. The achieved
movement pattern is explainable but probably not the one that was expected. Agents cau-
tiously approached the passage, because the initial distribution and density were such that
they almost immediately could perceive another pedestrian potentially causing a collision,
plus several other pedestrians competing for using the door. When they finally moved
through the door, they actually sped up and reach maximum velocity in the door area (also
because the reward function tells them that being close to walls is unpleasant, so they try to
minimize the time spent in this condition). However, they have to slow down to coordinate
with agents after the door that let them pass. While this movement pattern seems to be not
in conflict with available observations [30], additional comparisons are necessary for more
serious validation. We also have to consider the fact that learning to balance goal-driven
tendencies and collision avoidance within an RL approach to pedestrian simulation is not
simple, and past attempts generally ended in failures to complete some movement patterns,
as discussed by [18].

A systematic validation of the model is still probably not that important because the
model is still the object of study and improvement; we provide some additional results that
can be used as a form of comparison with data about real-world pedestrian dynamics. In
particular, the T-junction environment was used for observing the pedestrian dynamics that
were analyzed by [30]. Figure 12 shows where the pedestrians’ positions, focused in the
area where the flows originated from the right and left sides of the area, actually merge, and
a heatmap shows pedestrians’ average velocity in the different points of the environment,
with a metric scale supporting interpretation and comparison with experimentally observed
data. The results are interesting and promising: the density of our simulations was actually
lower than that experienced by pedestrians in real-world experiments, but the movement
patterns showed some stylized movements that are in good agreement with real-world
data. (i) The lower part of the square in which the left and right corridors meet is not
used much by pedestrians, who tend to have a smooth and more round trajectory within
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the bend, (ii) pedestrians tend to keep to their side but some mixing between pedestrians
coming from the left and right sides of the environment could be observed after the bend,
when the pedestrians move toward the upper part of the environment. The level of density
within this simulation was still too low to have a reasonable comparison with real-world
experiments, and this represents one of the limits of the current simulation framework.
However, the observed velocities also showed that interaction among agents, within the
merge area and at the beginning of the north corridor, led to conflicts and a reduction in
walking speed, in agreement with expectations and empirical evidence.
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Figure 11. Fundamental diagram (speed vs. density) in a 25 m2 (5 × 5 m) area around the door.

(a) (b)
Figure 12. Quantitative results describing pedestrians’ dynamics in the T-junction environment.
(a) Agents’ positions in the merge area. (b) Agents’ velocities in the whole environment.

In terms of the scalability of the approach, we were able to perform experiments
with over two hundred agents employing the decision-making model trained through
the described method. The overall inference scalability was therefore quite reasonable.
On the other hand, the training scalability was much more limited (it would currently be
impossible to perform the proposed training workflow with hundreds of agents), although,
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as suggested above, the adoption of GPU support in the training phase would significantly
improve the situation.

5.3. Limitations in Large Environments

While the achieved results are generally encouraging, and they suggest that the overall
goals of the research are plausibly within reach, there are a number of limitations, some of
which have already been considered in defining the approach and for which we have some
analyses and considerations.

First, although the proposed approach was set on a microscopic scale, the considered
environments, despite being reasonably representative of human indoor environments, do
not present relatively large halls, so one might wonder if the model achieved through the
above-described RL procedure would be able to generate plausible behaviors.

We defined a few additional environments in which we could perform experiments
to acquire some insight into the above query. Figure 13 shows two environments lager
than the ones in which the training took place (50 m by 50 m squares), structured into
lecture-hall-like rooms in which a relatively large number of agents (60 per room) was
initially positioned. Agents must exit these rooms, enter a common corridor, and move
toward the northern exit. The two environments differed in the position of doors in the
lecture halls, which were positioned in the corner of the room for the environment in
Figure 13a and at a midwall position for the environment in Figure 13b.

We performed several experiments with agents whose behavior was based on the
above-defined training procedure. While most of them were able to successfully vacate
the room, some of them (in particular due to the fact that the single exits from the rooms
represented bottleneck) took some time to vacate them); in almost every situation, a small
number of agents was unable to complete the task within reasonable time. While most of the
other agents were able to queue nearby the room exit and then move toward the final target
and exit the environment, the failing agents remained in the room, effectively unable to
locate the intermediate target, traveling around in circles. Our interpretation of this behavior
is that the room size was large enough to make the combination of the defined perception
mechanism and curriculum experience insufficient for robust environment navigation.

Therefore, and only with the aim of determining the possibility of adding experiences
to agents’ training by presenting them additional environments in the curriculum, we
introduced two additional scenarios at the end of the above defined curriculum. In partic-
ular, we created two large environments, depicted in Figure 13c,d, to propose situations
in which the agent needed to turn around to find an intermediate target that was both
relatively far and not immediately in sight, and to further experience situations in which
agents must find a way to coordinate actions, for instance, by queueing and waiting for
other agents having a better initial position to vacate an area of shared interest (i.e., the
bottleneck). These environments were similar, both in terms of structure and intended
effects on training, to other ones that were already present in the curriculum, which could
probably be substituted by these new ones, or we could consider randomizing not just
the position of doors, but also the size of the environment (at least within a predefined
range). For the sake of simplicity, however, we simply initially added these two steps to
the curriculum and considered the effects on training and the final capability of agents to
successfully perform the tasks. The achieved results were encouraging: situations of agents
that lost track in the large environment with lecture halls were avoided, and agents were,
in general less, inclined to move quickly toward the lecture hall exit, forming a jam; they
were more respectful of personal distances. A more quantitative discussion of the results in
this scenario would require a more thorough analysis, but the present results show that
the overall curriculum approach represents a plausible step toward achieving if not an
acceptable general model for pedestrian movement, at least a useful starting point for a
short fine-tuning phase to be carried out in the specific studied situation.
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(a) Large environment (exit in the corner). (b) Large environment (exit in midwall location).

(c) Additional bottleneck environment. (d) Analogous crowded environment.

Figure 13. Additional large environments in which the model was tested (a,b), and those finally
included in the curriculum (c,d).

6. Conclusions and Future Developments

This paper presented a study exploring the adequacy of applying RL techniques
to pedestrian simulation, not just focusing on the possibility to train agents through RL
techniques to move within a specific environment, but also considering the need to achieve
general models, which are applicable to a wide range of situations. The results we achieved
and described in the paper are promising and encouraging, and they show that developing
pedestrians and crowd simulation with RL is feasible.

The present study has several limitations that essentially define different lines for
future research in different contexts:

• Analysis is needed of the effects of changes in the RL algorithm, hyperparameters,
configuration of the curriculum (in this last element, an ablation study in an attempt
to identify a minimal curriculum). We reached the presented solution performing
some comparisons with alternative settings, but a systematic analysis of each of these
aspect would require a focused specific study.

• Validation and expressiveness: Additional quantitative experiments are necessary to
improve the evaluation of the achieved results on the side of pedestrian simulation,
toward a validation of the model or the acquisition of new objectives for model
improvement. Moreover, there might be different situations (especially environmental
geometries). For instance, none of the environments we described proposed round
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walls; we just employed straight ones. Here, the agents trained through the approach
described in this paper might not be able to produce realistic behaviors.

• Overcoming some current behavioral limits: (i) Modeling groups within the simu-
lated pedestrian population is not possible, and preliminary work in this direction
suggests that a change in the adopted RL algorithm will be necessary due to the more
systematic presence of agent-to-agent interaction, and a multiagent reinforcement
learning perspective is necessary [37]; (ii) dealing with high-density situations, which
will also imply more fine tuning Unity-specific parameters for the management of
the interaction of 3D articulated models such as those associated with pedestrians;
(iii) further exploring the capability of the model to perform way-finding, possibly
achieving the capability to adapt to the perceived level of congestion, as discussed
by [13].

Beyond the specific results in the proposed application context, we think that the
overall approach can be of wider interest and applicability, at least within a number of
situations in which agent-based and multiagent models and technologies have already
been applied. Whenever the analyzed system is intrinsically distributed in nature, when
it comprises a number of autonomously deciding but interacting entities, the presented
approach can represent at least a starting point to the definition of an effective simulation
model. As a general comment to the approach, it must be clear that it represents a useful
instrument in the management of what we intuitively called the “knowledge bottleneck”
about how to define the actions of agents acting and interacting within the simulated
environment, Nonetheless, this approach still requires substantial knowledge about the
studied domain. In our example, knowledge and experience in the pedestrian and crowd
behavior, and in how to measure, evaluate, and analyze it, were instrumental in the
definition of a perception and action model, in the definition of the reward function, and in
the configuration of the curriculum-based training process.
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Abstract: Wisdom-of-Crowds-Bots (WoC-Bots) are simple, modular agents working together in a
multi-agent environment to collectively make binary predictions. The agents represent a knowledge-
diverse crowd, with each agent trained on a subset of available information. A honey-bee-derived
swarm aggregation mechanism is used to elicit a collective prediction with an associated confidence
value from the agents. Due to their multi-agent design, WoC-Bots can be distributed across multiple
hardware nodes, include new features without re-training existing agents, and the aggregation
mechanism can be used to incorporate predictions from other sources, thus improving overall
predictive accuracy of the system. In addition to these advantages, we demonstrate that WoC-Bots
are competitive with other top classification methods on three datasets and apply our system to a
real-world sports betting problem, producing a consistent return on investment from 1 January 2021
through 15 November 2022 on most major sports.

Keywords: prediction; swarm; multi-agent; Wisdom-of-Crowds; sports-betting; collective-intelligence

1. Introduction

We present extensions to a multi-agent-based system for binary classification, capable
of being distributed across multiple compute nodes, using agents each with partial knowl-
edge of the information space. The system is based on Wisdom of Crowds (WoC), and uses
a honey-bee-derived swarm mechanism for opinion aggregation, that provides a predic-
tion and associated confidence value. The multi-agent design allows new features to be
incorporated into classification problems without re-training the existing agents, reducing
the computational costs and training time of adding new feature to an existing model.

Artificial neural networks (ANNs), specifically deep neural networks (DNNs), and
ensemble learning methods are the current ‘state-of-the-art’ approaches to classification
problems [1]. Both families of methods, however, require a computationally expensive
re-training operation to incorporate additional features, i.e., if the number of inputs to
the network changes [2]. Some specialized types of convolutional (CNN) and recurrent
(RNN) neural networks allow for variable length input for image and time-series data
(respectively), but add significant complexity over typical DNNs and do not generalize to
binary classification problems well [3,4]. Transfer learning allows a classification model
developed for one task to be used for a different, but related, task and can incorporate
an additional intermediate input layer to process additional input features [5]. Transfer
learning adds complexity to a network and does not guarantee that an existing model will
perform well on the new problem [6]; the features used to train the original model may not
be predictive for the new dataset [7].

A multi-agent-based classification system has been previously reported in Grimes et al. [8],
and is based on prediction markets (PMs), WoC, and swarm intelligence—the collective
intelligence or behavior of simple, decentralized agents. PMs are built to determine the
probability of a future event taking place by collecting truthful input from participants,
aggregating the input and forming a collective knowledge [9]. In order to accomplish this,
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PMs expect all participants to be well-informed agents, a very difficult requirement to
implement with computer-based agents in any non-trivial system. Expert computer-based
agents are difficult to develop, both from a programming and information availability
standpoint; how can you program an ‘expert’ agent without having significant subject mat-
ter knowledge yourself? Othman said on computer-based agents “agent-based modeling
of the real world is necessarily dubious. Attempting to model the rich tapestry of hu-
man behavior within economic structures—both the outstandingly bad and the terrifically
complex—is a futile task” [10].

Wisdom of Crowds is an alternative prediction method which performs better with an
information-diverse pool of participants and does not require expert participation. Predic-
tive error decreases as information diversity increases [11]. WoC achieves this behavior by
requiring a competent opinion aggregation mechanism that takes input from all participat-
ing agents and outputs an overall prediction. Previous work in this area has investigated the
Unweighted Mean Model (UWM), Weighted Voter Model (WVM) and other aggregation
mechanisms [12–14]. The classification method used in our work employs a more complex,
honey-bee-derived swarm optimization algorithm as the WoC aggregation mechanism,
which has previously shown to improve classification performance compared with other
methods and allows for a confidence score to be associated with each prediction [8].

In this paper, we show how this method compares with other common classification
methods using three datasets, predicting the metastasis status of breast cancer patients, the
success of Hollywood movies, and the satisfaction of airline passengers. We demonstrate
that additional features can be included without re-training existing agents, which improves
overall classification performance. Additionally, we show this algorithm can be distributed
across multiple compute nodes, and describe the challenges with distributed opinion
aggregation and our approach to solving those challenges. We also include real-world
results when applying this method to sports betting across multiple sports and bet types.

Section 2 describes the overall system design, how additional features are added to the
classification problem, a ‘meta-swarm’ method, and how the system is distributed across
hardware nodes. Section 2 also describes the datasets used in testing and how our system
was applied to a sports betting problem. Section 3 presents comparisons with our WoC-Bots
and ‘meta-swarm’ methods with results from AdaBoost, XGBoost, Random Forest, a Deep
Neural Network, and Logistic Regression for three datasets. Also presented are results for
including additional features, distributing our agents across hardware nodes, and multi-
year testing on sports betting. Section 4 discusses the presented results and reviews the
benefits to a multi-agent design. Section 5 reiterates our approach using WoC-Bots and
swarm intelligence in addition to presenting possible ideas for future work.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. System Design

The classification method uses simple agents (WoC-Bots) without expert knowledge.
At the core of each agent is a simple multi-layer perceptron (MLP) classifier with 1 to
4 hidden layers—depending on input size—generally rounded to the nearest integer value
of input_size ∗ 0.3. The goal is for the MLP to be as shallow as possible while still extracting
features from the input. For the datasets we have tested, using the formula above has
proven successful given each agent only receives a small subset of the available input. The
rest of the agent is designed as a modular system for efficiently modifying agent behavior.
Each agent’s MLP classifier is trained with a different, small, subset of features. This initially
gives the group of agents a diverse set of knowledge. All agents with relevant knowledge
for the classification task then interact with one another, share knowledge, determine the
trust they have in other agents and the confidence in their own opinion, and change their
opinion given enough evidence.

As with work described in [8,14], we use the DeepLearning4j (DL4J) [15] implementa-
tions of the Adam updater [16], softmax activation function [17], and standard stochastic
gradient descent for the MLP implementation and deep neural network. DL4J is “an
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open-source, distributed deep-learning project in Java and Scala spearheaded by the people
at Skymind, a San Francisco-based business intelligence and enterprise software firm”. All
code was written in Kotlin (versions 1.3.20–1.3.41), running on the Java Virtual Machine
(version 11). All features, agent history data, and trained agents were stored in SQLite3
databases. IntelliJ IDE was used for our development environment.

Prior to the interaction and opinion aggregation steps, each agent receives 1 to 4 highly
correlated features in common between all agents. Feature correlation was determined
using principal component analysis, run externally to the system being described here.
Other available features were distributed across multiple agents randomly, with duplicate
features and multiple agents with the same feature set neither limited nor encouraged.
Agents that show poor MLP classification performance during the initial training step are
not included in the remainder of the classification steps. Poor performance was defined as
less than 50% accuracy on the test set.

2.1.1. Interaction Period

Table 1 presents the attributes which describe the internal state of an agent during the
interaction period. Many of these values are available to other agents during interactions
within the social interaction arena. The confidence attribute can be biased to favor accuracy,
precision, or recall metrics depending on which metric is the most important for the given
classification problem. For example, a classification task such as the breast cancer dataset
we present in the results section may benefit from biasing towards recall to better avoid
false negative predictions

con f idence = accuracy ∗ 0.25 + precision ∗ 0.25 + recall ∗ 0.50. (1)

Table 1. Internal scoring variables.

Variable Description

current_prediction Binary, class 0 or class 1.

trust_score
Updated during interaction based on

agreement and performance.

features A list of features used by the agent’s classifier.

prior_performance
Long-term history of agent performance, varied between

0.7 and 1.3 where 1.0 is average performance.

certainty
Initialized to MLP classifier performance, updated
during interaction period. Represents how strongly

the agent believes in the current prediction.

eval_accuracy Initial classification accuracy.

eval_precision Initial classification precision.

eval_recall Initial classification recall.

confidence
Biased value based on

accuracy, precision, and recall.

The interaction arena can take any 2D shape comprised of square faces. In this work,
the arena is a square with the number of available discrete spaces available to the agents
equal to 2 times the number of participating agents. Agents are initialized randomly inside
the arena and agents are not allowed to share spaces with other agents at initialization.
After initialization, up to two agents can share the same space, which starts an interaction
between those two agents. Following the interaction, agents are moved within the arena in
a “Manhattan-like” fashion, moving either one space north, south, east, or west within the
bounds of the arena. The direction is randomly selected and agents cannot interact with
each other two times in a row or more than twice within five separate movements. Agents
who cannot move because of these restrictions are ‘teleported’ to a randomly selected
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empty space within the arena. Agents are also ‘teleported’ to a random empty space every
10–15 iterations to further facilitate information dispersal.

The interaction period is operated in discrete iterations; each agent is moved during
each iteration and all interactions between agents must complete before the next iteration
can begin. The number of iterations is based on the number of participating agents where

interactioniters = num_agents ∗ 0.10 (2)

to balance run time with information dispersal. Any agent with missing data for the
current classification task does not participate; all agents in the interaction arena and
subsequent steps have complete information for the features they were assigned for the
current classification question.

During the interaction period, two agents, agent a and agent b, interact when sharing a
space within the arena. The following equations govern the updates to the internal state of
agents during the interaction and determine if and when an agent’s prediction will change,
and what confidence the agent has in its current prediction. The equations assume agent
a is receiving information from agent b, however during an interaction the inverse will
also occur.

Once two agents meet, agent a first determines how willing it is to accept information
from agent b, a function of a’s current certainty, where acertainty represents a’s current
certainty and aacceptance represents a’s willingness to accept information from agent b

aacceptance = 1.0− acertainty. (3)

Agent a determines how much influence to allow agent b, bin f luence, a function of agent
b’s confidence, trust_score, and certainty, and agent a’s acceptance, aacceptance,

bin f luence = bcon f idence ∗ aacceptance ∗ btrustCertainty, (4)

where btrustCertainty represents trust_score ∗ certainty,

btrustCertainty = btrustScore ∗ bcertainty. (5)

Agent b’s influence is further modified based on agent b’s prior_performance, repre-
sented by bpriorPer f , such that the corrected influence can be represented by bcorrectedIn f luence,

bcorrectedIn f luence = bpriorPer f ∗ bin f luence. (6)

If agent a and agent b have different predictions, bcorrectIn f luence will be multiplied by
−1 to act against agent a’s current predictive belief. Agent a’s updated certainty, acertainty,
can be calculated by Equation (7), where a’s certainty increases if both agents a and b have
the same prediction and decreases if the predictions are different,

acertainty = acertainty + bcorrectedIn f luence. (7)

If agent a’s certainty value falls below 0.50, agent a will change its prediction. If the
prediction is changed, agent a’s certainty is updated by Equation (8),

acertainty = 1.0− acertainty. (8)

2.1.2. Swarm Aggregation

Opinion aggregation in WoC systems is an open problem [18]. Previous work has
shown promise in aggregating human opinions [19,20], and the work presented here con-
tinues with the honey-bee-derived “swarm intelligence” aggregation mechanism published
in [8]. Bees and other simple organisms are able to forage large areas, finding near optimal
food sources and new nesting locations by sending a subset of bees, the scouts, to search
the environment around the colony [21]. Returning scout bees will advertise the location
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of their find using a “waggle dance”, with the movements indicating direction relative to
the sun and the length of dance thought to be proportional to the quality of the discovery.
Scouts which dance for longer periods of time generally recruit more bees to their discov-
ery [22]. As long as a discovered food source remains high quality, the bees will continue
to advertise it, allowing it to remain productive. Advertisement of the food source will
naturally decline as it becomes depleted and fewer scouts advertise the location [23].

The computer-based version of the honey-bee foraging algorithm operates similarly.
The swarm aggregation step is designed for all agents to support a single binary opinion,
either 1 or 0. All of the agents which participated in the social interaction step must also
participate in the swarming step. Initially, 20% of agents are randomly selected to be
“presenters”, similar to the “scout” bees in nature. The remaining agents are assigned as
“watchers”, which are assigned to the presenting agents. Initial assignment of “watch-
ers” is accomplished using ‘fitness proportionate selection’ [24]. Each of the presenting
agents has an assigned probability, aprop, between 0 and 1, where the sum of all proba-
bilities of all presenting agents is 1 after normalization. The probability for each agent
is calculated by Equation (9), an equally weighted combination of the presenting agent’s
prior_performance, apriorPer f , confidence, acon f idence, and trust_score, atrust.

aprob = (apriorPer f + acon f idence + atrust)/3 (9)

The ‘fitness proportionate selection’ algorithm uses the computed probabilities for
each of the presenting agents to assign “watchers” to be supporters of each of the presenting
agents using aprob, such that presenting agents with a higher aprob will more frequently be
assigned “watchers” than those with a lower aprob value. “Watchers” can only be assigned
to a single presenting agent at any given time and ‘support’ that presenting agent simply
by being assigned to it. However, each “watcher” can request re-assignment two times
if its prediction is different from that of the presenting agent it was assigned and if its
apriorPer f value is higher than the presenting agent’s, allowing a high performing agent the
opportunity to move to an agent it thinks better represents its prediction. However, this
process uses the same fitness proportionate selection algorithm, which offers no guarantee
that a move will be seen as beneficial to the watching agent. The limit of two moves
accomplishes three things, reducing compute time, preventing a potential infinite loop of
constant movement, and introducing further diversity of opinion where agents may be
assigned to support an agent they disagree with. Once assignment and agent movement is
complete the presenting agent represents itself and the watchers it was assigned; e.g., if
a presenting agent is assigned 10 watchers that presenting agent’s opinion is now worth
11 ‘votes’ during the final aggregation process.

The “presenters” and “watchers” now represent a swarm of agents which goes through
iterative steps to arrive at a collective binary prediction with an associated confidence value
by repeating the process of assigning watchers to presenters and taking a vote of all
presenting agents. While this process is running, the decision threshold is iteratively
lowered if a higher threshold has not been met. The initial threshold is 100% agreement
directly following the initial process of assigning watchers to presenters and taking a
vote of all presenting agents. If this threshold is met, the prediction is considered “Very
High Confidence”, the prediction and confidence are returned and the swarming period
ends. When there is no immediate agreement, agents perform an interaction period with
all of the “watchers” assigned to the “presenter” and with the “presenting” agent. This
interaction step follows the same protocols outlined in Section 2.1.1. This step facilitates
additional information dispersal between agents. Following the interaction step, a new
group of presenting agents is randomly selected and the agents go through the same
steps as previously outlined. This process can run for an additional 100 iterations with
the threshold for agreement lowered to 90%; if the 90% threshold is met at any point the
prediction is considered “High Confidence” and the swarming period ends.

When neither of the above thresholds are met, the decision threshold is further re-
duced to 75% for an additional 50 iterations of selection, voting, and interaction. If the
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75% threshold is met the prediction is “Medium Confidence”. However, if the threshold
has still not been met, a weighted vote is taken from all presenters and watchers, and the
prediction is “Low Confidence”. The weighting is based on the agent’s certainty score,
with agents more certain in their opinion given more weight than those who are less certain.
The confidence thresholds were initially selected using the breast cancer dataset described
in Section 2.2.1 based on experimentation with the goal of 100% accuracy for the “Very
High Confidence” interval. The number of iterations for each threshold was selected to
balance classification performance with runtime. A future goal is to automate the selection
of threshold values for each dataset and classification constraints. For example, some usage
scenarios may prefer more samples captured in the “Very High Confidence” interval while
having a lower average accuracy for that category.

The confidence categories can be summarized as:

• Very High Confidence: All presenting agents agree on a prediction class immediately
following fitness proportionate selection,

• High Confidence: 90% of presenting agents agree on a prediction class within 100 iter-
ations of the swarming process,

• Medium Confidence: 75% of presenting agents agree on a prediction class after
100–150 additional iterations of the swarming process,

• Low Confidence: Weighted vote of presenters and watchers if above thresholds are
not met.

2.1.3. Additional Features

Another benefit of the multi-agent approach to classification versus a traditional
monolithic neural network is the ease at which new input features can be added to the
computation. While some convolutional networks can accept variable length inputs, most
traditional networks can only be expanded vertically with new layers while holding existing
weights stable. They cannot expand horizontally, i.e., to include previously unknown input
feature(s), at the input layer without re-training the network [25]. While each of our
agents has a fixed number of inputs at creation, an internal MLP network restriction, the
interactive and swarm steps of the overall system do not have restrictions on the number
of participating agents. As noted in Section 2.1.1, agents with missing data simply do
not participate. A natural extension to the variable number of participating agents is the
ability to include newly generated agents representing the new data, a feature that does
not require the re-training of the existing agents.

When new features become available, we generate new agents using a combination
of the new features and the existing features. Combining the new and existing features
in the newly generated agents solves two problems; (1) new agents need to know about
the features that the existing agents are trained on, and (2), the existing agents need a
way to determine trust_score and prior_performance metrics for the newly generated
agents. Both the social interaction arena and swarm components of the system rely on
social variables built around agent prior performance, trust, and existing knowledge of
features. Newly generated agents derive estimated prior_performance and trust_scores
values from the existing features they receive. The estimates come from averaging these
values from existing agents that have similar features. The averaging step does have
some shortcomings, particularly when agents with similar, but not identical, features are
used to generate the estimates; the estimated values may not accurately reflect the correct
trust_score and prior_performance of the newly generated agents. However, the new
agents have shorter interaction and prior performance histories compared with existing
agents, which allows for larger initial modifications to these metrics during the interaction
step, typically correcting any poor estimates within a few interaction periods.

Incremental features addition was tested using two datasets, one attempting to predict
breast cancer metastasis status by including additional measurements of cellular morphol-
ogy data derived from whole-slide images of a representative hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
stained slide of the primary tumor. These data are in addition to the primary dataset as
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described in Section 2.2.1. The second dataset that was used for testing attempted to predict
the success of Hollywood movies. The initial predictions were made with a combined
dataset from The Movie Database (TMDb) and MovieLens using only data available in
both datasets. Additional features were included from MovieLens, which included cast
information beyond the leading cast member, as well as information about the production
company and producers. More information about these data are available in Section 2.2.2.

2.1.4. Meta-Swarm

An additional use of the multi-agent design and aggregation mechanism was devel-
oped to incorporate predictions from other sources. Sources can be other classification
methods or direct predictions. This is conceptually similar to stacking in ensemble learning,
where multiple weak learners predictions’ are used as input to a ‘meta-learner’ and a re-
gression method is used to combined the predictions from the weak learners [26]. However,
in the system presented here, the original prediction from WoC-Bots and predictions from
other sources are encapsulated into agents, replacing the MLP step as originally described
in Section 2.1. As previously described, the agents are initialized in the interaction arena,
interact socially to share information and develop trust, and an aggregate prediction with a
confidence value is made following the swarm step.

This method has been applied to the breast cancer, Hollywood success, and airline
satisfaction datasets using input from WoC-Bots, XGBoost, AdaBoost, RandomForest,
Logistic Regression, and a Deep Neural Network. Our method was also used in a real-
world application of the system for sports betting, using WoC-Bots and independent
prediction sources as input. Previous testing has indicated that additional information
sharing during the interaction phase improves overall predictive accuracy, precision, and
recall [14]. Therefore, while applying this method, each input prediction was represented
by five identical agents to facilitate additional information sharing within the interaction
arena. Testing indicated no additional predictive benefit to representing each prediction
with more than five agents. Agents which represented the same input prediction were
allowed to interact with each other. Detailed results using the meta-swarm approach can
be seen in Section 3 for the three datasets tested and the sports betting application.

2.1.5. System Distributability

The multi-agent nature of this system lends itself well to being distributed across
multiple computational nodes using a cluster of otherwise independent machines. There
are three main phases of this work to consider for distributability, the per-agent training
phase where each small MLP network is trained, the social interaction phase, and the
swarming phase where agents interact and vote before a system-wide prediction is made.

The training phase relies on a small amount of data which can be made available on a
node-by-node basis or transferred across the network without significant delay. During this
phase each agent is independent and distribution is straightforward. Agents can be placed
on each node randomly, or using an initialization algorithm to optimally pick a node for
each agent based on computational load or network limitations. The MLP network for each
agent can be trained independently from any other agent and the small size and depth of
the network do not limit training to powerful hardware.

The social interaction phase initializes all participating agents in the interaction arena.
The flexible design of the arena allows each compute node to represent some subdivision
of the full arena, e.g., an arena with 4 nodes and 120 possible spaces will be subdivided
so that each node is responsible for a block of 30 spaces. An agent moving between each
subdivision is moved between nodes. The movement algorithm governing each agent can
encourage or discourage movement between nodes to balance information dispersal with
network transit times. Figure 1 shows a possible configuration with a single interaction
arena split across 16 nodes. The dark outline represents the bounds of the arena and the
lighter internal lines represent boundaries between nodes. Agents can move between nodes
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freely during the interaction period, which requires network transfers, either explicitly
from some node to another node, or implicitly through shared storage.

The work presented here takes advantage of a disk-based database and a networked
Ceph storage cluster that is shared by each node to implicitly share data on each node
without explicit network transfer; no agent is serialized for transfer across the network
stack. After each iteration in the interaction arena, the state of each agent is flushed to an
SQLite database, which is updated and accessible to all nodes using the networked Ceph
storage cluster. As each agent crosses a boundary between nodes, a per-agent flag is set
indicating on which node the agent is present. Each node checks a table to determine which
agents are present on that node prior to the start of every interaction iteration.

N0 N1 N2 N3

N4 N5 N6 N7

N8 N9 N10 N11

N12 N13 N14 N15
Figure 1. Representation of the full interaction arena split across 16 nodes.

The swarming phase of the system can require frequent movement of agents between
nodes due to the frequent re-selection process for “presenters” and “watchers” while the
swarm is iterating. The selection process randomly selects “presenters” and then distributes
agents to available nodes. This can reduce the benefit of distributing this method across
multiple compute nodes, due to the additional run time cost from network transfers.

The swarming phase of the system can work in two distinct modes of operation. The
first option requires a simple command and control node, which is responsible for selecting
the “presenters” and “watchers”, as described in Section 2.1.2, and uniformly distributes
the agents to available nodes. Each additional iteration of the swarming process does,
however, require global knowledge and control to re-distribute agents to each node. This
method does produce results identical to swarming on a single node, but is the slower of
the two options.

The second option allows localized swarming on each node with aggregation at
the end of the swarming process. Following the interaction phase, the agents can either
stay on their current node, or agents can be randomly distributed to nodes. There is no
additional movement of agents between nodes throughout the swarming process. In order
to accomplish this, a method of representing each node’s prediction was developed. Initial
methods attempted to assigned a weight to each node based on multiple factors, such as
confidence category for the node’s prediction, the average prior performance of agents on
the node, the average prior performance of the top 15% of agents on the node, and the
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average confidence of all agents on the node and the top 15% of agents on the node. Of
these methods, assigning a node weight based on average performance of the top 15% of
agents produced the best results, however the accuracy of this method did not match the
the previous option or single-node swarming.

Another method to represent each node was implemented and tested based on the
meta-swarm that was described in Section 2.1.4. As with the above option, each node
receives a random distribution of agents and the swarming process happens locally on
each node. When the swarming process is complete each node’s prediction is encapsulated
into an agent and these agents are moved to a single node to interact and swarm before
a final prediction is made. While this does require a single node capable of running the
swarming process, the maximum number of agents is equal to the number of nodes and
each agent is computationally simple, this should not present computational limitations
for any node that is also capable of participating in the swarming process. This method
has shown similar performance to the first, network-intensive option, on two of the three
datasets presented in this paper.

2.2. Datasets

The following breast cancer metastasis status, Hollywood movie success, and air-
line satisfaction datasets were used to test our method against existing ‘state-of-the-art’
classification methods, including XGBoost [27], AdaBoost [28], RandomForest [29], Logis-
tic Regression [30], and a DL4J DNN implementation. These methods were selected for
comparison based on their state-of-the-art status and common use in binary classification
tasks [1]. Logistic Regression was also considered for comparison to show performance
against a pure statistical probability model. These datasets were also used to demonstrate
the incremental feature addition component of our agent-based system. The sports betting
data were used to demonstrate the flexibility of the agent-based design, making an initial
classification prediction using data as described in Section 2.2.4, then including that pre-
diction as a series of agents in a meta-swarm that utilizes predictions from other sources,
aggregates the agent opinions, and renders a final prediction.

2.2.1. Breast Cancer Metastasis Status

We applied our agent-based method to predict lymph node metastasis status, node-
positive or node-negative, in 483 de-identified breast cancer patients using all features
which were available for at least 50% of patients. Previous work in this area considered
only the most highly correlated features and required feature completeness [31,32]. The
confidence attribute for all agents was biased to prefer high recall scores to better avoid
false negatives, specifically (0.25 ∗ accuracy, 0.25 ∗ precision, 0.50 ∗ recall). Table 2 describes
the clinical features available for use in the classification task. The additional cellular
morphology features available for classification are:

• Cellular mean area
• Cellular mean circularity
• Cellular mean eccentricity
• Cellular mean intensity
• Standard area
• Standard circularity
• Standard eccentricity
• Standard intensity
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Table 2. Characteristics of patient populations.

Feature n = 483 %

Age
≤45 103 21.3
>45 380 78.7

PT Max size (mm)
≥200 5 1.0
100–199 15 3.1
50–99 51 10.6
25–49 125 25.9
0–24 271 56.1
unknown 16 3.3

Angio Lymphatic Invasion
Absent 127 26.3
Present 200 41.4
Unknown 156 32.3

pT Stage
Unknown 36 7.5
pT1 210 43.5
pT2 173 35.9
pT3/pT4 64 13.3

Histologic Grade
Unknown 33 6.8
1 53 11.0
2 164 34.0
3 233 48.2

Tubule Formation
Unknown 30 6.2
1 (>75%) 13 2.7
2 (10–75%) 98 20.3
3 (<10%) 342 70.8

Nuclear Grade
Unknown 29 6.0
1 20 4.1
2 151 31.3
3 283 58.6

Lobular Extension
Unknown 202 41.8
Absent 147 30.4
Present 134 27.7

Pagetoid Spread
Unknown 213 44.1
Absent 177 36.6
Present 93 19.3

Perineureal Invasion
Unknown 267 55.3
Absent 186 38.5
Present 30 6.2

Calcifications
Unknown 115 23.8
Absent 126 26.1
Present 176 36.4
Present w/ DCIS 66 13.7

ER Status
Unknown 51 10.6
Negative 155 32.1
Positive (>10%) 277 57.3
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Table 2. Cont.

Feature n = 483 %

PR Status
Unknown 54 11.2
Negative 201 41.6
Positive (>10%) 228 47.2

P53 Status
Unknown 81 16.8
Negative 255 52.8
Positive (>5%) 147 30.4

Ki67 Status
Unknown 56 11.6
Negative 114 23.6
Positive (>14%) 313 64.8

Her2 Score
Unknown 83 17.2
0 119 24.6
1 169 35.0
2 54 11.2
3 58 12.0

2.2.2. Hollywood Movie

Success of a movie was defined as its revenue being greater than 2× the reported bud-
get for the movie, accounting for advertising and promotion budgets which are generally
less than the production budget. This dataset came from combining TMDb and MovieLens
datasets, accounting for movies included in both sources, gives 3699 movies available for
testing and training. The confidence attribute for all agents was equally biased between
accuracy, precision, and recall. The features found in Table 3 were used in the initial clas-
sification comparison testing and were originally selected based on principal component
analysis, showing high correlation with predicting movie success. The following features
were used for incremental feature addition testing:

• Cast, top 5 listed
• Crew, top 5 listed
• Production company
• Director

2.2.3. Airline Satisfaction

We used a publicly available airline passenger satisfaction dataset to test our method
on a dataset with a large number of samples, roughly 120,000. Both the breast cancer and
Hollywood movie dataset are small, with 483 and 3699 samples, respectively. The airline
satisfaction dataset allowed us to verify that our agents are not over-fitting on specific
input that may appear frequently and continues to perform in line with other popular
classification methods. The confidence attribute for all agents was equally biased between
accuracy, precision, and recall.

The dataset has 22 input features, seen in Table 4. Passengers reported being either
satisfied, neutral, or not satisfied. We considered neutral passengers to be dissatisfied
for binary classification purposes. This more evenly split the dataset (48% satisfied and
52% not satisfied) compared with considering neutral passengers satisfied. Features with
a possible value of 0 were considered not applicable (N/A). For example, a 0 value for
“In-flight WiFi satisfaction” indicates this feature was not present on the airplane, and not
an applicable feature for classification for that customer.
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Table 3. Features available for classification.

Features Description

budget given to all agents, reported budget for movie

tmdb_popularity
dynamic variable from TMDb API attempting

to represent interest in movie

revenue used for sanity checks, reported revenue

runtime unreliable metric for success without including genre information

tmdb_vote_average average score from TMDb, can be combined with ML average

tmdb_vote_count total votes for a movie from TMDb, can be combined with ML count

ml_vote_average average score from ML, can be combined with TMDb average

ml_vote_count total votes for a movie from ML, can be combined with TMDb count

ml_tmdb_genres
combined genre information from TMDb and ML;

first 2 listed genres used

vote_average combined tmdb_vote_average and ml_vote_average

vote_count combined tmdb_vote_count and ml_vote_count

Table 4. Airline features available for classification.

Features Description

Gender Passenger gender: male, female, other

Customer type Loyal or disloyal

Age Customer age

Type of travel Personal or business

Seat class First, business, eco+, eco

Flight distance Distance of journey

In-flight WiFi satisfaction 0 (N/A) 1–5

Flight time convenience Satisfied with departure/arrival time

Ease of online booking 0 (N/A) 1–5

Gate location satisfaction 1–5

Food/drink satisfaction 1–5

Online boarding satisfaction 0 (N/A) 1–5

Seat comfort 1–5

In-flight entertainment 0 (N/A) 1-5

On-board service satisfaction 0 (N/A) 1–5

Leg room satisfaction 0 (N/A) 1-5

Baggage handling satisfaction 0 (N/A) 1–5

Check-in service satisfaction 1–5

Cleanliness 1–5

Departure delay in minutes

Arrival delay in minutes

2.2.4. Sports Betting

The system was tested on sports betting data from January 2021 through Novem-
ber 2022 on college football, National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Football
Bowl Subdivision (FBA), professional football, National Football League (NFL), college
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basketball (NCAA Division 1), professional basketball, National Basketball Association
(NBA), professional hockey, National Hockey League (NHL), professional baseball, Major
League Baseball (MLB), and professional soccer (multiple leagues). The system was tested
primarily on “spread” bets, where the favorite needs to win by some pre-defined margin,
or the losing team needs to lose by less than some pre-defined margin. It was also tested on
“moneyline” bets, where the team that wins the game also wins the bet, with no “spread”
taken into account. This is a more common bet type for lower scoring sports like baseball,
hockey, and soccer. Moneyline bets are also common in basketball and football when
teams are evenly matched and the spread would be very small, less than 2.5–3.5 points.
Some testing was done on predicting the total score of a game, but this was not successful
for any of the major sports. Professional soccer moneyline bets were tested with three
possible outcomes: win, loss, and draw. The moneyline bets for all other tested sports
were binary: win or lose. In total, roughly 10,500 bets were tested and the value of each
bet was typically around 0.5–1% of ‘units’ available for betting. For example, if there were
1000 units available, each bet would typically represent 5 to 10 ‘units’.

Sports betting data were sourced from numerous independent data sources. The
data used include historical betting odds data for the NHL, NBA, MLB, NFL, and NCAA
basketball and football. Historical odds were also available for the five major European
soccer leagues. Historical data for the US MLS soccer league were found to be inaccurate
and were not used. Odds data for second-tier European soccer leagues were also found to
be inaccurate for certain years and accurate for others. Only years with verified accurate
data were included in the training set.

Play-by-play data were available for the NBA, NFL, and MLB. However, these play-
by-play data were only used to build season-long statistical data for players and teams
when those data were otherwise unavailable through free sources. Some preliminary
testing has shown the granularity of play-by-play data increases the noise, which then
decreases predictive performance. Roster data, injury information, and game-by-game stats
were found on ESPN.com https://www.espn.com/ (accessed on 1 January 2021 through
15 November 2022), Yahoo! Sports https://sports.yahoo.com/ (accessed on 1 January 2021
through 15 November 2022), and The Action Network https://www.actionnetwork.com/
(accessed on 1 January 2021 through 15 November 2022).

ESPN.com was used to determine upcoming games. The Action Network publishes
odds from major US-based sports books and was used to determine the best betting odds
for upcoming games. For each game, agents were given information about the competing
teams. Statistical information for each team was pulled from ESPN or Yahoo! Sports,
looking at the past 3, 5, and 10 games, as well as season-long trends and associated stats, e.g.,
points scored vs. points allowed for NBA teams over the same 3, 5, and 10 games. Roster
information for each team was gathered from ESPN and stats for the listed players are
populated from both ESPN and Yahoo! Sports. Players season stats, as well as previous 3, 5,
and 10 games stats are included. In some sports, match-up specific stats were also available,
this included the NBA, NHL, and MLB. MLB stats also included pitcher vs. expected
batter lineups from Yahoo! Sports. The current betting line is then pulled from The Action
Network and the agents are asked, “will team a win by 5 points” if the spread betting line is
“−5”. Due to the limitations of making binary predictions, the agents will also be asked the
same question on either side of the line until the prediction changes. Both the associated
confidence from the swarm step and the distance from the published line when the opinion
changes influence the overall confidence in the prediction, with greater distance from the
published line giving more confidence in the prediction. For example, if the agents predict
team a does not win by 6 points, there is less confidence in the published −5 betting line
than when the agents predict team a will win by 9 points.

Predictions from other sources were also gathered and included in the ‘meta-swarm’
step, as described in Section 2.1.4. Predictions came from ESPN.com (BPI rankings),
ESPN.com (fan rankings), Yahoo! Sports (fan rankings), The Action Network (’public’
betting, ’expert’ picks, ’sharp’ action), SportsChatPlace https://scpbetting.com/ (accessed
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on 1 January 2021 through 15 November 2022), CollegeFootballNews https://collegefootb
allnews.com/ (accessed on 1 January 2021 through 15 November 2022), Winners and Whin-
ers https://winnersandwhiners.com/ (accessed on 1 January 2021 through 15 November
2022) and FiveThirtyEight https://fivethirtyeight.com/sports/ (accessed on 1 January 2021
through 15 November 2022).

3. Results
3.1. Classification Method Comparison

The following sections show comparisons on three datasets with our WoC-Bots
method, the meta-swarm method described in Section 2.1.4 and five popular classifi-
cation methods: AdaBoost, XGBoost, Random Forest, Deep Neural Network, and Logistic
Regression.

3.1.1. Breast Cancer Metastasis

Figure 2 shows the comparison for accuracy, recall, and precision of WoC-Bots with
the other classification methods for a breast cancer dataset, predicting node-positive or
node-negative disease in breast cancer patients. The results presented here were generated
using the clinical features identified in Table 2, but not the additional cellular morphology
features described in Section 2.2.1. The leftmost set of columns shows results for the WoC-
Bots method, the rightmost set of columns shows results for the “meta-swarm” method
described in Section 2.1.4, taking all of the methods listed on Figure 2 as input. The other
sets of columns represent popular classification methods. Random Forest produced the
best accuracy at 86.9% and the best precision results at 84.0%. The DNN implementation
produced the best recall at 92.5%. WoC-Bots outperformed AdaBoost and Logistic Regres-
sion in accuracy and recall, but had the second lowest precision results at 72.0% (tied with
AdaBoost). The meta-swarm implementation, while not producing the best results for any
of the three metrics, improved consistency between the three metrics, produced the second
highest accuracy at 84.8%, and the second highest precision at 82.0%.
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Breast Cancer Metastasis Status - Classification Method Comparison
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Figure 2. Comparison of five classification methods with two versions of the swarm (first and last
columns) for the breast cancer dataset.

While WoC-Bots were outperformed by the XGBoost, Random Forest, and DNN
methods, WoC-Bots can provide associated confidence values with each prediction. Table 5
shows how many predictions fall into each confidence interval and the intervals associated
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accuracy. The combined “Very High”, “High”, and “Medium” confidence interval captured
78.9% of patients with a combined accuracy of 86.8%. The “High” confidence interval
captured 31.9% of patients with an accuracy of 93.1%. WoC-Bots are able to stratify patients
into confidence intervals, allowing for improved accuracy within a subset of samples.

Table 5. Confidence Interval Distribution and Accuracy—WoC-Bots for Breast Cancer Metastasis
Status.

Interval n = 483 % of n Accuracy (%)

Very High Confidence 3 0.62 100
High Confidence 154 31.9 93.1
Medium Confidence 224 46.4 82.3
Low Confidence 102 21.1 64.7

Very High + High + Medium 381 78.9 86.8

Figure 3 presents computation times, in milliseconds, needed to perform a single
classification for this dataset using WoC-Bots and other methods. The timing results for all
methods were run on the same hardware—AMD Threadripper 1950x CPU, 64 GB of RAM,
and 2x Nvidia 2070 GPUs. WoC-Bots and the deep neural network were implemented
in Java. The other methods were implemented in Python. As expected, methods which
require additional iterative steps take longer to complete, with the WoC-Bots system having
the most steps, and taking the most time.
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Figure 3. Runtime Comparison for a Single Prediction for All Methods.

3.1.2. Hollywood Movie Success

Figure 4 presents the same information as Figure 2 for the Hollywood movie success
dataset. A movie was considered successful if the revenue was greater than two times
the initial budget for the movie. The results presented here use the features listed in
Table 3 only, not including the additional cast, crew, production, and director informa-
tion. WoC-Bots performed very similarly to a DNN implementation, with 81.1% accuracy
compared to 81.3% for the DNN. WoC-Bots outperformed the DNN with a precision of
84.0% compared with 82.9% and were outperformed on recall with 79.7% for WoC-Bots
and 80.8% for the DNN. The XGBoost and Random Forest methods again outperformed
the other classification methods on the accuracy and precision metrics.
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The meta-swarm was again tested, outperforming all other methods with an accuracy
of 83.7%. Additionally, only the XGBoost method had a better recall value at 82.9% com-
pared with the meta-swarm’s recall of 82.6%. Confidence intervals were tested with this
dataset, but applied to the output of the meta-swarm instead of directly to WoC-Bots.
Table 6 shows the results of this analysis, with 61.4% of samples captured in the “Very
High”, “High”, and “Medium” confidence intervals with a combined accuracy of 87.8%.
Additionally, the “Very High” interval was more useful for this dataset, capturing 1.4% of
samples with an accuracy of 96.1% and the “High” interval captured over 25% of samples
with an accuracy of 91.6%.
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Figure 4. Comparison of five classification methods with two versions of the swarm (first and last
columns) for the Hollywood movies dataset.

Table 6. Confidence Interval Distribution and Accuracy—Meta-Swarm for Hollywood Success.

Interval n = 3699 % of n Accuracy (%)

Very High Confidence 51 1.4 96.1
High Confidence 958 25.9 91.6
Medium Confidence 1261 34.1 84.5
Low Confidence 1428 38.6 77.3

Very High + High + Medium 2271 61.4 87.8

3.1.3. Airline Passenger Satisfaction

Figure 5 presents the same classifications methods as Figures 2 and 4. This dataset,
however, was far more predictive than the previous datasets, with accuracies over 95% for
all methods except logistic regression. Additionally, all methods were consistent with a
slighter higher precision than accuracy, and a slightly lower recall than accuracy. WoC-
Bots performed similarly to XGBoost, AdaBoost, and Random Forest, better than logistic
regression, and slightly worse than the deep neural network. With most methods already
performing well, the meta-swarm did not improve over any of them, though, did reduce
variability between accuracy, precision, and recall. Table 7 shows the confidence inter-
vals for the meta-swarm for this dataset. Over 15% of samples fell in the “Very High”
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interval, over 70% in the “High” interval with the remaining 15% split almost evenly
between “Medium” and “Low” confidence. The accuracy values for each interval were
very similar, with the “Very High Confidence” interval being outperformed by the “High”
and “Medium” intervals. We did not find the confidence intervals to be useful for this
dataset; the airline data are highly predictive which made it difficult to stratify samples
into confidence intervals.
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Figure 5. Comparison of five classification methods with two versions of the swarm (first and last
columns) for the airline passenger satisfaction dataset.

Table 7. Confidence Interval Distribution and Accuracy—Meta-Swarm for Airline Passenger Satisfaction.

Interval n = 129,882 % of n Accuracy (%)

Very High Confidence 19,797 15.24 95.7
High Confidence 92,125 70.93 96.2
Medium Confidence 9109 7.01 95.9
Low Confidence 8851 6.81 95.7

3.2. Additional Features

The following sections show the predictive performance improvements produced
when including additional features for the breast cancer and Hollywood movies datasets.
The goal is to show our method can incorporate new features as they become available
without requiring a costly re-training of the full system of agents, and without significant
loss of predictive performance compared with a full re-training. This process requires
generating new agents, which increases the total number of participating agents. In both
datasets, we show results that control for additional predictive performance when including
more agents in the simulation.

3.2.1. Breast Cancer Metastasis

Figure 6 shows the original accuracy of our WoC-Bots method for predicting lymph
node metastasis status in breast cancer patients. The leftmost column shows the original
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results from Figure 2 with 750 agents. The second–from–left column shows the results
when using the same clinical features only, but with 1250 agents. The accuracy improved
by 0.13%, indicating that increasing the number of agents may minimally improve the
accuracy.
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Accuracy Re-training vs. No Re-training, n=483

Figure 6. Cellular Morphology Features—System Accuracy.

The second-from-right column shows the prediction accuracy after adding the cellular
morphology features to the original clinical features. We use the same number of agents
(1250) as the previous test and generate additional agents as outlined in Section 2.1.3. In
this case, the accuracy increased 3.49% from the original test (left column), and 3.36% as
compared with the original clinical features and same number of agents (1250), indicating
the accuracy increase largely comes from incorporating the new cellular morphology data
rather than from simply generating additional agents. The rightmost column shows the
accuracy results after fully re-training the agents with the original clinical features and
additional cellular morphology data, with 1250 agents trained on all of the available data.
This test shows a small increase in accuracy, 0.13%, compared with the prior method, but
requires an expensive re-training of all participating agents. The time and computation cost
of re-training depends on the number of agents and available hardware. Using 4x Nvidia
GTX 1070 GPUs, an AMD Threadripper 1950x CPU, and an M.2 SSD for storage it takes 2 h,
25 min to generate and train 1250 new agents compared with 35 min to generate and train
500 new agents, a speedup of 4.1×. In testing, available GPU memory will have a large
impact on total run time.

3.2.2. Hollywood Movie Success

Figure 7 shows similar results when adding new features to the Hollywood movie
success test. For this dataset we started with 600 agents and an accuracy of 81.14%. The
accuracy did increase more in this test by simply adding more agents, to 81.38%, an increase
of 0.25% when moving from 600 to 1000 agents, shown in the second–from–left column.
The second–from–right column shows the accuracy after including the additional cast,
crew, production, and director information, an increase to 86.77% using the same number
of agents, 1000. The rightmost column again shows the accuracy after fully re-training all
1000 agents with all features. We see a slightly larger increase compared with the breast
cancer dataset, increasing to 87.81% from 86.77%, an increase of 1.04%.
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Figure 7. Cast, Crew, Production Features—System Accuracy.

It is currently unclear why there was a larger increase when fully re-training agents for
this dataset. One possibility is that the additional features were more correlated with the
output than in the breast cancer dataset, but this has not been confirmed using principal
component analysis. Using the same hardware as described above, it took 12 min to
generate and train 400 new agents, and 43 min to fully re-train 1000 agents.

3.3. System Distributability

Section 2.1.5 describes the distributed design of the system, with agents allowed to
freely move between nodes during the interaction phase and two different methods used
during the swarm phase, one that is less compute-efficient, but produces results identical to
swarming on a single node, and a second method which is more compute-efficient, but may
not produce the same predictive performance as swarming on a single node. WoC-Bots,
and the meta-swarm (depending on number of inputs) both can have a large number of
participating agents with many decisions directed by a random number generator (which
way to move, which node to be distributed to, etc.). Additionally, large multi-agent systems
will have variances in their outcomes based on agent-to-agent interactions and agents
interacting within their environment [33]. The results presented in this section set a seed to
the main random number generator used by the system to guarantee that each run of the
system produces the same ordering of interactions and to hold predictive results consistent
across multiple runs.

The following tests were conducted using virtual machines with the following hardware:

• CPU: AMD Opteron 6376 (Released November 2012); four virtual CPU (vCPU) cores
per virtual machine

• RAM: 12 GB DDR3 per virtual machine
• Ceph-based network storage,

This was with all virtual machines configured with identical virtualized hardware, and
with no control over how physical hardware was divided by the virtualization software. For
example, when running with four virtualized nodes, those four nodes could be powered
by a single hardware CPU, or with each node on a dedicated hardware CPU, or some other
possible combination. We found that 12 GB of RAM was enough to allow all agents to
maintain themselves in memory without swapping to disk during all phases of this system.
Running on more modern, single-node hardware, the interaction step takes an average of
19 ms for 1250 agents and 96 ms for 5000 agents (Threadripper 1950x CPU and 64GB RAM).
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3.3.1. Runtime Performance

Figure 8 shows interaction run times for 1250 agents on multiple node configurations.
Runtime initially increases when using both two and four nodes, with testing showing
this is largely due to network transfer penalties associated with frequent writes to the
networked storage, as agents traverse nodes. However, nine nodes outperform a single
node, with continued runtime improvements when moving to 16 nodes. Figure 9 shows the
same node configuration but with 5000 agents participating. There is an increase in overall
runtime, with runtime analysis indicating that CPU-bound tasks are the primary cause.
The network transfer time takes a similar amount of absolute time in both the 1250 and
5000 agent configurations, indicating there is some initial time penalty. However, we do
see a decrease in runtime moving from one node to two nodes, with further decreases
in runtime as more nodes are included. Without additional hardware it is difficult to
determine how many additional nodes will continue to improve runtime performance.
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Figure 8. Interaction time (ms) for 1250 agents on 1, 4, 9, and 16 nodes, using data from Section 2.2.1
with cellular morphology features.
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Figure 9. Interaction time (ms) for 5000 agents on 1, 4, 9, and 16 nodes, using data from Section 2.2.1
with cellular morphology features.

3.3.2. Swarm Performance—Timing and Accuracy

Figure 10 shows the average time the swarm phase takes when allowing agents to
move freely between available nodes. Using this method, the swarming phase operates
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exactly as it would when a single node is used; however, it is distributed across multiple
nodes, with agents frequently moving between nodes. Runtime initially decreases with
two nodes, dropping from 9128 ms to 6788 ms, and continues to drop to 5421 ms with
four nodes and 4918 ms with nine nodes. However, runtime increases with 16 nodes,
to 5301 ms. The swarming phase is not compute-intensive, but when free movement is
allowed between nodes it is very network transfer-intensive, which is demonstrated with
the increase in runtime when moving from 9 nodes to 16 nodes.
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Figure 10. Swarm timing (ms) for 1250 agents on 1, 2, 4, 9, and 16 nodes, using data from Section 2.2.1
with cellular morphology features, with agents moving freely between nodes.

Figure 11 shows the average runtime for the swarm phase when disallowing agent
movement between nodes. Agents must remain on the node they are initialized on, all
swarming processes happen locally on each node, with each node represented in a meta-
swarm phase once localized swarming is complete. Using this method we see runtime
continue to decrease with additional nodes, indicating the increase in runtime using the
previous method was from network transfers between nodes.
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Figure 11. Swarm timing (ms) for 1250 agents on 1, 2, 4, 9, and 16 nodes, using data from Section 2.2.1
with cellular morphology features, with node-localized swarming.

Figure 12 shows the prediction accuracy using both of the above methods. In all cases,
the predictive performance is decreased when swarming is node-local. The accuracy drops
minimally in two of the three examples; dropping from 82.95% to 82.51%, a decrease of
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0.44% in the breast cancer dataset and from 95.30% to 94.27%, a decrease of 1.03%, in the
airline passenger satisfaction dataset. However, the accuracy drops substantially when
predicting Hollywood movie success, going from 81.0% to 74.97%, a decrease of 6.03%. It is
currently unclear why this dataset has a larger decrease in predictive performance using
the node-local swarming method, a phenomenon that can be studied in future work.
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Figure 12. Comparison of prediction accuracy for breast cancer, Hollywood success, and airline
passenger satisfaction when allowing free movement between nodes vs. node-local swarming.

3.4. Sports Betting

Our classification method has been applied to sports betting with some success over
a 20-month period and most major sports. The primary focus has been on spread and
moneyline bets, with no success in predicting the total score in any major sports. In total,
there have been 10,500+ bets tested with the value of each bet being between 0.5% and
1.0% of available units. The system started with 150 units and has accumulated over
11,300 units in the past 20 months. As expected in a highly volatile, real-world use case,
there is variability in the results over shorter periods of time, but over any 60+ day period
of time the results are strictly increasing.

On 1 October 2021, the system switched to the ‘meta-swarm’ mode instead of relying
only on predictions made by WoC-Bots. Other sources of information included in the
calculation are described in Section 2.2.4. At all times the predictions from the system
were allowed to be ignored in extraordinary cases, such as late-breaking injury news or
unexpected local events, e.g., city-wide protests in some event location. Less than 3% of
predictions from the system were ignored. When predictions were ignored, no action was
taken on the event. Other news and information was assumed to be accounted for in the
betting line offered, injury reports, and team roster information for the event.

Figure 13 shows the total units returned by the system over this time period. Note that
around 1 June 2021 the system did briefly go negative. Over this period of the year the only
major sports being played are MLB and soccer, both sports that have proven to be more
volatile and more difficult for this system to predict. Additional volatility was suspected to
come from data inconsistencies. All major sports in the preceding year disallowed fans,
had shortened seasons, or were playing condensed seasons to account for lost time due to
the COVID-19 pandemic. This impacted sports and teams differently, with a larger impact
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seen in cardio-intensive sports such as soccer, and on teams with older players as compared
with the league average. In all sports, except the NHL, the home field advantage enjoyed
prior to the COVID-19 pandemic was reduced.
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Figure 13. Total units earned over time for all sports tested on, moneyline and spread bets, 1 January
2021 through 15 November 2022.

Tables 8 and 9 show the total units risked, units returned beyond the units risked, the
return on investment (ROI), the total bets, total winning bets, and the win rate for WoC-Bots
(1 January 2021 through 30 September 2021) and the meta-swarm (1 October 2021 through
15 November 2022). In sports betting, the ROI is dictated not just by a win or loss, but also
by the odds offered by the sports book. Both WoC-Bots and the meta-swarm have tended to
prefer underdog bets with better odds. Bets on underdogs have positive odds; this means
if the bet wins you receive more units back than were risked. For example, if 10 units are
risked on odds of +220 and the bet wins you will receive 32 units, the original 10 risked
units, and 22 additional units for the win. Spread bets are typically set with odds at −110,
meaning if 10 units are risked and the bet wins you receive 19.09 units back, the original
10 risked units and 9.09 additional units for the win.

Table 8. WoC Bets: Risk, Return and Win Rate (Accuracy) for Spread and Moneyline Bets.

Values Spread Bets Moneyline Bets

Units Risked 8212 18,532
Units Returned 628.5 668
ROI 9.5% 3.6%
Total Bets 1161 3282
Winning Bets 572 1481
Win Rate 49.06% 45.12%

The win rate in both tables can be thought of as the accuracy of the predictions. Notice
that the win rate is below 50% for spread and moneyline bets using both WoC-Bots and
the meta-swarm. The default spread line offered by a sports book will be set to −110 odds,
but most sports books allow betters to pick their own spread line with different odds. For
example, a default line could be team-xyz (−5.5) for −110 odds, meaning that team-xyz
needs to win by six points to win the bet. The sports books will also offer options such as
(−6.5) for +105 odds or (−7.5) for +115 odds. When the prediction has a high associated
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confidence value we can take a custom line with positive odds on a spread bet, allowing for
a win rate below 50% to still be profitable. This can also be seen for moneyline bets; the win
rate for moneyline bets using the meta-swarm actually drops, from 45.15% using WoC-Bots
only, to 40.19%. However, the ROI increases from 3.6% using WoC-Bots to 6.7% using the
meta-swarm. The system became better at selecting underdog winners, increasing the ROI
despite the decrease in win rate.

Table 9. Meta-Swarm: Risk, Return and Win Rate (Accuracy) for Spread and Moneyline Bets.

Values Spread Bets Moneyline Bets

Units Risked 48,159 80,408
Units Returned 4863.5 5364.5
ROI 10.1% 6.7%
Total Bets 2376 3225
Winning Bets 1174 1296
Win Rate 49.33% 40.19%

Some testing has been done to improve win rate by biasing the agents to prefer
favorites. This testing has shown poor results, with negative ROI despite an increase in win
rate. The only exception to this is the last 15–20% of both the NBA and MLB seasons, where
many teams know their playoff positions and the favorites tend to win more frequently than
during the early and middle parts of the seasons. This is, however, reflected with worse
odds on favorites, which requires a significantly higher win rate to maintain a positive ROI.

4. Discussion

Our classification system has demonstrated competitive performance with other state-
of-the-art classification methods for multiple different datasets with a varied number of
samples and input features. While Random Forest and a Deep Neural Network implemen-
tation outperformed WoC-Bots in maximum accuracy on the tested datasets, WoC-Bots
outperformed AdaBoost and Logistic Regression methods in two of the three tested datasets
and performed similarly to all of the top methods in the third dataset. WoC-Bots’ accuracy,
precision, and recall metrics tracked similarly with the other classification methods; XG-
Boost, AdaBoost, Random Forest, DNN, and WoC-Bots all showed higher recall scores and
lower precision scores on the breast cancer dataset. Similarly, the same methods showed
higher precision and lower recall scores for the Hollywood dataset, indicating WoC-Bots
are learning similar information as the other classification methods. While WoC-Bots pre-
diction runtime is the slowest of the methods shown in this paper, runtime optimization
has not yet been a focus. This is something that can and should be improved in future
work; for example, the interaction arena interactions can be optimized to a series of matrix
multiplication operations for each pair of interacting agents. Further, this optimization
step would also reduce the runtime during the swarming phase. The current system al-
lows for easy behavioral modification while testing a new method, but this is an intended
future optimization.

The multi-agent design allows for new, previously unknown features to be included
in any existing classification problem without re-training the full network (or set of existing
agents). We demonstrated significant accuracy improvements when adding new features,
while also demonstrating similar overall performance when compared with re-training the
agents with all of the available features. This method is useful when the final set of features
is unknown or constantly expanding. The real-world results we have shown with sports
betting made use of this feature frequently to incorporate new data from recent games,
as new data sources were discovered or new metrics were developed to track player and
team performance. Individual WoC-Bots were quickly updated to include results from
the most recent games and new bots were generated to represent novel data sources or
statistical metrics.
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WoC-Bots can be distributed across multiple hardware nodes, with no requirement
for a single powerful machine to train a very deep and wide monolithic neural network.
We demonstrated improved runtime performance when adding compute nodes for both
the interaction and swarming steps of the system. The ‘meta-swarm’ system developed to
represent the prediction of each of the nodes has greatly reduced the runtime of the distributed
swarm step by allowing each agent to stay on a single node throughout the process. This
system has shown similar accuracy to a single-node swarm in two of the three tested datasets.

A by-product of developing the distributed ‘meta-swarm’ was the ability to include
additional prediction sources into the overall prediction, after the WoC-Bots have made
their initial prediction. We have shown this reduces the overall variance in accuracy,
precision, and recall in all of the datasets tested, while also producing the best accuracy
of all methods tested on the Hollywood dataset. This system, primarily using the ‘meta-
swarm’ extension, has been applied to a real-world problem, making predictions about the
outcomes of sporting events.

5. Conclusions

We have demonstrated a multi-agent, binary classification system based on Wisdom-
of-Crowds which uses a honey-bee-derived swarm mechanism for opinion aggregation.
Our system is competitive with other, state-of-the-art, classification methods when tested
on three different datasets. The multi-agent design allows for multiple, significant, advan-
tages over the other classification methods; WoC-Bots can be distributed across multiple
hardware nodes, incrementally include new features without re-training existing agents,
and the aggregation mechanism is flexible enough to incorporate predictions from other
sources. Further, the aggregation mechanism can provide confidence values for each
prediction, which allow us to stratify samples into confidence categories, significantly
improving the average accuracy, precision, and recall for a subset of samples in two of
the three tested datasets. The meta-swarm, where we incorporate predictions from other
classification methods and sources, improved the variance between the three metrics (accu-
racy, recall, precision), and had the best overall accuracy when predicting the success of
Hollywood movies.

We applied our method to a real-world sports betting problem, producing consistent
return on investment using both WoC-Bots directly as well as the meta-swarm, incorporat-
ing the predictions from WoC-Bots and other freely available prediction sources. Over a
period of nine months, we saw an ROI of 9.5% on spread bets and 3.6% on moneyline bets
using WoC-Bots alone, and an ROI of 10.1% on spread bets and 6.7% on moneyline bets
over a year of using the meta-swarm.

Future work should focus on improving the performance when distributing the in-
teraction and swarm steps by optimizing the network transfers. Additional investigation
should also focus on why the meta-swarm step did not perform well on the Hollywood
dataset, aimed at determining why the distributed performance was significantly worse
than single-node swarming when a similar performance drop was not present in the breast
cancer or airline passenger satisfaction datasets. It is unclear if this is a fundamental issue
with some types of data or if this was a limitation of a specific dataset.
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Abstract: Automated Manufacturing Systems (AMS) consisting of many cooperating devices incor-
porated into multiple cooperating production lines, sharing common resources, represent industrial
Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). Deadlocks may occur during operation of such MAS. It is necessary to
deal with deadlocks (more precisely said, to prevent them) to ensure the correct behavior of AMS. For
this purpose, among other methods, methods based on Petri nets (PN) are used too. Because AMS are
very often described by PN models, two PN-based methods will be presented here, namely based on
(i) PN place invariants (P-invariants); and (ii) PN siphons and traps. Intended final results of usage
these methods is finding a supervisor allowing a deadlock-free activity of the global MAS. While the
former method yields results in analytical terms, latter one need computation of siphons and traps.

Keywords: automated manufacturing systems; multi-agent systems; Petri nets; P-invariants; siphons
and traps; supervisor

1. Introduction

Recent decades represent a huge evolution of Automated Manufacturing Systems
(AMS), previously named Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS). We can even talk about
the new industrial revolution. According to [1], this evolution is realized mainly by the
development in four axes, namely products, technology, business strategies, and production
paradigms. The edited book [2] offers a wide perspective on modern design and operation
of production networks. The evolution of the manufacturing system in the future is
presented in [3].

The operation of AMS often has a similar character to Discrete-Event Systems (DES),
where the next state depends only on both the current state and the occurrence of discrete
events. Petri nets (PN) [4,5] are frequently used for modeling and control of DES. The
family of AMS is a typical representative of DES where many devices cooperate together—
robots, machine tools, transport belts, automatically guided vehicles (AGV), etc. They are
frequently called to be resources. They are shared by multiple production lines, robotized
working cells, etc. These devices and their aggregates, in the form of lines and cells, can also
be considered industrial agents and the whole AMS as a multi-agent system. The adequate
resource allocation is very important in AMS in order to avoid deadlocks. A deadlock in
general is a state in which two or more processes are each waiting for the other one to
execute, but neither can go on. Hence, deadlock is undesirable and bad phenomenon. Due
to deadlocks, either the entire plant or some of its parts remain stagnate. Thus, the primal
intention of the production cannot be achieved. For a design of deadlock-free AMS discrete
mathematics is necessary. PN-based discrete mathematical models of AMS yield a suitable
background for this.

There exists a large number of publications interested in this topic. From the older
ones, the following works should be mentioned in particular [6–10], as well as the UML
(Unified Modeling Language)-based work [11] applied in software engineering. While
in [6,9] foundations of the P-invariant-based method were laid, in [7,8] the method based
on siphons and traps was elaborated. A generalized view on deadlocks in multi-agent
systems is presented in [10]. Among the more recent works should be mentioned [12–15],
as well as the author’s survey article [16]. While in [12] a comprehensive survey of Petri
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net siphons were presented, in [13,15] unreliable resources are investigated and the robust
control for AMS containing such resources is designed. In [14], deadlocks in mobile agent
systems are detected and resolved.

In relation to the elimination of deadlocks, in [16–21] three categories of strategies are
distinguished: (i) deadlock detection and recovery—which is used in cases where deadlocks
are infrequent and their consequences are not too serious; (ii) deadlock prevention—it
imposes restrictions on the interactions among resources and their users to prevent resource
requests that may lead to deadlocks; and (iii) deadlock avoidance—it grants a resource to a
user only if the resulting state is not a deadlock.

Consequently, it is impossible to address to such a broad issue in one paper. In this
paper, only two methods of deadlock prevention in AMS by means of PN-based models are
introduced and compared. Both methods add monitors (additional places) into the original
PN model of AMS in order to remove deadlocks. One method enumerates monitors and
their interconnections with the original PN model using P-invariants and the other using
siphons and traps.

1.1. Formal Methods in AMS

Formal methods for modeling, simulation, supervisory control, performance evalua-
tion and fault diagnosis of AMS are very important part of global understanding of AMS.
They yield an efficient help and knowledge at constructing and real implementation of
AMS. A suitable review of such methods is presented in the e-book [22]. As to modeling
AMS there are presented also models based on place/transition Petri nets (P/T PN), timed
Petri nets (TPN), and hybrid Petri nets (HPN).

The supervisory control of AMS determined for the deadlock prevention and avoid-
ance are presented by means of: (i) finite state automata (FSA); (ii) the Petri net view on
AMS which are perceived as resource allocation systems (RAS); (iii) HPN-based inven-
tory control systems; (iv) stochastic flow models (SFM); (v) the infinitesimal perturbation
analysis (IPA); and (vi) the max-plus algebra.

The performance evaluation is watched by colored TPN, by continuous PN (CPN), by
the timed process algebra, and by the Petri net-based complex system scheduling.

The fault diagnosis of AMS is analyzed by means of FSA, by the fault diagnosis of PN
and by the control reconfiguration of discrete-event manufacturing systems modeled by
non-deterministic input/output (I/O) automata.

Along with the development of information technologies, such as cloud computing,
mobile Internet, information acquisition technology, and big data technology, traditional
engineering knowledge and formal methods for knowledge-based software engineering
undergo fundamental changes. Hence, networks also play an increasingly important role.

Within this context, it is necessary to develop new methodologies as well as technical
tools for network-based approaches. The term “network” may have different meanings
in different contexts. To resolve bottleneck problems in AMS, deadlock prevention and
avoidance by means of Petri nets is crucial.

Although introduced topics cover a large set of formal methods in AMS it cannot be
said that this set is complete. New methods are under development.

1.2. Agents Cooperation, Negotiation and Reentering in AMS

Important strategies in MAS (multi-agent systems) are cooperation and negotiation. A
structural and Petri net-based approach to modeling of these strategies was elaborated in
author’s older work [23] and in the chapter [24] where also the perspectives of learning in
this area were analyzed.

In [25], a connection of the structural model of reenterable AMS on a computer-based
supervisory controller for monitoring the status of jobs and regulating the part routing as well
as the machine job selection by means of siphons of Petri nets as to resolving deadlocks was
explored. Namely, there are many approaches to modeling and analysis of manufacturing
systems. In addition to those ones mentioned above in the previous Subsection (i.e., automata,
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Petri nets, perturbation methods) there exist methods based on digraphs, alphabet-based
approaches, control theoretic techniques, expert systems design, etc.

The so-called complex networks are an interdisciplinary area. Numerous natural and
artificial systems are composed of a large number of individuals that interact with each
other in various ways, and then perform surprising useful functions. Examples of such
networks include, e.g., neural networks, social networks, and many others, but also MAS
in general, including industrial MAS where AMS and RAS belong, and doubtlessly also
PN that successfully model and analyze them.

1.3. The Paper Organization

In the following Section 2, preliminaries concerning theory of PN and the PN-based
modeling of AMS will be concisely introduced. Then, Section 3 will be devoted to the
presentation and illustration of the method of deadlock prevention, based on P-invariants.
In Section 4, the method of deadlock prevention, based on PN siphons and traps, will be
presented and illustrated. Section 5 will discuss and illustrate three PN models of AMS
being more complicated from the computation point of view, namely problematic because
of very long-lasting even impossible computations. In Section 6, the comparison of both
methods will be introduced. Then, Section 7 contains a concise conclusions of this paper.

2. Preliminaries

Firstly, it is necessary to introduce several basic definitions. First, one is the author
own definition extracted from knowledge published in [7,16], next three are the standard
elementary definitions of P-invariants, siphons, and traps from the classical literature about
Petri nets [4,5]. Last two definitions are taken over from [7].

Definition 1. A Petri net is a bipartite directed graph (BDG). It may be formally described by
the quadruplet N = (P, T, F, W). Here, P and T are finite nonempty sets, namely P is a set of
places (|P| = n), representing the first kind of BDG nodes, and T is a set of transitions (|T| = m),
representing the second kind of BDG nodes. It is valid that P ∪ T 6= ∅ and P ∩ T = ∅. The set
F = (P× T) ∪ (T × P) is the flow relation of the net N. It is expressed by directed arcs from
places to transitions and vice versa. The mapping W : (P× T) ∪ (T × P) → N assigns weights
to directed arcs. The weight of an arc f : W( f ) > 0 if f ∈ F and W( f ) = 0 otherwise. Here
N = {0, 1, 2, ...}, i.e., it contains natural numbers plus zero. The Petri net N = (P, T, F, W) is
named ordinary and denoted as N = (P, T, F) if ∀ f ∈ F, W( f ) = 1. N is called generalized if
∃ f ∈ F, W( f ) > 1. Petri net is called a state machine if, and only if, (iff) ∀t ∈ T, |•t| = |t•| = 1,
i.e., when each transition has only one input place and only one output place.

A mapping from P to N is a marking M of N. The marking M(p) means the number
of tokens located in the place p. Thus, we may say that the place p is marked by a marking
M iff M(p) > 0. In case of a subset S ⊆ P we say that it is marked by M iff at least one place
in S is marked by M. The sum of tokens located in all places of S is M(S) = ∑p∈S M(p).
S is empty at M iff M(S) = 0. The pair (N, M0) is called the marked net or a net system.
Here, M0 is an initial marking of N.

PN marking is evolved as follows

Mk+1 = Mk + N.~σk, k ∈ N, (1)

with M0 = (M0(p1), M0(p1), . . . , M0(pn)T being the (n× 1) initial marking. Here, N is the
(n×m)-dimensional incidence matrix based on the set F and~σk is a (m× 1)-dimensional
firing vector (the binary vector, where its entry with the value 1 denotes the corresponding
transition t ∈ T able to be fired). M(p) denotes (as it was already mentioned above) the
number of tokens in place p. (n× 1) marking vectors M are sometimes named also as state
vectors. N = N+ −N−, where N+ = Post and N− = Pre are, respectively, the output flow
matrix and the input flow matrix. In other words, the matrix representing the output of
transitions to places and the matrix representing the input of places to transitions.
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For economy of space, in general, markings and vectors can be described by the
formal sum notation. Thus, ∑p∈P M(p)p denotes the vector M. For example, in a net with
P = {p1, . . . , p5} a marking where in p2 are 3 tokens and in p3 are 2 tokens may be written
as 3p2 + 2p3 instead of the vector notation (0, 3, 2, 0, 0)T .

Definition 2. A vector I is a place invariant P (shortly, P-invariant) of PN iff I 6= 0 and
IT .N = 0T . Here, N is the incidence matrix of N.

Definition 3. Any set S ⊆ P, S 6= ∅ with •S ⊆ S• is said to be a siphon. Verbally said, if every
transition having an output place in S has an input place in S. If a siphon does not contain another
siphon, being its proper subset, it is said to be a minimal siphon. A proper subset is any subset of the
set except itself. A minimal siphon S is called a strict minimal siphon (SMS) if •S ( S•. In other
words, if there is no siphon contained in it as a proper subset. A SMS does not contain a trap (the
trap is defined below by Definition 4). When at the initial marking M0 M0(S) = ∑p∈S M0(p) = 0,
S is called an empty siphon.

Definition 4. Any set Q ⊆ P, Q 6= ∅ with Q• ⊆ •Q is called a trap. In other words, if every
transition having an input place in Q has an output place in Q.

Definition 5. A siphon S is said to be controlled in a net (N, M0) iff ∀M ∈ R(N, M0), M(S) >
0. Here, R(N, M0) expresses the reachability of markings from the initial marking. Consequently,
any siphon containing a marked trap is controlled, since the marked trap can newer be emptied.
Thus, in ordinary PN a controlled siphon does not cause any deadlock.

Definition 6. A siphon S in an ordinary PN (N, M0) is [7] invariant controlled by P-invariant I
under the initial marking M0 iff IT .M0 > 0 and ∀p ∈ P\S, I(p) ≤ 0, or equivalently, IT .M0 > 0
and ||I||+ ⊆ S. Here, ||I||+ = p ∈ P|I(p) > 0 is the positive support of I.

Here, it is necessary to notify and emphasize that both methods examined in this
paper require a rather wide mathematical background that cannot be either simplified nor
abbreviated. Otherwise, the integrity of the interpretation of the methods would be violated.
The mathematics used in examples should contribute to an accurate understanding of the
application of both methods to particular cases of AMS.

2.1. Petri Nets and Resource Allocation Systems

Resource allocation systems (RAS) are a special class of concurrent systems, especially
AMS. There, the attention is focused above all on resources. The set of Petri net-based
models of RAS represent, in general, a subset of complete set of PN. Finite set of resources
is shared in a competitive way by a finite set of processes. Such a competition induces (or
may induce) existence of deadlocks. PN-based models of RAS are useful at synthesizing
policies of deadlock prevention and/or deadlock avoiding. They make possible to design
beforehand deadlock-free AMS, what is very useful especially preliminary to the creation
of the final design of the structure of real AMS determined for application in production.

There are several standard paradigms of RAS [26–29]. Specific nomenclatures have
been established for them—see, e.g., a survey made in [16], where also their mutual relations
and their relations to PN as a whole, are displayed. Most frequently used paradigms of them
are the following two: (i) S3PR (Systems of Simple Sequential Processes with Resources)
suitable for AMS with flexible routing and the acquisition of the single-unit of the resource
and (ii) S4PR (System of Sequential Systems with Shared Process Resources) which enables
the modeling AMS with flexible routing and the acquisition of more units of the resource.
The relation S3PR ≺ S4PR in this case expresses that systems S4PR model more complicated
AMS than systems S3PR are able to model. In future, there may be S∗PR (S3PR ≺ S4PR ≺
S∗PR) paradigms suitable to model of yet more complicated AMS, where yet more copies
of resources will be allowed. However, the asterix needs not always be just a greater integer
than it was in previous two paradigms.
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Some of the amount of paradigms, especially S3PR and S4PR, can be modeled and
simulated in Matlab by means of the tool [30].

2.2. Methods for the Deadlock Prevention and Avoiding

As already mentioned, two main streams of methods are represented by methods
based on: (i) reachability trees and P-invariants of PN and (ii) PN siphons and traps.

In the former case, it is necessary to mention the most principal contributions [6,8,9,31–33]
important for the evolution of the P-invariants-based methods. The origin of this method
consists in the effort to deal with the problem of the forbidden state in DES. Namely, it
was shown in the literature that if a set L of legal PN markings is expressed by a set of
s linear inequality constraints (so called General Mutual Exclusion Constraints (GMEC))
and if L is controllable, then the PN-based solution exists and it is maximally permissive.
The controllability of L means that from any marking M ∈ L no forbidden marking is
reachable by firing a sequence containing only uncontrollable transitions. In the opposite
case, a general forbidden marking constraint may be enforced by PN-based controller only
if the Petri net model of the system is safe. Hence, PN P-invariants are used in order to
compute the feedback controller that enforces GMEC. They perform transformations on the
system’s specifications to obtain constraints in the desired form. The controller is a set of
control Petri net places. When the controller is added to the PN model of the plant, control
places ensure a live and maximally permissive behavior of the closed loop system with
respect to the forbidden states or markings. The controller design has a linear complexity
in the number of system states. However, there are cases where such PN controller does
not exist. Especially, when the set of legal markings L is not convex, there does not exist any
PN place that can forbid the reachability of bad markings when allowing all legal ones. The
concept of PN P-invariants was extended also to PN with uncontrollable and unobservable
transitions. However, in this case maximally permissiveness cannot be guaranteed.

In the latter case, there are lots more such basal publications—[6,7,10,28,34–57]. Siphons
are tied to dead transitions whose existence leads to the loss of liveness of PN-based models
of AMS. Siphon control is an effective way to prevent the occurrence of deadlocks. In a
general case, particularly for models of AMS based on generalized PN, a siphon-based
deadlock prevention policy cannot find an optimal (i.e., maximally permissive) supervisor.
However, for PN models of AMS based on ordinary PN it is possible. Siphons in the PN
model of a plant are divided into elementary and dependent ones. A monitor is added
to the plant model for each elementary siphon, in such a way that the siphon will be
invariant-controlled. The method guarantees that no further emptiable control-induced
siphon is generated due to the addition of the monitors. When all elementary siphons are
controlled, the controllability of a dependent siphon is ensured by properly setting the
control depth variables of its related elementary siphons.

The explanation of the term invariant-controlled siphon, as well as the term control depth
variable, will be explained and illustrated below in the Section 4.2. However, this is applicable
only for S3PR paradigm of RAS. In case of S4PR paradigm (modeled by generalized PN),
which uses multiple resource requirements and information about the weight of arcs, the
concept of extended elementary siphons have to be used. Namely, due to the complicated
utilization of resources, it is insufficient to represent the relationship between elementary and
dependent siphons in generalized PN in such way as it is in case of ordinary PN. Extended
elementary siphons are find by an iterative process—see, e.g., [58].

A methodology for modeling and analyzing fault-tolerant manufacturing systems that
not only optimizes normal productive processes, but also performs detection and treatment
of faults is presented in [59]. The coordination of cooperative multirobot system by means
of PN is elucidated in [60].

The methodological framework yielded by the S4PR paradigm of RAS has raised
considerable interest [61] on the grounds of a well-balanced compromise between modeling
flexibility and the provision of sound and effective correction techniques.
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In [62], a very general class of Petri nets are defined. This class has been called
Petri nets of resource allocation (PNRA) to model as many kinds of RAS as possible. It
not only focuses on the resources shared by processes, but also pays attention to the
interaction/collaboration among processes.

At the solving of deadlock problems in AMS modeled with PN in [63], the attention is
focused on adding a set of recovery transitions.

Here, in this paper, devoted to deadlock prevention and avoiding, it is not a sufficient
space to analyze all introduced literature sources in details item by item. Namely, this area
has many isolated particulars which are analyzed in detail in the above
literature [6–10,28,31–57].

Methods based on P-invariants are divided into many subclasses interested in deter-
ministic and/or unreliable resources, methods suitable for ordinary and/or generalized
PN, methods using linear and/or non-linear restrictions, methods applying optimization
based on the linear programming (usually mixed integer linear programming (MILP)), etc.

Methods based on siphons and traps have still lots more such subclasses. The very
good literature review of methods concerning the deadlock prevention is made in [26].
Likewise, in [53] a crucial literature review concerning the deadlock control is presented.
A variety of deadlock-control policies is mentioned there. The optimization based on
MILP is one of them. Such optimization can eliminate the need to compute completely
all elementary siphons, which shorten the computational time for finding indispensably
needed siphons.

In the following two sections, principles of both methods of the prevention of dead-
locks will be introduced and mathematically described. Illustrative examples explaining
the application of both methods in details will be introduced there as well.

3. P-Invariant-Based Method of Prevention Deadlocks

P-invariants are vectors I with the important property. The multiplication of such
vectors with any marking (state) vector M reachable from a given initial marking M0 yields
the same result. It is the relation of the state conservation, as follows

IT .M = IT .M0 (2)

Taking into account the consecutive states obtained by firing of only one transition, we
have for each transition t

IT . ~colt(N) = 0, (3)

where, ~colt(N) is the column of the incidence matrix N corresponding to the transition t.
These vectors are solutions of the following equation

IT .N = 0T (4)

what corresponds with the original Definition 2 of P-invariants introduced in the Section 2.
Consider the inequality representing linear combinations restricting behavior of marking M

L.M ≤ b (5)

Here, L is a matrix of integers, b is an integer vector. An efficient help at creating L yields
the reachability tree (RT) of the net N. After removing inequality by adding slack variables,
we have

L.M + s = b, (6)

where entries of the (ns × 1) vector s represents slack variables.
Just the Equation (4) represents the base of the method for the supervisor synthesis.

Namely, when we force there [L|Is] instead of IT , we obtain (7) and some additional PN
places (slacks) can be added to N. Thus, the extended (augmented) PN N1 = N ◦Ns (where
the symbol ◦ expresses a composition) will arise. Ns is the PN which will (after finding
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its interconnections with N) ultimately create the supervisor. Then, slacks will create the
places of the supervisor, frequently called monitors. In N1 we have the following structure
of (4) in the form

[L|Is].
[

N
Ns

]
= 0, (7)

where Is is (ns × ns)-dimensional identity matrix; ns is the number of slacks; L is a (ns × n)-
dimensional matrix which in a suitable form expresses the conditions imposed on marking
(state) vectors of the original PN N, and Ns is the (ns × m)-dimensional matrix. After
finding Ns from (7) by computing, we have the structure of the PN-based model of the
supervisor—i.e., interconnecting arcs between N and Ns. Consequently, in general,

L.N + Ns = 0 (8)

Ns = −L.N (9)

Ns = N+
s −N−s , (10)

where N+
s is Posts and N−s is Pres of Ns.

The marking Ma of the supervised system N1 consists of the state vector M of the N
augmented with the state vector Ms of the supervisor Ns. Analogically, the incidence matrix
Na of the net N1 consists of the incidence matrix N of N augmented with the incidence
matrix Ns of the net Ns. The marking and the incidence matrix of the net N1 are as follows

Ma =

(
M
Ms

)
(11)

N−a =

(
N−

N−s

)
(12)

N+
a =

(
N+

N+
s

)
, (13)

Here, Na, N and Ns are expressed by sub-matrices N+
a and N−a , N+ and N−, and N+

s
and N−s .

Because of the prescribed conditions we have

[L | Is].
[

M0
sM0

]
= b, (14)

where b is the (ns × 1))-dimensional vector (see (5) and (6)). Its integer entries represent
the limits for number of tokens in (5). Sometimes b = 1 where 1 is the vector with all its
entries equal to 1. Because

L.M0 +
sM0 = b (15)

the initial state vector of the supervisor can be simply computed as follows

sM0 = b− L.M0 (16)

Example 1

Consider the simple example of N modeling an AMS with two production lines
{p7, t1, p1, t2, p2, t3} and {p8, t4, p3, t5, p4, t6} with two common resources p5 and p6, intro-
duced in Figure 1. Places p7 and p8 are idle process places, p1, p2, p3, and p4 are active
process places, and p5 and p6 are resource places. A token in an active process place models,
e.g., a part being processed. In Figure 1, active process places are empty till firing t1 and/or
t4. Tokens located in a resource place model, e.g., the available capacity of buffers. Tokens
located in an idle place indicate the maximal number of concurrent activities that can occur
in a process represented by the corresponding production line.
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Figure 1. The PN model of an AMS.

Parameters of N are as follows

N− =




0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0




N+ =




1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1




(17)

This N has, at the given initial state M0 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 3, 3)T, the fairly branched (patulous)
reachability tree (RT) with 33 nodes (including M0). All RT nodes, being the reachable markings
M0, . . . , M32 are the columns of the following matrix (in the ascending order):

Xr =




0 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 |2| 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 1 |0| 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 2 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 1 |2| 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 |0| 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2
2 1 2 0 2 1 2 1 1 0 2 1 0 1 0 2 1 |0| 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
2 2 1 2 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 |0| 1 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
3 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 2 3 0 1 1 |1| 2 2 3 3 0 0 1 2 2 3 1 1 2 0 2
3 3 2 3 3 2 1 2 3 2 2 1 2 1 3 3 2 |1| 2 1 0 1 3 2 2 1 0 0 2 1 1 2 0




(18)

Because RT is too big, it cannot be introduced here full. In Figure 2, at least its principal
fragment is introduced.
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Figure 2. The principal fragment of the RT.

From the RT fragment we can find the solitary deadlock M17 = (2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1)T—
see (18), where it is separated. This deadlock can be reached by following paths:

M0
t1−→ M1

t1−→ M3
t4−→ M9

t4−→ M17 (19)

M0
t1−→ M1

t4−→ M5
t1−→ M9

t4−→ M17 (20)

M0
t1−→ M1

t1−→ M3
t2−→ M8

t1−→ M14
t4−→ M23

t3−→ M9
t4−→ M17 (21)

M0
t1−→ M1

t1−→ M3
t2−→ M8

t4−→ M16
t1−→ M23

t3−→ M9
t4−→ M17 (22)

Hence, we can see that in RT the node M9 immediately precedes the node M17 representing
the deadlock. These nodes are marking vectors M9 = (2, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 2)T (the 10th
column of Xr because the first column is M0) and M17 = (2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1)T (the 18th
column of Xr). After comparing entries of these vectors, from (19) follows the restriction
M(p1) + M(p3) < 2 (i.e., only one of them can be marked), i.e., L = (1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T

and b = (2). Consequently, Ns = (−1, 1, 0, −1, 1, 0) and sM0 = (2) because in (16)
L.M0 = 0. Hence, with respect to (11)–(13) we have the augmented PN Na (i.e., the
original uncontrolled net N together with the net Ns representing the supervisor) and the
augmented vector aM0 of the initial marking as follows

Na =




1 −1 0 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 −1 0
0 0 0 0 1 −1
−1 1 0 0 −1 1

0 −1 1 −1 1 0
−1 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 −1 0 1
− − − − − −
−1 1 0 −1 1 0




aM0 = (MT
0 |sMT

0 )
T =




0
0
0
0
2
2
3
3
−
2




(23)

Thus, we have the supervisor represented by the single PN place p9 (monitor) intercon-
nected with the original PN model as it can be seen in Figure 3.

After computing RT of the augmented net, we can find that it contains 28 nodes and
no deadlock exists there. It means that the augmented net works correctly.
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Figure 3. The controlled PN model of the AMS.

4. Siphon and Trap-Based Method of Prevention Deadlocks

Such approaches are much more widespread than approaches based on P-invariants.
There are many sources in literature. Let us mention at least some of them [7,8,12,13,16,29].

Invariants, siphons, and traps are structural entities of PN. All of them can be com-
puted, e.g., by the Matlab-based tool presented in [30]. The problem of deadlock prevention
in a concurrent system represented by N is equivalent to the problem of avoidance of empty
siphons in the ordinary PN model of N. When at least one empty siphon occurs in ordinary
PN N, the net is totally deadlocked [5].

At the supervisor synthesis it is sufficient to consider only minimal siphons. It is
necessary to ensure that the sum of the number of tokens in each minimal siphon S is never
less than one, namely in any reachable marking M. In such a case, the general condition
Si.M ≥ b for ith siphon can be replaced by the condition in the form Si.M ≥ 1. This can be
derived as follows.

Consider the following formal specification in N

lT .M ≥ b (24)

where l is a (n× 1)-dimensional vector, M is a marking and b is a scalar; b and the entries
of l are integers. The relation (24) says that the weighted sum of the number of tokens in
each place should be greater than or equal to a constant.

In [6], it was proved that if a Petri net N = (P, T, F, W) with incidence matrix N and
initial state M0 satisfies the following relation

b− lT .M0 ≤ 0 (25)

then a control place pc can be added, that enforces (24). Let Nc : T → Z (Z is the set of
integers) denotes the weight vector of arcs connecting pc with the transitions in the net N; Nc
is obtained by Nc = lT .N. In general, when there are more pc than one, Nc = LT .N with L
being the matrix were rows represent particular lT appertaining to particular pc. The initial
number of tokens in pc is M0(pc) = lT .M0 − b ≥ 0 or, in general, M0

c = L.M0 − b ≥ 0.
The controlled Petri net is maximally permissive. The control process enforces just

enough control to avoid all illegal markings. This is the basis for deadlock prevention, i.e.,
for the synthesis of the control algorithm based on siphons. Thus, the place invariant
guarantees that for any marking M in the set of reachable markings of N

lT .M−M(pc) = b (26)

Here, as it was defined above, M(pc) is the number of tokens in the control place pc. Due
to the fact that M(pc) is non-negative, the inequality in (24) is satisfied. Equation (25)
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expresses the demand that (24) must be satisfied for M0, otherwise no solution exists there.
bc represents the row which extends the incidence matrix N of the uncontrolled net N
with respect to the control place pc. In general, for more additive places p1, . . . , ps, it can
be written

L.M ≥ b, or L.M−Mc = b (27)

where L is (ns × n) matrix of positive integers greater than or equal to 0. L has the weighted
vectors lT

i , i = 1, . . . , s, as its rows. The vector b is (ns × 1) vector of restrictions with
entries being positive integers greater than or equal to 0; Mc is (ns × 1) vector of slacks with
entries being positive integers greater than or equal to 0. Thus, we obtain the controlled
PN model (with the incidence matrix Nex) consisting of original uncontrolled model (with
the incidence matrix N) and the siphon-based controller (with the incidence matrix Nc)
as follows

Nc = L.N (28)

M0
c = L.M0 − b ≥ 0 (29)

Nex =

(
N
Nc

)
; M0

ex =

(
M0
M0

c

)
(30)

The controller consists of monitors and their interconnections with the original PN model.
Replacing lT

i by the siphon Si, or, in general, replacing L by the matrix of siphons Sm
(where particular siphons are its rows) we obtain

Nc = Sm.N (31)

4.1. Example 2

Minimal siphons and traps of the PN model in Figure 1 are the following

S1 = {p1, p2, p7} Tr1 = {p1, p2, p7}
S2 = {p2, p3, p6} Tr2 = {p2, p3, p6}
S3 = {p1, p4, p5} Tr3 = {p1, p4, p5}
S4 = {p3, p4, p8} Tr4 = {p3, p4, p8}
S5 = {p2, p4, p5, p6} Tr5 = {p1, p3, p5, p6}

Denote S = S5 and T = Tr5. In this simple example, the siphon and trap can be illustrated
by Figure 4. Above introduced crossed siphons are equaled to traps. Such a siphon cannot
be emptied once it is initially marked (this is ensured by the corresponding marked trap).
Residual siphons are strict minimal siphons (SMS). Consequently, there is only one SMS,
namely S5. In a vector form it is denoted as S as follows

S =
(

0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
)T (32)

The siphon corresponds with the Figure 4 as well as the trap Tr5. With respect to (31)

Nc = S.N =
(
−1 1 0 −1 1 0 0 0

)
(33)

what is the same structure of the supervisor like in the previous approach based on P-
invariants. Thus, the PN model of the controlled (supervised) AMS is in Figure 3. However,
it must be said that such a coincidence of the results achieved by both methods occurs only
rarely, not in general.
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Figure 4. The siphon S and trap T in the PN model.

4.2. Invariant-Controlled Siphons and Setting the Marking of Monitors in the
Siphon-Based Approach

The control places pc creating the supervisor are frequently named as monitors. Denote
them as VSi , i = 1, . . . , nm (nm is a number of monitors). Now it is important to find a
suitable marking of the monitors VSi . Namely, an inadequate setting of marking of monitors
may cause other deadlocks in the controlled plant. In general, for setting the marking
of monitors VSi , i = 1, nm are valid the following general rules.

Let S = {pi, pj, . . . , pk} be a strict minimal siphon (SMS) of an original (uncontrolled)
ordinary net system (N0, M0), where N0 = (P0, T0, F0). Add a monitor VS to N0 to make
the vector I = (0, . . . , 1i, . . . , 1j, . . . , 1k, . . . , 0,−1)T be a P-invariant of a new (controlled)
net system (N1, M1). Here, ∀p ∈ P0\S, I(p) = 0, I(VS) = −1, ∀p ∈ P0, M1(p) = M0(p),
and N1 = [NT

0 |LT
Vs
]T , where LVs is a row vector corresponding to adding the place VS.

Let M1(VS) = M0(S) − ξS, where 1 ≤ ξS ≤ M0(S). Then S is an invariant-controlled
SMS. Hence, it is always marked at any reachable marking of the net system (N1, M1).
Namely, I is a P-invariant and ∀p ∈ (P0 ∪ {VS})\S, I(p) < 0. Note than IT .M1 = IT .M0 =
M0(S)−M1(VS) = ξS > 0. Thus, S is an invariant-controlled siphon.

A siphon S is controlled in a net (N, M0) iff ∀M ∈ R(N, M0), M(S) > 0. Thus, any
siphon that contains a marked trap is controlled. Namely, the marked trap can never be
emptied. In ordinary PN a controlled siphon does not cause any deadlock.

A siphon S in an ordinary PN (N, M0) is [7] invariant-controlled by P-invariant
I under M0 iff IT .M0 > 0 and ∀p ∈ P\S, I(p) ≤ 0, or equivalently IT .M0 > 0 and
||I||+ = p ∈ P|I(p) is the positive support of I.

More succinctly said, a siphon S is controlled if it can never be emptied, and invariant-
controlled by P-invariant I if IT .M0 > 0 and ||I||+ ⊆ S.

So that, to guarantee that a siphon S is always marked in a net system, it is necessary
to keep at least one token being present at S at any reachable marking of the net system.
Suppose that it was found such a control of a siphon S that S will never be emptied. Let ξS
is the least number of tokens being present at S. Such ξS is called the siphon control depth
variable. It is clear that the larger ξS is, the more behavior of the modeled system will be
restricted. However, it may means that more reachable states will be forbidden than it is
necessary. Therefore, it is suitable when the siphon control depth variable is as small as
possible, i.e., 1, if possible.
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Setting the Marking of Monitors in Example 2

It is easy to check from Figure 3 with taking into account Figure 4 that I = {p2, p4, p5,
p6} − VS is P-invariant of N1. Clearly, S = {p2, p4, p5, p6} is invariant-controlled by I,
since ||I||+ = S and M0(S)−M1(VS) = 4− 2 > 0. Here, ||I||+, is the positive support of I.

5. More Complicated Examples
5.1. Example 3

Consider a PN model in the form presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The bigger PN model.

This PN model has RT with 77 nodes (including M0). There are three deadlocks in the
PN, namely

M33 = (3, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T (34)

M36 = (3, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 3, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T (35)

M44 = (4, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)T (36)

Because of the large RT it is difficult or practically impossible (by commonly available
means) to analyze RT in order to find the matrix L and the vector b in (5). It remains to use
the approach based on siphon and traps. Using the Matlab-based tool in [30] we obtain the
following minimal siphons and traps

S1 = {p3, p4, p16} Tr1 = {p3, p4, p16}
S2 = {p2, p12, p13} Tr2 = {p2, p12, p13}
S3 = {p8, p9, p10, p11, p12} Tr3 = {p2, p10, p11, p13, p14}
S4 = {p5, p6, p7, p9, p10, p15} Tr4 = {p8, p9, p10, p11, p12}
S5 = {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7} Tr5 = {p5, p6, p7, p9, p10, p15}
S6 = {p3, p4, p5, p6, p12, p13, p14} Tr6 = {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7}
S7 = {p3, p4, p5, p6, p10, p11, p14} Tr7 = {p3, p4, p5, p6, p10, p11, p14}
S8 = {p5, p6, p7, p10, p11, p14, p15} Tr8 = {p2, p9, p10, p13, p14, p15, p16}
S9 = {p5, p6, p7, p10, p12, p13, p14, p15} Tr9 = {p2, p5, p6, p9, p10, p13, p14, p15}

Tr10 = {p3, p4, p5, p6, p9, p10, p14, p15}
Because S1 = Tr1, S2 = Tr2, S3 = Tr4, S4 = Tr5, S5 = Tr6, and S7 = Tr7, there are three
minimal siphons where emptying must be prevented, namely S6, S8, and S9. Rename S6 to
be S1, S8 to be S2 and S9 to be S3. Consequently, we have
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S =




0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0


 (37)

Nc = S.N =



−1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 −1 0

0 −1 0 1 −1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 −1
−1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 −1


 (38)

where the incidence matrix of the PN model is the following

N =




−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 −1 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0
−1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0

0 −1 0 1 −1 0 1 0 0 1 0 −1 0
0 0 −1 0 0 −1 0 1 0 0 1 0 −1
0 −1 1 0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0




(39)

The uncontrolled PN model together with its supervisor is displayed in Figure 6. This form
of the mutual interaction between the supervisor and the PN model is used in order to
avoid intricate interconnections between the uncontrolled model and the supervisor in
the same figure. Marking of monitors VS1 −VS3 were established by the relation M0(Si)−
M1(VSi ) > 0 for i = 1, 2, 3. Because M0(S1) = 2 it is sufficient to put M1(VS1) = 1.
Similarly, because M0(S2) = 3 it is sufficient to put M1(VS2) = 2 and because M0(S3) = 4
it is sufficient to put M1(VS3) = 2. In such a way controlled PN model (30) has RT
with 56 nodes (it creates the state space of reachable markings) and no deadlocks. In
case of putting M1(VS3) = 3 a new deadlock would occur in controlled system, namely
M14 = (4, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)T .

Figure 6. The PN model (left) with its supervisor (right) created by three monitors and their inter-
connections with the uncontrolled model.

5.2. Example 4

Consider the PN model given in Figure 7. There are 16 places and 12 transitions.
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Figure 7. The PN model.

The transpose of the incidence matrix is the following

NT =




1 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
−1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 −1 0

0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0
0 0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 0
0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0
0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 −1
1 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 −1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 −1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 −1




The siphons and traps are the following.

S1 = {p11, p16, p6} Tr1 = {p11, p16, p6}
S2 = {p1, p13, p8} Tr2 = {p1, p13, p8}
S3 = {p10, p15, p2, p4} Tr3 = {p10, p14, p15, p2}
S4 = {p14, p3, p5, p9} Tr4 = {p10, p15, p2, p4}
S5 = {p14, p15 p5, p9} Tr5 = {p14, p3, p5, p9}
S6 = {p14, p15, p16, p6, p9} Tr6 = {p1, p10, p13, p14, p15}
S7 = {p10, p11, p12, p8, p9} Tr7 = {p11, p14, p15, p16, p2}
S8 = {p13, p14, p15, p5, p8} Tr8 = {p10, p11, p12, p8, p9}
S9 = {p13, p14, p15, p16, p6, p8} Tr9 = {p1, p11, p13, p14, p15, p16}
S10 = {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7} Tr10 = {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7}

Here, S1 = Tr1, S2 = Tr2, S4 = Tr5, S7 = Tr8, S10 = Tr10. Consequently, S1, S2, S4, S7, S10
cannot be emptied. It is sufficient to prevent S3, S5, S6, S8, S9 before emptying. Rename
them to be, respectively, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5. Hence,

S =




0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1




(40)
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Nc = S.N =




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 −1 0
0 −1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 −1
−1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 −1 0
−1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 −1




(41)

Thus, we obtain five monitors VS1 − VS5 (creating the supervisor) and their interconnec-
tions with the uncontrolled PN model. In order to establish marking of these moni-
tors the following settings are necessary: M0(Si) − M1(VSi ) > 0, i = 1, . . . , 5. Because
M0(S1) = 1, M1(VS1) = 0. Analogically, M0(S2) = 2, M1(VS2) = 1; M0(S3) = 3,
M1(VS3) = 2; M0(S4) = 3, M1(VS4) = 2; M0(S5) = 4, M1(VS5) = 3. With mark-
ings of monitors set in such a way, we obtain the controlled PN model without any
deadlocks. RT of the controlled PN model has 54 nodes including the initial marking
M0 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 | 0, 1, 2, 2, 3)T . These nodes represent the
space of reachable markings of the controlled PN model. The interconnection between
original uncontrolled PN model and the supervisor represented by the set of monitors is
realized by means of the incidence matrix Nc, namely by N+

c and N−c . The supervisor is
displayed in Figure 8 (right) together with the uncontrolled system (left).

Figure 8. The PN model (left) with its supervisor (right) created by five monitors and their inter-
connections with the uncontrolled model. The monitor VS1 is not connected as it is clear from the
incidence matrix Nc in (41).

5.3. Example 5

Consider the PN model displayed in Figure 9.

Figure 9. The PN model.
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Its RT has 119 nodes (reachable markings) including the initial marking M0 =
(5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 1, 1)T . There are five deadlocks in the model, namely M76,
M85, M91, M96, M100 as follows,

M76 = (3, 0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T (42)

M85 = (2, 0, 1, 1, 1, 3, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T (43)

M91 = (4, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T (44)

M96 = (1, 0, 2, 1, 1, 4, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T (45)

M100 = (3, 0, 1, 0, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T (46)

and the following siphon and traps

S1 = {p2, p7, p11} Tr1 = {p2, p7, p11}
S2 = {p3, p8, p12} Tr2 = {p3, p8, p12}
S3 = {p4, p9, p13} Tr3 = {p4, p9, p13}
S4 = {p5, p10, p14} Tr4 = {p5, p10, p14}
S5 = {p2, p8 p11, p12} Tr5 = {p3, p7, p11, p12}
S6 = {p3, p9, p12, p13} Tr6 = {p4, p8, p12, p13}
S7 = {p4, p10, p13, p14} Tr7 = {p5, p9, p13, p14}
S8 = {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5} Tr8 = {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5}
S9 = {p2, p9, p11, p12, p13} Tr9 = {p4, p7, p11, p12, p13}
S10 = {p3, p10, p12, p13, p14} Tr10 = {p5, p8, p12, p13, p14}
S11 = {p6, p7, p8, p9, p10} Tr11 = {p6, p7, p8, p9, p10}
S12 = {p2, p10, p11, p12, p13, p14} Tr12 = {p5, p7, p11, p12, p13, p14}

As we can see, S1 = Tr1, S2 = Tr2, S3 = Tr3, S4 = Tr4, S8 = Tr8, S11 = Tr11. As we already
know, if a siphon contains a marked trap, it will never become empty. Therefore, we do
not have to take the listed siphons into account. When synthesizing the supervisor, it is
sufficient to use the remaining six siphons, i.e., S5, S6, S7, S9, S10, S12. After elimination of
siphons being consensual to traps, rename the residual siphons in ascending order starting
from S1, i.e., S1 = S5, S2 = S6, S3 = S7, S4 = S9, S5 = S10, and S6 = S12. Thus, the matrix
of siphons will have the following shape

Sm =




0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1




(47)

Since the incidence matrix N of the uncontrolled PN model directly follows from the model
structure introduced in Figure 9, the incidence matrix of the supervisor will be as follows

Nc = Sm.N =




0 1 −1 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 −1 0 0 −1 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 −1 1 0
0 1 0 −1 0 −1 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 −1 0 −1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 −1 −1 0 0 1 0




(48)

To set marking of particular monitors VS1 , . . . , VS6 , we will use the relation M0(Si) −
M1(VSi ) > 0 for i = 1, . . . , 6. Because M0(S1) = M0(S2) = 3, M0(S3) = 2, M0(S4) =
M0(S5) = 4, and M0(S6) = 5. Hence, for M1(VS1) = M1(VS2) = 2, M1(VS3) = 1,
M1(VS4) = M1(VS5) = 2, and M1(VS6) = 2 there are no deadlocks in the supervised
PN model. The supervisor (the set of monitors) is displayed in Figure 10 right, in the
neighborhood of the unsupervised PN model.
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Figure 10. The unsupervised PN model together with its supervisor.

5.4. Example 6

In order to show that there may occur computational problems in case of PN models
which need not be neither large nor structurally complicated consider the PN model in
Figure 11.

Figure 11. The PN model.

In this case, it was not possible to calculate siphons and traps by the tool offered
in [30] on PC (with Intel(R) Core(TM), i7-10700 CPU @ 2.90 GHz 2.90 GHz with 16 GB
RAM and 64-bit operating system Windows 11) even after tens of hours (more than 24)
of computation. So let us try to go back to the approach based on P-invariants RT of this
uncontrolled PN model has 40 nodes (including the initial marking). There is only one
deadlock M17 = (4, 1, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 3, 1, 3, 4, 4)T , as we can see from the
segment of RT displayed in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. The segment of the PN model RT containing the deadlock and access paths to it.

M10
t7−→ M17 (49)

M4
t8−→ M10

t7−→ M17 (50)

M5
t1−→ M10

t7−→ M17 (51)

M5
t7−→ M11

t1−→ M17 (52)

M27
t7−→ M34

t4−→ M17 (53)

Here,

M4 = (4, 1, 0, 0, 0, 3, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 2, 3, 1, 3, 3, 3)T (54)

M5 = (5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 3, 4, 1, 3, 4, 3)T (55)

M10 = (4, 1, 0, 0, 0, 3, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 3, 3, 1, 3, 4, 3)T (56)

M11 = (5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 2, 4, 1, 3, 4, 4)T (57)

M27 = (3, 1, 0, 1, 0, 3, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 0, 2, 4, 3)T (58)

M34 = (3, 1, 0, 1, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 3, 0, 2, 4, 4)T (59)

After a short analysis of RT, we can set the constraints in the form:

p7 + p11 <= 2 (60)

p7 + p18 <= 3 (61)

p2 + p7 <= 1 (62)

It means that

L =




0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


; b =




2
3
1


 (63)

Ns = −L.N =




0 1 −1 0 −1 0 −1 2 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 1 1 0
−1 1 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0


 (64)

sM0 = b− L.M0 =




1
1
1


 (65)
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Such supervisor indeed prevents the deadlock but RT of the supervised system has only 16
nodes. It means that its state space is (in comparison with the state space of uncontrolled
system having RT with 40 nodes) considerably limited. Unfortunately, the right section
(sub-net) in Figure 11 consisting of p6, p7, p8, p9, p17, p18 does not operate because it is
eliminated by such supervisor.

Therefore, we have to find another supervisor which will be able to connect also this
section in the activity. Consider the following constraints

p2 + p7 + p8 + p9 ≤ 1 (66)

p2 + p3 + p7 + p8 ≤ 1 (67)

p2 + p3 + p5 + p7 ≤ 1 (68)

p2 + p3 + p4 + p7 ≤ 3 (69)

p2 + p3 ≤ 4 (70)

p2 + p3 + p4 ≤ 1 (71)

p2 + p3 + p4 + p5 ≤ 3 (72)

p7 + p8 + p9 ≤ 3 (73)

p7 + p8 ≤ 2 (74)

or in the matrix form

L =




0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0




; b =




1
1
1
3
4
1
3
3
2




(75)

Ns = −L.N =




−1 1 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 1
−1 0 1 0 1 0 −1 0 1 0
−1 0 1 0 0 1 −1 1 0 0
−1 0 0 1 1 0 −1 1 0 0
−1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 1 0




; sM0 = b− L.M0 =




1
1
1
3
4
1
3
3
2




(76)

Applying the supervisor to the uncontrolled PN we obtain the controlled model without
any deadlocks. Its RT, expressing the space of reachable states, has 11 nodes as it can be
seen in Figure 13. In the same Figure right is displayed also the supervisor consisting of
9 monitors. As we can see, both of the sections (sub-nets) are active in this case.
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Figure 13. The RT of the controlled PN model (left). No deadlocks are there. Both of sections
(sub-nets) are active. The supervisor consisting of nine monitors (right).

6. Discussion

Two methods (approaches) how to avoid deadlocks in industrial multi-agent systems
were presented in this paper, namely: (i) the approach based on P-invariants, and (ii) the
approach based on siphons and traps. Let us compare them now.

Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages.
The former approach represents the procedure in exact analytical terms. The supervi-

sor synthesis is clear and simple. It is suitable especially for the S3PR paradigm of AMS.
Thorough analysis of RT makes possible to find conditions how to mutually eliminate
certain states (markings). In such a way it is possible to eliminate deadlocks. However, in
a more complicated structure of the PN model with very branched RT the choice of the
restriction inequality (5) (especially the matrix L and the vector b) may be intricate or even
impossible. Another disadvantage is that RT depends on the initial marking M0 of the
uncontrolled PN. For another M0 RT is different.

The latter approach has not so exact analytically expressed procedure. This is due to
the fact that siphons and traps are structural entities of the PN model. Their computation
(notwithstanding that it may be realized by different algorithms) may sometimes take a
very long time, especially in case of structurally complicated PN models. An advantage of
this approach is that calculation of siphons and traps does not depend on the initial state of
the PN model. This approach is able to deal with both paradigms of AMS—S3PR and S4PR.

As a summary it can be said that the weak point (shortcoming, weakness) in both
approaches is computational complexity—at computing RT and handling it as well as at
computation of siphons and traps—especially at large-scale and structurally complicated
PN models.

Despite what has been said, the approach based on siphons and traps seems to be
upon the whole more advantageous than the approach based on P-invariants. Apart from
the time-consuming calculation of siphons and traps, it is also simpler. However, as it was
demonstrated by the Example 6 in the Section 5.4, computational problems may be huge
also in relatively simple and not very large PN models.

7. Conclusions

The presented paper is, in a broader sense, an overview paper concerning the deadlock
prevention and avoidance in industrial MAS in general. RAS are very important subclass
of AMS. Dealing with deadlocks in RAS has been the main topic of this paper. Benefits
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following from this are that deadlock free RAS can be designed off-line, preliminary to
the construction of real manufacturing systems, still before their actual deployment in
practice. Hence, this rapidly decreases a risk of defects in operation of AMS/RAS and
prevents shutdowns of them. Thus, it is possible to avoid significant economic losses. Of
course, another defects unrelated to deadlocks (e.g., some external disturbances) cannot be
prevented in such a way. Attention has been paid to the present most frequently used RAS,
in particular to their paradigms S3PR and S4PR.

A wide review of literature was introduced. A general view on formal methods used
in AMS was presented in Section 1.1. A short comment about the agent cooperation and
negotiation, as well as on reentering in AMS was introduced in Section 1.2. The most used
Petri net-based paradigms of RAS were adduced in Section 2.1. A literature overview
about deadlock prevention and avoiding was referred to in Section 2.2. Setting marking
of monitors in case of the siphon-based method was described in details in Section 4.2.
Two simple illustration examples introduced in Section 3 (Example 1) and in Section 4
(Example 2) were supplemented by four more complicated illustrative examples in Section 5
(Example 3–Example 6).

Two basic deadlock prevention techniques using Petri nets were presented in mathe-
matical details, namely P-invariant-based method and the method based on siphons and
traps. Although in Section 6 a rough comparison of both methods was introduced, in
this closing section it is necessary to point out the principled difference between them. In
Table 1, the main characteristics of both methods are introduced. The ability to address the
deadlock prevention in the S3PR and S4PR paradigms of RAS is also included there. After
comparing those characteristics, the method based on siphons and traps unambiguously
appears more advantageous than the method based on P-invariants. The same result
follows also from Table 2 (where disadvantageous of both methods are introduced) because
long lasting computations can be accelerated, e.g., by using more powerful computing
technique and/or by finding algorithms with a less computational complexity.

Table 1. Characteristics of both methods.

P-Invariant-Based Method Siphon and Trap-Based Method

simple analytic method Matlab-based computational method

it needs additional elaboration of RT it does need any additional elaboration
it is more labored —

it has analytical setting of the initial marking
of monitors

it needs additional setting of the initial
marking of monitors

—

it yields a possibility to control elementary
siphons and to deal with dependent siphons by

means of setting the siphon control
depth variables

it is suitable above all for S3PR paradigm
of AMS

it is suitable for S3PR as well as for S4PR
paradigms of AMS

in the S4PR paradigm it cannot eliminate the
origin of new deadlocks and requires new

iterations of the deadlock prevention

it is able to preclude origin of new deadlocks in
the S4PR paradigm

Table 2. Disadvantageous of both methods.

P-Invariant-Based Method Siphon and Trap-Based Method

possible computational problems at finding RT often long lasting computation of siphons
necessity to additionally analyze RT —

dependence on the initial state of the PN model —
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However, in spite of all, it must be said that even the method based on P-invariants
should not be completely damned, especially in case of S3PR paradigm of AMS. As it was
shown in Example 6 in the Section 5.4 this method has helped us to resolve a case where
the siphon-based method was not able to give a result in a reasonable time.
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